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Preface
Since the discovery of strongly interacting constituents of nuclei nearly 60 years
ago, there has been intense interest in non-perturbative approaches for hadrons
and their interactions. A vast number of models have been developed in order
to describe hadronic bound state spectra and transition rates. The challenge has
been to arrive at a similar level of success from a fundamental starting point,
the eld theory of the strong interactions known as Quantum Chromodynamics
(QCD). The requirements of a fully relativistic and non-perturbative approach
have been addressed within both Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formulations with
some success. Our focus is on the Hamiltonian approach and the application of
light-front coordinates which provides a systematic description and permits new
insights into the underlying physical phenomena.
Dirac introduced light-front coordinates in 1949 and exhibited many of the
conceptual challenges of quantizing with this choice of coordinates. Advantages
for eld theory applications have appeared over the years and numerous new
issues have been uncovered depending on the eld theory investigated and/or
the approximations invoked. In the past few years there has been a great deal
of progress in systematically resolving these issues and improving the methods
developed within light-front quantization schemes.
Unfortunately, the acceptance of light-front coordinates as an alternative
way to describe dynamics is still burdened by an insucient availability of fun-
damental literature oriented to graduate students or to physicists with a dierent
background.
The following collection of ten lecture series is based on the rst \School on
Light-Front Quantization and Non-Perturbative QCD" held fromMay 6 to June
2, 1996 in Ames, Iowa (USA). This publication of the lecture series attempts to
make this eld more accessible to graduate students and other researchers inter-
ested in entering the eld or incorporating the topic in their advanced courses.
Since 1991 workshops on this topic have run twice each year. The 1996 school
was followed by such a workshop (June 3 - June 14). The International Institute
of Theoretical and Applied Physics (IITAP) organized and supported both the
school and workshop and oversaw the production of this publication.
A few words should be added about IITAP. In 1991, Abdus Salam and the
International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP) in Trieste, Italy, encour-
aged Iowa State University (ISU) to submit a proposal to the United Nations
Educational, Scientic and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) to create an in-
stitute similar to ICTP for aiding scientists in developing countries. The Iowa
State proposal was accepted by UNESCO and approved to the Iowa Board of
Regents during the fall, 1993. IITAP began operations at that time.
IITAP's mission was well-served by the school through its international lec-
turers and participants coming from ve continents. All authors addressed their
contributions to a student not familiar with this topic. Therefore, the lectures
are framed at the introductory level and mainly concentrate on the fundamental
aspects. While they serve as an introduction to the recent and more advanced
literature, they should not be taken as exhaustive reviews.
With credit to the sponsorship of UNESCO and ISU for this school and work-
shop, this book is freely available via the Internet (http://www.iitap.iastate.edu).
The editors would also like to thank all organizers, lecturers and participants for
their encouragement and contribution to this project.
This book is dedicated to the memory of Prof. Abdus Salam, who, until
his death in November 1996, was the world's leading promoter of international
cooperation in science for improving the human condition. His life's work in rst
rate scientic research and promotion of cooperation especially with scientists
in developing countries serve as a lasting legacy and profound inspiration.
Ames, June 1997 James P. Vary and Frank Wolz
An Introduction to Light-Front Dynamics for
Pedestrians
Avaroth Harindranath
Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics, Sector I, Block AF, Bidhan Nagar,
Calcutta 700064, India
Abstract. In these lectures we hope to provide an elementary introduction to selected
topics in light-front dynamics. Starting from the study of free eld theories of scalar
boson, fermion, and massless vector boson, the canonical eld commutators and propa-
gators in the instant and front forms are compared and contrasted. Poincare algebra is
described next where the explicit expressions for the Poincare generators of free scalar
theory in terms of the eld operators and Fock space operators are also given. Next,
to illustrate the idea of Fock space description of bound states and to analyze some of
the simple relativistic features of bound systems without getting into the wilderness
of light-front renormalization, Quantum Electrodynamics in one space - one time di-
mensions is discussed along with the consideration of anomaly in this model. Lastly,
light-front power counting is discussed. One of the consequences of light-front power
counting in the simple setting of one space - one time dimensions is illustrated using
massive Thirring model. Next, motivation for light-front power counting is discussed
and power assignments for dynamical variables in three plus one dimensions are given.
Simple examples of tree level Hamiltonians constructed by power counting are pro-
vided and nally the idea of reducing the number of free parameters in the theory by
appealing to symmetries is illustrated using a tree level example in Yukawa theory.
1 Preliminaries
1.1 What Is a Light-Front?
According to Dirac (1949) \ ... the three-dimensional surface in space-time
formed by a plane wave front advancing with the velocity of light. Such a surface
will be called front for brevity". An example of a light-front is given by the
equation x+ = x0 + x3 = 0.
1.2 Light-Front Dynamics: Denition
A dynamical system is characterized by ten fundamental quantities: energy, mo-
mentum, angular momentum, and boost. In the conventional Hamiltonian form
of dynamics one works with dynamical variables referring to physical conditions
at some instant of time, the simplest instant being given by x0 = 0. Dirac found
that other forms of relativistic dynamics are possible. For example, one may set
up a dynamical theory in which the dynamical variables refer to physical condi-
tions on a front x+ = 0. The resulting dynamics is called light-front dynamics,
which Dirac called front-form for brevity.
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Fig. 1. Light-Front and Light Cone
The variables x+ = x0 + x3 and x  = x0   x3 are called light-front time
and longitudinal space variables respectively. Transverse variable x? = (x1; x2).
Beware that many dierent conventions are in use in the literature. For our
conventions, notations, and some useful relations see Appendix A.
A note on the nomenclature:
Instead of light-front eld theory one will also nd in the literature eld
theory in the innite momentum frame, null plane eld theory, and light-cone
eld theory. We prefer the word light-front since the quantization surface is a
light-front (tangential to the light cone).
1.3 Dispersion Relation
In analogy with the light-front space-time variables, we dene the longitudinal
momentum k+ = k0 + k3 and light-front energy k  = k0   k3.
For a free massive particle k2 = m2 leads to k+  0 and the dispersion




The above dispersion relation is quite remarkable for the following reasons:
(1) Even though we have a relativistic dispersion relation, there is no square root
factor. (2) The dependence of the energy k  on the transverse momentum k? is
just like in the nonrelativistic dispersion relation. (3) For k+ positive (negative),
k  is positive (negative). This fact has several interesting consequences. (4) The
dependence of energy on k? and k+ is multiplicative and large energy can result
from large k? and/or small k+. This simple observation has drastic consequences
for renormalization aspects (Wilson (1990), Wilson et al. (1994)).
1.4 Brief History upto 1980
In the following we provide a very brief history of light-front dynamics in particle
physics up to 1980 with randomly selected highlights. (We note that light-front
has also been put to use in other areas such as optics, strings, etc.)
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As we have already noted Dirac introduced light-front dynamics in 1949.
In particle physics, light-front dynamics was rediscovered in the guise of eld
theory at innite momentum by Fubini and Furlan (1964) in an attempt to
derive \ xed q2 " sum rules in the context of current algebra. Adler (1965)
and Weisberger (1965) utilized innite momentum frame in their formulation of
the sum rule for axial vector coupling constant. Innite momentum limit was
also considered by Dashen and Gell-Mann (1966) for the representation of local
current algebra at innite momentum. For an introductory treatment of current
algebra and light-like charges, see, Leutwyler (1969). Motivated by the work
on current algebra, Weinberg (1966) studied the innite momentum limit of
old-fashioned perturbation theory diagrams and found some simplications and
also investigated the structure of bound state equations with particle truncation
(\Tamm-Danco" approximation (Tamm (1945), Danco (1950))) in this limit.
In 1969, by combining the high energy (q0 ! i1) limit with the innite
momentum limit (P !1) Bjorken (1969) predicted the scaling of deep inelastic
structure functions. Immediately following the experimental discovery of scaling
in deep inelastic scattering, the celebrated parton model of Feynman came into
being, which was formulated in the innite momentum frame. Subsequently,
the study of emergence of scaling in canonical eld theories was carried out
(see Drell, Levy, and Yan (1970)) exploiting the special features of the innite
momentum limit. Meanwhile the connection between innite momentum limit
and light-front variables became clear (Susskind (1968), Bardacki and Halpern
(1968), Leutwyler (1968), Chang and Ma (1969), Jersak and Stern (1969)). This
prompted the investigation of eld theories in light-front quantization.
Special aspects of light-front quantization were pointed out by Leutwyler,
Klauder, and Streit (1970). Kogut and Soper (1970), Bjorken, Kogut, and Soper
(1971), and Neville and Rohrlich (1971) studied Quantum Electrodynamics in
the light-front formulation. Cornwall and Jackiw (1971) studied the canonical
equal x+ current commutators relevant for deep inelastic scattering the phenom-
ena of which was also studied in the context of light cone current algebra program
of Fritzsch and Gell-Mann (1971). Chang, Yan and collaborators (Chang, Root,
and Yan (1973), Chang and Yan (1973), Yan (1973a), Yan (1973b)) systemat-
ically investigated scalar, Yukawa, and massive vector boson theories and the
connection with deep inelastic scattering.
't Hooft (1974) exploited light-front variables and light-front gauge to exhibit
connement in two-dimensional Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) in the large
Nc limit. Subsequently Marinov, Perelomov, and Terent'ev (1974) initiated the
study of the spectrum of this model in the light-front Hamiltonian framework.
The intuitive picture of scaling violations in parton distributions was devel-
oped by Kogut and Susskind (1974) in the innite momentum frame.
Investigations on the relationship between the constituent picture and the
current picture in the context of classication schemes in the quark model (Close
(1979)) lead to Melosh Transformation (Melosh (1974)). The nontrivial issues
associated with angular momentum on the light-front came into full view with
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studies in light-front constituent quark models (Casher and Susskind (1973),
Leutwyler (1974), Terent'ev (1976)).
The problem of P+ = 0 in light-front theory (the now famous \zero mode
problem") was rst considered by Maskawa and Yamawaki (1976) and Nakanishi
and Yamawaki (1977).
For the non-perturbative study of QCD, Bardeen and Pearson (1976) in-
troduced the Hamiltonian transverse lattice formulation in 1976. Thorn (Thorn
(1979a), Thorn (1979b), Thorn (1979c)) studied various aspects of Light-Front
QCD including asymptotic freedom for the pure Yang-Mills theory.
In the late 70's and beginning of 80's Brodsky, Lepage and collaborators
(Lepage and Brodsky (1980)) initiated the study of the application of light-front
perturbation theory to various exclusive processes.
1.5 What Is Covered in these Lectures
In these lectures we hope to provide an elementary introduction to selected
topics in light-front dynamics. Starting from the study of free eld theories of
scalar boson, fermion and massless vector boson, the canonical eld commutators
and propagators in the instant and front forms are compared and contrasted.
Poincare algebra is described next where the explicit expressions for the Poincare
generators of free scalar theory in terms of the eld operators and Fock space
operators are also given. Next, to illustrate the idea of Fock space description
of bound states and to analyze some of the simple relativistic features of bound
systems without getting into the wilderness of light-front renormalization, Quan-
tum Electrodynamics in one space - one time dimensions is discussed along with
the consideration of anomaly in this model. Lastly, light-front power counting is
discussed. One of the consequences of light-front power counting in the simple
setting of one space - one time dimensions is illustrated using massive Thirring
model. Next, motivation for light-front power counting is discussed and power as-
signments for dynamical variables in three plus one dimensions are given. Simple
examples of tree level Hamiltonians constructed by power counting are provided
and nally the idea of reducing the number of free parameters in the theory by
appealing to symmetries is illustrated using a tree level example in Yukawa the-
ory. The notations, conventions and some useful relations are given in Appendix
A. A list of review articles on light-front dynamics and a list of books where
light-front has appeared are provided in Appendix B.
1.6 Acknowledgements
I thank Stan G lazek, Daniel Mustaki, Robert Perry, Steve Pinsky, Junko Shige-
mitsu, James Vary, Ken Wilson, Tim Walhout, and Wei-Min Zhang for fruitful
collaboration and for helping me over several years to understand the wonder-
ful/terrible features of light-front dynamics. I thank James Vary and Jian-Wei
Qiu for making my long-term visit to the International Institute of Theoretical
and Applied Physics at Iowa State University in the rst half of 1996 possible
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and protable. I also thank Frank Woelz and James Vary for providing me the
opportunity to deliver the lectures on which these notes are based.
2 Free Fields
In this section we consider free eld theories of scalar boson, fermion and massless
vector boson in the light-front formulation. In particular we discuss equal-x+
commutation relations and propagators.
2.1 Scalar Field








The equation of motion is

@+@    (@?)2 + 2 = 0: (2)
The quantized free scalar eld can be written as (Leutwyler, Klauder, and Streit





















j ki = ay(k) j 0i (5)
and has the normalization
hk0 j ki = 2(2)3k+3(k   k0): (6)
First let us derive the canonical equal x+ commutation relation for the scalar
eld. For free eld theory, the commutator of (x) and (y) is known for arbitrary
x and y. We have (see for example Bjorken and Drell (1965)),
[(x); (y)] = i(x  y) (7)
where




2(k2   2)(k0)e ik:(x y): (8)
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We have k+ = k0 + k3. Thus k
+
k0
= 1 + k
3
k0
> 0 on the mass shell and hence
(k0) ! (k+). Thus in terms of light-front variables

















From (7) and (9) it is easy to show that
[(x); (y)]x+=y+ =  
i
4
(x    y )2(x?   y?) (10)
where  is the antisymmetric step function, (x) = (x)   ( x).
The above commutation relation is to be contrasted with the corresponding
commutation relation in equal-time theory, namely,
[(x); (y)]x0=y0 = 0: (11)
We note that for x0 = y0, the two elds are separated by a space-like interval,
the commutator has to vanish (condition of microscopic causality). For x+ = y+,
if x? 6= y?, the two elds are separated by a space-like distance and hence the
commutator has to vanish. On the other hand, for x+ = y+ and x? = y?, the
two elds are separated by a light-like distance and hence the commutator need
not vanish.
Next we consider the scalar eld propagator. Let SB denote scalar eld prop-
agator in light-front theory. We have
i SB(x  y) =< 0 j T+(x)(y) j 0 >
= (x+   y+) < 0 j (x)(y) j 0 >
+(y+   x+) < 0 j (y)(x) j 0 > : (12)
Using (3) and (4) one can show that






k2   2 + i
= iSFB (x  y) (13)
where SFB is the Feynman propagator for the scalar eld. Thus for a scalar eld,
light-front propagator is the same as the Feynman propagator.
2.2 Fermion Field
The equation of motion
(i@  m) = 0 (14)
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 @+   i? :@?  m

 = 0: (15)
Dene
  =  ; (16)
where  = 1
4
.




(i?:@? + 0m) + : (17)
Thus    is a constrained eld since at any x+ it is determined by  +. The





Note that the fermion mass appears quadratically in the above equation.
Consider now the equal x+ commutation relation for the dynamical eld  +.
We start from the solution of the free spin-half eld theory in equal time:
















It follows that (see for example, Bjorken and Drell (1965))






(6k +m)0e ik:(x y) + ( 6k  m)0eik:(x y)
i
= (i6@x +m)0i(x  y): (20)
From the above equation it is easy to show that the equal x+ commutation
relation of  + and  +
y
is
f +(x);  +y(y)gx+=y+ = +(x    y )2(x?   y?): (21)
Free fermion eld operator in light-front theory can be written as (Kogut














Let SF denote fermion eld propagator (Chang and Yan (1973)) in light-front
theory.
i SF (x  y) = < 0 j T+ (x)  (y) j 0 >
= (x+   y+) < 0 j  (x)  (y) j 0 >
 (y+   x+) < 0 j  (y) (x) j 0 > : (23)
Using (22) for the eld operator, we can show that the light-front propagator
for the fermion eld is




















= iSF (x  y)   
+
4
(x+   y+)2(x?   y?)(x    y ) (24)






?:k?. We note that for the fermion eld, light-front propagator diers from
the Feynman propagator by an instantaneous propagator.
2.3 Massless Vector Field










































A  = 0: (27)
Choose the gauge (Kogut and Soper (1970), Neville and Rohrlich (1971))
A+ = 0: (28)
This gauge choice is known as innite-momentum gauge, null-plane gauge, light-
cone gauge and light-front gauge. From (25), we have
@+A  = 2@?:A? + F (x+; x?) (29)
Thus A  is not a dynamical variable. Choosing F to be zero, the dynamical
variables Ai obey massless Klein-Gordon equation.
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Since the dynamical variable Ai obey massless Klein-Gordon equation, we
can follow the same route we have taken for the free scalar eld and write the










































    y ) 2(x?   y?): (32)





dy (x    y )@iAi(y ; x?): (33)























(0; 2k1; k+; 0); 2 (k) =
1
k+




















 = 0: (37)












Let SV denote the massless vector eld propagator (Yan (1973b)) in light-
front theory. We have
i( SV )
(x  y) = h0 j T+A(x)A(y) j 0i
= (x+   y+)h0 j A(x)A(y) j 0i
+ (y+   x+)h0 j A(y)A(x) j 0i: (39)
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3 Poincare Generators and Algebra
3.1 Lorentz Group
Let us rst consider a pure boost along the negative 3-axis. The relationship
between space and time of two systems of coordinates, one ~S in uniform motion
along the negative 3-axis with speed v relative to other S is given by ~x0 =
(x0 + x3), ~x3 = (x3 + x0), with  = v
c
and  = 1p
1 2
. Introduce the
parameter  such that  = cosh ,  = sinh. In terms of the light-front
variables,
~x+ = ex+; ~x  = e x : (41)
Thus boost along the 3-axis becomes a scale transformation for the variables ~x+
and ~x  and x+ = 0 is invariant under boost along the 3-axis.
Let us denote the three generators of boosts by Ki and the three generators
of rotations by J i in equal-time dynamics. Dene E1 =  K1 +J2, E2 =  K2 
J1, F 1 =  K1   J2, and F 2 =  K2 + J1. The explicit expressions for the 6
generators K3, E1, E2, J3, F 1, and F 2 in the nite dimensional representation




0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
1
CA ; E1 =  i
0
B@
0  1 0 0
 1 0 0  1
0 0 0 0






0 0  1 0
0 0 0 0
 1 0 0  1
0 0 1 0
1
CA ; J3 =  i
0
B@
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0  1 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
CA ;
F 1 =  i
0
B@
0  1 0 0
 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0  1 0 0
1
CA ; F 2 =  i
0
B@
0 0  1 0
0 0 0 0
 1 0 0 1
0 0  1 0
1
CA :
Note that K3, E1, E2, and J3 leave x+ = 0 invariant and are kinematical
generators while F 1 and F 2 do not and are dynamical generators.
It follows that
[F 1; F 2] = 0; [J3; F i] = iijF j: (42)
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Thus J3, F 1 and F 2 form a closed algebra. Also
[E1; E2] = 0; [K3; Ei] = iEi: (43)
Thus K3, E1 and E2 also form a closed algebra.
3.2 Algebra
From the Lagrangian density one may construct the stress tensor T and from
the stress tensor one may construct a four-momentum P and a generalized










dx d2x?[x T+   x T+ ]: (45)
Note that M is antisymmetric and hence has six independent components.
Poincare algebra in terms of P and M is (see for example, Ryder (1985))
[P; P ] = 0; (46)
[P;M] = i[gP    gP ]; (47)
[M;M] = i[ gM + gM   gM + gM]: (48)
In light-front dynamics P  is the Hamiltonian and P+ and P i (i = 1; 2) are
the momenta. M+  = 2K3 and M+i = Ei are the boosts. M12 = J3 and
M i = F i are the rotations. The following table summarizes the commutation
relations between the Poincare generators in light-front dynamics.
P+ P 1 P 2 K3 E1 E2 J3 F 1 F 2 P 
P+ 0 0 0  iP+ 0 0 0 2iP 1 2iP 2 0
P 1 0 0 0 0 iP+ 0  iP 2 iP  0 0
P 2 0 0 0 0 0  iP+ iP 1 0 iP  0
K3 iP+ 0 0 0 iE1 iE2 0  iF 1  iF 2  iP 
E1 0  iP+ 0  iE1 0 0  iE2  2iK3  2iJ3  2iP 1
E2 0 0  iP+  iE2 0 0 iE1 2iJ3 2iK3  2iP 2
J3 0 iP 2  iP 1 0 iE2  iE1 0 iF 2  iF 1 0
F 1  2iP 1  iP  0 iF 1  2iK3  2iJ3  iF 2 0 0 0
F 2  2iP 2 0  iP  iF 2 2iJ3  2iK3 iF 1 0 0 0
P  0 0 0 iP  2iP 1 2iP 2 0 0 0 0
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3.3 Free Scalar Field: Generators in Fock Representation
In this section, as an example, we explicitly construct the Poincare generators
of free scalar eld theory in Fock representation (Flory (1970)).
From the Lagrangian density, we obtain the conserved symmetric stress ten-
sor. The stress tensor








































dx d2x? xi @+@+: (55)






x1@2   x2@1 (56)
and





x @+@i  xi(@?:@?+ 22) : (57)











































































For a single particle, we have,
P+ j pi = p+ j pi; (65)
P i j pi = pi j pi; (66)




K3 j pi = ip+ @
@p+
j pi; (68)
Ei j pi =  ip+ @
@pi
j pi; (69)
















 j pi: (71)
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4 Two-Dimensional Quantum Electrodynamics
4.1 Introduction
In this lecture we discuss two dimensional (one space-one time) Quantum Elec-
trodynamics (QED) in light-front dynamics. Our main purpose is to exhibit
some of the simple features of relativistic bound states in the simplest setting.
We also discuss some aspects of renormalization and anomaly.
We study the bound state dynamics of QED2 in the truncated space of one
fermion-anti fermion pair. In this model, with the gauge choice A+ = 0 on
the light-front we have fermions and antifermions interacting via instantaneous
interactions. It turns out that just with one pair we have a reasonably good
description of the ground state in both weak coupling (non-relativistic) and
strong coupling (relativistic) domains.
Just for notational convenience we omit the superscript + for longitudinal
momenta in this section.
4.2 Hamiltonian
The Lagrangian density for QED is given by
LQED =  1
4
FF +  (i6D  m) (72)
with F = @A   @A and D = @ + ieA. We pick the light-front gauge
A+ = 0. From the equations of motion
(i6D  m) = 0; (73)
@F
 = e   ; : (74)




0m + ; (75)




 +; : (76)
The equation of motion for the dynamical variable  + is














The symmetric energy momentum tensor is
T =  FF  +
1
2





FF +  (i6D  m) 

: (78)
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Note that the Hamiltonian has only fermion degrees of freedom which drastically
simplies Fock space structure. In the following rst we truncate the Fock space
to a fermion-antifermion pair. We give the relevant terms in the Hamiltonian
also in terms of Fock space operators.
By projecting the eigenvalue equation
P+P  j 	 i = M2 j 	 i (81)
on to a pair of free states, we arrive at the bound state equation in QED. The
bound state equation is shown to reproduce the well-known results for the ground
state in the massless (ultra-relativistic) limit. The bound state equation is also
shown to reproduce the well-known results in the heavy mass (non-relativistic)
limit.
4.3 Bound State Equation in QED


















= 4k(k   k0) : (83)
The relevant terms in the Hamiltonian are

























































Note that we have generated self-energy contributions to the mass (85) by normal
ordering the instantaneous four-fermion interaction.
We expand the state vector j 	 > in terms Fock space states and truncate
to a fermion-antifermion pair:








y(p2) j 0 >

p
2(2)P(P   p1   p2): (87)
By projecting the eigenvalue equation (81) on to a pair of free states and intro-
ducing the momentum fraction variables (x = p1
P
, 2(p1; p2) =
1p
P
 2(x) etc. )
















The factor proportional to  (x) in the third term is the self-energy contribution.
4.4 Relativistic Limit
The bound state equation (88) would have exhibited severe 1
x2
divergences com-
ing from the instantaneous gauge boson exchange if self-energy contributions
were ignored. Such divergences are present in the eigenvalue equation for single
fermion. A detailed and excellent discussion of these divergences and correspond-
ing regulators in the context of connement and asymptotic freedom in QCD2
can be found in Callan, Coote and Gross (1976) and Einhorn (1976).
In the extreme relativistic limit (m! 0), (88) shows that  2 = (x)(1  x)
is a solution with eigenvalue M2 = e
2

. This is the well-known Schwinger result
in two-dimensional massless electrodynamics (Schwinger model).
The result that a single fermion-antifermion pair reproduces the well-known
result in the extreme strong coupling limit in light-front quantization is in fact
nontrivial. In equal-time quantization, in A3 = 0 gauge for example, restriction
to a single pair is a valid approximation only in the extreme nonrelativistic limit.
For a comparison of bound state equations in equal-time and light-front cases in
the context of QCD2 see Hanson, Peccei, and Prasad (1976).
4.5 Nonrelativistic Limit
In the nonrelativistic limit (fermion mass ! 1) , the last term in (88) which
corresponds to the \annihilation channel" can be ignored. Then the bound state
equations for QED and QCD are identical except for a rescaling of the coupling
constant. Let us start from (88) without the last term.








 2(y1)    2(x1)
(x1   y1)2
= 0: (89)
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q2 + m2. Note that the range of q is  1 < q < +1. Utilizing the
fact that   m,




Introducing B = B=m   B2
4m2
where B = 2m M , we have,






 (q0)   (q)
(q   q0)2 : (92)
The second term on r.h.s. is the self-energy correction which also vanishes in the
nonrelativistic limit.






(q q0)2 ; and we arrive




+ j u j

 (u) =  (u) (93)
where u = e
2
3 z and  = Be 
4
3 . The solution to (93) are the well known Airy
functions. A discussion of (93) is given by Hamer (1977).
4.6 Anomaly
In this subsection we follow the discussion in Bergkno (1977). Classically, in
the massless limit, chiral symmetry of the QED2 Lagrangian leads to the con-
servation of axial vector current j5 =
 5 , @j

5 = 0. Let us calculate the











In one space - one time dimensions, the vector current j =   and the axial
vector current j5 are related by
j

5 =  j ; (95)
where  is the antisymmetric tensor, +  =  2. Thus
j+5 = j
+ and j 5 =  j : (96)
From the conservation of the vector current j, we have






 j+ =  i j+; P  : (98)
Thus we need to calculate the commutator of the plus component of the vec-
tor current and the Hamiltonian. This evaluation is most easily carried out in
momentum space utilizing the Fourier mode expansion of the eld  + .























Using the Fourier mode expansion of the eld (82), it is easily shown that,



















h0 j ~j+(p);~j+(q) j 0i = 4q(p+ q): (102)
























which shows that @j








Thus we see that (1) in the quantum theory, divergence of the axial vector
current is nonzero, even though it is zero in the classical theory, (2) j+ obeys
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5 Light-Front Power Counting and its Consequences
In this section we discuss the light-front power counting introduced by Wilson
(Wilson (1990), Wilson et al. (1994)). To illustrate its consequences in a sim-
ple example in one plus one dimensions we rst discuss the massive Thirring
model. Then we discuss the motivation for light-front power counting and give
the power assignments for dynamical variables and the Hamiltonian in three plus
one dimensions. Simple examples of Hamiltonians involving scalars and fermions
are given at the tree level. Appealing to power counting alone leads to a large
number of free parameters in the theory. The idea of reducing the number of
free parameters by implementing the symmetries is illustrated using a simple
example in Yukawa theory.
5.1 Massive Thirring Model
Power counting is dierent in light-front dynamics. For example, in two dimen-
sions,  + has no mass dimension whereas in equal-time theory  has mass di-
mension 1
2 . In both cases the scalar eld  has no mass dimension. Thus in
light-front theory in one plus dimensions innite number of terms are possible in
the interaction. However, in two-dimensional gauge theories and two-dimensional
Yukawa model, the coupling constant (e and g respectively) has the dimension
of mass. By dimensional analysis, the Hamiltonian P  has dimension two in
units of mass. Accordingly, in gauge theory case the highest power of coupling
allowed by power counting is e2 and in Yukawa model highest powers of coupling
allowed are g (must be accompanied by a mass m to balance dimensions) and
g2. Explicit construction of the canonical light-front Hamiltonian in these cases
shows that the interaction terms obey these power counting rules.
If the coupling g2 is dimensionless innite number of terms appear in P  for
theories in two dimensions. In equal-time theory, four-fermion interactions have
dimensionless coupling constant. Since  carry mass dimension 1
2
, six-fermion
interactions etc. are not allowed by power counting. On other hand, in light-
front theory  + carry no mass dimension, and hence innite number of terms
are allowed for fermionic interactions in P  by power counting just like bosonic
interactions in equal-time theory in one plus one dimensions. By dimensional
arguments a constant with dimensions of m2 has to appear as a overall mul-
tiplicative factor in front of the interaction Hamiltonian. In the following we
illustrate these features in the context of massive Thirring model.
The Lagrangian density for massive Thirring model is given by
L =  (i@  m)   1
2
g2(   )2: (106)
The equation of motion is
i@  + = m0   + 2g2  
y
   +: (107)
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To get the true equation of motion, we have to eliminate the constraint variable
   which obeys the equation of constraint:
i@+   = m0 + + 2g2 +
y
 +  : (108)
As was mentioned before, the equation of constraint is nonlinear, in contrast to
the situation in gauge theories and Yukawa model.
The Hamiltonian density is
















In order to express the Hamiltonian in terms of the physical degree of freedom
 +, we need to solve the constraint equation (108).










dz (x    z ) +y(z ) +(z ): (111)
One can easily verify that
  (x ) = m0
Z
dy G(x ; y ) +(y ) (112)
satises the constraint equation (108). Thus the constraint equation is explicitly








(x )G(x ; y ) +(y ): (113)
Thus we see explicitly that (1) there are innite number of terms in the Hamil-
tonian (which, in this particular case, exponentiates resulting in a closed form)
and (2) m2 appears as an overall multiplicative factor. For g2 = 0 we reproduce
the free eld theory result.
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5.2 Light-Front Power Counting: Motivation
In conventional Lagrangian eld theory, one starts with the terms allowed by
power counting in the Lagrangian density. Power counting alone may lead to
a large number of arbitrary parameters in the theory. When restrictions from
Lorentz invariance and gauge invariance (in the case of gauge theories) are im-
posed, this number is drastically reduced. By analyzing arbitrary orders of per-
turbation theory, one discovers that the counterterms are all of the form as the
canonical ones, provided the cutos respect the imposed symmetries. Following
the same path, in QCD for example, we need to construct the most general form
(including the canonical terms and counterterms) of the light-front Hamiltonian
for QCD. In our case, we have to use the light-front power counting to construct
the Hamiltonian. Further, to reduce the number of arbitrary parameters we can
impose light-front symmetries.
Why light-front power counting is dierent? Light-front power counting is
in terms of the longitudinal coordinate x  and the transverse coordinate x?. It
has been noticed that x  and x? have to be treated dierently. We may give
three reasons for doing so: (1) The energy k  scales dierently with x  and




scales as x  (both are the minus component of four-vectors) and k  scales as
1
(x?)2
. (2) x  does not carry inverse mass dimension, only x? does. (3) Longi-
tudinal scale transformation is operationally identical to the longitudinal boost
transformation which is a Lorentz symmetry.
5.3 Canonical Power Assignments
Analysis of the canonical light-front Hamiltonian shows that indeed it scales
dierently under x  and x? scaling. To determine the scaling properties of the
Hamiltonian, rst we need to determine the scale dimensions of the dynami-
cal variables (scalar eld , the plus component of the fermion eld  +, the
transverse component of the gauge eld, A?, etc.). From the scaling analysis of





















Since @? carry mass dimension 1
@?
is not allowed in the canonical Hamiltonian
whereas @+ do not carry mass dimension and hence inverse powers of @+ are
allowed in the canonical Hamiltonian. The interaction Hamiltonian density H
has the power assignment 1
(x?)4
. The Hamiltonian does not have a unique scal-
ing behavior in the transverse plane when parameters with dimensions of the
mass are present whereas longitudinal scaling behavior is unaected by mass







Let us consider some examples of canonical Hamiltonians constructed using the
power counting rules.
Scalar Theory. Since the power assignment for the scalar eld is  : 1
x?
,
the allowed terms are 22, @?:@?, c3, and 4 where  and c have mass
dimension. Hence the most general form of the canonical Hamiltonian for the
scalar eld is
H = c1@?:@?+ c222 + c33 + c44; (117)
where c1, c2, and c4 are dimensionless and c3 has mass dimension.
Fermions Interacting with Scalar (Yukawa Model). Let us rst con-
sider the interaction free parts of the Hamiltonian density. Since the dynamical
fermion eld  + has the power assignment  + : 1p
x x?
and the Hamiltonian
density has the power assignment H = 1
(x?)4
, the inverse longitudinal deriva-
tive occurs in the free parts to balance longitudinal scale dimensions. The al-
lowed free parts are  +
y (@?)2
@+
 +, m2 +
y 1
@+
 + where m is a mass parameter.




 +,  +
y 1
@+













( +). The presence of nonlocal two fermion - two
boson interaction is a consequence of light-front power counting. Note that in
this catalogue we have ignored terms which appear as surface terms in the Hamil-
tonian. By adding the terms for the scalar eld Hamiltonian density given in the
previous section, we get the most general form of the canonical Hamiltonian
density allowed by power counting.

































It is worthwhile to compare the above catalogue with the Hamiltonian density
of the Yukawa model obtained from the Lagrangian density via the standard
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Comparing the forms of the Hamiltonian density constructed by two dierent
methods, namely, the one based on light-front power counting alone and the
one based on the canonical procedure starting from the Lagrangian density, it
appears that the rst method has too many arbitrary parameters compared to
the very few parameters resulting from the second method. This should cause no
surprise since the rst method has relied purely on power counting whereas the
second method has already implemented the consequences of Lorentz symmetries
by virtue of starting from a manifestly invariant Lagrangian density. We can hope
to reduce the number of free parameters by studying the implications of various
symmetries in the theory. In the next section we provide an example of this idea.
5.4 Implementing Symmetries: A Simple Example
We have seen that the most general form of the canonical Hamiltonian density
can be constructed using the power counting rules. However, the Hamiltonian
density so constructed suers from an apparent proliferation of free parameters
in comparison with that obtained starting from the manifestly Lorentz invariant
Lagrangian density. In this section we provide an example of how implementing
symmetries implies relationship among the parameters and thus reduces the
number of free parameters in the theory.
Two of the most important symmetries in light-front theory are the longitu-
dinal and the transverse boost symmetries. As we have already observed, lon-
gitudinal boost symmetry is a scale symmetry which is already implemented in
constructing the power counting rules for the canonical Hamiltonian (P  should
scale as x ). Transverse boost symmetry implies that interaction vertices in the
theory (in momentum space) are independent of the total transverse momen-
tum in the problem. Let us consider the consequence of this symmetry for the
Hamiltonian for the Yukawa model we have constructed from power counting.
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We consider the tree level matrix element for transition from a single fermion
state to a fermion - boson state. Let us denote momenta of the initial fermion,
nal fermion and the boson by P , k, and q respectively. The relevant terms of
interest are those involving the transverse derivative. A simple calculation shows








Introduce the internal momenta k+ = xP+, k? = ? + xP?. In terms of the








Requiring that the matrix element is independent of P? immediately yields c9 =
 c10. Thus the implementation of transverse boost symmetry on the transition
matrix element results in the reduction of number of free parameters in the tree
level Hamiltonian by one.
Discussion. By relying on the power counting rules rather than appealing to
a manifestly Lorentz invariant Lagrangian we have a starting bare Hamiltonian
that do not have the symmetries of the real world. However, demanding that the
physical observables obey the symmetries we can hopefully correct our mistakes!
An analysis in QED along these lines can be found in the beautiful work of French
and Weisskopf (1949). An application of this idea to the problem of spontaneous
symmetry breaking in sigma model on the light-front is worked out in Appendix
A of Wilson et al. (1994).
The examples cited so far deals with the theory at the tree level. At this stage
it looks like we are solving a simple problem in a complicated way. Fortunately,
for the light-front theory matters are not so simple. As we stated in the beginning,
we need to construct the most general form of the Hamiltonian i.e., the canonical
terms plus the counterterms. The power counting rules we have cited are for the
canonical terms. Light-front symmetries imply a far richer counterterm structure
than is familiar in the equal time theory. A discussion of this structure, however,
is beyond the scope of these pedagogical lectures and is the subject of active
research. For a study in the context of bound state dynamics in the Yukawa
model see G lazek et al. (1993). A preliminary analysis is carried out in Wilson
et al. (1994). For a discussion of the reduction of free parameters in the context
of light-front renormalization group see the work of Perry and Wilson (1993)
and Perry (1994).
A Notation, Conventions, and Useful Relations
We denote the four-vector x by
x = (x0; x3; x1; x2) = (x0; x3; x?): (122)
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Scalar product
x  y = x0y0   x3y3   x?  y?: (123)
Dene light-front variables
x+ = x0 + x3 ; x  = x0   x3: (124)
Let us denote the four-vector x by
x = (x+; x ; x?): (125)
Scalar product





x y+   x?  y?: (126)
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2 0 0 0
0 0  1 0










2 0 0 0
0 0  1 0





































(x) = 0; x < 0
= 1; x > 0: (135)
The antisymmetric step function
(x) = (x)  ( x): (136)
@
@x
= 2 (x) (137)
where (x) is the Dirac delta function.
j x j = x (x): (138)















dy  j x    y  j f(y ): (140)
Unless otherwise specied, we choose the Bjorken and Drell convention for
gamma matrices:
0 =  =
0
B@
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0  1 0




























5 = i0123 =
0
B@
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1
CA : (146)
 = 0: (147)





1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
1 0  1 0



















1 0 1 0
0 1 0  1
1 0 1 0








1 0  1 0
0 1 0 1
 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
1
CA (152)
()2 = : (153)
()y = : (154)
+ +   = I: (155)
?  = ?: (156)
0  = 0: (157)
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?  = ?: (158)
5  = 5: (159)




























































































v(k) = C (u(k))
T (170)















































































B Survey of Light-Front Related Reviews, Books
B.1 Review Articles on Light-Front
Several review articles have appeared touching upon various aspects of light-front
dynamics. An almost complete list (till the end of 1995) follows.
The article by Rohrlich (1971) discusses quantization on the light-front to-
gether with a careful examination of the associated boundary value problem.
Topics covered also include scale invariance and conformal invariance. A nice in-
troduction to the initial value problem on the light-front is also given by Domokos
(1971). Susskind (1969) and Kogut and Susskind (1973) provide the rationale
for considering eld theories in innite momentum frame (IMF) with particular
emphasis on high energy processes. They also discuss the nonrelativistic anal-
ogy, i.e, the correspondence between IMF physics and two-dimensional Galilean
mechanics. Jackiw (1972) compares and contrasts the derivation of sum rules in
deep inelastic scattering using a) equal time quantization together with innite
momentum techniques and b) light-cone quantization. Melosh transformation
and its connection with the more familiar Pryce-Tani-Foldy-Wouthuysen trans-
formation are reviewed by Bell (1974). Bell and Ruegg (1975) discusses the rela-
tion between relativistic parton model, non-relativistic quark model, and various
SU(6) and SU(6)W broken symmetry schemes. Relativistic Hamiltonian quan-
tum theories of nitely many degrees of freedom are reviewed by Leutwyler and
Stern (1978). Phenomenological use of light-cone wavefunctions can be found in
the review articles of Frankfurt and Strikman (1981) and Frankfurt and Strik-
man (1988). Light-cone perturbation theory and its application to various elds
are reviewed by Namyslowski (1985). For applications to perturbative QCD see
the review articles of Lepage, Brodsky, Huang, and Mackenzie (1983), Brodsky
and Lepage (1989) and Ji (1989). An approach to hadron spectroscopy and form
factors utilizing a null plane approximation to Bethe-Salpeter equation is re-
viewed in Chakrabarty, Gupta, Singh and Mitra (1989). Null plane dynamics
of particles and elds is reviewed in Coester (1991) and Keister and Polyzou
(1991). Two review articles on null plane dynamics with emphasis on covariance
are Karmanov (1988) and Fuda (1991). The discretized light-cone quantization
program of Brodsky and Pauli and collaborators is reviewed in Brodsky and
Pauli (1991) and Brodsky, McCartor, Pauli, and Pinsky (1992). Brodsky, Mc-
Cartor, Pauli, and Pinsky (1992) also has an account of the so-called zero-mode
problem. An overview of the whole subject is given by Ji (1992). Reviews of
light-front dynamics with emphasis on renormalization problem are given by
G lazek (1993) and by Perry (1994). A detailed review with emphasis on QCD
and phenomenology of hadron structure is given by Zhang (1994). For review of
light-front dynamics with detailed discussion of the aspects of zero mode prob-
lem, see, Burkardt (1995).
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B.2 Light-Front in Books
Light-front dynamics has made its entry into a few books. In the following,
we have omitted standard textbooks that introduce light-front variables in the
context of deep inelastic scattering.
A very brief treatment appears in The Theory of Photons and Electrons:
The Relativistic Quantum Field Theory of Charged Particles with Spin One-
Half, Expanded Second Edition, J.M. Jauch and F. Rohrlich, (Springer-Verlag,
New York, 1976).
In the context of current algebra and deep inelastic scattering, light-front
dynamics appears in Currents in Hadron Physics, V. de Alfaro, S. Fubini, G. Fur-
lan, and C. Rossetti, (North-Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1973).
This book also provides an excellent discussion of the innite-momentum limit.
Also, see, Theory of Lepton-Hadron Processes at High Energies: Partons, Scale
Invariance and Light-Cone Physics, P. Roy, (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1975).
Speaking of deep inelastic scattering, one should not forget partons. The clas-
sic reference is Photon-Hadron Interactions, R.P. Feynman, (Benjamin, Reading,
MA 1972).
For the utility of light-front variables in high energy scattering in the context
of high orders of Feynman diagrams, see, Expanding Protons: Scattering at High
Energies, H. Cheng and T.T. Wu, (The M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
1987).
In the context of Poincare Group and relativistic harmonic oscillator, see,
Theory and Applications of the Poincare Group, Y.S. Kim and M.E. Noz, (D.
Reidel Publishing, Dordrecht, Holland, 1988).
For the application of light-front formalismto relativistic nuclear physics, see,
Relativistic Nuclear Physics in the Light-Front Formalism, V.R. Garsevanishvili
and Z.R. Menteshashvili, (Nova Science Publishers Inc., New York, 11725, 1993).
The following workshop proceedings deal with light-front dynamics.
1. Nuclear and Particle Physics on the Light Cone, edited by M.B. Johnson
and L.S. Kisslinger, (World Scientic, Singapore, 1989).
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Bound State and Scattering Problems
on the Light-Front
Chueng-Ryong Ji
North Carolina State University, Department of Physics, Box 8202,
Raleigh, North Carolina 27695-8202, USA
Abstract. Being focused on the question "Why lightcone?", the lightcone eld quan-
tization is contrasted to the canonical equal time quantization and two main funda-
mental issues are discussed; (1) Change of the boost problem to the rotation problem,
(2) Realization of nontrivial vacuum phenomena on the lightcone. Motivated by the
outcome of these discussions, bound state and scattering problems are formulated on
the lightcone and solved for a simple scalar eld model.
1 Introduction
When one watches a star in the night, one may ask a question "Does that star
really exist, now?". This may be a legitimate question if the star is far, far away
from the observer. Suppose that the distance between the observer and the star is
z, then the time taken for the signal to reach the observer would be z=c. Thus, if
the observer's time t is given by t = 0 "now", then obviously the signal observed
"now" left the star at t =  z=c and therefore the star existed at t =  z=c for
sure. However, "now" the observer does not have any information from the star
after t =  z=c and thus the observer may well wonder if the star still survives.
Farther the star is, more legitimate the question is.
At this point, let us dene a new time  dened by  = t + z=c. Then,
obviously the star exists at  = 0 no matter how far the star is away from the
observer. However, note that the time of observation is also given by  = 0.
Therefore, one can conclude that the star exists at equal  even though it may
not exist at equal t. Since the observed star exists at equal  while it may not
exist at equal t, the physics description with  would be dierent from the one
with t. Such time  is called as the lightcone1 time, the physics described by the
lightcone time is called as the lightcone physics and the physicists who are doing
the lightcone physics may be nicknamed as coneheads.
In fact, the quantum eld theory at equal  (Dirac 1949) is quite dierent
from the one at equal t. As we will discuss in the next Section, Section 2, the
boost operators contain interactions changing particle numbers in equal t. Thus,
solving the relativistic scattering and bound state problems in the canonical
quantization at the equal t, suers from the boost non-invariance when the
Fock-space is truncated for practical calculations. The symptom of the boost
1 The terminology "light-front" mingled often with "lightcone" in this review.
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non-invariance may be cured by the lightcone quantization. In return, however,
the rotational invariance is violated at equal  when the Fock space is truncated
for practical calculations (Ji and Surya 1992). The transverse angularmomentum
operator whose direction is perpendicular to the direction of the quantization
axis z in equal  involves the interaction that changes the particle number.
As somebody mentioned in this school, there is no free lunch. The number of
problems seems to conserve even though the boost problem at equal t is now
replaced by the rotation problem at equal  . However, we point out that the
rotation problem is much easier to deal with compare to the boost problem
because the rotation has the property of the compactness (Ji 1992). This ought
to be regarded as an advantage of the lightcone quantization over the ordinary
equal t quantization. The restoration of the rotational symmetry in the light-cone
quantization has also been discussed (Ji 1995;Ji, Kim and Min 1995).
As we will discuss in Section 3, the characteristics of vacuum at equal  has
also a dramatic dierence compare to the vacuum properties at equal t. Suppose
that a particle has the massm and the four-momentum k = (k0; k1; k2; k3), then






where the lightcone energy conjugate to  is given by k  = k0   k3 and the
lightcone momenta k+ = k0 + k3 and k? = (k1; k2) are orthogonal to k  and
form the lightcone three-momentum k = (k+;k?). The Eq.(1) provides the ratio-
nal relation which is drastically in contrast to the irrational energy-momentum




where the energy k0 is conjugate to t and the three-momentum vector k is given
by k = (k1; k2; k3). The main point is that the signs of k+ and k  are correlated
and thus the momentum k+ is always positive because only the positive energy
k  makes the system evolve to the future direction (i.e. positive  ), while at
equal-t the signs of k0 and k are not correlated and thus the momentum k3
corresponding to k+ of equal- can be either positive or negative. This provides
a remarkable feature to the lightcone vacuum; i.e., the trivial vacuum of the free
lightcone theory is an eigenstate of the full Hamiltonian, viz., the true vacuum
(Brodsky et al. 1992;Hornbostel 1992;Ji 1994a). This can be proved by showing
that the full lightcone Hamiltonian annihilates the trivial perturbative vacuum.
For example, in QED, the application of the interaction HILC =
R
d3x  A
to the perturbative vacuum j0i results in a sum of terms by(k1)ay(k2)dy(k3)j0i.




i = 0, the
massive fermions with nite k i cannot have k
+
i = 0 due to Eq.(1). Thus, H
I
LC
annihilates the trivial vacuum j0i and so does the full Hamiltonian HLC =
HILC +H
0
LC since j0i is annihilated by the free Hamiltonian H0LC by denition.
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This feature is drastically dierent from the equal-t quantization where the state
Hj0i is a highly complex composite of pair uctuations.
However, the apparent simplicity of the lightcone vacuum yields a problem
to understand the novel phenomena such as the spontaneous symmetry break-
ing, Higgs mechanism, chiral symmetry breaking,axial anomaly, -vacuua, etc.,
because these were known as the direct consequencies of the nontrivial vacuum
structures of various eld theories. Thus, the question of how one can realize
these nontrivial vacuum phenomena from the trivial lightcone vacuum arises(Ji
1994a).
In this review, we rst summarize these two challenging fundamental issues in
the lightcone eld quantization; the change of problems from boost to rotation in
Section 2 and the nontrivial vacuum phenomena in Section 3. Then, motivated by
the outcome of these discussions, we present bound state and scattering problems
in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Summary and Conclusions are followed in
Section 6.
2 Change of the Problem from Boost to Rotation
In order to give a motivation on this topic, let me begin with the well-known
relativistic picture shown in Fig. 1.
The simultaneity is broken by going from one inertial reference frame to
another inertial frame due to the special relativity. As shown in Fig. 1, the
observer outside the car would say that the event A happened before the event
B while the observer inside the car says that both events A and B happened
simultaneously. This eect of breaking the simultaneity becomes larger as the
speed of the car gets closer to the speed of light, c. Likewise, in the hadron
system composed of the light constituents such as up and down quarks as well as
gluons, the consideration of including the key relativistic eect discussed above is
crucially important because the constituents are very light and the interactions
among them are very strong. To illustrate the signicance of this point, let's
consider the internal interaction of a meson system composed of a quark located
at the space and time (x1; t1) and an antiquark at (x2; t2) as shown in Fig. 2.
Even though the covariant description of this system is mathematically beau-
tiful, the relative time between a quark (t1) and an antiquark (t2) makes us
dicult understand the system intuitively. In order to investigate the internal
interaction of the system more intuitively, let's make a "gedanken" motion pic-
ture of the internal events happening inside the meson system by taking a series
of snap shots of the interior of the system in a time sequence. This is equivalent
to make an equal time (t1 = t2) expansion of the covariant Feynman diagram
which describes an interaction between a quark and an antiquark inside the me-
son. For simplicity, let's consider the diagram shown in Fig. 3(a) which shows
a particular equal time expansion of the two-gluon-exchange covariant Feyn-
man diagram. This gure shows that one of the constituents (e.g. antiquark)
emits a gluon at a certain time and the emitted gluon is absorbed by the other
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Fig. 1. Unlike the inertial observer in the moving frame, the stationary observer on
earth does not see the light pulses striking the ends of the car simultaneously.
Fig. 2. The color ux tube in a meson system.
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constituent (e.g. quark) before the same process occurs again at a later time in an
inertial reference frame (e.g. meson rest frame). The key point, however, is that
the same phenomenon occurs dierently in another inertial frame (e.g. meson
moving frame) such that the antiquark emits a gluon at a certain time and then
emits another gluon before the rst gluon is absorbed by the quark. This shows
that the interaction depends on the inertial reference frame so that the number
of exchanged gluons can be changed by changing the reference frame. It means
that the boost operators K = (Kx;Ky;Kz) = (K1;K2;K3) are dependent on








Fig. 3. An example of the time ordered diagram in the equal time formalism (a). An
example of the  ordered diagram in the light-cone formalism (b).
On the other hand, the practical computation of the equal time wavefunc-
tion in the quantum eld theory requires the truncation of the exchanged par-
ticle number because practically one can handle only the nite number of par-
ticle states (or Fock states). This is the Tamm-Danco approximation(Tamm
1945;Danco 1950) which truncates the particle number space (or Fock space).
Thus, because of the reason discussed above, the obtained equal time wavefunc-
tion under the Tamm-Danco approximation cannot be boost-invariant. This is a
serious problem in the relativistic system because the obtained physical quantity
using the boost-noninvariant equal time wavefunction would be dependent on the
reference frame. This problem has been avoided(Perry, Harindranath and Wilson
1990) by quantizing the eld at the equal light-cone time  = t+z=c rather than
equal t. The light-cone boost operators(Leutwyler and Stern 1978) are indepen-
dent from the interaction so that the particle number would be independent from
the reference frames. However, the light-cone eld theory puts the interaction to
the transverse angular momentum operators, J? = (Jx; Jy) = (J1; J2) , as one
can easily observe that  = t+z=c is not invariant under the rotation around any
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axis except ẑ-axis. This means that the particle number can be changed by the
transverse rotations as shown in Fig. 3(b). Since the truncation of Fock-space
by particle number is required for practical computations even in the light-cone
eld theory, the calculated equal t wavefunction under the Tamm-Danco ap-
proximation cannot be rotationally invariant.
Thus, the change of the formalism from equal t to equal  does not solve
the problem that occurs in the Tamm-Danco approximation but change the
problem of the boost K to the problem of the transverse angular momentum
J?. As one might say, it seems like nothing but picking up a coin from the left
pocket and putting it in the right pocket. Nevertheless, it is crucial to observe
that the problem in equal  could be handled much more conveniently than the
problem in equal t because the rotation parameter (or solid angle) spans nite
range from 0 to 4 and the rotation operators form a compact group while the
boost operators do not form a compact group. In the later Section, Section 5, of
this review, we will discuss briey how one might restore the rotational symmetry
for practical computations (e.g. Tamm-Danco approximation) in the light-cone
eld theory.
The Dynamical Operators on the Lightcone. In the lightcone theory,
the maximum number (seven) of the ten Poincare generators are kinematic(i.e.
interaction independent) and thus leave the state at  = t+ z=c = 0 unchanged.
The seven generators that commute with the lightcone energy
P  = P 0   P 3; (3)
are the three momenta,
P+ = P 0 + P 3;P? = (P1; P2); (4)
the longitudinal rotation and boost operators,
J3;K3; (5)
















are dynamical and do not commute with P . Leutwyler and Stern (1978) showed
that these dynamic operators can be redened to satisfy the SU(2) spin algebra
and the commutation relation between mass operator and spin operators. The
spin operators are dened by the dynamical generators
J?k = kl(S?lP+  B?lP   K3P?l + J3lmP?m)=M; (8)
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and the kinematic generator
J3 = J3 + ijB?iP?j=P+; (9)
so that
[Ji;Jj] = iijkJk: (10)
Likewise, the mass operator is dened by
M2 = P+P    P2? (11)
so that the commutation relation with the spin operators is given by
[M;J] = 0: (12)
Thus, in the lightcone theory, there are two dynamic equations to solve:
J 2jH; p+;p?2i = SH (SH + 1)jH; p+;p?2i (13)
and
M2jH; p+;p?2i = mH2jH; p+;p?2i ; (14)
where the total angular momentum(or spin) and the mass eigenvalues of the
hadron(H) are given by SH and mH .
While in principle one has to solve both Eq.(13) and Eq.(14) simultaneously
in order to conrm the spin and mass eigenvalues of the bound system, practically
one could identify the rest-frame spin of each eigenstate simply by just counting
the number of degenerate levels appearing at each value of J3 once the mass
spectrum is given(Brodsky and Pauli 1991). An explicit example of solving the
mass eigenvalue equation is shown in Section 4. Extension of the bound state
problem to the scattering problem is shown in Section 5.
3 Nontrivial Vacuum Phenomena on the Lightcone
In this Section, we discuss another important distinction between the two quan-
tizations at equal-t and equal- . Since the novel phenomena are known to be
realized from the nontrivial vacuum in the ordinary equal-t quantization as men-
tioned above, one can propose to interpolate the time axis between t and  in
order to trace the fate of the nontrivial vacuum and the vacuum expectation
values in the limit to  (Hornbostel 1992). The interpolation between t and  can

























where x0 = ct, x3 = z and the interpolating parameter C =  cos when the
angle between the ordinary time axis of x0 and the interpolated time axis of x+
is given by  
2
. In the limit of C = 0 and 1, x+ = cp
2
and ct, respectively.
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In order to show the main idea, let's consider a simple scalar eld theory in
1+1 dimension with the Lagrangian density given by
L = L0  m2v; (16)








While L0 is invariant under the reection symmetry !  , L isn't because of
the coupling of the scalar eld  to the constant source v as as one can see easily
from Eqs.(16) and (17). If we discretize the momentum of the quanta of  eld
by imposing a periodic boundary condition in a line of length L and solve the
Euler-Lagrange equation of L , then the plane wave solution of the eld operator
 is given by















where ayn and an are the creation and annihilation operators of the n'th mode
quanta, !n =
p
n2 + Cm̂2 and m̂ = mL

. Using this solution, one can construct



















where S = sin . The ground state j
i and its energy E


















Thus, the ground state j
i is the true vacuum and represents the coherent
state of the zero momentum (n = 0) scalar quanta,viz., zero modes. This shows
that the zero modes of the scalar eld condensate due to the coupling with the
constant source v and the symmetry of the vacuum under !  is then broken.
This is true as long as C 6= 0. However, in the lightcone limit (C = 0), j
i = j0i
conrming the vacuum triviality on the lightcone as discussed in the previous
section. Does that mean the nontrivial vacuum phenomena cannot occur on the
lightcone? The answer is no! The reason is because the vacuum expectation
value h
j(x)j
i =  v and the ground state energy E
 given by Eq.(21) are
independent from the interpolating parameter C. How can this happen? This
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happens due to the singular behavior of the eld operator  in the lightcone
limit. As one can see in Eq.(18), the coecient of a
y
0 and a0 diverges because
!0 = 0 in the limit of C = 0. Thus, the complication is transferred from the
vacuum to the operator in lightcone limit. The realization of axial anomaly on
the lightcone was also investigated (Ji and Rey 1996) and our recent discussion
on this subject is presented in the rest of this Section.
3.1 Brief History of Previous Works
There have been previous studies of axial anomaly on the light-front from various
approaches. Bergkno (1977) has studied the Schwinger model on the light-front.
He has shown that the particle mass of the Schwinger boson results from the
axial anomaly so that the nonconservation of the axial current is equivalent to the
massive Klein-Gordon equation in the bosonized theory. More recent but similar
result was obtained by Heinzl et al (1991, 1992). Both works by Bergkno and
Heinzl have taken the light-front limit as the rst step, subsequently performed
the quantization on the light-front hypersurface (which, in (1 + 1) dimensions,
is purely light-like) and nally calculated physical observables. As the light-
front limit is taken already, however, this approach necessarily involves light-
front constraint equations. A proper and careful treatment of these constraint
equations is essential to obtain correct result for physical observables. Various
attempts to this problem have involved technical complication and have often
obscured physical picture. For example, Heinzl et al (1991,1992) have utilized
the Dirac-Bergmann method to handle the constraints and obtain the quantum
theory. They have obtained the axial anomaly, which is a quantum phenomenon,
from regularized currents already at the classical level. In addition, they have
obtained nontrivial fermion condensate only after introducing singular currents
to the constrained, hence, non-propagating fermion components.
Others have followed an alternative procedure that one quantizes on some
space-like hypersurface interpolating to light-cone continuously, calcuates physi-
cal observables and, only as the last step, take the light-front limit. In this alter-
native, there is no constraint equations: a clear technical advantage over the strict
light-front quantization. Adopting a modied light-cone coordinates introduced
earlier(Chen 1971;Elizalde and Gomis 1976;Prokhvatilov and Franke 1989), Lenz
et al (1991) have studied the Schwinger model following this procedure and ob-
tained level crossing of Dirac vacuum and the axial anomaly. However, the mod-
ied light-cone coordinate system they have used is a non-orthogonal coordinate
system. It deals only with the near-light-front limit, hence, a smooth interpo-
lation back to equal-time quantization is not possible. Hornbostel (1992) has
introduced a more satisfactory, orthogonal coordinate system which interpolates
smoothly between the equal-time and the light-front quantization hypersurface.
Thus, Hornbostel's interpolating coordinate system adds a nice feature of tracing
the fate of any non-trivial vacua at equal time as the hypersurface approaches to
the light-front limit. Using his interpolating hypersurface, Hornbostel has inves-
tigated various phenomena associated with nontrivial vacua. On the other hand,
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Hornbostel (1992) did not consider the axial anomaly explicitly and even stated
incorrectly that the axial charge is conserved. Rey and I (1996) recently reme-
died this shortcoming and calculated semiclassically the anomalous production
of axial charge. Most importantly we found that the production rate is indepen-
dent of the interpolation angle of the hypersurface and remains nonzero in the
light-front limit.
3.2 Axial Anomaly in the Schwinger Model
Interpolation from Equal t to Equal  . We study the massless Schwinger







sin =2 cos =2






The x+; x  are taken as time and space coordinates respectively. These coordi-
nates interpolate between the equal-time one at  =  and the light-front one
at  = =2. For an arbitrary interpolating angle  we denote c    cos  and
s  sin . In what follows, we put the space coordinate x  on a compact circle
of circumference L to regulate the infrared limit. The action of the Schwinger
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Here,  denotes the two-component Dirac spinor and    y0. We choose the
Dirac matrices exclusively in the chiral representation. At an arbitrary interpo-









They satisfy Dirac matrix algebra f; g = 2gI = 2cI and f+;  g =
2g+ I = 2sI. At equal-time limit c ! 1 and s ! 0,  become 0 = 1 and
1 = i2 respectively. Note that the (anti)-Hermiticity property 0y = +0,
1y =  1 is valid only at equal-time limit. For a generic interpolating angle 
are neither Hermitian nor anti-Hermitian; they are related each other through
5  o1 = 3 as y = 5. More generally 5 dened as 5  (+   
 +)=2 = 3, independent of the interpolating angle . Therefore it is always


















; pn = 2n=L: (25)
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The fermions satisfy an anti-periodic boundary condition  (x +L) =   (x ).
Hence, the momentum quantum number is half-integer valued n 2 Z +1=2. Free
fermions of each chirality satises the following equations of motion
[ c @+ + (1 + s) @ ] L(x
+; x ) = 0;
[ (1 + s) @+   c @ ] R(x+; x ) = 0: (26)
Solving the above equations of motion, the basis wave functions  Ln;  Rn in
Eq.(25) are given by
 Ln = ( n)(1  s) 1=4;
 Rn = (+n)(1 + s)
 1=4: (27)
The canonical quantization then proceeds with an anticommutation relation
f (x) ;  (y) gx+=y+ = i(x    y ) where  (x) = @L=@(@+ (x)) = i (x)+.
Or in terms of chiral fermion components,
p
1  s f yL(x) ;  L(y) gx+=y+ =p
1 + s f yR(x) ;  R(y) gx+=y+ = (x    y ): Consequently the mode creation
and annihilation operators satisfy faLn; ayLmg = faRn; ayRmg = n;m respec-
tively faLn; aRmg = 0: For the gauge eld we choose the gauge @ A  = 0. Not
only permitting a manifestly periodic boundary condition for A+, this gauge







+) is the x -independent zero mode of A . The canonical momen-
tum conjugate to A
(o)
  , o =
R
dx  @L=@(@+A(o)  ) = L@+A
(o)








For quantum operators, the light-front limit s ! 1 appears to be singular.
Let us note that the anticommutator for left-handed fermion elds at equal x+
diverges as (1   s) 1=2 as shown just below Eq.(27). However, this is to be ex-
pected as the anticommutator for left-handed fermion elds at arbitrary (x; t) is
known to be proportional to (t+x) (Klaiber 1968) and diverges as the light-front
limit is approached. Dicus, Jackiw and Teplitz (1971) have found a similar sit-
uation for scalar elds. Commutator of two scalar elds vanishes for space-like
separation. As soon as the separation becomes light-like, the commutator be-
comes non-zero. Both cases then imply that space-like to light-like interpolation
s! 1 does not yield a smooth interpolation of quantum operators but develop
a discontinuity to the possible set of quantum operators. On the other hand, the
vacuum becomes singular in the same limit as well. Hornbostel (1992) has exem-
plied that nonperturbative vacua at equal-time reduce dramatically to trivial
Fock space vacua in the light-front limit. This suggests that physically relevant
quantities such as matrix elements, i.e. vacuum expectation value of physical
operators, might interpolate smoothly in the light-front limit even though oper-
ators and state vector separately behave in a singular manner. Throughout this
work, therefore, we will concentrate only on matrix elements and interpolation
of them between equal-time and light-front limits.
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Heisenberg Equation. Hamiltonian of the Schwinger model projected to
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The gauge currents J are related to the chiral currents JL;R 
p
1 s yL;R  L;R
as J =
p
1 s  yL L 
p
1 s  yR R so that J+ = JL+JR; J  = (1+s)=c JL 
(1  s)=c JR: As it stands, however, J are ill-dened because of short-distance
singularity of composite operators. One may dene them in terms of the currents
regularized by Schwinger's point-splitting method along the x  space direction












=  (x  + )  e i e A
(o)
 
(x+)  (x ): (29)
This method is also free from the problem alluded by Lenz et al (1991) because
the interpolating coordinate system is always orthogonal and s ! 1 limit is
taken only at the end. Using the short-distance behavior of the fermion bilinear
 yL;R L;R ! i=2
p
1 s, it is straightforward to evaluate the regularized
currents as






We note here that we found the singularity structure of J  as i=(c) indicating
that the J  divergence in the local eld theory is common to any quantization
scheme, not just in the lightcone limit. Therefore, the so-called bad operator J 
exists not just in the lightcone quantization but in any quantization scheme. Once
this operator is regularized, the bad operator disappears for any quantization
scheme including of course the light-front quantization.
Thus, gauge invariant regularization leads to an important modication of
the Hamiltonian P
(o)

























in which QL;R 
R
dx  JL;R and Q = QL+QR; Q5 = QL QR. The Heisenberg




















Because of the gauge invariance A+ ! A+ + @+ the electric charge is
manifestly conserved dQ=dx+ = 0. On the other hand, for a constant electric








viz. the axial charge is anomalously produced at a rate proportional to the
constant electric eld E. This is precisely the axial anomaly in the massless
Schwinger model.
Regularization of Dirac Sea. In the above method, the axial anomaly has
arisen from regularizing short-distance singularities of coincident quantum oper-
ators. As such, the axial anomalymay be interpreted as a ultraviolet phenomena.
Alternative method is a direct calculation of the relevant Feynman diagrams.
At the light-front limit, the axial anomaly was calculated in this way (Jackiw
1985;Manohar 1985;Mueller 1990). However the calculation was rather involved
compared to the perturbative calculation in the equal-time limit. On the other
hand it is well-known that the axial anomaly may be understood in yet another,
semiclassical way through spectral ow (Callan et al. 1978;Kiskis 1978;Christ
1980;Ambjorn et al. 1983) crossing the zero-energy level in the Dirac vacuum
and simultaneous pair production of left- and right-moving fermions under ap-
propriate external gauge eld. This alternative interpretation emphasizes that
the nontrivial structure of the Dirac vacuum and that the axial anomaly is rather
an infrared phenomenon. However, this interpretation of the axial anomaly poses
a serious interpretational problem at a rst glance since Eq.(26) indicates that
half of the fermion degrees of freedom decouple at the light-front limit c = 0. It
is not clear at all how the anomaly is understood as a pair production of fermion
pairs of opposite chirality.
In order to resolve this diculty, we rst construct the Dirac vacuum at
an arbitrary interpolating angle . We dene the Dirac vacuum by lling all the













As is clear the Dirac vacuum is not evenly populated between the left and the
right moving chiral modes of fermion. This leads to an important consequence
for correctly accounting for the axial anomaly and the vacuum energy.
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Let us calculate vacuum chiral charges in an external electric eld by evaluating
expectation values of QL;R over the Dirac vacuum. As they stand, the vacuum
chiral charges are formally innite, hence, ill-dened. We therefore dene regu-
larized chiral charges by cutting o the ultraviolet negative modes. In order to




























  pn + eA(o)  (x+)
 i
: (36)
Here,  is the regularization parameter and pn = 2n=L for half-integer-valued
n. Physical quantities will be dened by a nite contribution of the regularized
quantities as the regulator is removed, i.e. ! 0. Note that we have introduced
the exponential regularization factor which depends explicitly on the interpolat-
ing angle . This means we need to regularize in an asymmetric manner between
the left- and the right-moving fermions. We will see in the following why this
is the correct regularization scheme. For now we note that, at equal-time limit
 ! , the proposed regularization Eq.(36) coincides with the one considered by
Manton (1985) and Shifman (1991).
On the other hand, in order to take the light-front limit  ! =2, one has to
be careful for the limiting procedure of taking  and c! 0. As is clear from the
regularized chiral charges QL;R, one has to take  rst to zero before c ! 0 is
taken. Only in this limit both the left- and the right-chiral charges are regularized
suitably.
It is straightforward to evaluate the regularized charges and expand them in
































The rst terms in Eq.(37) are precisely sources of the innite constant con-
tribution to each charges as the regulator is removed. Therefore we dene the
physical fermion charges by simply dropping them out. For a constant electric
eld, E =  @+A(o)  , we then nd that production rates of physical fermion



































We see that the electric charge Q  QL+QR is manifestly conserved, consistent
with gauge invariance of the proposed regulator. On the other hand, axial charge
Q5  QL  QR is seen anomalous: nonzero chiral charge is produced out of the
Dirac vacuum at a rate 2eLE=.
This agrees with the results Eq.(33) obtained fromSchwinger's point-splitting
method. More importantly, the current conservation and the axial anomaly in
Eq.(39) are independent of the interpolating angle . In the light-front limit,
c ! 0, the axial anomaly is correctly reproduced and remains the same as
in the equal-time limit. The crucial point in the above regularization is that
dierent regularizations are imposed to the left- and the right-moving chiral
fermions. See Eq.(36). The regularization depends on the interpolating angle .
The right-moving fermions have to be kept for arbitrarily deep levels inside the
Dirac sea, while for left-moving fermions a sharp damping is needed. This is
indeed what happens for the regularized chiral charges in Eq.(36) and the way
to keep the gauge invariance, hence, charge conservation in a manifest way for
any interpolation angle  including the light-front limit  = =2 .
The spectral ow of Dirac vacuum fermions also inuences the dynamics of
the gauge eld by contributing to the total energy P
(o)
+ of the zero mode A
(o)
  .











where P+;ferm denotes the energy of fermions in a background of gauge eld
P+;ferm =
p
1 + s  yL [i@    eA
(o)
  ] L  
p
1  s  yR [i@    eA
(o)
  ] R: (41)





















Again the sum is not well-dened as it stands because of contributions from
innitely many modes. Regularizing the energy in a gauge invariant manner in
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This is precisely the same energy of the zero mode gauge eld A
(o)
  as was found
from the Schwinger's point-splitting method in Eq.(31). The second term, which
originated from the nontrivial Dirac vacuum deformation under the gauge eld,
provides the dynamically generated mass e=
p




4 Bound State Problem
The distinguished features in the lightcone approach are the dynamical property
of the rotation operators and the simplicity of the vacuum except the zero modes
as we have shown in the last two sections. Motivated by these outcomes, we now
present the bound state and scattering formalisms in the lightcone approach. In
this Section, we rst discuss how to solve the bound state problem in the light-
cone formalism. For simplicity, we consider a scalar eld model which describes
the interaction between two scalar particles ;  with equal mass m exchanging
a scalar particle  with mass . This model with  = 0 is known as the Wick-
Cutkosky model(Wick 1954;Cutkosky 1954). The interaction lagrangian is given
by
L = g2 ; (46)
where g is the coupling constant. The rst step in solving the full set of coupled
Fock-state equations on the light-cone is to nd a simple, analytically tractable
equation for the lowest-particle-number sector, and to develop a systematic ex-
pansion for obtaining higher particle number states and greater accuracy. How-
ever, this model does not have a stable vacuum due to the presence of the cubic
coupling(Baym 1960). The instability of the vacuum would be indicated by the
appearance of imaginary masses(Hiller 1991). Due to the vacuum instability
of the cubic theory, the calculation in this model cannot be pressed beyond a
certain level of resolution and particle number. Fortunately, a recent numerical
calculation(Wivoda and Hiller 1993;Swenson and Hiller 1993) based on the dis-
cretized light-cone quantization (DLCQ) method indicated that the instability
does not appear in this model if the Fock-space is truncated up to the three-
body even though the increment of the number of particles more than three
may not lead to meaningful results. Thus far, in this model, the light-cone two-
body equation was investigated based on the light-cone ladder approximation
which corresponds to the truncation of the Fock-space up to the three-body but
neglecting the self-energy contribution. The analytic expressions for the eigen-
functions of this equation were obtained by Karmanov (1980) and the analytic
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relation between the coupling constant and the binding energy was derived for
all nl states with l = n 1 and compared with the numerical results obtained by
a variational principle(Ji 1986;Ji and Furnstahl 1986; Ji 1994b). Recently, the
light-cone scattering formalism was also developed and the phase-shifts of the
two-body scattering was analyzed in this model(Ji and Surya 1992;Ji, Kim and
Min 1995).
In this review, the light-cone ladder approximation is extended to the low-
est order light-cone Tamm-Danco approximation which includes the self-energy
contribution under the truncation of the Fock-space up to the three-body. To go
beyond the lowest order approximation and include higher-orders in the Tamm-
Danco expansion, we would need to change the present model to other model
that does not suer from the vacuum instability. Here, however, we do not change
the model but limit our scope of the calculations up to the three-body to remove
the vacuum instability. The theory is then sucient at least for our purposes of
investigating the self-energy eects in the lowest order light-cone Tamm-Danco
approximation of the Wick-Cutkosky model. We apply the renormalization pro-
cedure(Perry, Harindranath and Wilson 1990) proposed recently to this model
and nd the modication in the light-cone two-body equation by the term corre-
sponding to the self-energy corrections and the counter-terms. Consequently, we
modify the analytic relation between the coupling constant and the binding en-
ergy which was previously derived(Ji 1986) for all nl states with l = n 1 under
the light-cone ladder approximation. The numerical estimate of this modica-
tion is discussed. However, we note that the derivation of the analytic relation
uses an approximation beyond that of the Tamm-Danco truncation. In order
to provide an evidence of accuracy, we compare the analytic results with the
numerical results obtained by a variational principle. We also compute the prob-
ability of nding the three-body component inside the bound-state and compare
with that of nding the two-body component for several dierent values of the
coupling constant to further investigate the self-energy eects.
The light-cone quantization method provides a Fock-state representation at
equal  for a bound state jBi
jBi = hjBiji+ hjBiji+    : (47)
The bound state jBi with massM and four-momentum p is an eigenstate of
the light-cone hamiltonian HLC = P
  = P 0   P 3,
(M2  HLC)jBi = 0 ; (48)
where the light-cone frame p+ = p0 + p3 = 1 and p? = 0 is chosen. Project-
ing Eq.(48) on the Fock-space composed of hj; hj;    results in an innite
number of coupled integral equations,














0 hjV ji   













where k i is the light-cone energy of the i'th constituent and V is the interac-
tion part of HLC. The light-cone wavefunctions hjBi, hjBi;    provide a
physically clear description of a bound state, since the vacuum uctuations are






i )=xi ; (50)
with xi = k
+
i =p
+. The cross diagrams can be included systematically, in prin-
ciple, when the higher Fock-state contributions such as ji are taken into
account. However, because of the vacuum instability in the cubic theory, we limit
our scope of the calculations up to the three-body state ji and remove the
vacuum instability as discussed earlier.
The lowest-order light-cone Tamm-Danco approximation corresponds to
take into account only two-and three-body sectors in Eq.(49). We follow the
renormalization procedure(Perry, Harindranath and Wilson 1990) and eliminate
the three-body amplitude hjBi to obtain the eective equation for the two-



















































































x(1  x) ; (52)











































Here, the last term proportional to 	 (x;k?) in the right-hand-side of Eq.(52)
corresponds to the self-energy corrections. The integrations in the self-energy cor-
rections and the counter terms can be explicitly performed by using the variable

















V (x;k?; y; l?)	 (y; l?) ; (54)




















and the two-body kernel is given by





















For  = 0, the z-integration in Eq.(55) can be analytically performed and




































In the light-cone ladder approximation considered in the previous analyses(Ji
1986;Ji and Furnstahl 1986), the self-energy term f(x;k?) has been neglected
and the calculation of this term was presented later(Ji 1994b).
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If we represent the light-cone variables x;k?; y; l? in terms of the center of
momentum variables of the two-body system; i.e. the initial and nal momenta
of the rst (second) particle are given by k( k) and l( l) respectively, then, in


















; l = l  (n̂  l)n̂ ; (58)
where (k) =
p
m2 + k2 and n̂ is the direction of the spatial part chosen in the
denition of the light-cone time  = t + n̂  r=c; i.e. if n̂ = ẑ, then  = t + z=c.
Using the c.m. variables, Eqs. (54)-(56) are given by
4(k2 + 2) +
m2

f(k2; n̂  k)







V (k; l; n̂)	 (l; n̂) ;
(59)
where








2(k2 + 2)z(1   z)






+ (n̂$ n̂) ; (60)
and





2(k) + 2(l)   M
2
2
  n̂  k(k)   n̂  l(l)
 : (61)





and the quantity 2 related with the binding energy is given by














(k   l)2 + 2	 (l) ; (64)
where mr = m=2 and " = M   2m.
In the light-cone ladder approximation (i.e., f = 0 in Eq.(59)) with  = 0,
we have obtained a simple analytic relation between the coupling constant and
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the binding energy (i.e.,  and , respectively) for all nl states with l = n  1(Ji
1986). Here, the quantum numbers n and l are the same with those dened in the
Wick-Cutkosky model. This analytic relation is consistent with the numerical
results obtained by a variational principle for the entire range of the binding
energy 0    m(Ji and Furnstahl 1986). In order to discuss the eect of the
self-energy correction numerically, we now include the self-energy correction to
the previously derived analytic relation. First, we take the wavefunction valid
both in the small and large asymptotic momentum region;
	n;l=n 1(k; n̂) = Nnn 1(sin )











where Nnn 1 is the normalization constant and (; ) determines the direction of
k. For n = 1 and 2, these wavefunctions correspond to the Karmanov solutions
for 1s and 2p states respectively. Next, we substitute 	 (k; n̂) given by Eq.(65)
into Eq.(59) and perform the l-integration for some convenient k value to nd
an analytic relation between the coupling constant  and the binding energy.
































where  = m2=2; x = cos 0 and y = jlj=. The rst term in the right-hand-side
of Eq.(66) corresponds to the self-energy correction and does not have an explicit











































and we recover the Balmer formula




However, we make clear that Eq.(65) is not an exact solution of Eq.(59) and
thus our derivation uses an approximation beyond that of the Tamm-Danco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truncation. In order to check the accuracy of Eq.(66), we solve Eq.(59) numer-
ically by considering the variational principle for the coupling constant g. For
xed binding energy (or mass M of the bound state), the Minimum of the fol-

















































The minimum is found by varying parameters in the variational wavefunction








(1 + j2x  1j)
; (70)
where the normalization constant N1s cancels in the ratio given by Eq.(69) and
C is the variational parameter. This trial function agrees with the wave function
given by Eq.(65) with n = 1, when C =M .
The numerical estimate for the self-energy correction is shown in Fig. 4. The
agreement between the analytic result and the numerical result is reasonable
even if the self-energy correction is included. As shown in Fig. 4, the self-energy
eects are as repulsive as relativistic kinematic corrections and retardation eects
and make  become frozen as  increases. The similar results were obtained in
the generalized theory of the Wick-Cutkosky model using DLCQ(Wivoda and
Hiller 1993;Swenson and Hiller 1993) and in the Yukawa model(Harindranath et
al. 1992;Glazek et al. 1993).
Here, we also compare the probability of nding the three-body component
inside the bound-state jBi (see Eq.(47)), P3  jhjBij2, with that of nding
the two-body component, P2  jhjBij2. These probabilities can be obtained

























	 (y; l) ; (72)
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Fig. 4. Curves of  versus  for 1s state in the Wick-Cutkosky model in units m = 1.
The numerical results with and without the self-energy corrections obtained by the
variational principle (solid curves) are compared with the corresponding approximate
analytic results from Eq.(66)(dash-dot curves) and the non-relativistic result from
Eq.(67)(dashed curve).
where 	 (x;k) is the two-body wavefunction and the eective kernel Ve including
the self-energy corrections is given by














If one does not include the self-energy corrections, Ve is same with V (x;k; y; l)
given by Eq.(56). For simplicity, we used the wavefunction given by Eq.(70)
when C = M . The numerical results of the calculation P3=P2 are summarized
in Table 1.
As we can see from Table 1, this ratio with or without self-energy corrections
becomes larger as  increases indicating that the three-body sector gets more
important as the coupling constant increases. However, it is interesting to note
that this ratio is substantially reduced by the self-energy corrections and becomes
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Table 1. The numerical results of the ratio P3=P2 with or without self-energy correc-
tions for several dierent values of the coupling constant .
 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.1
P3=P2(with) 0.24 0.33 0.42 0.48 0.51 0.55
P3=P2(without) 0.40 0.67 0.90 1.04 1.16 1.27
stabilized as the coupling constant increases. We believe that this result is due
to the signicant repulsive eects from the self-energy corrections as shown in
Fig. 4.
5 Scattering Problem
We now turn to the scattering formalism. In the c.m. frame, as we have pre-
sented in the last section, the lightcone two-body wavefunction, 	 (k; n̂) satises
Eq.(ref14) which is equivalently given by:










2 +m2, q2in = s=4 m2 (s is the square of the total c.m. energy),
and
V 0(k; l; n̂) =
4V (k; l; n̂)
1 + (m2=4)g(l2; n̂  l)
:
Here, V (k; l; n̂) is given by Eq.(61) the self-energy corrections and counter-terms
are summarized by
g(k2; n̂  k) = 4





























b(k2; n̂  k) = 2(k2   q2in)






The conventional method to solve Eq.(74) is to set up an equivalent Lippman-
Schwinger equation which is given by






V 0(k; q; n̂)T (q; l; n̂)
q2   q2in + i
: (76)
Using the partial wave expansion of the scattering amplitude T (k; l; n̂) given by
Tj(k; l; n̂) =
Z
d
T (k; l; n̂)Pj(cos); (77)
where  is the angle between k and l, and similarly dening V 0j(k; l; n̂) as
V 0j(k; l; n̂) =
Z
d
V (k; l; n̂)Pj(cos); (78)
we obtain








V 0j(k; q; n̂)Tj(q; l; n̂)
q2   q2in + i
: (79)
The n̂-dependence in Eqs.(76)-(79) indicates the violation of the rotation in-
variance. However, we made a connection between our analysis and the bipolar
harmonics formalism presented by Fuda(1990,1991) and found (Ji and Surya
1992) that the physical amplitude suggested by Fuda is the rotational average
of our Tj(qin; qin; n̂) over n̂-direction and does not carry n̂-dependence. Such
procedure of integrating out the quantization axis dependence to obtain a phys-
ical amplitude is not possible in the ordinary equal t-quantization because the
space for the boost operation is not compact. Integrating out the quantization
axis dependence in equal t-quantization would necessarily require to include the
lightcone surface. Therefore, the lightcone quantization method appears to be
the most ecient way of solving quantum eld theories. In order to quantify the
dependence of the phase shift on the direction n̂, we x the scattering plane
as the plane made by ŷ and ẑ and the direction of initial momentum k as ẑ
and then vary the direction n̂. The eect of rotating the direction n̂ in a given
scattering plane dened by its perpendicular direction k l is equivalent to the
eect of rotating k  l in a given direction of the lightcone time evolution, e.g.,
 = t + z=c. In any case, the focus of study is the dynamics dependent on the
relative angle between n̂ and k l.
Numerical Results. We calculated both S-wave (j = 0) and P-wave (j = 1)
phase shifts for various coupling constants ( = 

) and c.m. momenta. Since
the detailed numerical results were presented in our recent papers(Ji and Surya
1992;Ji, Kim and Min 1995), we discuss only the main features of the numerical
results. For the small  (e.g.,  = 0:1), the light-cone results for n̂ = x̂; ŷ and
ẑ are almost same whether the self energy corrections are included or not. As 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gets larger(e.g.  > 0:3), however, one can see that the three lightcone results
for n̂ = x̂; ŷ; and ẑ deviate. The results including the self-energy corrections are
consistently lower than the ones without them, indicating that the self-energy
eects are repulsive. Also, we observe that the phase shifts with the self-energy
correction do not change much as the coupling constant grows. This is in a good
agreement with the previous bound state results that the self-energy eects are as
repulsive as relativistic kinematic corrections and retardation eects, and make
the binding energy be frozen as the coupling constant increases(Ji 1994b). Fur-
thermore, as we can observe from the numerical results, the deviations among
n̂ = x̂; ŷ; and ẑ are smaller after the self-energy corrections are included. Such
reduction of the n̂-dependence is more dramatic in the P-wave analyses. Espe-
cially, as shown in Fig. 5, the dramatic fallo of the phase shift with n̂ = ẑ
in the large c.m. momentum region (k2=m2 > 1) shown for  = 20 disappears







0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
px20.0      
px20.0(with)
py20.0      
py20.0(with)
pz20.0      
pz20.0(with)
Fig. 5. P-wave phase shifts with the coupling constant  = 

= 20:0. The
solid, long-dashed and short-dashed curves are the light-cone scattering results
with n̂ = x̂; ŷ; ẑ, respectively, in the lightcone ladder approximation. The dotted,
long-dash-dot and short-dash-dot curves are the corresponding results with n̂ = x̂; ŷ; ẑ,
respectively, in the lowest order lightcone Tamm-Danco approximation.
This indicates a signicant restoration of the rotational invariance in the
scattering kernel by adding the self-energy interactions. It shows an example
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that the rotation symmetry in the lightcone quantization can be dynamically
restored.
6 Summary and Conclusions
In this review, we discussed the most challenging two fundamental issues in the
lightcone eld quantization; the nontrivial vacuum structure and the restoration
of the rotational symmetry. For the nontrivial vacuum structure, we used the
interpolation of the time axis between t and  and showed that the vacuum
becomes simple in the lightcone limit ,however, the realization of the nontrivial
vacuum is not lost in this limit. This is possible due to the generation of the sin-
gular part of some eld operators. Thus, it brings a caution in handling the eld
operators on the lightcone and one needs to distinguish the singular operators
from the regular operators. If the reference frame is chosen to make the singular
operators irrelevant, the phenomenology with the lightcone quantization would
be extremely useful.
For the restoration of the rotational symmetry, we presented an explicit illus-
tration of the rotation dependence in the two-body scattering phase shifts. Prac-
tical computations using the light-cone quantization method require, in general,
the truncation of the higher Fock states. As a consequence, the calculated scatter-
ing amplitude in the truncated Fock-space is not rotationally invariant because
the transverse angular momentum operator whose direction is perpendicular to
the direction of the quantization axis in the light-cone quantization method in-
volves the interaction that changes the particle number. However, in view of the
rotational compactness, the lightcone quantization appears to be most ecient
in solving quantum eld theories. The extent of the rotation symmetry breaking
can be quantied by the explicit rotation dependence of the two-body scattering
phase shifts. In the last Section, we investigated the scattering problem in the
light-cone formalism using a simple scalar eld model by extending the lightcone
ladder approximation to the lowest order lightcone Tamm-Danco approxima-
tion which includes the self-energy corrections and counter-terms. We found that
the self-energy interactions signicantly restore the rotation symmetry and re-
move the dramatic fallo of the phase shifts observed in the P-wave analysis
with the large coupling and the large momentum. It shows an example that the
rotation symmetry in the lightcone quantization can be dynamically restored.
Also, we observe that the self-energy eects make the phase shifts frozen as the
coupling constant is increased. This is in a good agreement with the previous
bound state results that the self-energy eects are as repulsive as relativistic
kinematic corrections and retardation eects.
Motivated by the observation that the physical scattering amplitude is given
by the rotational average of the n̂-dependent light-cone scattering amplitude over
n̂-direction, one may also suggest the rotational average of the kernel itself to
obtain the rotationally invariant physical quantities. An explicit example would
be the rotational average of Eq.(61). More detailed explicit studies including the
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spin degrees of freedom in this direction are under investigation.
In conclusion, there are several advantages of the light-cone eld theory over
the canonical equal time eld theory;
1. Maximum number of kinematic generators,
2. Separation of external and internal variables,
3. Nonexistence of Z-graphs,
4. Simplicity of the light-cone vacuum,
and several problems as well;
1. Complicate dynamic angular momentum equation,
2. Noninvariance of the amplitudes under the transverse rotation,
3. Nonperturbative light-cone vacuum and zero modes.
However, each problem in the light-cone formalism can be much more easily han-
dled than the problem in the canonical equal time formalism as discussed in the
present review. We discussed convenient ways of handling the problems 1 and 2.
Especially, we showed an example of dynamical restoration to avoid the prob-
lem 2. The problem 3 was also discussed in this review and more investigations
are in progress. Thus, even if changing the canonical equal time formalism to
the light-cone formalism is just like moving a coin from one pocket to another,
it seems that the new pocket to which the coin is moved may be much more
convenient and advantageous than the old pocket.
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Discretized Light-Cone Quantization
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International Institute of Theoretical and Applied Physics, 123 Oce and Laboratory,
Ames, Iowa 50011-3022, USA
Abstract. The method of Discretized Light-Cone Quantization is introduced to tackle
the manifold problems of bound state spectra. We test this Hamiltonian approach ex-
plicitely for the electro-magnetic positronium system using a Tamm-Danco approxi-
mation. In order to deal with strong interacting phenomena, new features going beyond
the Tamm-Danco truncation are shown by implementing higher particle sectors eec-
tively.
1 Introduction
Hadronic bound state problems need tools to face them. For that, several success-
ful methods, e.g. potential models or lattice gauge theories have been established.
For reason of comparison, it is desirable to develop other approaches discussing
their advantages and disadvantages. In this lecture, we introduce the method of
Discretized Light-Cone Quantization (DLCQ) in order to challenge relativistic
spectral phenomena.
The idea of this concept is based on the demand to evaluate hadron spectra
numerically using the impressive evolution of recent computer generations. A
discrete version of relativistic eld theories wants to be dened. In contrast to
many action oriented approaches, a Hamiltonian method is chosen for DLCQ.
The physical states are decomposed in a Fock space which seems to be an ideal
foundation for a discretization process. A picture of hadrons consisting on smaller
constituents, quarks and gluons, we always have in our mind.
Gauge theories like quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and quantum electro-
dynamics (QED) are assumed to be responsible for interactions occuring in a
many particle system. With those theories, a long list of scattering problems had
been successfully investigated, mostly if energies were used to be much greater
than the masses involved into the interacting processes itself. In an experimen-
tal measurement, bound states only appear as \resonances" with some \widths"
because of their instabilities. For describing them perturbatively, calculations
had been done by expanding observables in powers of some parameters. Un-
fortunately, these methods fail if the experimental hadronic bound state data
(Particle Data Group 1994) wants to be understood. The strong interaction at
lower energies must be treated non-perturbatively. We are far away from such a
solution.
For many problems things simplify dramatically if once an appropriate coor-
dinate system is chosen. (Nobody wants really try to solve the rotational symmet-
ric Coulomb interaction in Cartesian axes.) That might be even more important
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for complicated QCD problems. In this lecture, we take the concept of a rela-
tivistic theory seriously which enables us to describe the invariant Lagrangian
in any arbitrary coordinate system. We parametrize the Minkowski space by
dening x = x0  x3 as linear combinations of the \ordinary" time x0 = t
and the third space component x3 = z. The two other transversal coordinates
x = (x1; x2) = (x; y) remain unchanged. Following Dirac (1949), we choose x+
as the new light-cone time variable while the longitudinal x  coordinate com-
pletes the three space dimensions. According to the tensor calculus, the metric




0 2 0 0
2 0 0 0
0 0  1 0
0 0 0  1
1
CA ; (1)
the Minkowski product reads






x y+   x1y1   x2y2 : (2)
Sometimes, the peculiarities for raising and lowering light-cone indices give
rise to misunderstandings, but after some practice one gets used with them. E.g.,
we have with @  @=@x the situation that @ = 2@ etc. A crucial point has
to be pointed out on the structural change of the equations of motion. As an
example, we remark that the invariant formulated d'Alembert operator
@@
 = (@0)
2   (@1)2   (@2)2   (@3)2 = 4@+@    (@1)2   (@2)2 (3)
is of only rst order in light-cone time. The price to be payed is connected with
certain constraint conditions which have to be considered, additionally.
Combining all the previous ideas, Pauli and Brodsky (1985) were the rst
to develop the DLCQ method, consequently. A d iscretized theory formulated
in l ight-cone coordinates has to be q uantized in order to diagonalize a eld
Hamiltonian numerically. Their testing case was a Yukawa problem considered in
one space dimension. Promising results lead to other investigations. The DLCQ
method was proven by its expendiency for nearly every 1 + 1-dimensional the-
ory. Evaluations were done beginning from 4-considerations (Harindranath and
Vary 1987, 1988a, 1988b) to the sine-Gordon model (Burkardt 1993); gauge the-
ories { abelian or not { had been studied (Eller, Pauli, Brodsky 1987; Eller, Pauli
1989; Burkardt 1989; Hornbostel, Brodsky, Pauli 1990) and all results were en-
couraging if one compares them with other approaches.
The real world consists of three space dimensions and the previous works turn
out to be fruitful as far as longitudinal eects occur. Two transversal directions
change the situation for a gauge theory completely since, besides the appear-
ance of spin degrees of freedom, bosonic particles enter the problem, now. The
numerical eorts increase rapidly. A consistent gauge xing becomes dicult to
dene. In many cases the DLCQ method has to be modied in order to produce
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reasonable results. By taking the continuum limit of the discrete momenta, inte-
gral equations were derived to be solved numerically. At rst, the scalar theory
was tested in three space dimensions (Sawicki 1985, 1986). Considerations upon
the Yukawa model were done by G lazek et al. (1993). Investigations of a gener-
alized Wick-Cutkovsky model conrmed the close relationship between DLCQ
and integral equation methods (Wivoda and Hiller 1993). The experimentally
well-understood positronium system should be a measure for a successful spec-
tral description of a gauge theory. For that, the DLCQ method was developed
step by step towards an eective theory for QED (Tang, Brodsky, Pauli 1991;
Kaluza, Pauli 1992; Krautgartner, Pauli and Wolz 1992). As a result, the hy-
perne structure of ortho- and para-positronium can be calculated with high
accuracy. But, QCD remains the real challenge. Quarkonium seems to be a nat-
ural candidate on the way to non-perturbative phenomena of hadronic spectra.
Here, we discuss fundamental concepts which might help for future theories.
Eective approaches will play a dominant role.
Questions of renormalization are widely excluded in this lecture. The eigen-
values and eigenfunctions depend explicitely on cuto parameters. Other contri-
butions of this publication will deal with those problems. Complicated dynamical
interrelations of so-called \zero modes" and their inuence to a \normal mode"
theory are not yet fully understood and must be postponed. Up to now, it is
only a hope that their impact to the spectrum becomes of less importance for
higher space dimensions since then the phase space increases dramatically. A
vacuum which is identical with the Fock space reference j0i can only be guaran-
teed for normal modes. But, the structure of the ground state is believed to be
not so trivial. Chiral symmetry eects must be settled in the DLCQ approach
somewhere.
Nevertheless, one should be animated of the DLCQ method because of some
advantages other concepts cannot provide. In the following, we will emphasize
them. There is once the remarkable simplicity of our approach which allows to
investigate such complicated theories like QCD by dealing with some \numbers"
of a matrix. The discrete version makes it possible at all to seperate clearly
between zero mode and normal mode sectors. The vacuum state, a problem in
any theory, can be dened precisely, at least for normal modes. The use of the
momentum representation allows an easy separation between the relative and
center of mass motion. Of course, the DLCQ approach has to be confronted
with other methods. A fair comparison is dicult. Lattice gauge theories seem
to be a touch-stone, but a real race took never place. So far, DLCQ has not yet
been tested on a super computer...
2 Construction of the DLCQ-Hamiltonian
The DLCQ method is developed for the QED and QCD gauge theories in
three space dimensions. Using the time-space translation symmetries of the La-
grangian, we derive the conserved total energy-momentum vector P as the
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fundamental ingredient for a light-cone Hamiltonian. After the (second) quanti-
zation of the elds, a discrete Fock space is constructed and regulated. Finally,
the elements of the nite DLCQ-matrix are discussed in detail.
2.1 The Formalism
The construction of a Hamilton matrix to be diagonalized numerically is the goal
of our eorts. For that, we start with a Lagrangian density L[r], a functional
of elds r , r = 1; :::; N . We not yet want to distinguish between fermion and
boson contributions. All real and imaginary components of them are counted










= 0 ; r = 1; :::; N : (4)
We assume that the Lagrangian density is invariant under coordinate transforma-
tions given by the Poincare group. Especially, the abelian subgroup of arbitrary
(global) translations in space and time will be of major interest in this section.
Applying Noether's theorem (1918) to this symmetry four conserved quantities
can be expressed to be identied as the total energy-momentum P[r] of the
considered system. It is worth to mention that the equations of motion (4) are
hidden in P since the proof of Noether's theorem makes use of them. In the
following, we want to recall the standard procedure (Bjorken, Drell 1965) in a









has to be evaluated. The time-space translation invariance of L then guarantees
@
@x
T  [r(x)] = 0 ;  = 0; :::; 3 (6)
for all x in the Minkowski space.Finally, P is given by the three dimensional




d 3xi T 0 : (7)
Everything seems to be formulated covariantly. Nothing indicates a special co-
ordinate system. But, the denition of P changes the situation completely. The
volume element d 3xi makes it necessary to dene a direction: a time. What is
a space element d 3xi in our approach? Here, we have chosen light-cone coordi-
nates and dene x+ = t+ z as our evolution parameter. The surface  is dened
by time-space points with a component x+ = 0. We want to establish the total
energy-momentum P as constants of motion, i.e.
@
@x+
P[r(x)] = 0 : (8)
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These four equations only hold if (by using Stoke's theorem) either the elds
r are assumed to vanish \fast enough" for x
 ; x1; x2 ! 1 or the system
will be conned into a nite space box by imposing periodic (for fermions also
anti-periodic) boundary conditions. Otherwise surface terms arise which must be
treated separately. We like to avoid that, | and decide ourself for the nite box.
All elds r are restricted into intervals of size [ Lk;+Lk] and [ L?;+L?] for
x  resp. x1;2. For a description in the momentum representation, Fourier trans-
formations are performed. The problem becomes discretized since the number of
degrees of freedom left is enumarable. At the end of all calculations, the contin-
uum limitLk, L? !1 is considered. Arbitrary inititial values have to be chosen
for the elds r on the surface x
+  0 which dene P completely according to
(7). Because of (8), the total energy-momentum vector is conserved for all future
light-cone times.
The four P are the generators of the time-space translation group. The





r ; (P+ = P
 =2) (9)
which can be extended to a relativistic form by substituting the Lorentz index 
for the \+" sign. A corresponding set of equations for the generalized momenta
[r(x)]  L(@+r) turn out to be constraint conditions. We have subpressed
them since they are of minor interest for our purposes. Note that we have noth-
ing quantized, yet. The Dirac bracket, a generalization of the Poisson bracket
(Anderson and Bergmann 1951, Dirac 1964) if constraints restrict the system,
is meant in (9). In order to quantize the theory, f  ;  gD:B: will be replaced
by the commutator [  ;  ]=i. Throughout this lecture we use units where the
(vacuum) speed of light c and Planck's (by 2 devided) constant h takes the
value 1. The real valued functionals become operators acting on a Hilbert space.
The quantization scheme will be successful when the elds obey the covariant
Heisenberg equations
i [P; r] = @r : (10)
The whole procedure is illustrated diagramatically in Fig.1.
The problem is solved if the r(x) are known for all light-cone times. Since
each of the four P are frame dependent, we are interested in an invariant
quantity which also describes the motion of a system. The construction of this
observable is straighforwardly. We dene the \Light-Cone Hamiltionian"
HLC  PP = P+P    (P 1)2   (P 2)2 : (11)
Strictly speaking, it is misunderstanding to call HLC a Hamiltonian. The dimen-
sion of a Hamiltonian has to be an inverse lenght in our units and not the square
of it. But, according to many publications, we keep this term in this lecture.















































































































































Fig. 1. Physics on the light-cone.
vanish and the total longitudinal momentumP+ becomes diagonal. Since all mo-
menta P commute with each other, P  must be block-diagonal: Every block is
labeled by an eigenvalue of P+, and in such a block the light-cone Hamiltonian
HLC is proportional to the light-cone time generator P
 . The real diculty left
is to evaluate explicitely P  as a functional of the (independent) elds r.
Given the generators P, we can formulate the Hamiltonian problem
HLCj	 ii = M2i j	 ii : (12)
If all stationary states with their eigenvalues are known the problem is solved.
The DLCQ approach allows to calculate the wanted eigenstates numerically.
Since all elds are restricted into a nite box, the space continuum has only an
enumarable number of degrees of freedom, the Fourier coecients. Therefore,
the Hamiltonian becomes a matrix of enumarable innte dimension. After regu-
larizing the Hilbert space { we have the Fock space in our mind { the dimension
of the Hamilton matrix is nite. A nite matrix can be diagonalized numerically.
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The resulting spectrum depends on the size of the box and some regularization
parameter . By taking the continuum limit the eigenstates must be checked
for their convergence. Finally, the results have to be compared with data from
the experiment or other theoretical approaches. It turns out that DLCQ is very
successful of describing the lower bound states of a system.
We are aware that a lot of diculties had been subpressed in this simple
scenario. Delicate questions like the quantization of a system with constraints
or the precise denition of an appropriate Hilbert space are unanswered so far.
Upcoming renormalization problems must be solved. At this stage, we only want
to point out the general ideas of DLCQ. The next chapters will show by example
the concept when the QCD resp. QED gauge theories will be considered.
2.2 The Lagrangian
After all principle considerations, we want to apply DLCQ on quantum chromo-
dynamics (QCD3+1) and quantum electrodynamics (QED3+1). In many aspects,
both theories have a common structure. We will demonstrate the formalism for
QCD3+1 since a transition to QED3+1 can be done easily. Starting point is the




) +  (iD
  m) : (13)
(Here as for the future we sum over same indices.) The antisymmetrical eld
strength tensor F = @ A   @ A + ig [A; A] is a matrix built up by






a. The non-vanishing commutator relations [T a; T b] =
iCcabT
c between the algebra generators Ta (for SU (3), e.g. Gell-Mann matrices)
reect the non-abelian character of the color part. All topological properties of
the gauge group are dened by their structure constants Cabc. We have conven-
tionally normalized the Lie algebra basis such that Tr(T aT b) = ab=2. The color
(boson) index for SU (3) may take values a = 1; ::; 8. Together with four Lorentz
indices, 32 real boson elds have to be considered.
The complex spinor elds  c(x) depend on NC color (fermion) components.
A Lorentz-invariant construction of the Lagrangian can be realized by intro-






























dene the SU (2) Pauli matrices. Later on we also will use the 44 Dirac matrices
  0 und i  0i : (16)
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Since the matter elds  c(x) are complex, 24 real components contribute to L
in a SU (3) gauge theory. In the following, only one avor is considered. Another
quantum number would raise the degrees of freedom once again and we like to
avoid that for simplicity.
The SU (NC ) gauge invariance is guaranteed by means of the covariant deriva-
tive D = @ +igA. From this derivative, any interaction between fermion and
boson elds result. The dimensionless constant g is the coupling parameter.
(We always have three space coordinates in our mind.) The entire Lagrangian
is locally invariant if one transforms the fermion elds  c in the color space by
multiplication with a matrix
U (x) = expfia(x)T ag (17)
while simultaneously the boson elds Aa have to be changed due to
A0(x) = U (x)A(x)U 1(x)   i
g
(@ U 1(x))U (x) : (18)
The gauge functions a(x) are arbitrary and do not inuence the theory. That
is the symmetry! (Note that A(x) is matrix valued!)
We will x a gauge and leave the path of manifest invariance by choosing




a(x)  0 (light-cone gauge) : (19)
Unfortunately, this gauge choice lodges some essential problems. Given arbi-
trary potentials Aa(x), no functions a(x) exist to transform these elds to zero
(Kalloniatis, Pauli 1993, 1994; Kalloniatis, Pauli and Pinsky 1994). At least, the
following is possible: Devide A+a into two parts where one distinguishes between
a normal mode and a zero mode part. According to a Fourier transformation,














 ; x1; x2) (20)
with 
 = 2Lk(2L?)



























. In the last formula,
A+ is the given eld matrix to be gauged to zero and P exp denotes the path-
ordered exponential.
All of our calculations will be directed to questions of normal modes. In this
manner we understand the light-cone gauge formulated in (19). The zero modes
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are not neglected, but omitted as a rst step. They cannot be gauged away.
Especially their impact on problems connected with chiral symmetry breaking
is subject of many discussion. The structure of the physical vacuum in the light-
cone formulation is believed to be a result of them. In how far a normal mode
spectrum can describe a physical bound state system in general has to be tested.
It turns out that for positronium the QED3+1 zero modes are of secondary
relevance.
The elds are dened, now. A minimal principle varying all of them leads to
the (color) Maxwell equations
@F

a (x) = g c 
T ac;c0  c0(x) (23)
resp. to the real and imaginary parts of the (color) Dirac equations.
i@
  c(x)   m c(x) = gT ac;c0Aa c0(x) : (24)
We will make use of both of them in the next section.
2.3 Quantization
Quantizing elds is one of the most delicate problems of any theory. As men-
tioned above, a Dirac-Bergmann formalism is not necessarily practicable. Nev-
ertheless, a covariant approach oriented on canonical principles is wanted. For
that we have to disentangle dependent and independent eld components. In
light-cone coordiates two projection operators acting on the Lorentz spinors ex-
ist to provide such a separation naturally. We dene with   0(0  3)=2
projectors ( = 0, []
2 = ,  +  = 1l4) deviding the matter elds
 due to
 +  + ;         + =   : (25)
Note that the subscripted signs of  projectors are not related of Minkowski
indices; they cannot be raised or lowered.
It turns out by studying the equations of motion that only the Dirac eld
 +(x) and the transversal Maxwell contributions A
i
?
(x); i = 1; 2 can be chosen
independently at xed light-cone time x+. (We have omitted the color indices
for simplicity.) All remaining eld components are functionals of them. In detail,
we have (Brodsky and Pauli 1991)




































































c;c0  +;c0 ) are coecients of
T a. For future purposes the free elds eA , e + are also dened. Inverse derivatives








dy sgn(y    x ) f(y  ; x?) + A(x?) (27)
1
(i@+)2




dy jy    x j f(y ; x?)
+x B(x?) + C(x?) : (28)
(sgn(x) means a stepfunction to be  1 for x < 0 and to be +1 for x > 0.) The
integration constants A;B;C are set to zero for the normal mode case without







The next step is to discretize the theory by restricting the independent eld
components into a box of volume 
 = 2Lk(2L?)
2. The Fourier expansion is
done for x+ = 0, but can be easily extended in a covariant way for the case of
free elds. Using k  x = 1
2k
 x+ + 12k




























Helicities are denoted by s and  for fermions resp. bosons. Of course, the color
index c has to be removed for the QED case. The summation also runs over
k = (k+; k1; k2) = (k+;k?) where the longitudinal light-cone momenta k
+ have
to be positive due to the dispersion relation k  = (m2 + k2
?
)=k+. (Negative
light-cone energies are forbidden after reinterpreting the antiparticles.) Due to
the bilinear structure of all fermionic expressions, we choose antiperiodic bound-
ary conditions for the longitudinal Dirac eld modes, while for all other eld
components periodic boundary conditions are required:
ki = 
L?
ni ; ni = 0;1;2; : : : (bosons and fermions)
k+ = 
Lk
2n+ ; n+ = 1; 2; 3; : : : (bosons)
k+ = 
Lk
(2n+   1) ; n+ = 1; 2; 3; : : : (fermions) :
(31)
The longitudinal Maxwell zero mode k+ = 0 is missing since we have restricted
ourself to the normal mode problem, only. Yet, the zero mode is a dynami-
cal degree of freedom and we emphasize again its importance for several non-
perturbative eects in gauge theories. It is one of the essential advantages of
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our discretization scheme that the enumerable momentum components can be
disentangled easily. One can consider the zero mode problem separately.
Other symbols in (30) have to be dened. The projected spinor components in
the momentum representation u+(k
+; s) = +u(k; s) and v+(k
+; s) = +v(k; s)
are eigenvectors of the projection operator + by construction. With the vectors
(") = 1=
p
2 (1; 0; 1; 0)T and (#) = 1=
p







k+( s). Using the free (color) Dirac
equations together with the relations + =  , +i =  i  (i = 1; 2),
the spinor projection  + can be extended to the total free fermion eld  by





k+ + m + i?  ki?
 (") for s ="





k+   m + i?  ki?
 (#) for s ="
(") for s =# : (33)
In a similar way it is possible to write the total free vector potential A when
the dependent Lorentz light-cone components A are added to the transversal
eld parts. According to (26), we have to replace the polarization vector in the




2 ?()  k?
k+
; 1() ; 2()

(34)
with some two dimonsional helicity vector ? = (
1; 2). In this lecture we chose
throughout ?(") =  1=
p
2 (1; i) and ?(#) = 1=
p
2 (1; i). For these polar-






0) = s;s0 ;
X
i=1;2










i ?() j() = ij :
(35)
We quantize the theory by imposing the following (anti)-commutator rela-


































Mixed commutators between fermions and bosons vanish. We have quantized
the elds such thatn














= i c;c0 
ij (3)(x  y) (37)
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hold. The previous relations are similar for a discrete as well as for a continuous
formulated approach. Moreover, they are in correspondence with the canonical
procedure in which independent elds and their conjugate momenta are quan-
tized. Indeed, we have
[ c+(x)] = i 
c;y




in our light-cone gauge.
The eld components are interpreted as annihilation and creation operators
acting on a reference state j0i. They are dimensionless. The Fock space is con-
structed by combining all kinds of such \creations" to many particle states.
2.4 Fock Space Expansion
The normal mode eld contributions are interpreted as single particle creation
and annihilation operators acting on a reference state j0i, the Fock space vacuum.
In our constituent picture, j0i is a (not necessarily physical) state with no particle
content. Arbitrary N -particle states can be constructed using creation operators
according to
jiN = N ay(q1)ay(q2)ay(q3)   by(q01)by(q02)by(q03)   dy(q001 )dy(q002 )dy(q003 )    j0i
(39)
where N is a normalization constant and qi denotes the quantum numbers of the
ith particle. All these nite boson, fermion and antifermion combinations span
the Fock space. Our goal is to represent the Hamiltonian HLC as an operator
acting on these Fock states.
For that, we have to insert the eld expansions (30) into the translation
generators P. Three of them (P+, P 1, P 2) are diagonal in the Fock space





















c(kn; n)ac(kn; n) :
Similar equations can be evaluated for the total transversal momenta P?. A




k+i jiN ; P? jiN =
NX
i=1
k?;i jiN : (41)
The sums run over all single particle components.
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Writing the P  component in terms of creation and annihilation operators
turns out to be more complicated. It is useful to devide this generator into a free
and a coupling constant dependent part:
P  = P 0 + P
 
g : (42)






















ayc(kn; n)ac(kn; n) : (43)
The interaction term will be the subject of our future considerations since all
interesting physics is related directly to its matrix elements. As an orientation
for the rich variety, we give at rst the explicit functional dependence of P g on
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We have made use of a notation presented in the previous sections. The gen-
erator is decomposed into free elds at light-cone time x+ = 0. This is indicated
by the tilde components dened in (26). Generally, we have e = e   + + (!  
for g ! 0) and eA = (0; Ai; eA ) (! A for g ! 0). The transcription into cre-
ation and annihilation operators is straightforward and the detailed result can
be found in the appendix of this lecture.
In Fig.2, we summarize the crucial issues of (44) in a diagrammatic form.
There, we have restricted ourselves to (electromagnetic) neutral Fock states since
positronium and strong interacting qq-systems are due to our rst considerations.
Nevertheless, the structure of all light-cone Hamiltonian is similar, in principle.
Because of the postivity of the longitudinal momenta together with their con-
servation at each interaction point, no Fock state can change its particle number
by more than two. In contrast to an approach at equal time, i.e. quantized at
t = 0, the light-cone Hamiltonian is much simpler, namely pentadiagonal.
The graphs appearing in the tables of the appendix as in Fig.2, too, must not
be misunderstood as Feynman diagrams. Here, we want to visualize Hamiltonian
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Class
Sector
Fig. 2. Graphical picture of the bare light-cone Hamiltonian. Note the pentadiagonal
structure. No interactions exist which change the particle number by more than two.
Only a selection of all possible graphs could be shown in this presentation. The Fock
space is reduced to those parts where fermion{antifermion pairs are involved. Certain
diagrams do not occur for QCD, but QED and vice versa. We have subpressed spectator
lines in the diagrams since they inuence the matrix elements simply by a factor.
interaction terms. According to the number of particles changed (N ), we dis-
tinguish between so-called \fork" (N = 2), \vertex" (N = 1) and \seagull"
(N = 0) graphs. The process of normal ordering provides certain loop dia-
grams which also leave the particle number constant. Instantaneous interactions
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are associated with inverse derivatives dened above. A rst order inverse deriva-
tive refers to a fermion line (see: Dirac equations), while a second order inverse
derivative belongs to a boson (see: Maxwell equations). Dealing with all these
interactions is part of the next sections.
We have subdivided the Hamiltonian into sectors according to their total
particle number N . Given a certain sector, several classes can be dened com-
posing neutral Fock states with xed N . Each class has some special particle
content and must be regularized. We want to do that simultaneously for all of
them in an invariant way. Introducing an ultraviolet mass cuto , we restrict
the number of discretized (normal mode) particles in a class for each N by the
inequality:






< 2 : (45)
Here, the positive longitudinal momentum fraction xi  k+i =P+ is used. Since
zero modes are excluded, we have 0 < xi < 1. All diagonalization results will
depend on the cuto  and one is confronted inevatibly with questions of renor-
malization. Methods have to be developed in order to guarantee that physical
quantities are independent of this parameter.
We like to mention that our regularization scheme xes the content of each
class at x+  0 when the dynamical elds are decomposed in terms of free
particles. Indeed, it is P+P 0 = HLC;free, the non-interacting part of the light-
cone Hamiltonian. Even if P 0 is diagonal like P
+, the particle number for each
class remains not invariant for light-cone times x+ > 0. The generator P  is
the conserved quantity! Because of interaction terms coming from P g , particles
can be created and annihilated, e.g. via vertex and fork diagrams. The resulting
states have also to fulll (45) for other sectors N  1 resp. N  2 which turns
out to be possible only if additional restrictions of this inequality are chosen
(Kaluza, Pauli 1992). We understand the procedure presented above as a rst
regularization step.
3 Manipulations of the DLCQ-Hamiltonian
All of our previous considerations were directed to construct DLCQ-Hamil-
tonians. In this section, we want to tackle the question how to deal with them.
Let us assume a Hamiltonian matrix is given, e.g. such as provided by (44) and
Fig.2. We want to create an eective Hamiltonian in order to reduce the number
of degrees of freedom. Guideline will be the Tamm-Danco method. Far-reaching
extensions of this approach are discussed.
3.1 The Tamm-Danco Approximation
DLCQ matrices of all theories have the same size: they are pentadiogonal. But, a
discretized Hamiltonian a la Fig.2 cannot satisfy. An innite number of particle
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sectors with its increasing number of classes does not allow a diagonalization,
practically. Furthermore, we have seen that each class for its own must be regu-
larized. The nal goal to reduce the challenge of three dimensional eld theories
to a nite matrix is far away from any solution, yet. Questions of renormalization
and zero modes are not even considered to be responsible for this dilemma.
If one understands hadrons, positronium etc. as a composite of smaller parti-
cles, then, earlier of later, one is forced oneself to a nite number of them, simply
because of numerical reasons. An extension to an innte number of particles is
in our mind, of course, but that answer should be postponed for the moment.
As a rst step, we x the number of interacting particles ad hoc. This is called
a Tamm-Danco truncation (Tamm 1945; Danco 1950).
However, Tamm did more. By dening his model space as an electron-
positron-photon system, he projected this conguration into a two particle space.
An eective Hamiltonian acting only on electron-positron states was created. In
the following, we like to do something similar. For that, we seperate \our" (QED
or QCD) world into two parts, dening projection operators by
P  jP ihP j ; Q  jQihQj (46)
where
P 2 = P ; Q2 = Q ; PQ = 0 ; P +Q = 1l (47)
and mean with 1l the truncated Fock space. The P - and Q-sectors are not spec-
ied by such a seperation, yet. Usually, the Q-space is charged with all kinds of
many particles hardly to deal with, while in the P -space all numerical calcula-
tions will take place. We do not want to lay out a denite deviding line, now,
and remark only that the number of particles in the P -sector should be as little
as possible { say two or three.
The Hamiltonian problem can be rewritten in terms of the projectors as
follows:
hP jHjP ihP j ii + hP jHjQihQj ii = M2i hP j ii
hQjHjP ihP j ii + hQjHjQihQj ii = M2i hQj ii : (48)
Eigenvalues are denoted by M2i . The eigenfunctions are decomposed into two





hQjHjP ihP j ii (49)
and nally, after inserting this component into the rst equation, one gets
He(M
2




i )  hP jHjP i+ hP jHjQi
1
M2i   hQjHjQi
hQjHjP i : (51)
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One recognizes immediately that He is only well-dened if the eigenvalues
M2i are already known. For the moment, we replace these eigenvalues by an
arbitrary parameter !. For each value of !, a new eective HamiltonianHe(!)
is dened acting on the P -space alone. To get the spectrum of the full problem,
one obviously must solve a \xpoint eigenvalue equation". For every value of
! one has to diagonalize a matrix; the wanted eigenvalues are the intersection
points of the functions M2i (!) with the line !: M
2
i (!) = !. That is a very time
consuming procedure, especially, if one is aware that an inversion of a matrix
has to be done rst in order to calculate the resolvent G(!)  1=(!   hQjHjQi
for all !. Since the dimension of the Q-space is comparable with the dimension
of the full Hamiltonian and the CPU time for a diagonalization is of the same
order as for an insertion, the whole method seems to be hopeless.
The situation is even more dramatic. Assuming, we would have gone through
this procedure and would have found all the xpoint (eigen)values of (50), and
let us further assume that we did it so that for the continuum limitK;R? !1
a convergent spectrum appears in outlines, what could we conclude physically
from those results? { Since the Tamm-Danco truncation allows only a nite
number of particles: not so much! The reason for this rather disappointing answer
becomes obvious if one focuses the view to Lorentz- and gauge symmetries. Not
all of their transformations conserve the particle number. E.g., a truncated Fock
space is not invariant under rotations around the x1- or x2-axis (Burkardt and
Langnau 1991a, 1991b). These symmetry operations are dependent on dynamical
generators, including the light-cone Hamiltonian which create and annihilate
particles. Similar arguments can be found for gauge transformations.
Summingup, we conclude that a pure Tamm-Danco appraoch is not suitable
in order to provide a complete solution of three dimensional gauge theories. Its
symmetry violations are evident and must be repaired, somehow. Nevertheless,
even if it is possible to neglect their eects, e.g. for QED with its small coupling
constant, a transcription of the method to the QCD case might be just more
dicult. Then, non-perturbative many particle phenomena are dominating so
much that without any modication, the concept is doomed to failure. In the
following two sections, we discuss some suggestions oering a way out of this
problem.
3.2 Positronium
We continue the development of the Tamm-Danco approach, but concentrate
ourself to positronium as a rst test for more complicated exercises. We un-
derstand this system as an electron-positron composite dening the P -space,
while the Q-space contains one additional photon. The corresponding projec-
tion operators are P =
P
i j(ee)iih(ee)ij resp. Q =
P
i j(ee)iihee)ij where
the sums run over all combinations of quantum numbers obeying the cuto
condition (45). E.g., we have for the P -space the self-explaining components
j(ee)i = jxe; xe ;ke;ke ; se; sei.
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One major problem the Tamm-Danco method faces is to invert the matrix
(!   hQjHLCjQi) in order to obtain the resolvent G(!) dened in the previous
chapter. It is useful to disentangle the diculties by seperating the free from the
interacting part for both Hamiltonian projections:
hP jHLCjP i = Tee + Uee ; hQjHLCjQi = Tee + Uee : (52)
Note that Tee and Tee are diagonal matrices dependent on the discrete momenta













with ke + ke(+k) = 0 and xe + xe(+x) = 1. Inserting that all in the eective
Hamiltonian (51), one gets
h(ee)jHe(!)j(e0e 0)i = Tee + Uee
+h(ee)jHLCj(ee)i
1
!   Tee   Uee
h(ee)jHLCj(ee)i
 Tee + Ue;ee (54)
and the problem left is to treat the eective P -space interaction Ue;ee(!) ap-
propriately.
We still are on Tamm's track and, in order to get a manageable resolvent, the
Uee term in G(!) will be omitted \as a rst approximation". The free resolvent
G(!)  1=(!   Tee) is diagonal and no diculties arise with the inversion. It
reminds us to a propagator if there would be no ! dependence. Dealing with
this dependence turns out to be the truly crucial question.
We must consider the explicit form of the eective interaction Ue;ee that
further decisions can be done. By calculating spin-diagonal matrix elements, one
meets with the problem directly. Going through the Tamm-Danco formalism
presented so far, using the DLCQ matrix elements of the appendix, evaluating
the occuring sums, subpressing selfenergy and contraction contributions, doing
no mistake, the following structure appears:






































+ jx  x0j : (56)
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Here, the \primed" coordinates belong to the jketi-states, se; se carry none be-
cause the elements are spin-diagonal as assumed. Of course, we make use of
the total conserved momenta P+, P and omit the positron momentum vari-




2) which is of mass squared dimension.
But, not yet dened is  in (55) resp. (56). The evaluation gives


























which is the average of the free invariant (P -space) light-cone masses k i P
+
taken over the \incoming" and \outgoing" (hbraj and jketi) states. Note the
terrible singularity at x = x0 in (55). The absolute value in the denominator
makes an numerical and, moreover, analytical solution impossible. There is no
remedy to repair that if one not sets the free parameter ! equals to !? or more
general to
! = !? + jx  x0j
(x; x0;k;k0; se; se; s0e; s0e) (59)
with some arbitrary continuous function 
. We remark that spin-odiagonal
elements are harmless and do not show a singularity like in (55).
Tamm, of course, had the same problems for an equal time system. What
should one do if the eective Hamiltonian depends on its own solution? He
substituted the eigenvalue ! in his Hamiltonian (and only there) by a function
of free particles and nothing else we are doing here, too. The freedom 
(  ) is
not used in this approach and we require ! = !? strictly. In detail, all eective
matrix elements of positronium can be found in Krautgartner, Pauli, and Wolz
(1992). Now, with the well-dened denition of the resolvent, the resulting P -
space eigenvalue problem to be solved numerically reads
He(!
?)j ii = M2i j ii : (60)
According to the denominator expression D of (56), the remaining singularity is
Coulomb-like and thus integrable.
Some modications towards a continuous description might be advantageous
for numerical reasons. Once eective DLCQ matrix elements are given, it is easy
to reformulate the Hamiltonian problem as an integral equation. We only have
to take the innte limit of the box size parameters Lk, L? (K, R? ! 1) and
sums become integrals. Solving them can be done very clever by using suitable
coordinates and calculation schemes. One can also make use of the rotational
symmetry in the x-y-plane (Jz) which reduces the number of degrees of freedom
by providing a classication of eigenstates, simultaneously. In Fig.3, we show
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the convergence of positronium spectra for Jz = 0 as a function of integration
points N2 used to solve an integral equation (Krautgartner, Pauli and Wolz
1992). Note the remarkable stability of the results. The ionization threshold is
at M2 = 4m2. The hyperne splitting can be resolved accurately.
Fig. 3. Positronium spectra as a function of integration points N2. A two dimensional
integral equation was solved. The outlines of the convergent spectrum already appears
by diagonalizing a N2 = 102 dimensional matrix. The cuto is set equal to the electron
mass:  = m. Spreading the hyperne splitting, a (strong) coupling constant  = 0:3 is
chosen. The invariant mass-squared eigenvalues are given in units of m2. At M2 = 4m2
the ionization threshold can be observed.
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The success presented in Fig.3 needs some explanation. So far, we have ma-
nipulated nearly everything towards our mind. The nal step ended with a math-
ematically inacceptable substitution: a number ! was replaced by a function !?
in order to repair a matrix problem! Furthermore, the highly complicated inter-
action part in the Q-space Uee was omitted. But, there is some motivation. The
denominator of the resolvent changed accordingly: ! Tee  Uee ) !? Tee .
So, the eigenvalue !, heuristically believed as a certain composite of a kinetic
term (!?) and a coupling constant dependent part (Uee), seems to t perfectly
with our substitution picture. Even if more than one photon is added to the
Q-space, the same argument might hold, too. But, this is far away from reality.
E.g., no Lamb shift will ever be observed with such a replacement using our sim-
ple one photon exchange model. Higher particle congurations including their
renormalization problems are responsible for this eect. At least, setting ! = !?
can be understood as a rst reparation for the Uee omission. We emphasize that
the function 
 in (59) is yet tuned to zero by hand.
The \!?-trick" is a natural improvement for the Tamm-Danco method, and
surprisingly, this even holds for the QCD case where color degrees of freedom
occur and new interactions like the \three gloun vertex" enter the problem. One
only has to follow the prescription that instead of ! in He the average of the
free invariant incoming and outgoing light-cone masses has to be used. Then,
eective matrix elements behave miraculously simple. Recently, more detailed
positronium calculations have been done by Trittmann and Pauli (1997). They
extended the approach to a solution comprising all Jz values successfully.
3.3 Generalized Formalism
Non-perturbative many particle eects still want to be implemented directly to
our approach. So far, we have tackled this problem by manipulations of the light-
cone Hamiltonian HLC after a Tamm-Danco truncation. Now, the projection
scheme should be extended to a general mechanism allowing to consider many
particles. A practical notation is important. Due to our principle Fock space
separation, we relate each state to a class in some sector as it was demonstrated
in Fig.2. This time, we enumarate all classes consequently and restrict ourself to
a maximal, but arbitrary number N in order to do concrete calculations. Then,
the the Hamiltonian problem can be written as0
BBB@
h1jHN j1i h1jHN j2i : : : h1jHN jN i
























The hbraj- and jketi-vectors symbolize denite particle spaces. Actually, it is not
important where the cuts in the Fock space are made. Only principle considera-
tions, we have in our mind and even the pentadiagonal structure of HLC should
be forgotten at this stage.
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Basically, an elimination to a smaller matrix can be achieved when, e.g., the
last equation of the system (61)
N 1X
j=1
hN jHN jjihjj i = hN j!  HN jN ihN j i (62)
is resolved for hN j i. For the following purposes, it is useful to introduce the
general resolvent
GN (!)  jN ihN j
1
!  HN
jN ihN j (63)
where in general jiihij denotes projection operators into the ith subspace to be
orthogonal mutually. The projected wavefunction hN j i can be expressed in
terms of lower order contributions via
hN j i =
N 1X
j=1
hN jGN jN ihN jHN jjihjj i : (64)
Inserting (64) into the system (61) provides a reduced problem generally depen-
dent on all wavefunction projections except the N -space component. Dening
iteratively
HN 1(!) = HN (!) +HN (!)GN (!)HN (!) (65)
the system (61) reads for the remaining sectors
N 1X
j=1
hijHN 1jjihjj i = ! hij i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; N   1 : (66)
This procedure can be repeated until the desired goal space is reached. If Hn
denotes an eective matrix produced by N  n recursions, one obtains in general















n + : : :
(68)
and it becomes obvious that these eliminations lead to highly complex terms.
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Formally, any reduction can be done straightforwardly: simply choose a goal
space and then eliminate. In praxi, that strategy turns out to be not promising.
But, the pentadiagonal structure of the light-cone Hamiltonian is not included,
yet. In fact, most of all matrix elements are zero, especially for largeN . Moreover,
the occuring formula for all these matrix elements are limited; (compare with the
appendix). So, up to some proportional factor, the sectors in the Hamiltonian
appear again and again.
Let us have a closer look to the structure of (67). The important issue is the
resolvent given in (63), but with a variable \m" instead of a xed \N". Each
Gm is accompanied with an inversion using the previous Hamiltonian reduction.
Since every elimination produces a new Hamiltonian Hn dependent on the re-
solvents Gm with m > n, and that new Hamiltonian Hn appears itself in the
next resolvent Gn, complicated forms of continued fractions arise for N ! 1.
Unfortunately, the objects involved in this structure are not numbers, but mul-
tidimensional quadratic matrices!
It is extremely dicult to develop a practical formalism dealing with those
structures. A general recipe wants to be found which allows the calculation of
eective matrix elements for a given reduction step N n. The dream would be a
compact formula describing the eective Hamiltonian in the limit N !1. The
dimension of such a Hamiltonian matrix can ve hardly estimated. A dependence
on the box size parameter K, R? is obvious, although limits of them are not
even guaranteed.
Nevertheless, eorts in this direction are in progress (Pauli 1996). Of course,
one can expand continuous fractions in terms of simpler expressions, e.g. of a free
resolvent G(!?) if once !? is chosen appropriately. That would be similar to a
theory in which eective interaction points and eective propagations enter the
scheme. But, the problem remains to provide a mathematical formula for each
Hamiltonian Hn that the occuring singularities and divergencies can be studied,
explicitly. Then, issues of a non-perturbative renormalization could be discussed.
In comparison, nobody would praise the Feynman propagator formalism without
a Feynman parameter formula. There, arising diculties were separated order
by order and repaired in some renormalization scheme. Such a formula is wanted
for our eective non-perturbative light-cone Hamiltonian, too.
4 Outlook
What is the issue of all previous considerations? { So far, we have presented
nothing more, but even nothing less, than a tool to solve relativistic bound
state problems. Discretized light-cone quantization oers a simple access to three
dimensional gauge theories. The Hamiltonian method is associated inseparably
with this approach. The close connection to the Schrodinger problem allows
a straightforward transfer of the classical picture with their eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions. The use of light-cone coordinates just manifests the relativistic
character of DLCQ. Finally, all results have to stand the experiment, anyway.
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The numerical approach dominates this method. Computers in our days have
such a capacity that it would be a waste not to use them. DLCQ provides a direct
connection to this achievement. The equidistant grid of the discrete light-cone
momenta reects an integration in Riemann's sense. A -distribution { connected
with the momentum conservation { can be treated easily as a Kronecker symbol,
and this transition is a crucial one for the advantages of DLCQ. But, the price
one has to pay is enormous. Matrix dimensions blow up if three or even higher
particle problems are considered.
We have used a Tamm-Danco approximation in order to control the num-
ber of degrees of freedom. To what extent this method is appropriate to describe
strong interacting problems at all, remains an open question. The violence of
essential symmetries indicates diculties hardly to repair. Nevertheless, a de-
composition of the wavefunction in separate particle sectors allows a straightfor-
ward picture of the bound states which one does not want to give up so easily.
How many particles are needed for a reasonable description of a gauge theory?
{ For QCD the answer can be given only qualitatively: as many as possible.
Experiments show that a proton is not a simple composite of two \up" quarks
and one \down" quark. They form only the valence conguration embedded in a
sea of uctuating particles and antiparticles. Any restriction to a nite number
of particles lacks somewhere. Finally, a Tamm-Danco truncation must fail, but
can provide a starting point for other methods.
Eective theories might help. If one does not know what is around the valence
constituents then try to describe the inuence of the surrounding activities by
some mean particle bahaviour. The substitution of ! in He(!) by !
? is nothing
else. That is the real eective part! The projection of a Q-space into a P -space
means only a technical manipulation. Of course, the method to replace a func-
tion !? for a number ! seems to be daring, but can be motivated. At least,
all inconvenient singularities resulting from instantaneous contributions become
integrable. And that is true for the QED and the QCD case.
Two important features of a DLCQ formulated gauge theory are left aside
in this lecture: the impact of zero modes and the problem of renormalization.
It would go beyond our scope to discuss these crucial questions in detail, par-
ticularly, since no complete solutions exist up to now in three space dimensions.
Investigations on simpler theories show that zero modes inuence the structure
of the vacuum. Similar eects are also expected for QED resp. QCD and the
ground state wavefunction will undergo some modications. Yet, it is not clear
whether a dramatic change of the spectrum follows hand in hand. Interactions
between zero and normal modes are not understood suciently enough and give
rise for many speculations.
The necessity of renormalization opens a wide eld of problems, too. It is out
of any question that our results are -dependent and for QCD one is confronted
with more than one cuto: The infrared region has to be regulated somehow.
Moreover, Lagrangian bare masses must be related to the physical one's. The
relationship between all these parameters are extremely complicated. Numerical
approaches could provide a way out, but are dicult to realize. Again the rapidly
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increasing number of degrees of freedom in three space dimension is the reason for
that. So far, not even an explicit functional dependence on the cuto parameters
can be presented for DLCQ. For the future, a lot of computer power is needed
to tackle this problem satisfactorily.
For discribing non-perturbative phenomena, many particles must be con-
sidered. Multiple eliminations in an extended Tamm-Danco approach lead to
continued fractions { with matrices as objects. It is wanted that such structures
which can be visualized so easily by diagrams, nd some pendant in calcula-
tion techniques as they exist for Feynman graphs. Then, a non-perturbative
renormalization scheme could be developed step by step. Ways go towards this
direction.
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Appendix: QED/QCD Matrix Elements
The construction of a Light-Cone Hamiltonian is completed by tabulating
its matrix elements. For that, one has to insert the eld expansions (30) into
P [ +; A
i] resp. P+ to get functionals of creation and annihilation operators. In
the following tables we have collected and normal ordered the resulting terms and
present their coecients (those are the matrix elements) together with mnemonic
diagrams. Given two Fock states jii and jji, the matrix element hijP P+jji is
a complex number dependent on the quantum numbers of the participating
particles.
Throughout, we use the denitions of chapter 2. The DLCQ momentum







i ). For a short notation of the transversal part we write k?;i =
(k1i ; k
2




+. Massive particles carry a spin (1=2) and massless particles a
polarization (1). In our light-cone approach it is more precise to speak about
a helicity i in both cases. By dealing with QCD, extra color degrees of freedom
for fermions and bosons have to be taken into consideration. They appear in the
SU (NC ) generators T
a
cc0 and their structure constants C
a
bc. Quarks can also have
dierent avors. Although in these lectures we are not investigating dynamics
depending on them, their contribution are added to the matrix elements for
completeness. All together, the maximum set of quantum numbers are listed in
qi = (xi;ki; i; ci; fi)
Dimensions are of great interest when one likes to compare discrete and
continuous eld expansions. Creation and annihilation operators have to obey
canonical quantization relations according to (36). The Kronecker symbol ij
becomes a -distribution, numbers are substituted by continuous variables and













i(k ;i   k ;j)x  + i(k?;i   k?;j)x?
	
) 2 (k+i   k+j ) (2)(k?;i   k?;j)
with a box volume 
 = 2Lk(2L?)
2. Note that (k ) = 2(k
+). Furthermore,






















The following tables are listed in the DLCQ language; therefore, creation and
annihilation operators are dimensionless. The matrix elements are given in mass
squared units. Instead of P  the light-cone Hamiltonian HLC = P
 P+ is con-
sidered. The dierence is insignicant since P+ is diagonal in our Fock space
representation.
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Table 1. Matrix Elements of Vertex Interactions: The time direction of the graphs is
chosen such that quark lines point from the left to the right. Transversal vector products
are dened by   k = 1k1 + 2k2 with (") = 1=
p
2(1; i) and (#) = 1=
p
2(1; i). The




mass squared dimension for all matrix elements. For the rst two diagrams, one has
to distinguish between the quark(1) resp. antiquark(2) to which the color matrices T (1)
and T (2) correspond. The sums run over all particles and their quantum numbers qi.
The momentum conservation is provided by a Kronecker symbol (3)(k 1jk 2 + k 3) to
be multiplied to each matrix element and is only omitted for simplicity.
Graph Matrix Element = MomentumHelicityFlavorColor Factor
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2a1 Vg!gg(1; 2; 3)

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Table 2. Matrix Elements of Fork Interactions: For the QED case, the (gauge) struc-
ture constants Cabc and color representations T
a
bc must be set to zero resp. one. The




mass squared dimension. All sums run over all particles and their quantum num-
bers qi. The momentum conservation is provided by a Kronecker symbol condition
(3)(k 1jk 2 + k 3 + k 4) to be multiplied to each matrix element and is omitted only for
simplicity. The missing even fork functions F2n are subject to either charge conjugated
or time reversed diagrams. Both sorts are correctly implemented into the formula, be-
low. (F1 does not exist since no corresponding \seagull"-graph S1 can be associated;
see Table 3.) The hermitian conjugation (h.c.) completes the collection.
















































































































































































































2a1 F9(1; 2; 3; 4) + h:c:
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Table 3. Matrix Elements of Seagull Interactions: The momentum conservation is
provided by a Kronecker symbol (3)(k 1 +k 2jk 3 +k 4) to be multiplied to each matrix
element. Further denitions and explanations can be found in the caption of Table 2.
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All the previous tables { with exception of the vertices { result from instan-
taneous parts of the P  generator of (44). The insertion of the free elds in the
inverse derivative terms produces them. But, while the tables are complete for
vertex and fork interactions, a new kind of contributions have to be added to the
seagull matrix elements which arise simply by the normal ordering process we
have imposed. Their impact is crucial if questions of renormalization are consid-
ered. For all loop calculations the inclusion of just these terms are necessary in
order to understand divergencies of \dynamical" graphs. Of course, they have to
be regulated. In the last table, we present all additional terms which remind us
to conventional self energy, vacuum polarization and gluon loop diagrams. The
regularization method is left open.
Table 4. Contraction Matrix Elements: All terms are diagonal. The coupling con-
stant g is hidden in ~g2 = 2g2=(P+
) with 
 = 2Lk(2L?)
2. Note the mass squared
dimension. Assuming a NC color gauge group, coecients arise dened for the exter-
nal fermion parts by CF =
P
a;c
(TaT b)cc0 = (N
2
C   1)=2NC . The contracted vacuum
polarization depends on CG =
P
a;f
Tr(TaTa) = NF =2 where NF denotes the number
of avors. Sums are taken over all internal momenta. The last matrix element is not
an instantaneous contribution; it results simply from contractions of the four-gluon
vertex.
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Abstract. I review the current understanding of the role of bosonic zero modes in eld-
theoretical models quantized at the equal light-front (LF) time. The main properties of
the LF eld theories { in particular the simplicity of the physical vacuum { are outlined
along with a brief discussion of the rst papers dealing with the LF zero mode problem.
Then the light-front quantization of the quantum electrodynamics and the Yukawa
model is reviewed. Reasons for the appearance of the non-dynamical constrained zero
modes are explained within the nite-volume formulation. The gauge xing in the
presence of boundary conditions is shown to imply the existence of an independent
dynamical zero mode of the A+ eld component in addition to the constrained modes.
Perturbative treatment of the corresponding constraint equations in the Yukawa model
and QED(3 + 1) is outlined.
The next part of the lectures deals with the question of how symmetry breaking
is realized in the LF eld theory where due to the \vacuum triviality" no formation
of vacuum expectation values seems to be possible. A pattern of multiple solutions
to the zero-mode constraint equations replacing physical picture of multiple vacua
of the conventionally quantized eld theories is illustrated on an example of (1 + 1)
dimensional 4 theory. The importance of a (regularized) constrained zero mode of
the pion eld for the consistency of the Nambu-Goldstone phase of the discretized LF
linear -model is demonstrated along with its property of charge nonconservation in
the chiral limit. A novel method to solve the zero-mode constraints non-perturbatively
is applied to a simple case of the Yukawa model. Finally, a non-trivial physical vacuum
based on the dynamical zero mode is constructed for the two-dimensional LF quantum
electrodynamics.
1 Introduction
The origin of the light-front/light-cone eld theory goes back to the work of Dirac
[1], Weinberg [2], Susskind [3], Rohrlich [4], Kogut and Soper [5], Leutwyler and
Stern [6] and others. Though some advantages of this (most often) Hamiltonian
formulation of the relativistic quantum dynamics over the usual eld quanti-
zation performed at space-like hypersurfaces, e.g. usually at equal time (ET)
slices, became obvious in the context of current algebra [7, 8] and in early devel-
opment of quantum chromodynamics [9, 10], it never received such a systematic
attention as its manifestly covariant Lagrangian ET counterpart [11; 12]. A new
wave of interest was triggered a decade ago after the demonstration of Pauli and
Brodsky [13] that the light-front (LF) eld theory formulated in the nite vol-
ume provides a powerful and very physical non-perturbative method that can be
implemented on a computer to calculate properties of the bound-state spectrum
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in (1 + 1) dimensional models. For example, interesting insights into the many-
parton structure of mesons and baryons have been obtained in QCD(1+1) [14].
Later on this method { known as DLCQ (discretized light-cone quantization)
{ has been extended to approximate calculations of the positronium properties
within QED(3+ 1) [15, 16, 17]. Another successful approach to the bound-state
problem in the LF formulation developed in parallel is based on the perturba-
tive realization of the Wilson renormalization group in terms of eective LF
Hamiltonians (see the contribution of St. Glazek).
After the impressive DLCQ calculations of the mass spectra and the wave-
functions in the two-dimensional models (Yukawa [13], QED [18], 4 [19], QCD
[14]) and after the semiquantitative results on the positronium ground-state
properties have been obtained, it became clear that an important piece of physics
can in some cases be contained in the dynamics of the zero-momentum quantum
modes. Because they carry k+ = 0 (see the next section for the LF denitions
and conventions) it seemed plausible that they could be responsible for eects
attributed in the conventional equal-time framework to the complicated struc-
ture of the physical vacuum. The original DLCQ approach formulated in terms
of normalmodes only was not able to explain the vacuum phenomena. For exam-
ple, no vacuum degeneracy well known from the ET formulation was observed in
the LF Schwinger model [18] and it was dicult to identify a mechanism for the
spontaneous (chiral) symmetry breaking in various LF models. The zero modes
of the scalar and gauge elds can in principle provide such a mechanism (for in-
vestigations of a similar role of zero modes in ET models see [20]). Note that the
vacuum structure in many eld theories is not of the academic interest only { it
can also have measurable consequences. The dependence of the mass spectrum
on the vacuum angle  in the massive Schwinger model is a prototype example of
a similar though much more complex situation expected in realistic models like
QCD. If the Hamiltonian LF eld theory aspires to compete in eciency with
the conventional eld theory it has to provide a conceptual and computational
framework able to explain diverse phenomena of relativistic quantum dynamics
including the observable aspects of the vacuum structure, symmetry breaking,
phase transitions etc.
The purpose of the present review is to give a comprehensive (albeit only
selective) account of what has been achieved during past few years in under-
standing the role of bosonic zero modes. More concretely, their relevance for
consistency and completeness of the LF eld-theoretical models will be discussed.
Some physical situations where zero modes play an important role will be de-
scribed. The discussion will have an introductory character and it will avoid some
technical details. In the next Section I will give a very brief summary of the main
features shared by the LF eld theories. Two pioneering works on the constrained
and dynamical zero modes { both anticipating a great deal of later developments
{ will be briey reminded. Since the rest of the lectures will deal with certain
aspects of constraint equations and dynamical zero mode mainly within the
Yukawa model and QED in two and four dimensions, I will explain the asso-
ciated ideas and techniques in some detail in Section 3. Then the perturbative
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and nonperturbative treatments of the constrained equations, the pattern of the
discrete symmetry breaking and an approach to the description of the Nambu-
Goldstone phase on the light-front will be presented. Recent attempts to con-
struct a nontrivial LF vacuum of the (1 + 1)-dimensional gauge theories, in
particular of the Schwinger model, based on dynamical zero mode complete the
paper.
2 Field Theories Quantized at Equal Light-Front Time
The light-front formulation of quantum eld theories diers from the usual
instant-form [1] formulation in a few aspects. First, the parametrization of the
space-time in terms of the four-vector x = (t;x) is replaced by the coordinate
choice x = (x+; x ; x?) where x
+ = x0+x3 is the LF time and x  = x0 x3 is
the LF longitudinal coordinate forming together with the perpendicular compo-
nents x? = (x
1; x2) the three-vector x. Since x+ is the parameter of evolution,
one has to prescribe initial conditions for elds (commutators in quantum the-
ory) on some hypersurface x+ = const which is tangent to the light cone and is
sometimes called the null plane. The LF HamiltonianP  then evolves the system
from the original surface to another surface x+ + x+. The LF four-vectors are
dened in analogy with x. The components k+ and k  of the four-momentum
vector k are referred to as the LF longitudinal momentum and the LF energy.
An on-mass shell particle has both the LF energy and the longitudinal momen-




. The form of this dispersion
law having no square-root dependence of the usual formulation accounts for
the major dierences between both schemes. The immediate consequence of the
positivity of k+ and conservation of k is that (neglecting temporarily dynami-
cal quanta with k+ = 0) in the quantum theory there is no other state having
k+ = 0 other than the bare vacuum containing no particles. The latter is thus
an eigenstate of the full (e.g. free plus interacting) Hamiltonian : P j0i = 0
since there is no other state with vacuum quantum numbers to mix with. This
property is to be contrasted with the usual ET formalismwhere the vacuum is in
general a very complicated superposition of states with zero quantum numbers
(momentum, charges, etc.) and can contain arbitrarily many quanta.
The second remarkable feature of the LF formalism is actually a consequence
of the rst one: the structure of eld equations is dierent. The operator @@

characteristic for scalar and vector theories is linear in x+ and x  deivatives
and the Dirac operator can be decomposed to give a dynamical equation for the
independent spinor component and a constraint for the dependent one. Thus the
LF elds themselves dier from the usual elds, e.g. the creation and annihila-
tion operators in the quantum theory correspond to dierent excitations than
their equal-time counterparts. The LF operators can be used to build a Fock
basis upon the LF vacuum state without a necessity to solve the corresponding
dynamics. The expansion of an arbitrary bound state in terms of the basis states
with some coecients (wavefunctions) which have straightforward probabilistic
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interpretation [21] leads to a consistent constituent picture for composite rela-
tivistic systems. Implicitly, one assumes that the essential physics is contained
in a few rst terms of the expansion, e.g. that the higher Fock states containing
more particles would only make the description more rened. The wavefunc-
tions depend on the frame-independent relative kinematical variables [21, 22]
and are themselves Lorentz invariant. They are the probability amplitudes to
nd corresponding Fock constituents with some xed quantum numbers in the
given physical state and can be used to calculate matrix elements related to
observables [21].
Origin of the Zero-Mode Problem. The important role played by the
constrained zero mode was for the rst time noticed by Maskawa and Yamawaki
in 1976 [23] in the context of the self-interacting LF scalar eld. They applied
the Dirac-Bergmann procedure for quantization of this constrained system and
found a previously overlooked secondary constraint. The constraint expressed the
p+ = 0 mode in terms of the p+ 6= 0 modes of the scalar eld via a complicated
operator equation. The nite-volume formulation and the careful treatment of
the boundary conditions were important for this observation. The presence of
the zero mode helped to resolve also problems with unpleasant ill-dened surface
terms appearing in the commutators between the scalar eld and the Poincare
generators.
A dierent kind of zero modes was noticed by Franke et al. in 1981 [24] for
the case of the non-abelian LF Yang-Mills theory. This mode in contrast to the
previous ZM satised an independent commutator with its conjugate momen-
tum. Again, the infrared regularization by working in a box with nite length
in x  together with the periodic boundary conditions for the gauge elds were
the tools which gave new insights. In particular, it was demonstrated that the
correct gauge choice was @ A
+ = 0 with the eld component A+ = v(x+; x?)
describing topological charge. This eld component entered in an unusual way
into the denominators of the expressions which were solutions to the constraints
for the perpendicular gauge-eld components.
3 The LF Formulation of QED and the Yukawa Model
Before concentrating on some particular zero-mode issues it seems appropriate
to sketch the canonical LF treatment of the two models whose aspects will
be studied later { namely QED and the Yukawa theory. It will also help us to
establish the notation and the mathematical formalismused. As mentioned in the
Introduction, the LF parametrization of the space-time implies the coordinates
x  x0  x3 with x+ being the new time variable and x  taken for the third
(\longitudinal") component of the three-vector x. The nonvanishing elements of
the metric tensor corresponding to x = (x+; x ; x1; x2) are g+  = g + =
1
2 ,
g11 = g22 =  1 so that the scalar product of two fourvectors k  x = 12k+x  +
1
2
k x+   kixi  1
2
k x+ + k  x. The short-hand notation for the derivatives is





 @i@i; i = x; y.
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 +  (iD  m) (1)
for the coupled spinor and vector elds  (x) and A(x). The standard denitions
of the covariant derivative, the electromagnetic eld tensor and the vector current
areD = @+ieA , F = @A @A and j    . The classical equations
of motion { the Dirac equation
(iD  m) = 0 ; (2)
and Maxwell equations
@F
 = ej (3)
follow from the Lagrangian (1) by the principle of least action. The energy-
momentum tensor is constructed from the variational derivatives of the La-
grangian and the derivatives of the elds in the usual way (see [12], e.g.) :
T =  FF    ejA + i @   gL; (4)
where the full four-divergence has been added to obtain an explicitly gauge
invariant expression. The Dirac equations in the LF variables are
(2i@+   eA ) + =
 
 ii@i +m   eiAi

  ; (5)
(2i@    eA+)   =
 
 ii@i +m   eiAi

 + : (6)




A    2@ @jAj   @2?A+ = ej+ (7)
2@+@ A
    2@2+A+   2@+@jAj   @2?A  = ej  (8)
(4@+@    @2?)Ai + @i@+A+ + @i@ A  + @i@jAj = eji ; (9)
The LF Hamiltonian density is
T+  =  F+F    ej+A  + i 
+@    2L : (10)
The gauge xing in the nite volume is considerably more involved than in
continuum { where the traditional axial-type gauge condition A+ = 0 can be
used { due to the presence of zero modes. These questions will be discussed in
some detail in Section 6. Here we need to dene the LF Dirac algebra and the
spinor-eld projections. In the perpendicular directions, we will use the standard
Dirac's -matrices
i  0i;   0 ; (11)
while the new matrices are given as the linear combinations   0  3:
The bispinors on the light front are usually decomposed into the dependent
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which satisfy the necessary properties




 = 0 : (13)






1 0 1 0
0 1 0  1
1 0 1 0
0  1 0 1
1




1 0  1 0
0 1 0 1
 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
1
CA : (14)
The projector + projects on the independent spinor component and its eigen-




2 ) = u( =  
1
2 ) (both with eigenvalue 1)































































(1; i) ; i( 1) = 1p
2
(1; i) : (18)
They satisfy the completeness and orthogonality relationsX
i







=  i( ) : (19)
Discretization is achieved by formulating the theory in a 3-dimensional \box",
with  L?  xi  L? and  L  x   L and imposing boundary conditions
on the elds. The gauge eld is dened to be periodic in both x ; x?, while the
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fermi eld is periodic in x? and antiperiodic in x
  to avoid zero modes. This












; ni = 0;1;2; : : :(i = 1; 2) : (22)
In the following, an arbitrary periodic eld  will be decomposed into the zero-




dx (x) and the normal-mode (NM) part n :
(x) = 0(x?) + n(x). The canonical quantization (the Dirac-Bergmann [25]
or similar quantization procedure for systems with constraints has to be used in












    y )2(x?   y?); (23)
f +(x; x+);  y+(y; x
+)g = (+)3(x   y) (24)
(n(x
 ) = (x )  L 1 is the normal-mode part of the Dirac -function) which





= 0kk0 ; fbk; ; byk0;0g = fdk;; d
y
k0;0
g = 0 kk0 (25)
with all other (anti)commutators vanishing.
It will be useful to dene the Green's functions G used for an inversion of the
operators Ô in the eld equations of the constraint type. G0s obey the equations
of the form
ÔG(x    y ) = n(x    y ) (26)
where for simplicity only the dependence on relevant variables has been dis-
played. The corresponding expressions for the periodic BC [26] are
Ô = @  : G1(x    y ) =
1
2




Ô = @2  : G2(x    y ) =
1
2






and similarly for G(x?   y?). (x) is the antisymmetric step function. The an-
tiperiodic Green's function for the operator @  is simply
Ga(x    y ) =
1
2
(x    y ) : (29)
The Yukawa theory. The Yukawa Lagrangian density describes interactions






22 + i @  m    g   : (30)
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The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations are
(@@
 + 2)(x) =  g (x) (x); (31)
(i@  m) (x) = g(x) (x) (32)
and the energy-momentum tensor takes the form
T = @(x)@(x) + i (x)@ (x)   gL : (33)
The LF projection of the above equations and the energy-momentum tensor
2i@+ +(x) =






 ii@i +m + g(x)

 +(x); (35)







 ( ii@i +m + g) + + h:c:
i
(37)
will be analyzed in some detail in Section 5. Here we merely expand the scalar















; (x) = 0(x?) + n(x) (38)



















= kk0 : (40)
The appearance of the zero-mode eld 0 is again a consequence of the periodic
boundary conditions (x  =  L) = (x  = L); (xi =  L?) = (xi = L?).
Thus the index k in (38) runs over discrete values dened in (21,22).
4 Constrained Zero Mode of Maskawa and Yamawaki
The physical relevance of the k+ = 0 mode of the bosonic (scalar) eld has
been noticed for the rst time by Maskawa and Yamawaki two decades ago. The
Dirac{Bergmann procerure for the quantization of constrained systems (see the
Appendix for a schematic overview of the method) has revealed presence of the
previously overlooked second-class constraint dening the k+ = 0 mode of the
scalar eld (x). The inclusion of the ZM helped to resolve some formal problems
with ill-dened surface terms in the commutation relations between (x) and





(x    y )2(x?   y?) (41)
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2(x?   y?) ; (42)
which only diers by the subtraction of the ZM part from the step function (x ).
As indicated by the subscript n, the analysis has been for clarity performed in
the nite interval  L  x   L with the periodic boundary conditions imposed
in x  and with L ! 1 at the end of calculations. The main points of the







22   V () (43)





= 2@ (x) : (44)
This relation represents the primary constraint '1 = (x)   @ (x)  0. The
Poisson bracket (PB) calculated by means of the corresponding formula from
the Appendix is
f(x); (y)gx+=y+ = n(x    y )2(x?   y?) : (45)
Using the Poisson bracket (45) and taking into account that the PB between the
same quantities vanish one can easily check that the primary constraint satises
f'1(x); '1(y)g = 2(@y    @x )(x    y )2(x?   y?) : (46)
















22 + V () + v'1g : (47)
According to the general prescription, the Lagrange multiplier v can be deter-
mined from the requirement that the constraint '1 is time-independent (the
consistency condition)







  4@ v  0 : (49)
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There is nothing mysterious behind this result: @+'1(x)  0 means n+zm 
4@ v and since the derivative in the last expression kills the ZM part of v one
has immediately
zm  0  0 : (51)
Thus, it is not sucient to demand
n  4@ vn; (52)
one also has to take into account the secondary constraint (51). The ZM part
v0 of the multiplier v is determined from the consistency condition analogous to












v(x)  0 (53)












v(x ; x?) : (54)
'1(x) and '2(x?) exhaust all constraints present in the theory. As the next step,
one can calculate the equations of motion (using (52)) from
@+(x) = f(x);Hg  v(x) (55)
as




The quantization of the model is achieved according to the Dirac-Bergmann
prescription as descibed in the Appendix. One forms the matrix C of the Poisson
brackets as Cij  f'i; 'jg; i; j = 1; 2, constructs the Dirac bracket f'i; 'jg from
C 1 and nally replaces the Dirac bracket with -i times commutator yielding
(42) for V = 0. Note that the term subtracted from the -function in (42) comes
from the secondary constraint '2. Its presence generates a new term in the CR
between (x) and the Poincare generators (which are volume integrals over the
corresponding densities) that makes the CR consistent. After the Dirac bracket














The latter equation denes a prototype operator constraint which will be in a
greater detail studied in the context of the Yukawa model in 3 + 1 and 1 + 1
dimensions in next Chapters.
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5 Constrained Zero Mode in the LF Yukawa Model
The analysis parallel to the one from the previous section has been performed
for the specic case V () = g   in [27]. Its central object is the coupled pair of
constraint equations (35,36) for   (x) and 0 (see below) whose solutions should
be substituted for these elds in the LF Hamiltonian. The dynamical equation
(34) should be reproduced at the quantum level as a Heisenberg equation but
is otherwise irrelevant in the Hamiltonian formalism. The simplest way to see
that the scalar-eld equation (36) contains a constraint is to use the periodicity
of (x ) and integrate it in x  from  L to L which yields the analogue of (57)







dx  (x ; x?) (x
 ; x?) : (58)
The global zero mode 0(x
+) has been neglected in [27]. This constraint is not
as simple as it might seem. The \scalar current" density   is
 (x) (x) =  y+(x)  (x) + h:c:; (59)
e.g. it contains the dependent fermion-eld component   (x) which obeys the













The Green's function Ga(x    y ) has been dened in (29). The crucial point
is that (60) again contains 0 on the right hand side. There is no obvious non-
perturbative solution to this coupled system of constraints. One can combine






















dx dy (x   y ) y+(x)0(x?) +(y ; x?) + h:c: : (61)
Note that 0(x?) in the second term has to remain sandwiched between fermi
operators because it implicitly is a functional of these elds: 0 = 0[ +; n])
the commutator [0;  +] 6= 0: Thus the ordering of operators becomes an issue.
The symmetric ordering has been chosen here.
The rst insight into the structure of the solution of (61) can be obtained
via an iterative method. The right hand side of the constraint (61) contains
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O(g) and O(g2) terms. Putting simply 0 = 0 in the O(g
2) term and plugging in
the eld expansions (38) leads to the perturbative solution for 0 which contains
operator structures byb; dyda; dybay : : :multiplied with the \coecient functions"
(k2
?












with T+  given in (37). The new terms lead to correct x+ evolution for the
elds to O(g2). The process of normal ordering gives rise to another terms in
the LF Hamiltonian which have the structure of mass term (\contractions").
They are useful in cancelling the undesirable contributions of the form (k+) 2
which arise in the one-loop graphs of the perturbation theory and which are
quadratically divergent in DLCQ.
Natural generalizations of the described approach involve attempts to solve
the constraint (61) non-perturbatively and to analyze an analogous problem in
QED(3 + 1).
6 Zero Modes of Light-Front QED(3+1)
Quantization in nite volume with the requirement of periodicity implies an
explicit appearance of gauge-eld modes independent of one or more space coor-
dinates. Not all of them are physical degrees of freedom. It is however not clear a
priori which modes and by which conditions have to be eliminated in the process
of gauge xing, in particular in non-abelian gauge theories. In the abelian case
a successful approach to the elimination of redundant gauge degrees of freedom
has been formulated by Kalloniatis and Robertson [28].
The approach is based on a clean separation of the bosonic modes into sectors
of normal modes An(x
+; x), global zero modes A0 (x
+) and proper zero modes





















dx A(x)   A0 (x+); (64)
An(x) = A
(x)  A0 (x+)  a(x+; x?) : (65)
As the second step, one observes that the usual axial-type gauge condition { the
light-cone gauge A+ = 0 { is not allowed for periodic elds [29, 20, 30]. Indeed,
it can be easily seen that the x -independent part of A+ is not eliminated by
the U (1) transformations
A+(x?)! A0+(x?) = A+(x?)   @+(x?) = A+(x?) : (66)
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Thus the zero-mode part of A+ is the gauge invariant quantity and the light-cone
gauge in a nite volume gets modied to A+n (x) = 0 or equivalently
@ A
+(x) = 0 : (67)
The Maxwell equations (7-9) in the normal-mode sector with the gauge (67)
implemented read
 2@2 A n   2@ @jAjn = ej+n (68)
2@+@ A
 
n   @2?A n   2@+@jAjn = ej n (69)
(4@+@    @2?)Ai + @i@ A n + @i@jAjn = ejin : (70)
The gauge condition (67) contains residual gauge freedom with respect to gauge
transformations depending on x? and x
+. This freedom can be removed in two
steps. First one notes that the residual gauge freedom manifests itself in the
proper zero mode sector
 @2
?a
+ = ej+(x?); (71)





j = eji(x?) (73)
as the arbitrariness in the two-dimensional longitudinal gauge-eld component.
This becomes obvious if one calculates @+a
+ from the inverted equation (71) and
the current conservation @+j





can be dened in terms of corresponding Green's function
in analogy with (28). Inserting the expression for @+a
+ into the equation (73)
we nd a relation between perpendicular components of ai and ji only, namely
@2
?P̂ija
j(x?) =  eP̂ijjj(x?); P̂ij = ij   @i@j=@2? : (74)
The longitudinal component @i@j@
 2
?
aj is not determined by (74) and one has
to impose an additional condition to x it. A convenient condition is given by
@ia
i(x?) =  e(1   )@ 2? @ij
i(x?) (75)
with in principle arbitrary real parameter . It turned out that there is a unique
choice  = 0 for which the anticommutation relation for  eld maintains its
free-eld form and the Poincare generators P+; P i remain kinematical. The lat-
ter property is not automatic in the presence of constrained zero modes which
depend on dynamical currents via the constraints (73) and which induce new
{ interaction-dependent { terms in the generators including P . The preferred
value  = 0 makes the gauge condition and the eld equations in the proper
zero-mode sector simple and compact:
a(x?) =  e@ 2? j
(x?); @a
 = 0 : (76)
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The global ZM projection of the eld equations (7-9) involves the dynamical





as well as two constraints
ej+0 = 0; ej
i
0 = 0 : (78)
The rst constraint means Q = 0 and restricts the physical Hilbert space to
states with total electric charge zero. The second constraint can be understood
as an implicit equation for Ai0 which is present in    of j
i
0. The gauge freedom
left after the gauge xing in the proper ZM sector is represented by purely x+-
dependent gauge function. It may be chosen in such a way that A 0 = 0. This
exhausts the gauge freedom with respect to continuous (topologically trivial)
gauge transformations.
Similarly as in the Yukawa model the constraint for the dependent spinor
component    (6) contains the constrained variables a
+; ai which depend again
on   (x). It is not known how to solve this coupled system of constraints (for
an recent attempt see [31] and the discussion in Section 9) non-perturbatively.
The perturbation theory provides again some insight. We may write solutions















j(x?; e = 0) : (79)



















The structure of P zm in Fock representation is similar to that in the Yukawa
model. The contraction terms which arise by normal ordering help again to
improve the ultraviolet behaviour of the loop diagrams. The impact of the new
terms (80) on physical quantities in QED has not been studied yet.
7 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking in the LF 4(1+1)
The key problem which arises immediately after one attempts to understand the
vacuum phenomena in the light-front framework is: where does the formalism
contain such properties as the spontaneous symmetry breaking and the related
formation of nonzero vacuum expectation values for some elds if the (normal-
mode) vacuum has no structure, e.g. contains no eld uctuations ? This problem
has been addressed in a few papers [32] which dealt with the self-interacting pe-
riodic scalar eld in (1+1) dimensions. The general conclusion which could serve
as a paradigm for for the symmetry breaking at the light-front at least for the
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scalar-eld models is that the theory develops multiple solution to the constraint
for the zero mode 0 while the vacuum remains \trivial". These multiple solu-
tions when inserted back to the LF Hamiltonian give rise to to two \branches"
of the new eective Hamiltonian in the broken phase. Here we shall follow the










is the mirror symmetry under (x )!  (x ). Note that the sign of the mass
term is the \correct" one, e.g there is no symmetry breaking at the classical level
due to the double-well structure of the classical potential. The covariant Euler-
Lagrange equations which follow from the above Lagrangian and the energy-
momentum tensor are
@@
 =  2  
3!
3 ; (82)
T = @@  gL : (83)
It is a simple excersise to show that the Lagrangian, eld equations and the
































The equation (85) implies a constraint equation for the ZM of the scalar eld in



















In the quantum theory 0 will be an operator function of the normal modes n
and thus 0 will not commute with n. One has to prescribe the ordering of the
operators. In the symmetric ordering one for example replaces
40n ! 03n + n02n + 2n0n + 3n0 (88)
etc. The Fock expansion of n and the commutator relation has been already


























n] = m;n : (89)
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The Hamiltonian (86) in Fock representation contains in addition to a20 and a
4
0
terms also contractions and normal-ordered terms with the structure aykak and
akalaman as well as symmetrized mixed terms a
2
0ana n, a0akalam. Here
a n  ayn and the summation indices run from  1 to +1. The constraint
equation for 0 takes in the Fock representation the form














with ha0ana nisym  a0ana n + ana na0 + ana0a n. The rest of the analysis
consists of applying various techniques to solve this operator constraint and
extract its physical consequences. The general method is based on the Tamm-
Danco truncation of the Fock basis


















where M denotes the number of excited modes and the total number of particles
obeys N  n1+n2+ : : :+nM . The truncation of the basis converts the problem
to the nite-matrix equation. In the simplest case one considers only one mode
a1  a with the hope that this mode is dominant for low-momentum properties
of the theory. The constraint under consideration becomes in this case
0 = ga0 + a
3
0 + 2a0a
ya + 2ayaa0 + a
ya0a+ aa0a
y   a0 : (92)
The solution must be a function of the only operator combination with k+ = 0,
namely the number operator N = aya = a nan. In other words, a0 will be








Substituting the latter expansion into the constraint equation and sandwiching
the resultant expression between states hkj and jli yields
0 = gfn+f
3




If one again assumes that only fn for small n are relevant for the low-momentum
properties, (94) simplies to
fn+1 + 4fn + fn 1 = 0 (95)
with the solution fn  cn leading to a quadratic equation for c solved by c =
 2 +
p
3. To calculate the critical point, e.g. the point of transition to the
broken phase characterized by the nonvanishing vacuum expectation of , we
can consider small f0 for solutions close to the trivial case fn = 0 (unbroken
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phase). Thus f3n term can be dropped and the resultant dierence equation
converted to a dierential equation
(z2 + 4z + 1)dF=dz + (z + g   1)F (z) = 0 (96)










The solution of (96) is given by





























3. This means that no singularities are possible within
the circle and thus no branch point can exist at z =  2 +
p
3 in the rst factor
of (98). The latter condition implies that the corresponding exponent should be







The obtained value for the critical coupling c
2
 60 is in approximative agree-
ment with the equal-time result.
One can also obtain the critical curve (see Fig.1) by solving numerically
the whole coupled system of linear equations (94) for some xed nmax with
fnmax+1 = 0. As may be seen from Fig.1, f0  h0ja0j0i has indeed two branches
below the critical coupling g   1c .
The present example dealt with the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the
discrete symmetry in the LF scalar eld theory. Physically more interesting case
of the breaking of the continuous symmetry which implies the appearance of
massless Goldstone bosons in the conventional eld theory will be reviewed in
the next section.
8 Nambu-Goldstone Phase on the Light Front
The previous example gave us some evidence that spontaneous symmetry break-
ing in the light-front formulation of the quantum eld theory was possible inspite
of \triviality" of the associated vacuum state due to the nonlinearity of the op-
erator constraint for the scalar zero mode. The rst observation concerning the
continuous symmetry breaking in the (3 + 1) dimensional scalar eld theory
in the work of Kim, Tsujimaru and Yamawaki [34] was negative. It seemed at
rst glance that for the massless scalar eld coupled to an external current the
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Fig. 1. The vacuum expectation value f0 = h0j(x)j0i as a function of the coupling




Nambu-Goldstone (NG) boson emission vertex vanished in DLCQ approach. In-
deed, the application of the reduction formula to the vertex A! B +(q) gives
assuming @@
(x) = j(x) and taking into account periodicity of the pion eld
(j is a source current of the pion eld)
hBj(q2 = 0)jAi = i
Z
d4x eiqxhBj@@(x)jAi







dx 4@+@ (x)jAi = 0 : (100)
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A convenient choice of the coordinate system with q = 0 has been made here.
On the other hand, the same quantity can due to the translational invariance be
written as











The comparison of both expression yields
hBjj(0)jAi = 0 : (102)
In a similar way, one can show that in the case of a spontaneously broken con-
tinuous symmetry the corresponding current J contains due to the NG theo-
rem in addition to the non-pole term Ĵ also the interpolating pion eld (x):
J =  f@ + Ĵ: Using the current conservationand the periodicity of  in
x  one gets at q2 = 0
hBjĴ+(0)jAi = 0 : (103)
This is a direct consequence of
@Ĵ
 = 0) @+Q̂ = 0 ; (104)
while the situation is completely dierent in the ET formulation where @0Q = 0
and the non-pole charge Q̂ is conserved.
The way out of this dilemma is provided by an introduction of a small
symmetry-breakingmass of the NG bosonm . From the hypothesis of the partial




(x) =  f@@(x) + @Ĵ (105)
from where it follows that
@Ĵ
 = f(@@







d 3x(x)jAi = hBj
Z
d 3xfj jAi :
(107)
But since by denition
+LR
 L
dx (x) = 0, one has to conclude that the current
vertex vanishes if the zero mode 0 is regular for m ! 0. We have thus to
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The fundamental conclusion is that the charge corresponding to the Noether
















d 3x0 6= 0 : (109)
This general conclusion has been demonstrated to be valid in an explicit calcula-
tion within the O(2) linear -model. The perturbative analysis of the constraint
equations reveales that the charge Q corresponding to the symmetry current
J = (@)   (@) (110)
annihilates the LF vacuum while it is not conserved in the limit of vanishing NG
boson mass.
9 Non-Perturbative Treatment of the Constraints
An approach to solve the operator constraint equation for the dependent zero
modes has been formulated by Kalloniatis in the framework of a (1+1) dimen-
sional non-abelian gauge theory coupled to massive scalar elds in the adjoint
representation of the SU (2) group [31]. The choice of the model has been moti-
vated by some similarities with quantum chromodynamics. The essential ideas of
the method will be illustrated here in a simpler setting of the Yukawa model in
(1+ 1) dimensions. The Lagrangian density of the model and the corresponding
eld equations are easily obtained from the (3+1) dimensional case analyzed in

































dy G1(x    y )n(y ) +(y ) (114)
have been used. We can combine the constraints (112) into one:
20 + g














dx [ yf1 + h:c:] : (117)
The normal-mode part of the eld expansion (89) for the scalar eld and the
















































bymbn   bnbym + dymdn   dndym
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The method of solving the above operator constraint is based on an ansatz for












































For simplicity, we have assumed m = 0 here. The unknown coecients C0 and
C1 can be evaluated by inserting the ansatz (121) into the constraint (119) rep-
resented schematically as L[a0] = R and taking the appropriate matrix elements:
h0jaLL[a0]byMd
y
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The physical consequences of this kind of solutions for the vacuum properties
of the non-abelian model along with related renormalization issues have been
studied in detail in [31].
10 Dynamical Zero Modes of the LF QED(1 + 1)
As we have seen, the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the discrete symmetry
in the 4(1+ 1) theory as well as the Nambu-Goldstone phase on the light front
have been understood in terms of the constrained zero modes of scalar elds
[32, 34]. In both cases the vacuum remained \trivial", e.g. containing no quanta.
The other group of zero modes which typically appear in the LF-quantized
gauge theories consists of certain gauge-eld components with k+ = 0 which
are independent dynamical degrees of freedom (dofs). Their equations of motion
contain the LF time derivatives and they obey independent commutation relation
with corresponding conjugate momenta. They have traditionally been treated as
the quantum-mechanical dofs within the \adiabatic approach" [35, 36, 31, 37]
using the coordinate representation.
I will discuss the impact of the dynamical zero modes for the vacuum struc-
ture of the gauge eld theory models in the simplest case of the LF Schwinger
model (the massless quantum electrodynamics in 1 + 1 dimensions). It is de-
ned by the covariant Lagrangian density (1) which implies the (classical) eld
equations (2),(3). The Lorentz indices ;  take here only two values +; . The
Dirac algebra can be satised with the Pauli -matrices chosen for convenience
in chiral representation 0 = 1; 1 = i2. The LF -matrices and the chiral
decomposition of the spinor eld are




As usually, the spinor eld is antiperiodic and the gauge eld periodic in the
nite box  L  x   L. This choice eliminates k+ = 0 fermion modes. On the
other hand, the zero mode A+0 of the A
+ eld component becomes a physical
variable in analogy with the (3 + 1)-dimensional case [24, 20, 38]: being x {
independent it survives gauge transformations with (for consistency) periodic
gauge functions. Only the normal mode A+n can be gauged away and the residual
gauge freedom (with respect to x {independent transformations) of the resultant
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gauge condition @ A
+ = 0 allows one to eliminate zero mode A 0 . The LF
Lagrangian after the gauge xing is















The independent elds  + and A
+








+)   @+@ A n (x) =  e 
y
 













n (x) =  e 
y




Note that Eq.(130) implies vanishing    for antiperiodic boundary condition.
This is a long-standing diculty with massless LF fermions in two space-time
dimensions [38] which however does not aect the present discussion. The other
constraint (131) can be inverted with the help of the periodic Green's function







dy G2(x    y )j+(y ) : (132)
The zero-mode projection of the constraint (131) restricts the physical space
of the model to the Fock states having the total electric charge Q = 0. After




















dx dy j+(x )G2(x    y )j+(y ) : (134)
It has an important property of being invariant under the periodic residual gauge
transformations Um(x





x ; m(L)   m( L) =
2
e
m ;m = 1;2; : : : : (135)
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The particular combination of constants in m is dictated by the requirement of
maintaining boundary conditions for the fermion eld and its linearity in x  by
the periodicity of the gauge eld. The single-valued Um(x
 ) generates discrete
shifts of A+0








does not change under (136). Quantization
of the model can be achieved by prescribing canonical (anti)commutation rela-
tions at equal LF time for the independent eld components and their conjugate
momenta in analogy with (24):










The latter commutator indicates that the gauge-eld ZM A+0 could play an
important role in the quantized model. Indeed, (138) can be given the quantum-
mechanical form if one introduces the variable z by rescaling z = A+0 =b and
interprets   L@+A+0 as the corresponding dimensionless momentum in coor-
dinate representation:




The unitary operator that implements the transformations (136) in the space of
states has in the representation (139) the form
Ûm = e
 impz ; z ! ÛmzÛ ym = z  m : (140)
The Baker-Campbell-Dynkin-Hausdor formula is useful in deriving the lat-
ter equality which is the basis for a derivation of the famous -vacuum of the
Schwinger model [39, 40] in the light-front formalism [37]. As already mentioned,
it is not clear at present how one could overcome problems with \decoupled"
two-dimensional left-moving (dependent) LF fermions which manifests itself in
diculties with reproducing the chiral anomaly in the light-front formalism [38].
In the context of the non-trivial LF vacuum the diculty makes it impossible
to calculate the vacuum expectation value of the biliner   =  
y
+   + h:c:
which signalizes the chiral symmetry breaking. This problem can be avoided by
working in the bosonized model [30, 37].
Formal rules for obtaining the Lagrangian of the Schwinger model in terms








   ejA (141)
have been established in [41]. In particular, the conserved vector current and
the axial-vector current which is aicted by the anomaly (e.g. is not conserved
at the quantum level due to an inevitable regularization of ill-dened product
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and the fermion bilinear is expressed in terms of the normal-ordered cosine of
the scalar eld as
  = K : cos 2
p
 : ; K =

2




Here  denotes the mass of the Schwinger boson (the bound state in the model)
and E is the Euler's constant. Working in the nite interval  L  x   L with
periodic (x ) implies that the scalar eld contains in addition to the normal
mode part n(x
 ) also the zero mode 0. The Lagrangian density (141) written
in the LF variables and in the same gauge as before (A+n = 0; A
 
0 = 0)





0   @ A n )2 (144)
yields the normal-mode and the zero-mode conjugate momenta of the form










A n =  @ n (146)
can be inverted at the quantum level in analogy with the fermionic case. In





n =  @+n (147)
@2+A
+
0 = @+0; @+A
+
0 = 0 (148)
it yields the Klein-Gordon equation for the massive scalar eld n of mass  along




























reproduce the Klein-Gordon equation for n as the Heisenberg equation in the
quantum theory. The quantization is consistent and equivalent to the Dirac-
Bergmann scheme [30, 37]. The commutation relation between 0 and 0 has
been rewritten into the form (150) revealing that the role of the momentumcon-
jugate to A+0 is actually played in the bosonized Schwinger model by  0. The
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commutation relation between the rescaled A+0 =b and its canonical momentum
pz = 2
p
0 can again be chosen in the Schroedinger form (139). The resid-
ual gauge freedom (136) may be removed by restricting z to lie in the interval
0  z  1 with the end points identied. Since z commutes with all elds, the
general state will be a superposition of states of the form  (z)jFocki with the
Fock state built from the normal modes n. The zero-mode wave function is
represented as
m(z) = e




where the presence of the parameter  reects the non-uniqueness of the basic
commutator (139) at the chosen interval. The physical vacuum will then be
ji = m(z)j0i ; (153)
leading to the correct -dependence of the chiral condensate




 : cos(pz) : 

m(z) = Kcos : (154)
The bosonisation rule (143) and the expansion of the cosine has been used in
deriving (154). Note that a similar treatment of the dynamical zero mode has
been applied in QCD(1 + 1) [35, 36] and in the \dimensionally reduced" non-
abelian model [31].
An alternative formulation of the non-trivial LF vacuum can be given in the
second-quantized form using the technique of coherent states [42]. It is based
on the observation that in the theory of coherent states (CS) algebras similar
to (150) serve as the starting point for the construction of these non-orthogonal
eigenstates ji of the canonical annihilation operator a which form an overcom-
plete basis [43]. The CS can be represented as a specic superposition
P
nCnjni
of the Fock states jni
jni = 1p
n!














with some complex number . The operator on the right-hand side of (156) is the
displacement operator D̂() which denes the CS as the \displaced vacuum"(see
[12, 19] for related scalar eld examples). This denition provides an additional
reason to choose the coherent-state basis in the present context: the large gauge
transformations (136) correspond in the quantum case to a shift of an operator
by a constant. This is precisely the transformation property of the annihilation
and creation operator under D̂() [43]:
D̂y()aD̂() = a+  ; D̂y()ayD̂() = ay + : (157)
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The latter observation motivates the realization of the algebra (150) in the

















with an arbitrary scale ! that will be determined below. The zero-mode creation
and annihilation operators a0 and a
y














where  has been assumed to be real. The shift of the zero mode A+0 is in this





m ; Ûm = exp( im0b): (161)
The arbitrary scale parameter ! in the denition of 0   L0 (see Eq.(158))
can now be determined by an observation that for m = 1 Ûm becomes a raising
operator for the coherent state ji if the combination of constants in the expo-
nent of Ûm is equal to unity. This gives the condition ! =
Le2
22






0   a0) (162)
with the advertised property
Û1ji = j+ 1i; Û 11 ji = j  1i: (163)
Although the states ji are eigenstates of both P  and the momentum operator
P+ with eigenvalue zero, they are not good candidates for the vacuum because






to obtain the phase-invariant state ji
Û1ji = eiji: (165)
In other words, ji is an eigenstate of Ûm and also of the Hamiltonian P  since
both operators commute. It is easy to verify that the new vacuum ji minimizes
both P+ and P . From the bosonization rule (143) one obtains (c = 2
p
)
  = K : cos c(0 + n) : =
K
2
[: exp(icn) : Û1+ : exp( icn) : Û 11 ]: (166)
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Since the -vacuum is an eigenstate of Û1 with the eigenvalue e
i and the normal-
mode n annihilates the vacuum, it is straightforward to use (166) and to cal-
culate
hj  ji





eE cos : (167)
in agreement with (154). Although the -dependence is correctly reproduced
within the CS formalism one should keep in mind that the expression for the
constant K has been granted by (covariant) bosonization rules. A totally sat-
isfactory solution would involve the same result obtained entirely within the
fermionic LF formulation of the Schwinger model.
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12 Appendix
The Dirac-Bergmann quantization method for constraint systems is sketched in
this Appendix for completeness. A detailed account can be found for example
in the very nice monograph by Sundermeyer [25]. The method is relevant for
Lagrangians which are linear in velocities, e.g. in time derivatives of the elds,
since in this case canonical momenta do not contain time derivatives and are
thus constraints. The Dirac-Bergmann method consists of the following steps:
1. Identify primary constraints 'i, e.g. calculate conjugate momentai and
construct




for those i which do not contain time derivatives of the elds. The  sign
indicates the \weak equality" which means that it should be implemented only
after all Poisson brackets have been calculated. The Poisson bracket in the eld















2. Construct the primary Hamiltonian from the canonical Hamiltonian Hc,
the primary constraints and the Lagrange multiplier functions uj:




d 3xui(x)'i(x) : (170)
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The multipliers ui are determined from the self-consistency condition that the





d 3y uj(y)f'i(x); 'j(y)g  0 : (171)
One has to require the self-consistency for the secondary,terciary, etc. constraints
until no new constraints appear.
3. The residual gauge freedom is indicated by a presence of the rst-class
constraints. The constraint 'k is rst class if it satises
f'k(x); 'i(y)g  0 (172)
for all i. In this case one or more subsidiary conditions k(x) have to be imposed
to uniquely nd ui(x). After this step, all constraints (x) which include pri-
mary, secondary, . . . constraints and the gauge-xing (subsidiary) conditions are
second class, e.g.
f(x); (y)g 6 0 (173)
at least for one .
4. Second-class constraints change the canonical quantization procedure: ma-
trix C = f; g of the Poisson brackets of all second-class constraints is used
to construct the Dirac bracket fA;Bg
fA;Bg = fA;Bg   fA; gC 1f ; Bg : (174)
5. In quantum theory, Dirac brackets are replaced by commutators according to
the rule
fA;Bg ! i[A;B] : (175)
Now second-class constraints can be taken strongly, e.g. implemented in the
Hamiltonian Hp.
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Renormalization of Hamiltonians
?
Stanis law D. G lazek and Tomasz Mas lowski
Institute of Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University, ul.Ho_za 69,
00-681 Warsaw, Poland
1 Introduction
These notes explain basic steps in renormalization of hamiltonians. We will
use a simple model to avoid unnecessary complexity. In spite of the simplicity of
this model we will discover divergences. We will explain what they are caused
by and how to remove them. The procedure of removing divergences in a theory
is called renormalization.
2 Model [1]
Consider two particles with masses m1 and m2 in a 2-dimensional world.
Let them interact by a potential  G(r) ; G > 0, where r1 and r2 are position
coordinates of these particles. We are interested in solving the equation








  G(r1   r2) : (2)
	 is a wave function describing these two particles and Ec is their energy.
Our task is to nd the energy eigenvalues Ec. Firstly, we reduce this problem
to a one particle problem.
We introduce:
 = m1 +m2 ; m =
m1m2

; P̂ = p̂1 + p̂2 ;








	 (r1; r2) = (R) (r) (4)
? This article is written on the basis of G lazek's lectures during the School,
The Sixth International School and Workshop on Light-Front Quantization and Non-
Perturbative QCD, Iowa State University, Ames, May 6 - June 14, 1996.
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and solve the resulting equations for  and .
P̂2
2
(R) = "(R) ; (5)






 (r) = (Ec   ") (r) : (6)





 (r) = E (r) : (7)











d2r eikr (r) : (9)




















 0(p) = 0 : (11)
The integral term appears only for the s-wave, namely  0(p).












 0(p) = 0 : (12)

















 0(p) = 0 : (14)
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Changing notation to




;  0(z) = (z) ; (15)
one can write this equation in a simple form




dz;(z;) = M(z) : (16)
If this equation describes a bound state
M < m : (17)
3 Attempt to solve Eq. (16)



















= g 1 : (20)
We have obtained a meaningless result.
Let us have a closer look at the origin of the innity. The innity comes from
the range of integration going from 0 to 1. If the range of integration were nite
we would get nite results. We may try to cut o the integral at some scale 




















Now we have a nite solution but it is depend-ent on an extra parameter 
and if we would like to restore what we lost by introducing the cuto, it seems
natural to allow  to tend to innity.










=  1 : (23)
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This shows that the cuto  alone is not a solution to the problem of dening
a nite theory.
We have to understand what is wrong with our model. We did not expect
divergences when we had written the Schrodinger equation. Our result means
that we did not have the complete picture of what this equation contained.
We cannot accept the solution we get, so, maybe, we should work more on the
denition of our problem.
At the beginning there was the Dirac delta potential. Assume that the reason
to introduce this potential was that only the s-wave could be inuenced by the
interaction. This is what we get in our solution. We obtain the expected answer
for all l 6= 0. Therefore, we may believe that there is some right physics captured
by our initial hamiltonian if these features were expected. With this assumption
in our mind we prefer to seek a solution to the divergence problem for the -
potential rather then abandon the whole theory. For example, in QED we can
compare theoretical results for e+e -scattering in the Born approximation with
experimental data and observe agreement which suggests that the QED hamilto-
nian is worth better understanding, instead of abandoning it due to divergences
in applications which involve integration.
Diculties in obtaining a nite result for the s-wave in our model have their
source in the number of dierent scales of energy. Every scale contributes to the
integral. Because there are innitely many dierent scales (integration over all
positive z), the integral is divergent.
We saw that cutting o large z does not solve the problem: the  dependent
answer for M is unacceptable. Does it mean that our model is bad or that we
treat it improperly? A hint what to do comes from the following consideration.
4 Bloch's Transformation
Assume that we have a theory given by a hamiltonian H acting on a space
of states parameterized by a variable z (0 < z < 
, 
 could be 1).
Is it possible to nd a connection between this hamiltonian and a hamiltonian
He giving the same answer for the energy eigenvalueM and acting on a smaller
space where the same variable z is limited by  ;  
 ?
We have called the \smaller" hamiltonianHe (from eective) because with
its help we want to get the same solution without worrying about how to deal
with the large operator H.
In Fig.1 there is the same eigenvalue M for both H and He. It reects the
requirement of equivalence of both hamiltonians.  and ~ are eigenstates of H
and He, respectively.
For further calculation we need projection operators P and Q. P projects
on a subspace where z is varying from 0 to  and Q on a subspace where z is
between  and 
. We adopt the notation
P = P ; Q = Q : (24)












H = M (25)
can be split in the following way :
QHQQ +QHPP = MQ ; (26)
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P = MP : (29)
The operator in the brackets involves the unknown eigenvalue M . Solving this
equation is as dicult as solving Eq. (25).
Equation (29) clearly shows that He 6= PHP . Equation (29) tells us that
the cuto alone should not solve the problem. We may look at PHP as only
a piece of our initial theory. He by assumption gives us the complete answer
but the unknown term PHQ(M   QHQ) 1QHP has to be included. All what
we know now may be written as
He = PHP + X : (30)
X represents what is still to be found. Our rst purpose is to nd X. But
how can we do this ?
The  dependent hamiltonian PHP does not lead to satisfactory answers.
We would also like to be closer to the initial situation by allowing  to go to 1.
It is not possible to achieve a limit with PHP . But it does not mean that with
He the limit does not exist. After all, we still have not got X and a useful
X might solve the problem.
We may look at this situation this way: assume that He exists and in the
limit  ! 1 we get a nite answer for its eigenvalue. Then, what is the value
of M? If a nite answer exists one should also be able to nd X.
Our procedure starts from the observation that the same eigenvalue M can
be calculated from some He with a nite cuto   . It is sucient to
demand that all matrix elements of He are independent of  when  !
1 and the eigenvalues of He will be independent of the large . Collecting









The limit is understood as a limit of all matrix elements of He as functions of
.
One may ask how it is possible to nd X when He is unknown. He and
X are both unknown and we nd them using (31). We can interpret such a
process as a correction of the initial theory given by PHP . It has to be done in
such a manner that the  dependence in matrix elements of He in the limit
!1 is removed by the choice of X. At the end of this process we will obtain
the renormalized hamiltonian He.
Now we know what to do, but we do not have yet dened a procedure to
achieve the goal. In the next Section we will present one procedure to nd He.




which does not have to be zero. In such case, without introducing X in the
cuto theory we would have lost a piece of the full theory.
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5 Renormalization [2], [3]
We start with a given hamiltonian H which we cut o by . See Fig.3.
Our aim is to calculate an eective hamiltonian H (H is treated as if given)
where   and discover the counterterm X in H. We present details of the










We know already that the initial theory, given by Eq. (16), needs to be




dz; [ g + x(z; z





To nd the counterterm we write a similar equation for  =    d. The





dz; [ g + x d(z; z
;)](z;) = (z) : (35)
For convenience, we introduce notation
w(z; z
;) =  g + x(z; z
;) : (36)
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where we have neglected terms proportional to d. Next, we insert this expres-













(z;) = M(z) : (40)
Here we see that the term QHIntQ in the denominator in Bloch's transformation
is no longer present in the case of innitesimal reduction of the cuto. This is
the reason why we have chosen the innitesimal change to start with.
Comparison of the last equation with Eq. (35) gives















Integrating the last equation from  to  gives
w(z; z





















+    : (44)
If s 1ws(z; s)ws(s; z
;) produces divergences not higher then logarithmic, i.e.
ws(z; s) and ws(s; z
;) behave as constants as functions of s for s  z; z;, then
all terms in the above expansion which are proportional to the powers of the
unknown M   m can be neglected because they go to zero, when both  and
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The initial condition is given by
w(z; z
;) =  g + x(z; z
;) : (46)
Solving these equations should be sucient for eigenvalues M which are much
smaller then the cuto . We will be able to check this explicitly.
One may think that Eq. (45) with Eq. (46) as initial condition cannot be
completely solved because an unknown solution of Eq. (45) is supposed to be
determined by the also unknown counterterm x(z; z
;) providing the initial con-
dition. Besides, in Eq. (45), ws(z; z
;) is a function of three variables and, in
general, a solution is dicult to obtain. Fortunately, it is not so bad. Namely,
we have the condition (31). The condition (31) tells us that
w(z; z
;) is not -dependent when !1 : (47)
With this condition we can determine possible forms of w(z; z
;). Moreover,
integration of Eq. (45) form  to  gives
w(z; z


















We can now apply an iteration procedure to this equation to nd ws(z; z
;).
As the rst approximation we take
w(1)s (z; z
;) =  g and x
(1)
 = 0 : (49)









































because the only goal we have is to remove the -dependence. We do not want
to alter nite terms.
Our rules have another consequence: the arbitrary constants 0 and c
(2)
0 had
to be included because we do not know the nite part of the counterterm while
removing divergences. c
(2)




;). Note that x
(2)
 (z; z
;) is not z- and z;-dependent because
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the divergent part of w
(2)
 (z; z


















and it is also z- and z;-independent. c
(2)
0 is basically unknown from the theoretical
point of view unless some additional reasoning supports its choice. For example,
preserving some symmetry might require a special choice.

















The calculation of w
(2)
 (z; z
;) suggests that x
(n+1)
 (z; z
;) is also only a -depend-
ent constant (no dependence on z and z; appears) if x
(n)
 (z; z
;) is so. The same
is suggested for w
(n+1)



















We rewrite Eq. (53) as
w
(n+1)























to end up with
w
(n+1)






















For  = 0 one gets
w0 =  g + c0 : (59)
In other words, due to the w(z; z
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and Eq. (46) is simplied to
w0 =  g + c0 ; (61)
where c0 is a series in powers of g starting from a term of order g
2.







This result does not require further discussion for w0 < 0. But we wish to
mention that w is the eective coupling constant in a hamiltonian with a cuto
 and w ! 0 when !1. This means that our model is asymptotically free.
Now we are ready to nish solving Eq. (33) which is the nite form of our
initial problem (16). For convenience, we will write  g0 instead of  g+c0 = w0 .
We insert the result of Eq. (62) into Eq. (33) and repeat steps from Eq. (16)












Taking the limit !1 one obtains the solution for M




Now, in contrast to Eq. (23), we have a nite result.
Finding the energy dependence of the s-wave scattering phase shift and
demonstrating that the counterterm we found,
x(z; z
;) = g +
c0   g




leads to nite answers for phase shifts at nite energy, is left to the reader as an
exercise.
The following thing happened: we have found an initial condition at  = 
such that at the end of reducing He from He = H = PHP + X to
He0 the resulting He0 , and therefore also all He with nite , became
independent of  for !1. The condition that the matrix elements ofHe are
independent of the large  secures that the eigenvalues of He are independent
of . The procedure of calculating He secures that the eigenvalues of He
are the same as low eigenvalues of H.
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5.2 Generalized Potential
The same method can be used for a more general potential than a constant
interaction.
X is chosen to remove  dependence in the limit!1 from the nite part
of the spectrum. In Eq. (48) the dependence of x(z; z
;) on  is produced by
w(z; z
;) dependence on z and z; in the area close to . The area of large s which
produces divergences in Eq. (48), is the region where z=z; or z;=z !1. So, any
hamiltonian with  g replaced by v(z; z;) which satises the condition
lim
z=z; or z;=z!1
v(z; z;) = v ; (66)
where v is a constant, must involve logarithmic divergences. For example, this is
a typical situation in relativistic bound state equations in light-front dynamics.
In the presence of a potential v(z; z;), satisfying above condition, Eq. (45)
remains valid without any changes but the initial condition is now
w(z; z
;) = v(z; z;) + x(z; z
;) : (67)




;) = v(z; z;) and x
(1)
 (z; z













































Because of Eq. (66), terms in the square brackets vanish in the limit of
large s. Then, as previously, the diverging part of the integral turns out to be
independent of z and z;. We can subtract the diverging constant by subtracting












s (s; 0) : (70)
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Performing iteration as in the former case and taking the limit n!1, where
n is the number of iterations, one nds
w(z; z













ws(0; s)ws(s; 0) : (73)
The resulting equation for the renormalized eective interaction w(z; z
;) is :
w(z; z












fws(0; s) [ws(s; z
;)  ws(s; 0)]+
+[ws(z; s)  ws(0; s)]ws(s; z
;)g : (74)
In the second integral we could put  = 1 because x is such that in the limit
of large  the size of  is irrelevant for the shape of w(z; z
;).
5.3 Exercise
Solve the renormalization problem and nd the spectrum of a theory initially
given by the interaction
v(z; z;) = ig[(z   z;)   (z;   z)] (75)
instead of v(z; z;) =  g.
6 Similarity Renormalization Scheme [4], [5]
The similarity renormalization scheme is another method allowing us to nd
the renormalized hamiltonian.
In the case of the new method, the bare hamiltonian with arbitrarily large
but nite cuto is transformed by a special unitary transformation to a band-
diagonal form. The band-diagonal form of the transformed hamiltonian elimi-
nates the possibility of transitions with big energy jumps in perturbation theory
because all o-diagonal matrix elements which could produce such jumps, vanish.
This method solves the problem of small energy denominators in perturbative
calculations of eective hamiltonians and it can deal with problems which arise
when divergences are higher then logarithmic. The new method was developed
because of these problems arising in the relativistic bound state theory, especially
in QCD.






























The Schrodinger equation we have started from did not look unusual. Cer-
tainly we have not expected to obtain the contradiction in Eq. (20). The contra-
diction was caused by the pointlike interaction which induced couplings between
innitely many states with dierent scales of energy. We have also seen in Eq.
(22) that a simple cutting o of the troublesome large z in Eq. (16) did not solve
the problem.
We have observed that our initial hamiltonian should be completed by adding
counterterms in Eq. (30). We have explained how to nd the counterterms using
condition (31). We have also noticed that without the counterterms our theory
would not be complete.
The method of renormalization we used allowed us to dene a meaningful
theory. Unfortunately, the same method cannot be used in the case of divergences
higher then logarithmic when small energy denominators may introduce large
errors. In the case of such divergences one can apply a method from Refs. [4]
and [5].
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Appendix: A quote from the introductory comments
\The goal of these lectures is to explain some basic elements of renormaliza-
tion theory for hamiltonians. Knowledge of these elements provides insight into
a number of issues we have to confront when using quantum eld theory (QFT)
in physics.
The key issue is that we need to understand physical phenomena in some
relatively simple, imaginable terms which obey mathematics we understand well
enough to make practical computations. In contrast, bare local QFT is arbitrarily
complex. It requires renormalization to become manageable.
A prominent example of unsolved theoretical problems which require renor-
malization is the problem of describing relativistic bound states of elementary
particles. As a consequence, we do not have as quantitative understanding of the
structure and interaction of hadrons as we desire.
To attack the relativistic bound state problem using QFT one needs to under-
stand the renormalization process inside out so that one will be free to address
physical issues beyond lowest order perturbation theory. Tiny renormalization
issues of interest only to experts in QED become major sources of confusion
when chiral symmetry breaking, connement and asymptotic freedom come into
the game in QCD.
Instead of plunging into innite complications of QFT where dierent things
mix up heavily, we will speak about an elementary example."
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Abstract. In this series of lectures, I shall begin with the current investigations on
phenomenology of hadron dynamics to demonstrate the importance of solving hadronic
bound states within the framework of light-front (LF) QCD. Then, I will describe the
basic procedure how to formulate the canonical theory of LFQCD, including light-
front quantization of QCD, light-front gauge singularity, and light-front two-component
formalism. I will also present a complete one-loop QCD calculation in terms of the
light-front time-ordering perturbation theory, in comparison with the usual covariant
perturbative QCD calculation. Following thereby I will discuss the development of
heavy-quark eective theory and the manifestation of heavy quark symmetry on the
light-front. Finally, by applying recently developed similarity renormalization group
approach to light-front heavy quark eective theory, I will show a rigorous derivation of
quark connement interaction from LFQCD and its application to solve heavy hadron
bound states.
1 Hadronic Phenomenology in the LF Formulation
1.1 An Overview
Simply speaking, the main task in the investigation of hadronic physics is how to
provide a QCD description of hadronic structure. More specically, how can we
compute directly fromQCD the fruitful hadronic properties, such as the hadronic
structure functions in lepton-nucleon deep inelastic scatterings, the partonic frag-
mentation functions in high energy hadron-hadron or e+e  collisions, and many
hadronic form factors in various hadronic decay processes. However, although
QCD has been accepted as a fundamental theory of the strong interaction that
governs the underlying dynamics of hadronic constituents, a complete QCD de-
scription to hadronic structure is still lacking. In this series of lectures, I will
attempt to show you that the light-front formulation of eld theory may provide
a natural and systematic QCD description to all the processes mentioned above
[Zhang (1994)].
Historically, light-front dynamics played a very important role in every step
of the development of the strong interaction theory. The most important appli-
cation of light-front dynamics to hadronic physics is perhaps the parton phenom-
ena in the lepton-nucleon deep inelastic scatterings (DIS). As it is well-known,
DIS probes hadronic dynamics near the light-cone. Physically, the DIS phenom-
ena can be understood in terms of Feynman's parton picture [Feynman (1992)].
While, only the light-front formulation of eld theory can provide a natural
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quantum eld theory description of parton dynamics. For examples, the leading
contributions of the unpolarized structure function F2(x;Q
2) and the polarized
structure function g1(x;Q
2) in DIS are simply written in terms of hadronic ma-














de ixhpsj y+( )5Q2 +(0) + h:cjpsi: (2)
Here,  +() =
1
2
0+ () is the light-front quark eld operator,  = 1
2
p+ ,
  = 0   3, Q the quark charge operator, and jpsi the hadronic states. It can
be shown that in the light-front eld theory, Eqs.(1) and (2) are proportional to
the momentum and helicity distributions of partons (quarks and gluons) inside
hadrons respectively. Other structure functions (FL and g2) also have a similar
but a bit complicated expressions. Nevertheless, it is obvious that if we knew the
hadronic bound states jpsi from QCD on the light-front, we could completely
understand the QCD dynamics of DIS.
Another measurement of hadronic structure in terms of light-front hadronic
matrix elements is the parton fragmentation functions in hadron-hadron and
other collisions. During high-energy collisions, many hard partons are produced
and then are hadronized. Hadronization processes can be characterized by the
so-called fragmentation functions which is also introduced initially by Feyn-
man [Feynman (1992)]. Physically, quark and gluon fragmentation functions are
probabilities of nding hadrons in a hard parton produced in collisions. These
fragmentation functions can be dened as matrix elements of quark and gluon
operators at light-front separations. For examples, the unrenormalized quark






+x =zTrh0j +(0)jpsihpsj y+(x )j0i; (3)







where Tr traces the color and Dirac components of quarks. Again, if we knew
hadronic bound states from QCD on the light-front, we could directly study the
QCD dynamics represented by these fragmentation functions.
In recent years, light-front formulation has also been widely used in the phe-
nomenological study of hadronic form factors involving in various hadron elastic
scatterings and decay processes, by the use of the so-called relativistic quark
model or light-front quark model [Terent'ev et al. (1976)]. Simply speaking,
light-front quark model is based on truncated Fock space expansion of light-front
bound states (upon only the valence quark states) and then phenomenologically
determines the valence Fock states' amplitude (the wavefunction). Unlike the
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study of the structure functions and the fragmentation functions where the use
of light-front description can make the physical picture manifestation, the inter-
esting feature of using light-front description to hadronic decay processes is that
the simple boost operations and the transparent relativistic properties contain-
ing in light-front bound states may allow one to describe hadronic form factors
for entire kinematic range of momentum transfer for these space-like processes.
This is quite dierent from descriptions of other hadronic quark models, such as
the nonrelativistic constituent quark model and the beg model, which are nor-
mally believed to be applicable only for the processes involving small momentum
transfer. Very recently, applications of light-front quark model have also been
extended to the description of various heavy meson decay processes, although
most of the investigations are limited to the calculations of form factors at zero
momentum transfer, due to the limitation of using the light-front quark model
for time-like processes. Extending the light-front quark model incorporated with
higher Fock space contribution (a more realistic light-front bound state descrip-
tion) may make the description of hadronic decay form factors become possi-
ble for the entire kinematic range of momentum transfer. Nevertheless, all the
hadronic form factors are extracted from some hadronic matrix elements, such
as,
hH0(p0)j  jH(p)i; (5)
where   is a transition operator in the corresponding process. Again, if we knew
the associated hadronic bound states that solved from QCD on the light-front,
we would have a true QCD description of hadronic decay processes.
The above analysis indicates that once we know how to solve the hadronic
bound states from QCD, especially for these dened on a surface of light-front,
we can directly calculate various hadronic matrix elements involved in many
hadronic processes. Then a true QCD description of hadronic physics may be
realized. This series of lectures is devoted to the light-front formulation of QCD
dynamics and the attempt of solving hadronic bound states, especially the heavy
hadron bound states, directly from such a formulation. In the rst lecture, I will
mainly discuss the general structure of hadronic bound states on the light-front.
1.2 General Structure of Light-Front Bound States
In the standard language of eld theory, relativistic bound states and resonances
are identied by the occurrence of poles in Green functions. Although the in-
formation extracted from this approach provides a good denition of physical
particles, the ordinary wave function structure of bound states in the usual
quantum mechanics language is lacked. As a result, wave function amplitudes
extracted from Green functions may not be universally valid in the calculations
of various hadronic matrix elements that measured in experiments. In order to
understand hadronic structure in terms of hadronic bound state wavefunctions
(which is the most transparent picture in quantum theory), the explicit form of
hadronic bound states on some xed time surface is wanted.
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However, solving bound states in eld theory as an eigenstate problem has
not been well established. One may dene the bound states as eigenstates of
P 0 and determine these states by solving the eigenequation of P 0. But P 0 is
a square root function of the momentum and mass operators which does not
give us a clear picture of the Schrodinger's eigenstate equation in quantum me-
chanics. The widely used framework of nding relativistic bound states is the
Bethe-Salpeter equation. However, Bethe-Salpeter equation itself involve many
unsolved problems, such as the physical interpretation of the Bethe-Salpeter am-
plitudes, and the numerical diculty in solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation in
space-time space, etc. Some approximations, such as instant-time approxima-
tion, may simplify the Bethe-Salpeter equation. But with such approximation,
the main properties of relativistic dynamics, namely the boost dynamics, will be
lacking. In other words, the results may be no longer relativistic.
Also, in principle, a relativistic bound state can always be written as an
operator function of the particle creation operators acting on the vacuum of the
theory. However, for many theories that we are interested in, especially for QCD,
the vacuum is very complicated. With a complicated vacuum, formally writing
down a relativistic bound state as a series of Fock space expansion also becomes
very dicult.
However, these subtle problems may be removed when we look at the bound
states on the light-front.
i). Light-Front Vacuum. In the equal-time framework, the vacuum of QCD is
crucial for a realization of chiral symmetry breaking and color connement. It
is also a starting point in the construction of hadronic bound states. However,
the understanding of the true QCD vacuum is still very limited, although a lot
of informative work has been carried out in the past two decades based on the
instanton phenomena ['t Hooft (1976)] and the QCD sum rule [Shifman et al.
(1979)].
In the light-front coordinates, a particle's momentum is divided into the
longitudinal component and the transverse components. For a physical (on-mass-
shell) particle, its longitudinal momentum, k+ = k0 + k3, cannot be negative
since the energy of a physical state always dominates its momentum. As a result,
the light-front vacuum for any interacting eld theory can only be occupied by
the particles with zero-longitudinal momentum, namely
jvaciLF = f(ayk+=0)j0i ; (6)




i . At this point, the light-front vacuum
is still not simple. In the past several years, to obtain a nontrivial light-front
vacuum, many tried to solve the so-called zero-mode (the particles with k+ = 0)
problem [Burkardt (1996)].
To construct hadronic bound states consisting of many quarks and gluons,
one will naturally ask whether it is possible to express hadronic states in terms
of Fock space expansion with a trivial vacuum. It is obvious that if we could
\remove" from the theory the basic constituents with zero longitudinal light-
front momentum, the vacuum of the full interacting theory would be the same
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as the free eld theory, namely
jvaciLF = j0i : (7)
It must note that here \removing" from the theory the basic constituents with
zero longitudinal light-front momentum does not mean to simply ignore dynam-
ics of these constituents and their contributions to the bound states. Mathemat-
ically, one can remove these constituents with zero longitudinal momentum by
either using a prescription that requires the eld variables to satisfy the antisym-
metric boundary condition in the light-front longitudinal direction [Zhang and
Harindranath (1993a)] or dealing with a cuto theory that imposing a cuto,
k+  , on the momentum expansion of each eld variable, where  is a small
number [Wilson et al. (1994)]. Thus, the positivity of longitudinal momentum
with such a prescription or an explicit cuto ensures that the light-front vacuum
must be trivial. Now a relativistic bound state can be expressed as an ordinary
Fock state expansion:
j	 i = f(ay; by; dy)j0i : (8)
For QCD, ay; by and dy are the gluon, quark and antiquark creation operators
with nonzero longitudinal momentum, and f(ay; by; dy) must also be a color
singlet operator as a polynomial function of f ay; by; dy g.
ii). Light-Front Bound State Equation. Once the light-front vacuum becomes
trivial and the light-front bound states for various hadrons are expanded in terms
of the Fock space, the dynamic equation to determine these states is rather
simple. Explicitly, a hadronic bound state labeled by  with total longitudinal
and transverse momenta P+ and P?, and helicity (the total spin along the
longitudinal direction)  can be expressed as follows:





jn; xiP+; xiP? + k?i; iin=(xi; k?i; i) ;
(9)
In Eq.(9), n represents n constituents in the state jn; xiP+; xiP? + k?i; ii, i
is the helicity of the i-th constituent, and
R 0
denotes the integral over the space:
X
i
xi = 1 ; and
X
i
k?i = 0 ; (10)
where xi is the fraction of the total longitudinal momentum that the i-th con-
stituent carries, and k?i is its relative transverse momentumwith respect to the




; ki? = pi?   xiP? ; (11)
with p+i , pi? being the transverse and longitudinal momentum of the i-th con-
stituent. n=(xi; k?i; i) is the amplitude of jn; xiP+; xiP? + k?i; ii, a Fock
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jn=(xi; k?i; i)j2 = 1 : (12)
The eigenstate equation that the wave functions obey on the light-front is
obtained from the operator Einstein equation P 2 = P+P    P 2
?
=M2:





j; P+; P?; i ; (13)
where HLF = P
  is the light-front Hamiltonian. Futhermore, since the boost
on the light-front only depends on kinematics, boosting a bound state from one
Lorentz frame to any other frame is quite simple, and is dynamically independent
[Zhang (1994)]. Thus, if we found the bound state in the rest frame, we could
completely understand the particle structure in any frame. This is not true in
the instant form. In the instant form, the solutions in the rest frame are not
easily boosted to other Lorentz frames due to the dynamical dependence of the
boost transformation. Therefore, in each dierent Lorentz frame, one needs to
solve the bound state equation of P 0 to obtain the corresponding wave functions.
This is perhaps the reason why one has not established a reliable approach to
construct relativistic wave functions in the instant eld theory in terms of the
Schrodinger picture. This obstacle is removed on the light-front.
To see the explicit form of the light-front bound state equation, let us con-
sider a meson wave function (for instance, a pion). The light-front bound state
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Of course, to exactly solve the above equation for the whole Fock space is still
impossible. Practically, one has to truncate the Fock space to only include these
Fock states with a small number of particles. For example, one may truncate all
the high order Fock space sectors (approximately) from the valence constituent


















Note that in Eq.(15), Ve denotes an eective two-body interaction kernel. In
other words, by \truncating" the Fock space to only keep the valence quark
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states, the complicated Eq.(14) is reduced to the manable Eq.(15) but the domi-
nant contribution of higher Fock space to the bound states must be now described
eectively by Ve . The residual eect should be manageable in the framework
of perturbation theory. A true nonperturbative QCD solution to the hadronic
bound states is if one were able to derive these eective interactions directly
from QCD rather than that phenomenologically are put by hand. This will be
discussed in the last Lecture.
1.3 Phenomenological Hadronic Bound States on the Light-Front
At the present time, how to solve for the bound states discussed above from
QCD is still unclear. Hence, it may be useful to have some insights into the
light-front behavior of the meson and baryon wave functions which have been
constructed phenomenologically in describing hadrons. In fact, the phenomeno-
logical light-front meson and baryon bound states have been studied extensively
in the last few years, based on the light-front quark model or light-front wave-
function description. The motivation of light-front quark model is to provide
a simple relativistic constituent quark model for mesons and baryons that can
yield a consistent description of the hadronic processes for both low and high
momentum transfer.
The general construction of the phenomenological wave functions is moti-
vated by that of the non-relativistic constituent quark model. The constituent
quark model has been very successful in the description of hadronic spectroscopy
with a very simple structure, namely that all mesons consist of a quark and an-
tiquark pair and the baryons are made of three constituent quarks, their wave
functions satisfy the SU (6) classication and Zweig's rule which suppresses par-
ticle production in favor of rearrangement of constituents for hadrons [Close
(1979)]. However, such a simple picture is very dicult to be understood within
QCD, due to its nonrelativistic assumption and due to our belief that QCD vac-
uum must be very complicated so that hadrons must contain an innite number
of quark-antiquark pairs and gluons.
Light-front bound states describe the relativistic hadronic structure with a
nonrelativistic form. Furthermore, the simple vacuum state on the light-front
ensures the validity of the Fock state expansion of hadronic states. With the
assumption of existence of constituent quarks (of masses of hundreds of MeVs),
the leading approximation to hadronic states that consist of a quark-antiquark
pair for mesons and a three-quark cluster for baryons should be a reasonable
starting point. More theoretical discussion for such a assumption from low energy
QCD will be given later.
However, it must note that there is a subtle problem in the description of
hadronic structure in terms light-front bound states. That is, it is not easy to
identify the light-front hadronic bound states with hadronic states which are
commonly characterized by spin as a good quantum number. On the light-front,
we are unable to kinematically construct the hadronic bound states with xed
spin. The light-front bound states discussed in the last section are labeled by
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helicity rather than spin. In these calculations of the parton distribution and
fragmentation functions, the hadronic bound states are dened or classied in
terms of the helicity. However, when we use the light-front bound states to
compute the hadronic structural quantities, such as hadronic decay form factors
and coupling constants, we must have states with a denite spin. A general
solution to the spin problem on the light-front has not been found. However,
phenomenologically, the helicity part of the bound states on the light-front can
be transformed to a light-front spin part via the so-called Melosh transformation
(which is exact only for free quark theory) such that the hadronic states may
be projected (approximately but no necessary to be correct) from the set of
light-front bound states labeled with helicities. Here, I list some meson and
baryon light-front bound states that have been used to calculate various hadronic
quantities in the past few years.
The general form of the phenomenological light-front hadronic bound states
has a similar structure to the constituent quark model states: for meson states
(with only the qq Fock space sector),






	SS3m (x; k?; 1; 2)jx; k?; 1; 1  x; k?; 2i ;
(16)
and for baryon states (with the three quark Fock space sector),








	SS3b (xi; ki?; i)
jx1; k1?; 1;x2; k2?; 2; 1  x1   x2; (k1? + k2?); 3i ;(17)
where 	SS3 is the amplitude of the corresponding qq or three quark sector (the
wave function of the quark model):
	SS3 = F SS3 (ki?; i)(xi; ki?) ; (18)
withF the avor part of the wave function which is the same as in the constituent
quark model, and  and  are the spin and space parts that depend on the
dynamics. By ignoring the dynamic dependence of the spin conguration and by
using the Melosh transformation [Melosh (1974)],
RM (ki?;mi) =
mi + xiM0   i  (n ki?)p




where n = (0; 0; 1),  is the Pauli spin matrix, mi the i-th constituent quark
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the light-front spin wave function can be given by




h1=2s1; 1=2s2jSS3i ; (21)
for mesons; for baryons the spin part is rather complicated for a detailed con-
struction, see for example Ref. [Schlumpf (1993)]. The momentum part of the
wave function may be written as
















; and for baryons







where N is a normalization constant and ! is a parameter xed by the data.
Other phenomenological light-front wave functions have also been used.
These phenomenological light-front wave functions have been widely used to
calculate hadronic form factors and coupling constants [Chung et al. (1988)];
the results look pretty good for a very broad range of momentum transfer, and
should provide a much better description than the nonrelativistic constituent
quark model and other phenomenological descriptions.
Nevertheless, all these are just some phenomenological examinations of light-
front hadronic wave functions. The true strong interaction description of had-
ronic structure is the solution of the bound state equation, Eq.(14) or approx-
imately Eq.(15), from QCD. This is the main task of the recently development
of QCD formulated on the light-front. In the remaining lectures, I will dis-
cuss the QCD formulation on the light-front and then explore its application
to heavy quark systems, based heavily on the works which have been done with
my collaborators in the last few years [Zhang (1993), Zhang and Harindranath
(1993a), Zhang and Harindranath (1993b), Harindranath and Zhang (1993),Wil-
son et al. (1994), Cheung et al. (1995), Zhang (1996)].
2 Canonical Light-Front QCD
2.1 Introduction
Light-front QCD that I am going to discuss is the theory of QCD formulated on a
light-front surface with the light-front gauge A+a = 0. Before start the discussion
on LFQCD, I would like to make a few remarks: First of all, I would like to
claim that any problem of QCD that can be solved in the instant formulation
should be undoubtedly solved on the light-front. This is not surprise at all!
However, the importance of LFQCD is that we hope to solve the subtle problems
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in QCD that have not been solved in the instant form, such as color connement
and dynamical chiral symmetry breaking problems. To reach this goal, one may
need to have some relatively complete knowledge on the canonical formulation of
LFQCD and from which to nd the key problem associated with these subtleties.
Hence, in this lecture, I will introduce the canonical form of light-front QCD,
then discuss the origin of the light-front gauge singularity and the light-front
two-component formulation of QCD which has some very special structure for
eld theory that are only manifested on the light-front.
The QCD Lagrangian is dened by
L =   1
2
Tr(FF) +  (iD
  m) ; (24)
where F = @A   @A   ig[A; A], A =PaAaT a is a 3  3 gluon eld
color matrix and the T a are the generators of the SU (3) color group: [T a; T b] =
ifabcT c and Tr(T aT b) = 12ab. The eld variable  describes quarks with three
colors and Nf avors, D
 = @   igA is the symmetric covariant derivative,
and m is an Nf  Nf diagonal quark mass matrix. The Lagrange equations of
motion are well-known:
(i@






c + g 
T a = 0 ; (26)
The following discussion and also that of the next lecture are mainly based
on the work in collaboration with A. Harindranath [Zhang and Harindranath
(1993a), Zhang and Harindranath (1993b), Harindranath and Zhang (1993)].
2.2 Light-Front (Phase Space) Quantization
To formulate the QCD on the light-front, the following light-front notations will
be adopted: The space-time coordinate is denoted by x = (x+; x ; x?), where
x+ = x0 + x3 is the light-front time-like component, x  = x0   x3 and xi
?
(i =
1; 2) are respectively the light-front longitudinal and transverse components. The
light-front derivatives are given by @+ = 2 @
@x 
, @  = 2 @
@x+




product of two four-vectors is written as a  b = 1
2
(a+b  + a b+)  a?  b?.
The canonical theory of QCD on the light-front is constructed with the choice
of the light-front gauge A+a = 0. The rst question you may ask is why we choose
the light-front gauge. The answer is as follows:
On the light-front, the quark (more generally the fermion) elds can be de-
coupled into  (x) =  +(x) +   (x) with  (x) =
1
2
0 (x). Then the Dirac
equation (25) can be separated into:




i? D? + m

   ; (27)




i? D? + m

 + ; (28)
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where ? = 
0?;  = 
0. It shows that the component    is a constraint eld
variable, which can be solved nonperturbatively from the about equation ONLY





i? D? + m

 + : (29)
Secondly, due to gauge symmetry among the four components of the vector
gauge led, only two of them are the physically independent variables. By taking







+@iAia + ga; (30)





a + is the light-front color charge density. This
is indeed the light-front Gauss Law which can be used to determines A a in terms














where the operator 1
@+
will be dened later. It shows that with the light-front
gauge, we can explicitly eliminate all the unphysical gauge degrees of freedom.
Now, we can write a simple close form for the LFQCD Lagrangian in terms
of the pure physical degrees of freedom,  + and A
i






 Aia) + i 
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  +  H; (32)

















































Next we discuss the light-front quantization. A self-consistent canonical quan-
tization requires that the resulting Hamiltonian must generate the correct equa-
tions of motion for the physical degrees of freedom (Aia;  +;  
y
+). To reproduce
the Lagrangian equations of motion, we need to nd consistent commutators
for physical eld variables. In the light-front gauge, the LFQCD phase space
is spanned by the eld variables, Aia;  +;  
y
+ and their canonical momenta,




=   i2 +. The phase space structure which
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determines the Poisson brackets of its variables can be found by the Lagrangian
one-form Ldx+ (apart from a total light-front time derivative),
Ldx+ = 1
2
2(E iadAia +  +d + + d y+ y
+







  Hdx+ ; (34)
where the rst term on the right-hand side is called the canonical one-form of the
phase space (note that quark elds are anticommuting c-numbers (Grassmann
variables)). Correspondingly, the canonical equal-x+ commutation relations are
then given by:























3(x  y) : (37)
From these commutation relations it is straightforward to verify that the Hamil-
tonian equations of motion are consistent with Eqs.(25) and (26). As we see
in the above light-front quantization of QCD one does not need to introduce
the ghost eld. However, this canonical formulation does not completely dene
theory for practical computations due to existence of gauge singularity.
2.3 Light-Front Gauge Singularity
The gauge singularity is perhaps the most dicult problem in non-abelian gauge
theory that has not been completely solved since it was developed. In LFQCD,
it arises from the elimination of the unphysical gauge degrees of freedom. To
eliminate the unphysical degrees of freedom on the light-front, we need to solve
the constraint equations which depend on the denition of the operator 1=@+.










    x 1 )f(x 1 ; x+; x?) ; (38)
where "(x) =  1; 0; 1 for x < 0;= 0; > 0.
In perturbation theory, the gauge singularity manifests itself clearly in mo-





















f(k+) = 1[k+]n f(k
+) :
(39)
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As we see the k+ = 0 modes are removed with this denition. In other words, the
singularity of 1
k+
is regularized. However, with such an infrared regularization,
many infrared divergences from the small longitudinal momentum, surrounding
the k+ = 0 region, will occurs in the perturbative calculation. We will discuss
these divergences in the next lecture.










ij (x    y )2(x?   y?) : (40)
This leads to the fact that Aia satises an antisymmetric boundary condition:
Aia(x
  =  1) =  Aia(x  = +1): (41)
It also shows that the zero-mode (the longitudinal momentum is zero) in Aia is
removed.Meanwhile, quarks in QCD should always be massive, namely their lon-
gitudinal momentum is not really zero. Thus, with the denition of Eq.(38), the
theory of light-front QCD does not contain zero-modes. Therefore the LFQCD
vacuum in this formulation is always trivial! Now you may ask where is the
nontrivial properties of QCD with such a trivial vacuum in your formulation?
Apparently, after solving A a component from the light-front Gauss law in
the A+a = 0 gauge, the gauge freedom should be completely xed. However, a
careful check shows that there is still a residual gauge transformation in the
























This gauge freedom can be further xed for physical states. This is because
the operator Ra = E
 
a jx =1 which is the longitudinal component of color elec-
tric eld strength at longitudinal innity. For physical states, nite energy den-
sity requires that the color electric eld strength must vanish at the longitudi-
nal boundary: E a jx =1 = 0. This condition canonically removes the residual







 ; x) : (44)
The nontrivial properties of QCD in our formulation are indeed hidden in this
condition. The main eect of this equation should be only manifested in nonper-
turbative dynamics, i.e., in physical bound states. An explicit nontrivial eect
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can be seen form the axial anomaly of QCD, for example. Consider the axial






Tr (F eF) ; (45)
where the axial current is j

5 =
 5 , and the dual eld strength is eF =
1
2
F. The winding number in LFQCD is dened as the net charge between






d4xTr (F eF) : (46)
The integration on the r.h.s. of the above equation is dened in Minkowski space












namely, a non-vanishing Q5 is generated from the asymptotic elds of A
i
a and
their antisymmetric boundary conditions at longitudinal innity.
From the above canonical analysis, we can see that nontrivial features in
LFQCD are induced by the gauge singularity and are manifested at the longi-
tudinal innity on the light-front. They are also associated with the light-front
longitudinal infrared divergence in momentum space when the zero-modes are
removed in our canonical quantization. This analysis gives us some hint where
we should look for the problems in the study of nonperturbative QCD with a
trivial vacuum on the light-front.
2.4 Two-Component Formulation
When QCD is formulated on the light-front, the theory can be expressed in terms
of a pure two-component form. This is another useful feature of LFQCD. After
the elimination of the unphysical gauge degrees of freedom, the QCD gauge eld
has already been reduced to the two transverse components, A1a and A
2
a. While,
as we will see soon that the quark eld can also be written in terms of a two-
component eld (rather than the four-component eld in instant form) [Zhang
and Harindranath (1993b)].
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where '(x) is a two-component spinor eld. In the above expressions, i are
the Pauli matrix. Thus, the relativistic fermion particles can be described as
a nonrelativistic spin 12 particle on the light-front. The canonical commutation




= 3(x  y): (51)
With the above formulation, the LFQCD Hamiltonian can be rewritten as
H =
Z

















































































































= Hgggg1 +Hgggg2 : (59)
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The above two-component formulation simplify the relativistic eld theory
structure, especially in the study of the relativistic bound state problems.
3 LF Time-Ordered Perturbation Theory for QCD
3.1 About Light-Front Perturbative QCD
Time-ordered perturbation theory, especially the light-front time-ordered pertur-
bation theory, provides a natural perturbative description for parton phenomena
[Drell et al. (1970), Mueller (1989)]. The current attempts of solving nonpertur-
bative QCD dynamics on light-front is also based on the analysis of time-ordered
approach in Hamiltonian formulation. However, the light-front gauge singularity
discussed above will lead to severe infrared divergences in such perturbation the-
ory, although Eq.(39) provides a well-dened regulator (a generalized principal
value prescription) for the small k+ momentum.
In covariant perturbation theory, the use of the principal value prescription
still leads to the so-called \spurious" poles in the light-front Feynman integrals,
which prohibit any continuation to Euclidean space (Wick rotation) and hence
the use of standard power counting arguments for Feynman loop integrals. This
causes diculties in addressing renormalization of QCD in covariant perturba-
tion theory with the light-front gauge. In the last decade there are many inves-
tigations attempting to solve this problem. One excellent solution is given by
Mandelstam and Leibbrandt, i.e., the Mandelstam-Leibbrandt (ML) prescrip-
tion [Mandelstam (1983) and Leibbrandt (1984)], which allows continuation to
Euclidean space and hence power counting. It has also been shown that, with
the ML prescription, the multiplicative renormalization in the two-component
LFQCD Feynman formulation is restored [Lee and Milgram (1986)].
Unfortunately, the ML prescription cannot be applied to equal-x+ quanti-
zation because the ML prescription is dened by a boundary condition which
depends on x+ itself and is not allowed in equal-x+ canonical theory. Yet, as we
pointed out recently [Wilson et al. (1994)], light-front power counting diers com-
pletely from the power counting in equal-time quantization that noncanonical
counterterms are allowed in light-front eld theory. In other words, multiplicative
renormalization is not required in LFQCD. Furthermore, the current attempts
to understand nonperturbative QCD in light-front coordinates is based on the
x+-ordered diagrams in which no Feynman integral is involved. Thus the power
counting criterion for Feynman loop integrals is no longer available in LFQCD
Hamiltonian calculations. In x+-ordered perturbation theory with the principle
value prescription, LFQCD contains severe linear and logarithmic infrared di-
vergences. Here I will give some results from the x+-ordered perturbative loop
calculations and renormalization of LFQCD Hamiltonian theory up to one-loop
[Zhang and Harindranath (1993b), Harindranath and Zhang (1993)], where the
infrared divergences are systematically analyzed. Since light-front power count-
ing allows noncanonical counterterms, a complete understanding of renormalized
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LFQCDmay not be worked out within perturbation theory; new renormalization
and regularization approaches need to be developed, as we will see later.
3.2 LF x+-Ordered Perturbation Theory
The x+-ordered perturbation theory can be obtained from the familiar pertur-
bation expansion in quantum mechanics. The perturbation expansion of a bound










where ji is a unperturbative state, Q and H0I are dened by:
Q = jih	 j ; H0I = HI  E ; E = hjHIj	 i : (61)
With this perturbative expansion formula, the mass, the wave functions, and
the coupling constants renormalizations can be expressed as follows. For the
convenience of practical calculations, we consider the expressions in momentum
space.
i). Wavefunction renormalization: In momentum space, the perturbative












(p    p n1)(p    p n2)
+   
)
; (62)
which has not been normalized, where jn1i; jn2i;    are properly symmetrized
(antisymmetrized) states with respect to identical bosons (fermions) in the states
and
P0
in Eq.(62) sums over all intermediate states except the initial state ji.
The normalized wave function is dened by j	 0i = pZj	 i, where the factor Z
is the wavefunction renormalization constant:





+    : (63)
ii). Mass renormalization. The mass correction can then be computed
from the \energy-level" shift, i.e., the correction to the energy of an on-mass-
shell particle. It is obvious that the perturbative correction to the light-front
energy (p ) is given by






+    : (64)
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Using the mass-shell equation m2 = p+p    p2
?
, and recalling that p+ and p?
are the conserved light-front kinematical momenta, we obtain the mass renor-
malization in the old-fashioned perturbative light-front eld theory:





+    : (65)
iii). Coupling constant renormalization. The coupling constant renormal-
ization is obtained by the perturbative calculation of various matrix elements
of the vertices in HI. Consider a vertex H
i
I that is proportional to the coupling
constant g, we have



























(p i   p n1)(p i   p n2)
+    ; (66)
where Zg is the multiplicative coupling constant renormalization, and Zi and Zf
are the wavefunction renormalization constants of the initial and nal states.
It is also convenient to express the above perturbation expansion in terms of
the diagrammatic approach. The rules for writing the expression of perturbative
expansions from diagrams for QCD are as follows:
 Draw all topologically distinct x+-ordered diagrams.








 For each vertex, include a factor of 1633(pf   pi) and a simple matrix
element listed in Ref. [Zhang and Harindranath (1993b)].















n sum over all on-mass-shell intermediate
particle energies.
 Add a symmetry factor S 1 for each gluon loop coming from the sym-
metrized boson states.
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3.3 Perturbative Calculation of Light-Front QCD
To illustrate the above computation scheme and to explore the severe light-front
infrared divergences, let me list some calculations up to one-loop based on the
x+-ordered diagrammatical approach. Note that besides the infrared divergence,
which is regularized by Eq.(39), there are also ultraviolet divergences for which




 2. Here I have also introduced a mass
scale  for the minimum cut-o of the transverse momentum in order to avoid
the several complicated pure infrared divergences and mass singularity from the
massless gluon,  should be much larger than all other masses in the theory, and
is considered as a renormalization scale here.
i). Quark wavefunction and mass renormalization. The one-loop light-front




































































This shows that, in the one-loop quark energy correction, one-gluon exchange
gives rise to both linear and logarithmic infrared divergences. The instanta-
neous fermion interaction contribution (see p 2 in Fig.1b) contains only one
logarithmic divergence which cancels the logarithmic divergence in p 1 . The in-
stantaneous gluon interaction contribution (p 3 of Fig.1c) has a linear infrared
divergence which precisely cancels the same divergence in p 1 . This cancellation
of linear infrared divergences is based on the use of the regularization for k+ ! 0
in Eq.(39) [Zhang and Harindranath (1993b)].
The quark mass correction (dropping the nite part) is then given by
































The wavefunction renormalization contains an additional type of divergence, the
mixing of infrared and ultraviolet divergences, that does not occur in covariant





































Fig. 1. The x+-ordered graphs for the one-loop correction to the quark mass and wave
function renormalization.
It corresponds to the so-called light-front double pole problem in the Feynman
theory with the use of the light-front gauge and the principal value prescrip-
tion that prohibits any continuation to Euclidean space and power counting in
Feynman loop integrals. In the x+-ordered Hamiltonian perturbation theory the
power counting is dierent. The above argument of power counting for Feyn-
man loop integrals may be irrelevant. Furthermore, since the second order cor-
rection to wavefunctions must be negative, the above result shows that it is the
additional infrared divergence that gives a consistent answer for wavefunction
renormalization.
ii). Gluon wave function and mass correction. Similar calculation to the









































In the gluon sector, more severe divergences appear. It contains the quadratic
and logarithmic UV divergences, linear and logarithmic IR divergences, and an
unusual large longitudinal momentumlogarithmic divergence. Only the linear in-
frared divergences are cancelled with the principal value prescription. The gluon
mass correction is not zero. The non-zero gluon mass correction of Eq.(71) is
not surprising because it has the same divergence feature as the photon mass
correction in light-front QED [Eq.(71) will be reduced to the photon mass cor-
rection when we set Tf = 1, CA = 0 and Nf = 1]. In a covariant calculation,
the zero gluon mass correction is true only for dimensional regularization which
\removes" or drops the mass correction. In the present calculation, maintaining
zero gluon mass requires a mass counterterm, as is known in QED. The dier-
ence between QED and QCD is only manifest in the gauge boson wavefunction
renormalization. For wavefunction renormalization, again there is an additional
mixing of UV and IR divergences, which again provides the correct sign for the
wavefunction renormalization constant.
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iii). Coupling constant renormalization. For convenience, we set the exter-
nal gluon momentum q(q+; qi?) = 0. The quark-gluon vertex is then reduced:






In x+-ordered perturbation theory, the one-loop vertex correction is given by
V0 = fV1 + V2 + V3 + V4 + V5 + V6gV0 ; (73)
where Vn, n = 1 6 are represented the contributions from dierent time-ordered



























































V5 = 0 ; V6 = 0 :
To evaluate the contributions to the coupling constant we have to multiply
V1 and V2 by
1
2 in order to take into account the proper correction due to


























Note that all mixed divergences cancel now. The correction to the coupling
constant is given by


















By redening the bare coupling constant g such that gR is nite. Thus we have
given all canonical renormalization quantities in QCD up to one-loop order based
on the x+-ordered perturbation theory.
From these results, the anomalous dimensions for quarks and gluons and the
 function up to one-loop can be easily calculated. The anomalous dimension of



















The momentum-dependent term implies that the quark anomalous dimension is
























which is also gauge-dependent. In the case of q+ = 0, the gauge dependent term
can be removed, and Eq.(78) is reduced to Gross and Wilczek's result in their
Feynman calculation with A+a = 0 and q

















which is the well-known result to one loop order and is infrared divergence free,
as we expected.
From the above result, we see that there are severe light-front divergences
in LFQCD. Systematic control of these divergences is required a priori before
we perform any practical numerical calculation in light-front coordinates for
QCD bound states. From the basic one-loop calculations, one can see that, in
the x+-ordered perturbation theory, light-front QCD involves various UV and
IR divergences. Some of the divergences have not even been encountered in
covariant and noncovariant Feynman calculations to the same order. Among
various light-front divergences, there are two severe divergences one has to deal
with in the x+-ordered theory for light-front QCD. The rst is the mixing of UV
and IR logarithmic divergences in wavefunction renormalization. The occurrence
of the mixing divergences may not be a severe problem. The mixing divergences
should be cancelled completely for physical quantities, as we have seen from
the coupling constant renormalization. We expect that the problem of mixing
divergences may not exist when we consider real physical processes. The second
problem is the innite gluon mass correction. In the time-ordered perturbation
theory dimensional regularization is not available to avoid the nonzero gluon
mass correction. To have a massless gluon in perturbation theory, we have to
introduce a gluon mass counterterm. In the leading order (one-loop) calculation,
there is no diculty arising from a gluon mass counterterm. However, when we
go to the next order, it has been found that the gluon mass counterterm leads to a
noncancellation of infrared divergences. The non-vanishing infrared divergences
could introduce non-local counterterms in both the longitudinal and transverse
directions. In instant quantization, such non-local counterterms are forbidden for
a renormalizable theory. Here, these non-local counterterms are allowed by the
light-front power counting. This is a special feature of LFQCD. One speculation
from this property is that the non-local counterterms for infrared divergences
may also provide a source for quark connement [Wilson et al. (1994)].
In summary, renormalization in LFQCD Hamiltonian theory is very dier-
ent from conventional Feynman theory and it is an entirely new subject where
investigations are still in their preliminary stage. In perturbative calculations,
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careful treatment could remove all severe infrared divergences for interesting
physical quantities in LFQCD. For nonperturbative studies, the cancellation of
severe infrared divergences may not work because certain approximations (e.g.,
Fock space truncation) might be used. These approximations may also break
many important symmetries such as gauge invariance and rotational invariance.
It is the hope of the current investigation of light-front renormalization theory
that the counterterms for the light-front infrared divergences may restore the
broken symmetries and also provide an eective conning LFQCD Hamiltonian
for hadronic bound states.
4 Light-Front Heavy Quark Eective Theory (HQET)
4.1 About Heavy Quark Symmetry and HQET
The rich information about electroweak and strong interactions that can be
extracted from various heavy hadron decays has led to the extensive exploration
of the QCD based and model-independent description of heavy hadrons in the
past few years. This is mainly due to the discovery of heavy quark spin-avor
symmetry (HQS) in heavy meson decays by Isgur and Wise [Isgur and Wise
(1989), Neubert (1994)]. For a typical example, with the HQS, all six form factors
in B ! D and B ! D decays are reduced to an universal function, called
the Isgur-Wise function, and the normalization of this universal function at the
zero-recoil point provides a model-independent determination of the Kabayshi-
Makawa matrix element jVcbj. Similarly in heavy-baryon decays, the application
of HQS also leads to tremendous simplications.
On the other hand, heavy quark symmetry can be derived fromQCD in heavy
mass limit mQ ! 1, via the so-called heavy quark eective theory (HQET)
[Eichten and Hill (1990), Georgi (1990)]. The later is an eective theory of QCD
for heavy quark expansed in inverse powers of heavy quark mass mQ. In fact,
HQET provides us with a systematical expansion of QCD dynamics in terms of
the dimensionless parameter QCD=mQ, and it serves as a theoretical framework
for the systematical computation of the 1=mQ corrections to the limitmQ !1.
Thus, the HQET oers us a new channel to explore the intrinsic properties of
hadronic structure from QCD.
In order to actually compute any physical observables and make denite
predictions, one still has to confront the non-perturbative QCD dynamics. Cur-
rently, except for the lattice approach, the main physical quantities, such as
Isgur-Wise function, can only be computed in various hadronic models, such as
the constituent quark model, the bag model, and QCD sum rules. It would be
very interesting if one could calculate the Isgur-Wise function, or any hadronic
form factors, directly from QCD. This requires to construct explicitly the heavy
hadron bound states within the HQET, which is also necessary for a complete un-
derstanding of heavy hadron dynamics. We are motivated by such requirement to
reformulate HQET on the light-front, from which we hope to consistently study
the heavy hadron bound state problem [Cheung et al. (1995)]. Meanwhile, as we
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know for light quark systems, both quark connement and spontaneously chiral
symmetry breaking play an essential role to the quark dynamics in hadrons. In
order to provide a nonperturbative QCD description for light quark systems,
it is necessary to understand the underlying mechanism for quark connement
as well as for chiral symmetry breaking. This will certainly make the problem
most complicated. However, for heavy quark systems, chiral symmetry is explic-
itly broken so that connement is the sole nontrivial feature inuencing heavy
quark dynamics. Choosing the heavy hadron systems should be a good starting
point in the study of nonperturbative QCD. The light-front HQET discussed
here is mainly based on the works collaborated with C. Y. Cheung and G. L.
Lin [Cheung et al. (1995)].
4.2 1=mQ Expansion of the Heavy Quark Lagrangian on the LF
Let us begin with the QCD Lagrangian for a heavy quark:
L = Q(i 6D  mQ)Q; (80)
where Q is the heavy quark eld operator, mQ the heavy quark mass and D

the QCD covariant derivative.
In the instant formalism, HQET is obtained by redening the heavy quark
eld as:
Q(x) = e imQvx[hv(x) +Hv(x)]; (81)
where v is the four velocity of the heavy quark, such that v2 = 1; hv(x) and
Hv(x) are respectively the so-called large and small components of the heavy
quark eld, satisfying 6 vhv(x) = hv(x) and 6 vHv(x) =  Hv(x). From the QCD
equation of motion, one can express Hv(x) in terms of hv(x) and show that
the former is suppressed by 1=mQ compared to the later. Using Eq.(81) and
the relation between hv(x) and Hv(x), one can systematically expand the QCD
Lagrangian in powers of 1=mQ, and arrive at an eective theory for the heavy
quark.
In the framework of light-front quantization, the situation is quite dierent.
Before taking the heavy quark mass limit, the quark eld is already divided into




Dirac equation for Q can then be rewritten as two coupled equations for Q:
iD Q+(x) = (i? D? + mQ)Q (x); (82)
iD+Q (x) = (i? D? + mQ)Q+(x); (83)
where ? = 
0? and  = 
0. As we known only the plus-component Q+(x)
is the dynamical eld. The minus-component Q (x) is a light-front constraint
that can be determined from Q+(x). In terms of Q+(x), the QCD Lagrangian
(1) for the heavy quark can be rewritten as
L = Qy+iD Q+   Qy+(i? D? + mQ)Q ; (84)
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where Q  can be eliminated by Eq.(83).
To derive the light-front HQET, we use the same redenition of the heavy
quark eld as in the covariant case,
Q(x) = e imQvxQv(x); (85)
but without imposing any constraint on the new variableQv to separate the large
and small components. It follows that Q(x) = e
 imQvxQv(x). Substituting





i? D? +mQ(?  v? + )
i
Qv+(x): (86)
It is worth noting that in the ordinary light-front formulation of eld theory,
the elimination of the dependent component Q  requires the choice of the light-
front gauge A+ = 0, and a specication of the operator 1=@+ which leads to
severe light-front infrared problem that has still not been completely understood
[Zhang and Harindranath (1993a)]. However, for the heavy quark eld with the
redenition of Eq.(85), the above problem does not occur since the elimination
of the dependent componentQv  now depends on the operator 1=(mQv++iD+)
which has no infrared problem. Moreover, it has a well dened series expansion
















Thus, the heavy quark QCD Lagrangian (80) can be expressed in terms of Qv+




























 D = ? D?  
?  v? + 
v+
D+: (89)
This is the light-front eective heavy quark Lagrangian.
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4.3 Properties of the Light-Front HQET





which clearly exhibits the avor and spin symmetries, because it is independent
of Dirac -matrices and the heavy quark mass, as in the covariant formulation.
However, beyond the symmetry limit, the light-front HQET has several ad-
vantages over the instant formulation. In the instant HQET, the non-leading
terms contain high order time-derivatives; consequently it is dicult to per-
form a consistent canonical quantization beyond the limitmQ !1 [Lebed and
Suzuki (1991)]. It is remarkable to see that in the light-front HQET, only linear
time-derivative appears, and it resides in L0. The presence of the matrix 6 n in
the non-leading terms eliminates all light-front time derivative terms. This can
be seen more clearly in Eq.(88). Thus the canonical quantization of light-front
HQET is straightforward: First of all, the canonical conjugate of the dynamical





which does not involve any 1=mQ corrections. Then using the light-front phase
space quantization [Zhang and Harindranath (1993a)], we obtain the basic anti-
commutation relation:
fQv+(x) ; Qyv+(y)gx+=y+ = +3(x  y); (92)
which is valid to all orders in 1=mQ.
The second very useful property of the light-front HQET is that the heavy
quark eective Hamiltonian is well dened on the light-front. From Eqs.(88) and




with the Hamiltonian density H given by
H = 1
iv+
Qyv+(v @+   2v?  @?)Qv+  
2g
v+









This light-front heavy quark eective Hamiltonian can serve as a basis for con-
structing heavy hadron bound states, as we will see in the next lecture. It is
also useful for the study of the 1=mQ corrections in heavy quark dynamics.
Specically, suppose we choose the light-front gauge (A+ = 0) in the light-front
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HQET, we see immediately from Eq.(88) that, in the symmetry breaking terms,
the power of the gluon eld does not increase with that of 1=mQ. This prop-
erty, which is unique to the light-front formulation, may greatly simplify our
treatment of 1=mQ corrections. Meanwhile, note that the non-leading light-front
eective Hamiltonian Hn is precisely the minus of the corresponding eective
Lagrangian Ln given by Eq.(88). This simple relation is not valid in the instant
HQET, due to appearance of the high-order time-derivative terms.
Furthermore, since we have not chosen any specic gauge, and also there is no
light-front infrared divergent problem for the heavy quark sector, short-distance
QCD corrections to the heavy quark current and the eective Lagrangian must
be the same as those calculated in the covariant formulation. Of course, an
explicit calculation of the short-distance eects in the light-front HQET is needed
to conrm the above statement, which has not been done as I known.
4.4 Isgur-Wise Function
The heavy quark current can also be systematically expanded in 1=mQ on the
light-front. In the heavy mass limit, it reduces to the following familiar from:
Q
j














Qv+. Consequences of the spin symmetry can be
readily derived using this zeroth order heavy quark current. As an example,










where   stands for any arbitrary gamma matrix, PQ and P

Q represent respec-
tively a pseudoscalar meson and a vector meson containing a single heavy quark
Q. The quantum numbers of the heavy mesons can be eciently accounted for
by the interpolating elds: jPQi(v)i = h
iL
v 5`vj0i, jP Qi(v)i = h
iL
v 6 `vj0i, where
 is the polarization vector of the vector meson, and `v represents the fully in-
teracting light quark (or brown muck). From h0jQv+Qyv+j0i = v
+





















Hence, in the heavy mass limit, the heavy meson decay matrix elements on the




































where M is the transition matrix element for the light quark [Wise (1991)],
M = h0j`v0`vj0i ! (v0  v)I: (101)
Thus spin symmetry implies that the transition matrix elements (97) are de-
scribed by a single form factor (v v0), which is just the famous Isgur-Wise func-
tion. An explicit calculation of the Isgur-Wise function from light-front bound
state wave function will be given in the next lecture.
5 Quark Connement and Heavy Hadron Bound States
5.1 A Weak-Coupling Treatment to Nonperturbative QCD
There are two fundamental problems in QCD for hadronic physics, the quark
connement and the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry. These two prob-
lems are the basis for solving the low-energy hadronic bound states from QCD
but none of them has been completely understood. Recently, Wilson et al. pro-
posed a new approach to determine hadronic bound states from nonperturbative
QCD on the light-front with a weak-coupling treatment (WCT) [Wilson et al.
(1994)]. The key to eliminating necessarily nonperturbative eects is to con-
struct an eective QCD Hamiltonian in which quarks and gluons have nonzero
constituent masses rather than the zero masses of the current picture. The use
of constituent masses cuts o the growth of the running coupling constant and
makes it conceivable that the running coupling never leaves the perturbative
domain. The WCT approach potentially reconciles the simplicity of the con-
stituent quark model with the complexities of QCD. The penalty for achieving
this weak-coupling picture is the necessity of formulating the problem in light-
front coordinates and of dealing with the complexities of renormalization.
Succinctly, this new approach of achieving a QCD description of hadronic
bound states can be summarized as follows: Using a new renormalization scheme,
called similarity renormalization group (SRG) scheme that is recently proposed
by Glazek and Wilson [Glazek and Wilson (1994), Wilson et al. (1994)], one can
obtain an eective QCD HamiltonianH which is a series of expansion in terms
of the QCD coupling constant, where  is a low energy scale. Then one may solve
fromH the strongly interacting bound states as a weak-coupling problem. The
WCT scheme contains the following steps: (i) Compute explicitly from SRG the
H up to the second order and denote it by H0 as a nonperturbative part
of H. The remaining higher order contributions in H are considered as a
perturbative part HI. (ii) Introduce a constituent picture which allows one to
start the hadronic bound states with the valence constituent Fock space. The
constituent quarks and gluons have masses of a few hundreds MeV, and these
masses are functions of the scale  that must vanish when the eective theory
goes back to the high energy region. (iii) Solve hadronic bound states with H0
nonperturbatively in the constituent picture and determine the scale dependence
of the constituent masses and the coupling constant. The coupling constant g
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now becomes an eective one, denoted by g. If we could show that with a
suitable choice of  at the hadronic mass scale, the eective coupling constant
g can be arbitrarily small, then WCT could be applied to H such that the
corrections from HI can be truly computed perturbatively. If everything listed
above works well, we may arrive at a weak-coupling QCD theory of the strong
interaction for hadronic bound states.
With the idea of SRG and the concept of coupling coherence [Perry and
Wilson (1993)], Perry has shown that upon a calculation to the second order,
there exists a logarithmic conning potential in the resulting LFQCD eective
Hamiltonian [Perry (1994)]. This is a crucial nding to light-front nonperturba-
tive QCD. However, the general strategy of solving hadrons through the WCT
scheme is far to be completed. Very recently, I used SRG to analytically de-
rive from the light-front HQET [Cheung et al. (1995)] a heavy quark QCD
Hamiltonian which is responsible to heavy hadron bound states. The resulting
Hamiltonian explicitly contains a conning interaction between a heavy quark
and a heavy antiquark at long distance plus a Coulomb-type interaction at short
distance. With this eective QCD Hamiltonian, I study the strongly interact-
ing heavy hadronic bound states, from which I can provide a WCT to nonper-
turbative QCD on the light-front, at least for heavy quarkonia. The following
discussion is mainly based on my recent work, Ref. [Zhang (1996)].
5.2 Light-Front Similarity Renormalization Scheme
The basic idea of the SRG approach is to develop a sequence of innitesimal
unitary transformations that transform an initial bare Hamiltonian HB to an
eective HamiltonianH in a band-diagonal form relative to an arbitrarily cho-





Here the band-diagonal form means that the matrix elements of H involving
energy jumps much larger than  will all be zero, while matrix elements involving
smaller jumps or two nearby energies remain in H. The similarity transforma-
tion should satisfy the condition that for !1;H! HB and S ! 1.
Here, I shall follow the formulation of SRG developed on the light-front [Wil-
son et al. (1994)]. The eective Hamiltonian we seek is H with  being of order
a hadronic mass ( 1 GeV). We begin with a given bare Hamiltonian which can
be written by HB = H0+H
B
I , where H0 is a bare free Hamiltonian and Ei is its




= [H; T]; (103)
which is subject to the boundary condition lim!1H = H
B.
To force the HamiltonianH becoming a band-diagonal form in energy space,
we need to specify the action of the generator operator T. This can be done by
introducing the scale  with xij =
Ej Ei
Ei+Ej+
into a smearing function fij =
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f(xij) such that when x < 1=3, f = 1; when x > 2=3, f = 0; and f may be a
smooth function from 1 to 0 for 1=3  x  2=3. We can write H = H0 +HI


















Here we have used the notationAij = hijAjji, and jii is an eigenstate ofH0. Since
f(x) vanishes when x  2=3, one can see that Hij does indeed vanish in the
far o-diagonal region. It also can be seen that Tij is zero in the near-diagonal
region. The solutions for HI and T are
HI = H
B
I + [HI0; T0 ]| {z }
R
; T = H
B
IT + [HI0; T0 ]| {z }
T
; (105)
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 + : : : ; (108)
Thus, through SRG, we eliminate the interactions between the states well-
separated in energy and generate the eective Hamiltonian of Eq.(108). The
expansion of Eq.(108) in terms of the interaction coupling constant brings in or-
der by order the full theory corrections to this band diagonal low energy Hamil-
tonian.
Explicitly, the bare Hamiltonian HB input in the above formulation can be
obtained from the canonical Lagrangian with a high energy cuto that removes
the usual UV divergences. For LFQCD dynamics, the bare Hamiltonian has been
constructed in lecture III (for detailed discussion, see [Zhang and Harindranath
(1993a), Zhang and Harindranath (1993b)]). Instead of the cuto on the eld
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operators which is introduced in ref. [Wilson et al. (1994)], I shall use a vertex
cuto to every vertex in the bare Hamiltonian [Zhang (1996)]:
(2=P+   jp i   p f j); (109)
where p i and p
 
j are the initial and nal state light-front energies respectively
between the vertex,  is the UV cuto parameter, and P+ the total light-front
longitudinal momentum of the system we are interested in. Eq.(109) is also
called the local cuto in light-front perturbative QCD [Lepage and Brodsky
(1980)]. All the -dependences in the nal bare Hamiltonian are removed by the
counterterms. The use of Eq.(109) largely simplies the analysis on the cuto
scheme in ref. [Wilson et al. (1994)].
Meanwhile, in SRG calculation, we should also give an explicit form of the
smearing function fij. One of the simplest smearing functions that satises the























  jP ij j); (111)
where P ij = P
 
i   P j is the light-front free energy dierence between the
initial and nal states of the physical processes. The light-front free energies of
the initial and nal states are dened as sums over the light-front free energies
of the constituents in the states.


















+   
)
:(112)
The front factor (the theta-function) in the above equation indicates that H
only describes long distance interactions (with respect to the scale ) which is










= (jP jkj   2=P+)(jP jkj   jP ikj): (113)
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5.3 Heavy Quark Conning Interaction
Now we can use SRG to the light-front HQET to derive a heavy quark conning
Hamiltonian, fromwhich we may solve fromQCD the heavy hadron bound states
directly.
In the largemQ limit, only the leading (spin and mass independent) Hamilto-
nian is remained. The 1=mnQ terms (n  1) in (88) can be regarded as perturba-
tive corrections to the leading order operators and states. To determine conning
interactions in heavy quark systems, the leading heavy quark Hamiltonian plays

































where  + is either the heavy antiquark eld or the light-front quark eld operator
in the present consideration. Note that besides the leading term in Eq.(88), the
above bare Hamiltonian has also already included the relevant terms from the
gauge eld part,  12Tr(FF), of the QCD Lagrangian. These terms come
from the elimination of the unphysical gauge degrees of freedom, the longitudinal
component A a [Zhang and Harindranath (1993b)]. Eq.(114) has obviously the
spin and avour heavy quark symmetry, or simply the heavy quark symmetry.
The above leading Hamiltonian (or Lagrangian) is the basis of the QCD-
based description for heavy hadrons containing a single heavy quark, such as B
and D mesons. As recently pointed out by Mannel et al. [Mannel and Schuler
(1995)] the purely heavy quark leading Lagrangian may be not appropriate to
describe heavy quarkonia. This is because the anomalous dimension of QCD
radiative correction to QQ currents contains an infrared singularity in the limit
of two heavy constituents having equal velocity. Such an infrared singularity is a
long distance eect and should be absorbed into quarkonium states. To avoid this
problem, they argued that one may incorporate the eective Hamiltonian with
at least the rst order kinetic energy term into the leading Hamiltonian [Mannel















As a consequence, in the heavy mass limit, quarkonia have spin symmetry but
no avour symmetry.
i). Conning Hamiltonian for Heavy Quarkonia. Within light-front HQET,
we now follow the procedure described above to nd an eective QCD Hamil-
tonian for QQ systems. The bare Hamiltonian for QQ systems contains (114)
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and (115) for both heavy quark and antiquark plus the full QCD Hamiltonian
for gluons and light quarks [Zhang and Harindranath (1993b)]. Since the kinetic
energy (115) should be the same order of the Coulomb interaction, we may treat
the kinetic energy in the same way as the instantaneous QQ interaction [the last
term in Eq.(114)]. Thus, the free Hamiltonian H0 used in SRG is given only by
the rst term in Eq.(114) plus the free gluon Hamiltonian.
With the above consideration, it is easy to compute the eective Hamiltonian
Eq.(112) for QQ systems. Following the WCT ideas, we shall calculate H for
QQ systems up to the second order in the initial and nal states dened by
jii = byv(k1; 1)dyv(k2; 2)j0i and jji = byv(k3; 3)dyv(k4; 4)j0i, respectively, where
ki is the residual momentum of heavy quarks, p

i = mQv
 + ki , and i its
helicity. The result is












(2y2   2y + 1)
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(?   0?)2 + (y   y0)2
2
(A(y   y0; ?   0?; )  2)
)
: (118)
Here we have introduced the longitudinal residual momentum fractions and the
relative transverse residual momenta,
y = k+1 =K
+ ; ? = k1?   yK? ;
y0 = k+3 =K
+ ; 0? = k3?   y0K?; (119)
where K is dened as the residual center mass momentumof the heavy quarko-
nia: K = v, and  = MH  mQ   mQ is a residual heavy hadron mass. It






4 , K? = k1? + k2? = k3? + k4?. Since
0  p+1 = mQv+ + k+1  MHv+, in the heavy quark mass limit, we have
MH ! 2mQ so that  mQv+  k+1 ; k+3  mQv+. Hence, the range of y and y0
are given by  1 < y; y0 <1. We have also dened in Eq.(118)
A(y   y0; ?   0?; ) 
(?   0?)2
jy   y0j + jy   y
0j2: (120)
Eq.(116) is the nonperturbative part of the eective Hamiltonian for heavy
quarkonia in the WCT scheme, in which we have already let UV cuto param-
eter !1 and the associated divergence has been put in the mass correction.
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The kinetic energy (115) is now included in the above eective Hamiltonian
[the 1=mQ term in Eq.(117)]. Note that there is an infrared divergent term in
Eq.(117) which comes from the quark self-energy correction in SRG, where 
is an infrared cuto of the momentum fraction q+=K+, and q+ the longitudi-









, has been renormalized away in Eq.(117). In
the WCT scheme, by removing away this mass correction, we should assign the
corresponding constituent quark mass in H0 being -dependent. But, the heavy
quark mass is larger than the low energy scale. Its dependence on  should be
very weak and could be neglected. While, the QQ interaction (118) contains
two contributions: the instantaneous interaction plus the second order contribu-
tion in Eq.(112) [i.e. the terms proportional to the theta function in Eq.(118)].
We shall show next that the above V
QQ
is indeed a combination of a conning
interaction plus a Coulomb-type interaction.
ii). Quark Connement on the Light-Front. In our framework, LFQCD vac-
uum is trivial. The nature of nontrivial QCD vacuum structure, the connement
as well as the chiral symmetry breaking, must made manifestly in H in terms
of new eective interactions. We will see that H0 explicitly contains a conning
interaction at long distances. The interactions associated with the chiral symme-
try breaking may be manifested in the fourth order computation of H for light
quark systems [Wilson et al. (1994)], but these interactions are not important
in the study of heavy hadrons here.
The conning interaction can be easily obtained by applying the Fourier
transformation to the rst term in (118). It is convenient to perform the calcu-





























where we have used the relation q+ = k+1  k+3 = K+(y y0); q? = k1? k3? =









, and J1(x) is a Bessel
function. An analytic solution to the integral (121) may be dicult to carry out.
However, the nature of conning interactions is a large distance QCD behavior.
We may consider the integral for large x  and x?. In this case, if q
+x  and/or
jx?jq?m are large, the integration vanishes, yet J1(x) = x2 + x
3
16 +    for small x.
The dominant contribution of the integral (121) for large x  and x? comes from




' 1. This corresponds to q+ < 1
x 
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where a term  1
x 
is neglected since x  is large, and  is an infrared cuto of
the momentum fraction q+=K+. It is the same as the divergence occurs in the
quark self-energy contribution so that the above infrared logarithmic divergence
( ln ) exactly cancels the divergence in Eq.(117) for color single states. What








































where the term  1
x2
?
has also been ignored because of the large x2?. Again, the
infrared divergence ( ln ) is cancelled in H for physical states, and we obtain







Hence, the eective HamiltonianH0 exhibits a logarithmic conning interaction
between a heavy quark and a heavy antiquark in all the directions of x  and x?
space.
The Coulomb interaction corresponds the second term in (118), its Fourier
transformation (except for the color factor) is

2























(x )2 which is dened as a \radial" variable in the
light-front space [Wilson et al. (1994)]. Eq.(126) shows that the Coulomb inter-
action on the light-front has the form
VCoul(x








Thus, we have explicitly shown that H0 contains a Coulomb interaction at
short distances and a conning interaction at long distances.
Moreover, a clear light-front picture of quark connement emerges here. To be
specic, we dene quark connement as follows: i) There is a conning interaction
between quarks such that quarks cannot be well-separated; ii) No color non-
singlet bound states exist in nature, only color singlet states with nite masses
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can be produced and observed; and iii) The conclusions of i{ii) are only true for
QCD but not for QED.
We have shown explicitly the existence of a conning interaction in H0. One
can also easily see from H0 the non-existence of color non-singlet bound states.
This is essentially related to the infrared divergences in H0. From Eqs.(122)
and (124), we nd that the uncancelled instantaneous interaction contains a log-
arithmic infrared divergence. Except for the color factor, this infrared divergence
has the same form as the divergence in Eq.(117). Thus, we immediately obtain
the following conclusions.
(a). For a single (constituent) quark state, the interaction part of H0 does
not contribute to its energy. The remaining infrared divergence from quark self-
energy correction implies that the dynamical quark mass for a single quark state
is innite (infrared divergent) and cannot be renormalized away in the spirit of
gauge invariance. Equivalently speaking, single quark states carry an innitely
large mass and therefore they cannot be produced.
(b). For color non-singlet composite states, the color factor (T a)(T
a) in
the QQ interaction is dierent from the color factor Cf = Tr(T
aT a). Therefore,
the infrared divergence in the self-energy correction also cannot be cancelled by
the corresponding divergence from the uncancelled instantaneous interaction. As
a result, color non-singlet composite states are innitely heavy that they cannot
be produced as well.
(c). For color singlet QQ states, the color factor (T a)(T a) ! Cf . Thus, the
infrared divergences are completely cancelled and the resulting eective Hamil-
tonian is nite. In other words, only color singlet composite are physically ob-
servable.
Finally, we argue that the above mechanism of quark connement is indeed
only true for QCD. As we have seen the light-front connement interaction is
just an eect of the non-cancellation between instantaneous interaction and one
transverse gluon interaction generated in SRG. Such a non-cancellation arises in
SRG because we introduce the energy scale . Introducing the energy scale  in
SRG forces the transverse gluon energy involved in the QQ eective interaction
never be less than a certain value (the energy scale ). This implies that the
gluon may become massive at the hadronic mass scale. Of course, such a gluon
mass must be a dynamical mass generated from the highly nonlinear gluon in-
teractions. In other words, the above conning picture is indeed a dynamical
consequence of non-Abelian gauge theory. This connement mechanism is not
valid in QED. In QED, since photon mass is always zero, the photon energy cov-
ers the entire range from zero to innity. Thus, in QED, we can always choose
the energy scale  being zero. With  = 0, the infrared divergences do not occur
in the electron self-energy correction. As a result, the renormalized single elec-
tron mass is nite, in contrast to the divergent mass of single quark states. For
the same reason, with  = 0, the instantaneous interaction in the eective QED
Hamiltonian is also exactly cancelled by the same interaction from one trans-
verse photon exchange so that only one photon exchange Coulomb interaction
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remains. Thus, applying SRG to QED and let  = 0 in the end of procedure,
we obtain a conventional QED Hamiltonian which only contains the Coulomb
interaction.
iii). Extension to Heavy-Light Quark Systems. We can also apply SRG to
the heavy-light quark system (heavy hadrons containing one heavy quark). The
bare cuto Hamiltonian we begin with for heavy-light quark systems is the com-
bination of the heavy quark eective Hamiltonian (114) and the full Hamilto-
nian for the light quarks and gluons. We may also introduce the residual center







K? = v? = p1? + k1? = p2? + k2?, where  = MH   mQ, p1 and p2 are
the light antiquark momenta and k1 and k2 the residual momenta of the heavy
quarks in the initial and nal Qq states respectively.
Following the general procedure, it is easy to nd the nonperturbative part
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 (? 0?)2y y0   2?y + (0)2?y0
 and the function A has the same form as in
quarkonium case. Here we have also introduced y = p+1 =K
+, ? = p1?   yK?,







The heavy-light quark eective Hamiltonian is mQ-independent. This is be-
cause in heavy-light quark systems the heavy quark kinetic energy can be treated
as a perturbative correction to H0. Obviously the above H0 has the heavy
quark spin and avour symmetry. Compared to the V
QQ
, VQq interactions are
much more complicated. But it is not dicult to check that the above VQq con-
tains a conning interaction. The conning mechanism is the same for QQ and
Qq systems, as well as for qq systems, as one can show.
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In conclusion, we have obtained the nonperturbative part of a conning QCD
Hamiltonian for heavy-heavy and heavy-light quark systems. We are now ready
to solve heavy hadron states on the light-front and to show how the WCT scheme
works in the present formulation
5.4 Heavy Hadron Bound States
As we mentioned the ideas of WCT to nonperturbative QCD is to begin with the
eective QCD HamiltonianH = H0+HI . Then using the constituent picture
to solve nonperturbatively the hadronic bound state equations governed by H0
and to determine the running coupling constant g. If one could properly choose
the nonperturbative H0 such that g is arbitrarily small, then the corrections
from HI could be computed perturbatively, and we would say that a WCT to
nonperturbative QCD is realized. Now, I shall discuss such a WCT to heavy
hadron bound states.
i). Heavy Hadron Bound State Equation Under WCT. As we have pointed
out in the rst lecture solving Eq.(14) from QCD with the entire Fock space is
impossible. A basic motivation of introducing the WCT scheme is to simplify
the complexities in solving the above equation. In the present framework,HLF =
H, where H has already decoupled from high energy states. Furthermore, the
reseparation H = H0 +HI is another crucial step in WCT, where only H0
is assumed to have the nonperturbative contribution to bound states through
Eq.(14), and HI is supposed to be a perturbative term which should not be
considered when we try to solve Eq.(14) nonperturbatively.
The next important step in the WCT scheme is the use of a constituent
picture. The success of the constituent quark model suggests that we may only
consider the valence quark Fock space in determining the hadronic bound states
fromH0. In this picture, quarks and gluons must have constituent masses. This
constituent picture can naturally be realized on the light-front [Wilson et al.
(1994)]. However, an essential dierence from the phenomenological constituent
quark model description is that the constituent masses introduced here are 
dependent. The scale dependence of constituent masses (as well as the eective
coupling constant) is determined by solving the bound states equation and t-
ting the physical quantities with experimental data. But for heavy quark mess,
this -dependence can be ignored. Once the constituent picture is introduced,
we can truncate the general expression of the light-front bound states to only
including the valence quark Fock space. The higher Fock space contributions can
be recovered as a perturbative correction through HI . Thus, Eq.(9) for heavy
quarkonia can be approximately written as:






33( K   k1   k2)
QQ(y; ?)byv(k1; 1)dy v(k2; 2)j0i; (131)
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where the wavefunction 
QQ
(y; ?) may be mass dependent due to the kinetic
energy in H0 [see (117)] but it is spin independent in heavy mass limit. Also
note that the heavy quarkonium states in heavy mass limit are labelled by the
residual center mass momentumK. We may normalize Eq.(131) as follows:
h	 (K0+;K0?; 0s)j	 (K+;K?; s)i = 2(2)3K+3( K   K0)0ss ; (132)





(y; ?)j2 = 1: (133)
With the above analysis on the quarkonium states, it is easy to derive the
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This is the light-front bound state equation for heavy quarkonia in the WCT
scheme.

























VQq(y   y0; ?   0?)Qq(y0; 0?; 1; 2); (135)
where VQq is given by Eq.(130). Note that the light antiquark here is a brown
muck, a current light antiquark surround by innite gluons and qq pairs that
results in a constituent quark mass mq which is a function of .
ii). A General Analysis of Light-Front Wavefunctions. A numerical compu-
tation to the bound state equations, Eqs.(134) and (135), is actually not too
dicult. However, to have a deeper insight about the internal structure of light-
front bound states, it is better to have an analytic analysis. For this propose, we
would like to present a general analysis of light-front hadronic wavefunctions.
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The heavy hadronic wavefunctions in the heavy mass limit are rather simple.
First of all, the heavy quark kinematics have already added some constraints on
the general form of the light-front wavefunction (x; ?). When we introduce
the residual longitudinal momentumfraction y for heavy quarks, the longitudinal
momentumfraction dependence in  is quite dierent for the heavy-heavy, heavy-
light and light-light mesons.
For the light-light mesons, such as pions, rhos, kaons etc., the wavefunction
qq(x; ?) must vanish at the endpoint x = 0 or 1. This can be seen from the










1 x for the valence Fock
space. To ensure that the bound state equation is well dened in the entire range
of momentum space, jqq(x; ?)j2 must fall down to zero in the longitudinal
direction not slower than 1=x and 1=(1  x) when x! 0 and 1, respectively. In
other words, at least qq(x; ?) 
p
x(1  x) . For heavy-light quark mesons,
namely the B and D mesons, the wavefunction Qq(y; ?) is required to vanish
at y = 0, where y is the residual longitudinal momentum fraction carried by
the light quark. This is because the kinetic energy in Eq.(135) only contains a
singularity at y = 0. On the other hand, since 0  y  1, Qq(y; ?) should also





. For heavy quarkonia,  1 < y < 1, the normalization forces

QQ




On the other hand, the transverse momentumdependence in these light-front
wavefunctions should be more or less similar. They all vanish at ? ! 1. A






The above analysis of light-front wavefunctions is only based on the kinetic
energy properties of the constituents. Currently, many investigations on the
hadronic structures use phenomenological light-front wavefunctions. One of such
wavefunctions that has been widely used in the study of heavy hadron structure
is the BSW wavefunction [Wirbel et al. (1985)],
























), and MH , m1, and m2 are the hadron, quark, and antiquark masses
respectively. In the heavy mass limit, the BSW wavefunction can be produced
from our analysis based on the light-front bound state equations.
Explicitly, for heavy-light quark systems, such as the B and D mesons, one
can easily nd that in the heavy mass limit, m1 = mQ  MH , mq << mQ
so that x0 = 0 . Meanwhile, we also have MHx = y. Furthermore, the factorp
x(1  x) can be rewritten by py in according to the corresponding bound
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state equation discussed above. Thus, the BSW wavefunction is reduced to

















This agrees with our qualitative analysis given above. Indeed, using such a
wavefunction we have already computed the universal Isgur-Wise function in
B ! D;D decays [Cheung et al. (1995)]:
(v  v0) = 1
v  v0 ; (138)
and from which we obtained the slope of (v  v0) at the zero-recoil point, 2 =
 0(1) = 1, in excellent agreement with the recent CLCO result [Patterson
(1995)] of 2 = 1:01 0:15 0:09.
For heavy quarkonia, such as the bb and cc states, m1 = m2 = mQ which
leads to x0 = 1=2 in Eq.(136). Also note that MH(x 1=2) = y, and the factorp
x(1  x) must be totally dropped as we have discussed form the quarkonium
bound state equation. Then the BSW wavefunction for quarkonia is reduced to

QQ















which is a form as we expected from the qualitative analysis. Here we have not
taken the limit ofmQ !1 for heavy quarkonia. Thus a possible mQ dependence
in wavefunction may be hidden in the parameter !.
Using the variational approach with the above trial wave function, we can
analytically solve the bound state equation Eq.(134). Under the consideration



















where the coecients a and b are determined by minimizing the binding energy
from (134) with (139). The coecient b is almost a constant (with a weak de-
pendence on mQ but independence on  and ), while a depends on both  and
mQ, and also slightly on . For   0:6 GeV, the -dependence in the parameter
a is negligible. It is known that  is of the same order as QCD which is about
100  400 MeV. The charmed and bottom quark masses used here are mc = 1:4
GeV and mb = 4:8 GeV. From the particle data [Particle Data Group (1994)],
the binding energy  should also be less than 400 MeV. For a qualitative con-
sideration, we may take  = 0:2 GeV and  = 0:4 GeV for charmonium. Then
we nd that b = 1:15, and a =  0:25 and 1:1 respectively.







which is much smaller than that extrapolated from the canonical running cou-
pling constant in the naive perturbative QCD calculation. In order to see how
this weak coupling constant varies with the scale , we take  = 200 MeV
and vary the value of  around 1 GeV. We nd that the coupling constant is de-
creased very faster with increasing . In other words, with a suitable choice of the
hadronic mass scale  in SRG, we can make the eective coupling constant 
in H arbitrarily small. Then the WCT of nonperturbative QCD can be achieved
in terms of H such that the corrections from HI can be truly computed pertur-
batively. This provides the rst realization of the WCT to nonperturbative QCD
dynamics on the light-front.
5.5 Perspectives
The applications of the present theory to heavy quarkonium spectroscopy and
various heavy quarkonium annihilation and production processes can be simply
achieved by numerically solving the bound state equations (134), and by fur-
ther including the 1=mQ corrections (which naturally leads to the spin splitting
interactions). The extension of the computations to heavy-light quark systems
is straightforward. The extension of the present work to light-light hadrons re-
quires the understanding of chiral symmetry breaking in QCD which is a new
challenge to nonperturbative QCD on the light-front. Nevertheless, we have pro-
vided a detailed analysis to the weak-coupling treatment of nonperturbative
QCD proposed recently [Wilson et al. (1994)]. I believe that LFQCD opens a
new research direction in the attempt of solving the most dicult problem in
eld theory, that is, the problem of the relativistic composite particle bound
states governed by the nonperturbative dynamics of QCD.
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Abstract. Light-Front quantization is one of the most promising and physical tools
towards studying deep inelastic scattering on the basis of quark gluon degrees of free-
dom. The simplied vacuum structure (nontrivial vacuum eects can only appear in
zero-mode degrees of freedom) and the physical basis allows for a description of hadrons
that stays close to intuition. I am reviewing recent progress in understanding the deep
connection between renormalization of light-front Hamiltonians, eective light-front
Hamiltonians and nontrivial vacuum condensates.
1 Advantages of Light-Front Coordinates
Deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering (DIS) provides access to quark and
gluon degrees of freedom in nucleons and nuclei. In these experiments one shoots
high energy leptons (e.g. electrons) at a hadronic target (usually protons or nu-
clei) and measures the energy and momentum transfer to the target by detecting
the nal state lepton (Fig. 1). In the most simple version of DIS, the hadronic
nal state X is not measured (usually the nucleon is destroyed in these reactions
and the hadronic nal state consists of many particles). Because of the extremely
large momentum transfer to the target (typical momentum transfers in DIS ex-
periments are several GeV=c or more), the inclusive cross sections are dominated
by single particle response functions along the light-cone. To illustrate this let us
use the optical theorem which relates the dierential lepton nucleon cross section





















2g is the leptonic tensor and q = k k0 is the four momentum









eiqxhP; SjT (J(x)J(0)) jP; Si (2)
(S is the spin of the target proton) contains all the information about the parton
substructure of the target proton.
In the Bjorken limit (Q2   q2 !1, P q!1, xBj = Q2=2P q xed), deep










Fig. 1. Inclusive process e +N ! e 0+X, where X is an unidentied hadronic state.
the hadronic tensor (2) depends only on xBj but no longer on Q
2 (within pertur-
batively calculable logarithmic corrections). In order to understand this result, it
is convenient to introduce light-front variables a = a
 =
 
a0  a3 =p2 so that
the scalar product reads a  b = a+b+ + a b    a?b? = a+b  + a b+   a?b?.
Furthermore let us choose a frame where q? = 0. The Bjorken limit corresponds
to p and q  xed, while q+ ! 1. Bjorken scaling is equivalent to the state-
ment that the structure functions become independent of q+ in this limit (again
up to trivial kinematic coecients). In this limit, the integrand in Eq.(2) con-
tains the rapidly oscillating factor exp(iq+x
+), which kills all contributions to
the integral except those where the integrand is singular [2]. Due to causality,
the integrand must vanish for x2 = 2x+x    x2
?
< 0 and the current product is
singular at x+ = 0, x? = 0. The leading singularity can be obtained from the
operator product expansion by contracting two fermion operators in the product
T (J(x)J(0))  T
 
 (x) (x)  (0) (0)

, yielding a nonlocal term bilinear
in the fermion eld multiplying a free (asymptotic freedom!) fermion propagator
from 0 to x which gives rise to the abovementioned singularity structure [3].
The x+ = x? = 0 dominance in the integral has two consequences. First it ex-
plains Bjorken scaling, because q+ enters the hadronic tensor only via the term
x+q+ in the exponent and for x
+ = 0 the q+ dependence drops out. Second,
and this is very important for practical calculations, the parton distributions,
i.e. the Bjorken scaled structure functions, can be expressed in terms of correla-
tion functions along the light-front space direction x . For example, for the spin





hP j  (0)  (x )jP i exp(iP x xBj): (3)
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Fig. 2. Inclusive lepton nucleon cross section expressed in terms of the imaginary part
of the forward Compton amplitude. For Q2 =  q2 ! 1 only the `handbag diagram'
(both photons couple to the same quark) survives. The `crossed diagram' (the two
photons couple to dierent quarks) is suppressed because of wavefunction eects.
The physical origin of this result can be understood as follows. Consider
again the virtual forward Compton amplitude (Fig. 2). In principle, the photons
in the rst and second interaction in Fig. 2 can couple to the same as well as
to dierent quarks in the target. However, the hadronic wavefunction can only
absorb momenta which are of the order of the QCD-scale (QCD  200MeV ).
Therefore, in the limit of large momentum transfer, only such diagrams sur-
vive where the two photons in Fig. 2 couple to the same quark. All other di-
agrams have large momenta owing through the wavefunction or they involve
extra hard gluon exchanges which results in their suppression at large Q2. The
large momentum transfer is also important because of asymptotic freedom. Since
S(Q
2)  1= log  Q2=2QCD, the running coupling constant of QCD, goes to
zero for large Q2, all interactions of the struck quark can be neglected and it
propagates essentially without interaction between the two photon-vertices. Fur-
thermore, since the momentum transfer is much larger than the masses of the
quarks in the target, the struck quark's propagation between becomes ultra-
relativistic, i.e. it moves exceedingly close to the light cone x2 = 0. Due to the
high-energy nature of the scattering, the relativistic structure function is a LF
correlation [4], [5]. Already at this point it should be clear that LF-coordinates
play a distinguished role in the analysis of DIS experiments | a point which will
become much more obvious after we have introduced some of the formal ideas
of LF quantization.
LF quantization is very similar to canonical equal time (ET) quantization
[6] (here we closely follow Ref. [7]). Both are Hamiltonian formulations of eld
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theory, where one species the elds on a particular initial surface. The evolution
of the elds o the initial surface is determined by the Lagrangian equations of
motion. The main dierence is the choice of the initial surface, x0 = 0 for ET and
x+ = 0 for the LF respectively. In both frameworks states are expanded in terms
of elds (and their derivatives) on this surface. Therefore, the same physical state
may have very dierent wavefunctions1 in the ET and LF approaches because
elds at x0 = 0 provide a dierent basis for expanding a state than elds at
x+ = 0. The reason is that the microscopic degrees of freedom| eld amplitudes
at x0 = 0 versus eld amplitudes at x+ = 0 | are in general quite dierent from
each other in the two formalisms.
This has important consequences for the practical calculation of parton dis-
tributions (3) which are real time response functions in the equal time formalism.
2 In order to evaluate Eq.(3) one needs to know not only the ground state wave-
function of the target, but also matrix elements to excited states. In contrast,
in the framework of LF quantization, parton distributions are correlation func-
tions at equal LF-time x+, i.e. within the initial surface x+ = 0 and can thus be
expressed directly in terms of ground state wavefunctions (As a reminder: ET
wavefunctions and LF wavefunctions are in general dierent objects). In the LF
framework, parton distributions f(xBj ) can be easily calculated and have a very
simple physical interpretation as single particle momentum densities, where xBj







Although DIS is probably the most prominent example for practical appli-
cations of LF coordinates, they prove useful in many other places as well. For
example, LF coordinates have been used in the context current algebra sum
rules in particle physics [8]. Another prominent example is form factors, where
moments of the wave function along the LF determine the asymptotic fallo at
large momentum transfer [9]. More recently, LF quantization found applications
in inclusive decays of heavy quarks [10], [11], [12].
From the purely theoretical point of view, various advantages of LF quanti-
zation derive from properties of the ten generators of the Poincare group (trans-
lations P, rotations L and boosts K) [6], [7]. Those generators which leave the
initial surface invariant (P and L for ET and P , P?, L3 and K for LF) are
\simple" in the sense that they have very simple representations in terms of the
elds (typically just sums of single particle operators). The other generators,
1 By \wavefunction" we mean here the collection of all Fock space amplitudes.
2 The arguments of  and  in Eq.(3) have dierent time components!
3 In DIS with non-relativistic kinematics (e.g. thermal neutron scattering o liquid
4He) one also observes scaling and the structure functions can be expressed in terms
of single particle response functions. However, due to the dierent kinematics, non-
relativistic structure functions at large momentum transfer are dominated by Fourier
transforms of equal time response functions, i.e. ordinary momentum distributions.
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which include the \Hamiltonians" (P0, which is conjugate to x
0 in ET and P+,
which is conjugate to the LF-time x+ in LF quantization) contain interactions
among the elds and are typically very complicated. Generators which leave the
initial surface invariant are also called kinematic generators, while the others are
called dynamic generators. Obviously it is advantageous to have as many of the
ten generators kinematic as possible. There are seven kinematic generators on
the LF but only six in ET quantization.
The fact that P , the generator of x
  translations, is kinematic (obviously it
leaves x+ = 0 invariant!) and positive has striking consequences for the LF vac-





Hence positive energy excitations have positive p . After the usual reinterpre-
tation of the negative energy states this implies that p  for a single particle is
positive (which makes sense, considering that p  = (p0   p3) =
p
2). P  being
kinematic means that it is given by the sum of single particle p . Combined
with the positivity of p  this implies that the Fock vacuum (no particle excita-
tions) is the unique state with P  = 0. All other states have positive P . Hence,
even in the presence of interactions, the LF Fock vacuum does not mix with any
other state and is therefore an exact eigenstate of the LF HamiltonianP+ (which
commutes with P ). If one further assumes parity invariance of the ground state
this implies that the Fock vacuum must be the exact ground state of the fully
interacting LF quantum eld theory. 4 In sharp contrast to other formulations
of eld theory, the LF-vacuum is trivial! This implies a tremendous technical
advantage but also raises the question whether non-perturbative LF-eld theory
is equivalent to conventional eld theory, where non-perturbative eects usually
result in a highly nontrivial vacuum structure. This very deep issue will be the
main topic of these lecture notes.
2 A First Look at the Light-Front Vacuum
In the Fock space expansion one starts from the vacuum as the ground state
and constructs physical hadrons by successive application of creation operators.
In an interacting theory the vacuum is in general an extremely complicated
state and not known a priori. Thus, in general, a Fock space expansion is not
practical because one does not know the physical vacuum (i.e. the ground state
of the Hamiltonian). In normal coordinates, particularly in the Hamiltonian
formulation, this is a serious obstacle for numerical calculations. As is illustrated
in Table 1, the LF formulation provides a dramatic simplication at this point.
While all components of the momentum in normal coordinates can be positive
as well as negative, the longitudinal LF momentum P  is always positive. In
free eld theory (in normal coordinates as well as on the LF) the vacuum is
the state which is annihilated by all annihilation operators ak. In general, in an
interacting theory, excited states (excited with respect to the free Hamiltonian)
4 Practical calculations show that typical LF Hamiltonians are either unbounded from
below or their ground state is indeed the Fock vacuum.
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akj0i = 0 ak ;k? j0i = 0
vacuum (interacting theory)






j0i) ,! only pure zero-mode
excitations have P  = 0
,! j~0> very complex ,! j~0> can only contain
zero-mode excitations
mix with the trivial vacuum (i.e. the free eld theory vacuum) state resulting
in a complicated physical vacuum. Of course, there are certain selection rules
and only states with the same quantum numbers as the trivial vacuum can mix
with this state; for example, states with the same momentumas the free vacuum
(P = 0 in normal coordinates, P  = 0,P? = 0 on the LF). In normal coordinates
this has no deep consequences because there are many excited states which have
zero momentum. On the LF the situation is completely dierent. Except for
pure zero-mode excitations, i.e. states where only the zero-mode (the mode with
k  = 0) is excited, all excited states have positive longitudinal momentum P .
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Thus only these pure zero-mode excitations can mix with the trivial LF vacuum.
Thus with the exception of the zero-modes the physical LF vacuum (i.e. the
ground state) of an interacting eld theory must be trivial (the only exceptions
are pathological cases, where the LF Hamiltonian is unbounded from below).
Of course, this cannot mean that the vacuum is entirely trivial. Otherwise
it seems impossible to describe many interesting problems which are related
to spontaneous symmetry breaking within the LF formalism. For example one
knows that chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken in QCD and that this is
responsible for the relatively small mass of the pions | which play an impor-
tant role in strong interaction phenomena at low energies. What it means is
that one has reduced the problem of nding the LF vacuum to the problem of
understanding the dynamics of these zero-modes.
First this sounds just like merely shifting the problem about the structure of
the vacuum from nonzero-modes to zero-modes. However, as the free dispersion






indicates, zero-modes are high energy modes! Hence it should, at least in prin-
ciple, be possible to eliminate these zero-modes systematically giving rise to an
eective LF eld theory [14].
3 Light-Front Hamiltonians without Zero-Modes
In the following Sections I will discuss several models that were solved using LF
quantization. The solutions to these models have been obtained by unashamedly
omitting explicit zero-mode degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, physical spectra
and condensates (obtained using current algebra techniques) agree with results
obtained using conventional (non-LF) frameworks. The models are ordered with
increasing complexity.
3.1 The 't Hooft Model
From the discussion in the previous section, it rst seems that LF Hamiltonians
that do not include zero-mode degrees of freedom simply give wrong results. A
rst indication that this is not necessarily the case was found in the 't Hooft
model: QCD1+1(Nc ! 1) [15]. Despite being 1 + 1 dimensional, this model
has a nonzero fermion condensate in the chiral limit, since Nc ! 1. It is thus
interesting to ask what LF quantization predicts for this case.
The original solution presented by 't Hooft [15] was obtained in the LF for-
mulation (quantization & gauge) did not involve any zero modes. Furthermore,
only a simple principal value prescription was used to regulate the q  = 0 singu-
larity in the gluon propagator. Nevertheless, the spectrum obtained by 't Hooft
agreed with the spectrum that was obtained later in an ET approach [16]. This
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is even more surprising if one considers that the vacuum state in the ET cal-
culation had to be determined by solving coupled, nonlinear integral equations,
whereas the LF vacuum is just empty space. Already at this point it was clear
that the LF calculation cannot be complete nonsense.
A direct evaluation of the quark condensate in the ET case, gave a nonzero
result in the chiral limit. Since the LF vacuum is the Fock vacuum, a direct
evaluation gave of course zero on the LF. However, application of current algebra
techniques to meson masses and coupling constants determined by solving the
(zero-mode free) LF equations gives a nonzero result for the condensate | even





d2xeiqxh0jT   5 (x)  i5 (0) j0i




 i5 (x)  i5 (0)
 j0i: (6)
Upon inserting a complete set of meson states5 one thus obtains


















and the wave functions n and invariant masses M
2
n are obtained from solving
't Hooft's bound state equation for mesons in QCD1+1
M2nn(x) =
m2q






(x  y)2 : (9)
The result for h0j   j0i obtained this way agrees with the ET calculation [17] 6.
This seemingly paradoxical result (peaceful coexistence of a Fock vacuum and
a nonzero fermion condensate) can be understood by dening LF quantization
through a limiting procedure [14], where the quantization surface is kept space-
like, but being carefully \rotated" to the LF 7. Not all physical quantities behave
continuously under this procedure as the LF is approached. For example, the
chiral condensate h0j   j0i has a discontinuous LF limit. On the other hand, the
5 Because we are working at leading order in 1=NC , the sum over one meson states
saturates the operator product in Eq.(6).
6 It should be emphasized that the LF calculation preceded the ET calculation.
7 Another way of thinking about this procedure is to imagine a gradual boost to innite
momentum.













Fig. 3. Chiral condensate obtained by evaluating Eq. (7) as a function of the quark
mass. For nonzero quark mass, the (innite) free part has been subtracted. The result
agrees for all quark mass with the calculation done using equal time quantization.
equation of motion for mesons in QCD1+1 does have a smooth LF limit. This
result explains why the current algebra relation gives the right result for the
condensate, even though h0j   j0i vanishes when evaluated directly on the LF:
Since the bound state equation for mesons has a smooth LF limit, both meson
masses and coupling constant can be evaluated directly on the LF. Since the
current algebra relation (6) is a frame independent relation, it can then be used
to extract the condensate from the LF calculation. However, since h0j   j0i has
a discontinuous LF limit, it would be misleading to draw conclusions about the
vacuum structure from its value obtained directly on the LF.
Another lesson that one should learn from this exercise is that one should
always be careful when dening operators and observables on the LF. Unless
proven otherwise, one should always be prepared that nontrivial renormalizations
occur and that the canonical expressions are no longer valid.
Finally, a warning should be issued at this point: in the 't Hooft model,
one obtains the correct spectra and (after some detours) even the correct chiral
condensate \for free", i.e. by using the naive (canonical) LF Hamiltonian. It
turns out that this is an exception rather than the rule, i.e. in most theories the
canonical LF Hamiltonian yields incorrect results. This point will be explored in
the following sections.
3.2 Self-Interacting Scalar Fields
In the 't Hooft model discussed above, the naive (canonical) LF calculation auto-
matically gave the correct meson spectrum. It turns out that this is an exception
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rather than the rule! In most theories one obtains dierent spectra when one di-
agonalizes the canonical ET Hamiltonian and canonical LF Hamiltonian. In fact,
one does not have to look very hard to nd such examples | disagreement be-
tween LF and ET calculations arise already with self-interacting scalar elds,












The main dierence between the LF formulation and the ET formulation is
that generalized tadpoles (a typical example is shown in Fig.4), i.e. Feynman
diagrams where one piece of the diagram is connected to the rest of the diagram
only at one point, cannot be generated by a LF Hamiltonian: in time ordered
perturbation theory, at least one of the vertices in a generalized tadpole diagram
has all lines coming out of or disappearing into the vacuum (Fig.5) | which is
forbidden on the LF (without zero-modes).
Fig. 4. Generalized tadpole (Feynman-) diagram in 4 theory.
So the bad news is that all generalized tadpole diagrams are zero on the LF
and they are nonzero in ET quantization, i.e. there is a dierence between the
perturbation series generated by the two formulations [18], [19].
However, there are two good news. The rst good news is that in self-
interacting scalar theories, it is only in generalized tadpole diagrams where such
a dierence occurs. 8 The second good news is that all tadpole sub-diagrams
8 To my knowledge, there is no strict proof of this result, but it is based on handwaving
arguments as well as on a thorough three loop analysis.
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6
x+
Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4 but as LF-time ordered diagrams. At least one of the vertices
has all lines popping out of or disappearing into the vacuum.
are just constants, i.e. they do not depend on the momenta of any external legs.
The reason is that there is no momentum owing through them. Since general-
ized tadpoles are only constants, their absence can be compensated for by local
counter-terms in the interaction.
In other words, the dierence between LF quantization and ET quantization
arises only if one compares calculations done with the same bare parameters!
Suppose one would start with parameters that have been chosen so that the
bare parameters on the LF include already the counter-terms that are necessary
to compensate for the absence of tadpoles. Then ET and LF formulation should
give the same results for all n-point Green's functions, i.e. physical observables
should be the same. But how can one nd the appropriate counter-terms without
having to refer to an ET calculation? There is nothing easier than that: simply
by using only physical input parameters to x the bare parameters! For example,
if one matches the physical masses of a few particles between an ET calculation
and a LF calculation then the bare parameters that one needs in order to get
these masses will be dierent in ET and LF quantization. The dierence will be
just such that it compensates for the absence of tadpoles on the LF and hence
all further observables will be the same. In other words there is no problem at
all with the LF formulation.
Beyond this happy ending, there is one more very interesting aspect to this
story, which has to do with vacuum condensates. For example, every generalized
tadpole diagram in 4 theory is numerically equal to a diagram that contributes
to h0j2j0i. For example, the tadpole in Fig. 4 is proportional to a term that
contributes to h0j2j0i to second order in . In fact, after working out the details
one nds that the additional LF counter-term, necessary to obtain equivalence
between ET and LF quantization is a mass counter-term [19]





where  is the four point coupling and the vacuum expectation value (VEV) on
the r.h.s. is to be evaluated in normal coordinates.
This result can be readily generalized to an arbitrary polynomial interaction.
One nds the following dictionary: perturbation theory based on a canonical
























In Ref.[19] this fundamental result was derived perturbatively and the prescrip-
(a) (b)
Fig. 6. Generalized tadpole diagrams for scalar eld theories with higher polynomial
interactions. Both are set to zero in LF quantization without zero-modes. Both are
proportional to h0j4j0i. The diagram in a.) gives rise to a mass renormalization
counter-term and b.) renormalizes the four-point interaction.
tion for constructing the eective Hamiltonian was tested non-perturbatively
by calculating physical masses of of \mesons" and solitons in the sine-Gordon
model.
At this point it is very tempting to conjecture that this dictionary (15) also
holds for non-perturbative condensates (such as condensates which arise after
spontaneous symmetry breaking). While a general proof is still missing, it has
indeed been possible to demonstrate for a few specic models that the conjecture
is correct [20].
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It should also be emphasized that these equivalence considerations hold irre-
spective of the number of space-time dimensions, i.e. they apply to 1+1 as well as
2+1 and 3+1 dimensional theories. One must only be careful to use commensu-
rate cutos when comparing ET and LF quantized theories. An example would
be a transverse lattice cuto, which can be employed both in ET quantization
as well as in LF quantization.
What makes all these results particularly interesting is that they show how
non-perturbative eects can \sneak" into the LF formalism and how one can
resolve the apparent conict between trivial LF vacua and nontrivial vacuum
eects.
3.3 Fermions with Yukawa Interactions
Eventually, we are interested to understand chiral symmetry breaking in QCD,
i.e. we need to understand fermions. As a rst step in this direction let us consider
a Yukawa model in 1+1 dimensions





The main dierence between scalar and Dirac elds in the LF formulation is
that not all components of the Dirac eld are dynamical: multiplying the Dirac
equation
(i 6@  mF   g5) = 0 (17)
by 1
2
+ yields a constraint equation (i.e. an \equation of motion" without a time
derivative)
i@  ( ) = (mF + g5) 
+ (+); (18)
where
   1
2
 : (19)
For the quantization procedure, it is convenient to eliminate  ( ) from the clas-





























The rest of the quantization procedure very much resembles the procedure for
self-interacting scalar elds. In particular, we must be careful about general-
ized tadpoles, which might cause additional counter-terms in the LF Hamilto-
nian. In the Yukawa model one usually (i.e. in a covariant formulation) does
not think about tadpoles. However, after eliminating  ( ), we are left with a
four-point interaction in the Lagrangian, which does give rise to time-ordered
diagrams that resemble tadpole diagrams (Fig.7). In fact, the four-point interac-







Fig. 7. Four point interaction in Yukawa theory that arises after eliminating  ( ). The
crossed out full line represents the instantaneous fermion exchange interaction that
results from this elimination. Contracting the boson lines (dashed) yields a diagram
analogous to the tadpole diagrams for self-interacting scalar elds.
self-interact, and then re-absorb the boson at the same LF-time. 9 As we dis-
cussed in detail in the previous section, such interactions cannot be generated
by a LF Hamiltonian, i.e. the LF formalism denes such tadpoles to be zero.
For self-interacting scalar elds, the dierence between ET and LF perturba-
tion theory which thus results can be compensated by a redenition of parame-
ters that appear already in the Lagrangian. In the Yukawa model, the situation is
a little more complicated. The missing tadpoles have the same operator/Lorentz
structure as the so called kinetic mass term




One obtains this result by contracting the two scalar elds in the four-point
interaction. More details can be found in Ref. [21]. The important point here is
that there is no similar counter-term for the term linear in the fermion massmF .
Thus the dierence between ET and LF quantization cannot be compensated by
tuning the bare masses dierently. The correct procedure requires to renormalize
the kinetic mass term (the term / m2F ) and the vertex mass term (the term/ m)
independent from each other. More explicitly this means that one should make





























where the ci do not necessarily satisfy the canonical relation c
2
3 = c2c4. However,
9 There are also tadpoles, where the fermions get contracted. But those only give rise
to an additional boson mass counter-term, but not to a non-covariant counter-term
that we investigate here.
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this does not mean that the ci are completely independent from each other. In
fact, only for specic combinations of ci will Eq.(22) describe the Yukawa model.
It is only that we do not know the relation between the ci.
Thus the bad new is that the number of parameters in the LF Hamiltonian
has increased by one (compared to the Lagrangian). The good news is that a
wrong combination of ci will in general give rise to a parity violating theory.
10
This is good news because one can thus use parity invariance for physical ob-
servables as an additional renormalization condition to determine the additional
\free" parameter.
In fact, in Ref. [22], it was shown that utilizing parity constraints as renormal-
ization conditions is practical. The observable considered in that work was the
vector transition form factor (in a scalar Yukawa theory in 1+1 dimensions) be-
tween physical meson states of opposite C-parity (and thus supposedly opposite
parity)
hp0; njjjp;mi != "qFmn(q2); (23)
where q = p0   p. When writing the r.h.s. in terms of one invariant form factor,
use was made of both vector current conservation and parity invariance. A term
proportional to p + p0

would also satisfy current conservation, but has the
wrong parity. A term proportional to "p + p
0
 has the right parity, but is
not conserved and a term proportional to q is both not conserved and violates
parity. Other vectors do not exist for this example. The Lorentz structure in Eq.
(23) has nontrivial implications even if we consider only the \good" component
of the vector current 11, yielding
1
q+
hp0; njj+jp;mi = Fmn(q2): (24)
That this equation implies nontrivial constraints can be seen as follows: as a
function of the longitudinal momentum transfer fraction x  q+=p+, the invari-
ant momentum transfer reads (M2m and M
2









10 As an example, consider the free theory, where the correct relation (c23 = c2c4) follows
from a covariant Lagrangian. Any deviation from this relation can be described on the
level of the Lagrangian (for free massive elds, equivalence between LF and covariant




is obviously parity violating, since parity transformations result in A ! A for
Lorentz vectors A; i.e. L !   
i@ 
 6= L.
11 In the context of LF calculations, currents that are bilinear in the dynamical compo-
nent  (+) are usually easiest to renormalize and calculate. Other combinations, such
as  y
( )
 ( ) involve interactions when expressed in terms of the dynamical compo-
nents and are thus terrible to handle | hence they are often referred to as \bad"
components.
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Typically, there are two values of x that lead to the same value of q2. It is
highly nontrivial to obtain the same form factor for both values of x. In Ref.
[22], the coupling as well as the physical masses of both the fermion and the
lightest boson where kept xed, while the \vertex mass" was tuned (note that
this required re-adjusting the bare kinetic masses). Figure 8 shows a typical
example. In that example, the calculation of the form factor was repeated for
three values of the DLCQ parameter K (24, 32 and 40) in order to make sure
that numerical approximations did not introduce parity violating artifacts.
For the \magic value" of the vertex mass one nds that the parity condition
(24) is satised over the whole range of q2 considered. This provides a strong
self-consistency check, since there is only one free parameter, but the parity
condition is not just one condition but a condition for every single value of q2
(i.e. an innite number of conditions). In other words, keeping the vertex mass
independent from the kinetic mass is not only necessary, but also seems sucient
in order to properly renormalize Yukawa1+1.
3.4 A Model with Spontaneous Breakdown of Chiral Symmetry
The discussion in the previous section showed that the renormalization of fer-
mions on the LF requires the introduction of non-covariant counter-terms. The
question is: are a nite number of such counter-terms to the LF Hamiltonian
sucient to describe a physical situation with spontaneous breakdown of chiral
symmetry? In order to investigate this question, I was looking for a nontrivial
model where the mechanism for chiral symmetry breaking (SB) is understood12
and which is also suitable for a LF formulation. In addition, the model should
allow to work with the same cutos and approximations in the conventional
formulation and the LF formulation, since this facilitates a comparison the two
frameworks at each possible step in the calculations.
One model that has all the above features consists of fermions coupled to the
transverse component of a non-Abelian vector eld and which is described by
the Lagrangian















k; l can be interpreted as \color" indices and the N !1 limit is taken. Without
going into details, the motivation for choosing such a bizarre model was the
following: the coupling of the fermion to a vector eld is chirally invariant; the
longitudinal components of the vector eld was omitted completely since vector
couplings with A+ 6= 0 are notoriously dicult on the LF; a non-Abelian not-
self-interacting was chosen since this results in a solvable model in the NC !1
limit.
12 By the way, this excludes QCD3+1 since SB is not yet understood there | even in
\normal" coordinates.























































Fig. 8. Inelastic transition form factor (24) between the two lightest meson states of
the Yukawa model, calculated for various vertex masses mv and for various DLCQ
parameters K. The physical masses for the fermion and the scalar meson have been













c4=2. In this example, only for m
2
V  5 one obtains a form factor
that is a unique function of Q2, i.e. only for m2V  5, the result is consistent with Eq.
(24). Therefore, only for this particular value of the vertex mass, is the matrix element
of the current operator consistent with both parity and current conservation.
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Despite certain similarities, the above model is not a gauge theory and there
is nothing wrong with imposing momentum cutos. A cuto that can be used
both in \normal coordinates" as well as on the LF is a transverse momentum
cuto (sharp momentum cuto or transverse lattice or similar).
In normal coordinates, one can easily solve above model by solving the Dyson-
Schwinger (DS) equations in the rainbow approximation (exact in the NC !1
limit). What we will demonstrate in the following subsections is that a standard
LF calculation 13 with appropriate counter-terms yields the same spectrum as
a conventional calculation. This result holds for all values of the quark mass 14.
which makes it particularly interesting since the model that we are considering
exhibits spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry in the limit m! 0.
Since the details of this proof are rather lengthy and formal, readers not
interested in details should immediately proceed to the Summary.
Schwinger-Dyson Solution: Because the above toy model lacks full covari-
ance (there is no symmetry relating longitudinal and transverse coordinates) the
full fermion propagator is of the form
SF (p
) =6pLSL(p2L;p2?)+ 6 p?S?(p2L;p2?) + S0(p2L;p2?); (27)
where 6kL  k00 + k33 and 6k?  k11 + k22. On very general grounds, it















p2L  M2 + i"
; (28)
where i = L;?; 0. Note that this spectral representation diers from what one
usually writes down as a spectral representation in that we are not assuming
full covariance here: in a covariant theory, one usually writes down spectral
representations in the form S =
R1
0
d ~M2~( ~M2)=(p2L   p2?   ~M2), i.e. with
p2
?






d ~M2~( ~M2)(M2   ~M2   p2
?
).









k2   2 + i"
= 6pLL(p2L;p2?) + 0(p2L;p2?); (29)
13 Such as DLCQ without zero-modes, but in the limit of large harmonic resolution.
14 Except strictly zero, but this point can easily be approached via a limiting procedure.
15 What we need is that the Green's functions are analytic except for poles and that
the location of the poles are consistent with longitudinal boost invariance (which
is manifest in our model). The fact that the model is not invariant under transfor-
mations which mix pL and p? does not prevent us from writing down a spectral
representation for the dependence on pL.

















































Note that ? vanishes, since
P




6pL [1 L(p2L;p2?)] + 6p?   [m +0(p2L;p2?)]
(32)
In the above equations we have been sloppy about cutos in order to keep the
equations simple, but this can be easily remedied by multiplying each integral








the set of equations [Eqs. (29),(30),(32)] can now be used to determine the
spectrum of the model. But we are not going to do this here since we are more
interested in the LF solution to the model. However, we would still like to point
out that, for large enough g, one obtains a self-consistent numerical solution to
the Euclidean version of the model which has a non-vanishing scalar piece |
even for vanishing current quark mass m, i.e. chiral symmetry is spontaneously
broken and a dynamical mass is generated for the fermion in this model.
LF Solution: A typical framework that people use when solving LF quantized
eld theories is discrete light-cone quantization (DLCQ) [23]. Since it is hard to
take full advantage of the large NC limit in DLCQ, we prefer to use a Green's
function framework based on a 4 component formulation of the model. The
Green's function approach has the advantage that in the above toy model more
things can be done analytically. In addition, it allows us to work in the continuum
limit, where a comparison with the Schwinger-Dyson calculation can be done
without further extrapolations. I should emphasize that we did verify that the
Green's function approach (with momentum integrals discretized) yielded the
same physical masses as a DLCQ calculation [26].
In a LF formulation of the model, the fermion propagator (to distinguish the
notation from the one above, we denote the fermion propagator by G in this








+ 6k?G?(2p+p ;p2?) +G0(2p+p ;p2?): (33)
16 Note that in a LF formulation, G+ and G  are not necessarily the same.
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2p+p   M2 + i" ; (34)
where i = +; ;?; 0. This requires some explanation: On the LF, one might be
tempted to allow for two terms in the spectral decomposition that are propor-






















M2   2p+p + 2p 
M2
(36)



























which is of the form in Eq.(34) plus an energy independent term. The presence of
such an additional energy independent term would spoil the high energy behavior
of the model [24]: In a LF Hamiltonian, not all coupling constants are arbitrary.
In many examples, 3-point couplings and the 4-point couplings must be related
to one another so that the high energy behavior of scattering via the 4-point
interaction and via the iterated 3-point interaction cancel [24]. If one does not
guarantee such a cancelation then the high-energy behavior of the LF formulation
diers from the high-energy behavior in covariant eld theory and in addition one
often also gets a spectrum that is unbounded from below. In Eq. (37), the energy
independent constant appears if the coupling constants of the "instantaneous
fermion exchange" interaction in the LF Hamiltonian and the boson-fermion
vertex are not properly balanced. In the following we will assume that one has
started with an ansatz for the LF Hamiltonian with the proper high-energy
behavior, i.e. we will assume that there is no such energy independent piece in
Eq. (37).
The LF analog of the self-energy equation is obtained by starting from an
expression similar to Eq.(30) and integrating over k . One obtains


























































k+(p+   k+)DLF : (39)
where
DLF = p    M
2




and CT is an energy (p ) independent counter-term. The determination of this
counter-term, such that one obtains a complete equivalence with the Schwinger
Dyson approach, is in fact the main achievement of this paper. First we want
to make sure that the counter-term renders the self-energy nite. This can be
achieved by performing a \zero-energy subtraction" with a free propagator, anal-


















M20 + (p  k)2?





and where we denoted the nite piece by m2ZM (for zero-mode), since we sus-
pect that it arises from the dynamics of the zero-modes. M20 is an arbitrary
scale parameter. We will construct the nite piece (m2ZM) so that there is no
dependence on M20 left in CT in the end.
At this point, only the innite part of CT is unique [24], since it is needed
to cancel the innity in the k+ integral in Eq. (39), while the nite (w.r.t. the
k+ integral) piece (i.e. m2ZM ) seems arbitrary.
17 Below we will show that it is
not arbitrary and only a specic choice for m2ZM leads to agreement between
the SD and the LF approach.





















































17 Note that what we called the "nite piece" w.r.t. the k+ integral is still divergent
when one integrates over d2k? without a cuto!
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where
p+F  p+   k+
p F  p   
2 + k2?
2k+
p?F  p?   k? (44)
One can prove this by simply comparing expressions! Bypassing the use of the
spectral function greatly simplies the numerical determination of the Green's
function in a self-consistent procedure.
Comparing the LF and SD solutions: Motivated by considerations in
















The motivation for this particular ansatz becomes obvious one we rewrite the
expression for LF+ : For this purpose, we rst note that
p    2+k2?
2k+









































































(p+   k+)LF+ (M2; (p  k)2?)
k+(p+   k+)DLF ; (47)
where we used our particular ansatz form2ZM [Eq. (45)]. Thus, with our partic-
ular choice for the nite piece of the kinetic energy counter term, the expressions
for LF+ and 
LF
  are almost the same | the only dierence being the replace-
ment of LF+ with 
LF
  and an overall factor of p
 =p+. Furthermore, and this is
the most important result of this paper, a direct comparison (take x = k+=p+)
shows that the same spectral densities that provide a self-consistent solution to
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In particular, the physical masses of all states (in the sector with fermion number
one) must be the same in the SD and the LF framework.
In the formal considerations above, we found it convenient to express m2ZM
in terms of the spectral density. However, this is not really necessary since one


















Analogously, one can also perform a "zero-energy subtraction" in Eq. (43) with


















with ~p F =  (2 + k2?)=2k+. This expression turns out to be very useful when
constructing the self-consistent Green's function solution. We used both ansatze
[Eqs. (49) and (50)] to determine the physical masses of the dressed fermion. In
both cases, numerical agreement with the solution to the Euclidean SD equations
was obtained.
Note that, in a canonical LF calculation (e.g. using DLCQ) one should avoid
expressions involving G+, since it is the propagator for the unphysical ("bad")
component of the fermion eld that gets eliminated by solving the constraint
equation. However, since the model that we considered has an underlying La-
grangian which is parity invariant, one can use G+ = G  for the self-consistent
solution and still use Eq. (49) or Eq. (50) but with G+ replaced by G . In doing
so, we obviously used a method to determine m2ZM that is not always applica-
ble. However, the important point here is not getting the actual numerical value
for m2ZM in the above toy model, but to demonstrate explicitly that such a
value exists which leads to non-perturbative equivalence between covariant and
LF calculations.
Conclusion: There are several things one can learn from this simple toy model.
{ Most importantly, even though the model exhibits spontaneous breakdown
of chiral symmetry, a LF calculation without zero-modes still gives the same
physics (i.e. spectral density) as a covariant calculation. Thus there is no
conict between trivial vacua on the LF and spontaneous breakdown of
chiral symmetry.
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{ The equivalence between LF and covariant approach does not come for free.
It is necessary to introduce an additional renormalization parameter | which
could however be xed by imposing conditions derived from parity invari-
ance.
{ As a byproduct, one can also infer from the above results that the vertex
mass (which multiplies the only chirally odd term in the LF Hamiltonian)
is to be identied with the current quark mass in the covariant approach.
This result has been known from perturbative considerations, but the above
example demonstrates its validity in a non-perturbative context that even
includes spontaneous SB as m ! 0. This result may seem surprising at
rst since the chirally odd vertex mass term is also the only term which lifts
the degeneracy of the  and the  (Jz = 0). However, hadron wave functions
typically have a rather singular end point behavior in the chiral limit so that
matrix elements of the vertex mass term don't necessarily have to vanish.
3.5 Demise of the Zero-Modes
Recently, there has been a considerable eort to include explicit zero-mode de-
grees of freedom into LF calculations in order to account for non-trivial vacuum
eects (see for example Refs. [27], [28] and references therein). There are several
comments that I would like to make about these zero-modes. First, I agree that
vacuum eects must have to do with the k+ ! 0 region.
However, the examples discussed here and in the references show that it is
not always necessary to include explicit zero-mode degrees of freedom in order
to obtain the right results: with a little extra eort to properly renormalize, we
got away without any explicit zero-mode degrees of freedom at all.
Would the renormalization be simpler (i.e. less \independent" coecients) if
zero-mode degrees of freedomwere included? In the examples discussed above the
answer is no! Including explicit zero-modes in the above examples still requires
an innite kinetic mass counter-term that is not accompanied by an innite
vertex mass counter-term. This leaves the nite part of the kinetic mass counter-
term ambiguous, i.e. there is the same number of renormalization constants.
The root of this perhaps surprising result can be seen best by approaching LF
coordinates using " coordinates [14]. In this approach, LF quantization is dened
via a limiting procedure | very much like a careful innite momentum boost.
If one performs this limiting transition on a nite interval of length L then the
following pattern is observed: if one takes the limit L ! 1 rst and the LF
limit next then one gets complete equivalence with the covariant formulation |
without any non-covariant counter-terms. However, when one takes the limits
in opposite order (rst go to the LF and then L ! 1) one still needs to allow
for independent renormalization of vertex mass and kinetic mass | even if the
zero-mode is included. From a practical point-of-view nothing is thus gained
by including the zero-mode. Including the zero-modes does not simplify the
renormalization procedure.
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Going back to the rst approach (with the ordering: L!1 rst, LF next)
shows that any nontrivial zero-mode eects do NOT arise from one single zero-
mode, but from an innite number of modes in an innitesimal vicinity of k+ = 0.
It is thus foolish to believe that inclusion of LF zero modes (nite intervals on the
LF) will automatically and properly take care of the k+ ! 0 physics. Constrained
zero modes are not sucient to account for all (or even most) aspects of vacuum
structure [28].
Since I am criticizing the contemporary zero-mode approaches, I should also
point out the limitations of the conclusions that one can draw from this work:
all the zero modes that played a role in the examples above were so called
constrained zero-modes [29]. The proper denition of this terminology can be
found in Ref. [29], but what it means roughly speaking is zero modes that have to
satisfy some complicated nonlinear constraint equation, but not a true dynamical
equation of motion. I don't understand yet what role dynamical zero-modes play
on the LF. However, one result that emerges from this work is that constrained
zero-modes can probably 18 be omitted completely. Proper renormalization takes
care of them automatically.
Examples for elds that have constrained zero-modes are scalar elds, fer-
mions and the transverse component of the gauge elds. One example for elds
with dynamical zero-modes is the longitudinal component A+ of a gauge eld.
4 Summary
Light-Front Hamiltonians without zero-modes have a trivial vacuum. Neverthe-
less, and this is the most important message of these lectures, nontrivial vacuum
structure and trivial LF vacua are not contradictions in terms.
Studies in QCD1+1(Nc ! 1) showed that spectra and coupling constants
obtained from a LF calculation based on a trivial LF vacuum still allow to cal-
culate the correct value for the chiral condensate. Studies in scalar eld theories
1 + 1 and 3 + 1 dimensions showed how condensates can appear as explicit pa-
rameters in the eective LF Hamiltonian. These examples were very helpful to
understand why the apparent conict between trivial LF vacua and spontaneous
symmetry breaking is no conict after all.
The main dierence between chiral symmetry breaking and spontaneous sym-
metry breaking in scalar theories is that the order parameter in scalar elds has
the same quantum numbers as the dynamical degrees of freedom, which facili-
tates incorporating dynamical symmetry breaking in the eective Hamiltonian.
The calculations in a 3+1 dimensional toy model with SB, which I presented in
these lectures, were thus very important to conrm that proper renormalization
of LF Hamiltonians leads to agreement with conventional calculations | even
when chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken.
18 The reason I included the word \probably" here is because I was able to show that
they are unnecessary only by means of examples but not by means of a rigorous
proof.
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It should be emphasized that the successful LF quantization of the above
1+1 and 3+1 dimensional models has been accomplished without any explicit
zero-mode degrees of freedom. Since the zero-modes degrees of freedom that
would appear in a DLCQ analysis of these models would be so called constrained
zero-modes, it seems at this point that at least the constrained zero-modes are
unnecessary.
In all results that I have presented here, it was very important that the
renormalization was properly done. In the models that I mentioned during this
lecture, it seems that we understand now what this means in practice. However,
even though there are now several 3+1 dimensional models where this aspect is
understood, the big remaining challenge is still to construct an ansatz for the
renormalized Hamiltonian for LF-QCD3+1.
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Dyson-Schwinger Equations in QCD
Craig D. Roberts
Physics Division, 203, Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonne, Illinois 60439-4843, USA
Abstract. These three lectures describe the nonperturbative derivation of Dyson-
Schwinger equations in quantum eld theory, their renormalisation and, using the
expedient of a simple one-parameter model, their application to the calculation of
hadronic observables and the properties of QCD at nite temperature.
1 The Dyson-Schwinger Equations
The Dyson-Schwinger equations [DSEs] provide a nonperturbative, Poincare in-
variant approach to solving quantum eld theory, in which the fundamental
elements are the Schwinger functions. The Schwinger functions are moments of
the measure. For example, in a Euclidean quantum eld theory describing a self-
interacting scalar eld, (x), specied by a measure d[], which will involve the
classical Euclidean action for the theory and, perhaps, gauge xing terms, etc.,
then
h(x1) : : :(xn)i 
Z
d[](x1) : : : (xn); (1)
where
R
d[] represents a functional integral,1 is an n-point Schwinger function.
In a manner analogous to that when a probabilitymeasure is involved, a quantum
eld theory is completely specied if all of the moments of its measure are known.
The focus of lattice eld theory is a numerical estimation of these Schwinger
functions. The DSEs provide a continuum framework for their calculation.
The DSEs are an innite tower of coupled equations, with the equation for
a given n-point function involving at least one m>n-point function. A tractable
problem is only obtained if one truncates the system. Truncations that preserve
the global symmetries of a theory; for example, chiral symmetry in QCD, are
relatively simple to eect [Bender, et al. (1996)]. It is more dicult to preserve
local gauge symmetries, although much progress in this direction has been made
in Abelian gauge theories (Bashir and Pennington, 1994).
One systematic means of truncating the system is a weak coupling expansion.
In this way one readily nds that the DSEs contain perturbation theory in the
sense that, for a given theory, the weak coupling expansion of the equations
generates all of the diagrams obtainable in perturbation theory. In this way,
at the very least, the DSEs can be used as a generating-tool for perturbation
1 An introduction to the functional integral formulation of quantum eld theory can
be found in Itzykson and Zuber (1980) and Rivers (1987).






Fig. 1. A diagrammatic representation of the DSE for a fermion self-energy, (p) 
i  p[A(p2)   1] + B(p2): S(p) = 1=[i  p + (p)] is the connected fermion 2-point
function; D(k) is the connected gauge boson 2-point function; and  (p;k) is the
1-particle irreducible fermion{gauge-boson 3-point function. Both D(k) and  (p;k)
satisfy their own DSEs and this illustrates the coupling of the equation for a given
n-point function to those involving m>n-point functions.
theory. This can also be used as a constraint on alternative truncation schemes;
i.e., they must be such as to preserve the feature that perturbative results are
recovered in the weak coupling limit.
There are many familiar examples of DSEs. For example, the gap equation
that describes Cooper pairing in ordinary superconductivity is simply a trun-
cated DSE for a 2-point electron Schwinger function; Bethe-Salpeter equations
[BSEs], which describe relativistic two-body bound states, are DSEs for 4-point
functions; and covariant Fadde'ev equations, which describe relativistic three-
body bound states, are DSEs for 6-point functions.
The statement that a theory is solved if all of its Schwinger functions are
known can be loosely re-expressed as the statement that all observable S-matrix
amplitudes can be expressed in terms of the Schwinger functions of the elemen-
tary elds in the theory. This entails that one can connect observables to the
fundamental parameters of the theory via these Schwinger functions.
The 2-point functions in a given theory contain important information. For
example: in a gauge theory, the form and analytic properties of the gauge-boson
2-point function can provide information about whether, due to interactions,
the gauge boson acquires a gauge invariant mass that screens the interaction
(Schwinger-mass generation) or a strong enhancement at small momenta that
can be a signal of connement. Either of these properties will inuence the
propagation characteristics of other modes in the theory and hence physical
observables. In all gauge theories the fermions act as a source of the gauge eld
and their propagation characteristics are strongly aected by their interaction
with their self-generated gauge eld. This is described by the DSE for the fermion
2-point function, illustrated in Fig. 1, in which the gauge-boson 2-point function
appears as a driving term.
For example, in QCD, whether the gauge-boson 2-point function is nite
or strongly enhanced at small momenta determines whether chiral symmetry is
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dynamically broken and/or whether quarks are conned.
Euclidean Metric. Herein I employ a Euclidean metric formulation of eld
theory; i.e., a non-negative metric for real vectors:




where  is the Kronecker-delta. In this case, Q is a spacelike vector if Q2 > 0.
My Dirac matrices satisfy
[]
y =  ; f; g = 2  (3)
and 5  4123. One realisation of this algebra is provided by
E4  0 ; Ei   ij ; j = 1; 2; 3 (4)
where j are the usual contravariant Dirac matrices in Minkowski space.
I adopt the point of view that the Euclidean formulation is primary; i.e.,
that a eld theory should be dened in Euclidean space, which is the perspective
employed in constructive eld theory and, usually as a pragmatic artice, in the
lattice formulation and numerical simulation of eld theories. The Schwinger
functions can then be calculated and the question of the existence of the Wight-
man functions, and hence the Minkowski space propagators, addressed subse-
quently. [A fuller discussion of these points can be found in Sec. 2.3 of Roberts
and Williams (1994).]
This is important because the analytic structure of a nonperturbatively
dressed Schwinger function is not necessarily the same as that of its perturba-
tive seed. Given this, one cannot know a priori the singularities in the integrand
of the integral equation. Hence the true consequences of rotating the momen-
tum space integration contour, as one does in a Wick rotation, are unclear;
i.e., the correct form of the \Wick rotated" equation may involve contributions
from poles, branch cuts, etc., that cannot be anticipated based on the pertur-
bative form of the Schwinger functions involved. To elucidate this, the following








2. =@ ! iE  @E
3. =A !  iE AE
4. AB







2. =k !  iE  kE
3. kq
 !  kE  qE
4. kx
 !  kE  xE ,
by which I mean that the correct Minkowski space integral for a given diagram
in perturbation theory is obtained by applying these transcription rules to the
Euclidean integral. However, for skeleton diagrams; i.e., those in which each line
and vertex represents a fully dressed n-point function, this cannot be guaranteed.
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1.1 Quantum Electrodynamics in d-Dimensions, QEDd
I will use QEDd to illustrate the nonperturbative derivation and form of the
DSEs. The generating functional or partition function for QEDd is
ZE [E ; E; JE ] = (5)Z









where there is an implicit normalisation ZE [E = 0; E = 0; JE = 0] = 1 ; fE ,
fE , JE are auxiliary source elds;









 S[  E ;  E ; AE ]

indicates a functional integration and species the measure; and the action is



































   @E AE the eld strength tensor and f labelling the fermion
\avour".
This generating functional contains all the information about the eld theory;
the bound state spectrum, reaction rates, etc. - one must only enquire of it in
the appropriate manner.
The nonperturbative derivation of the DSEs follows from the simple obser-
vation that the integral of a total derivative is zero, assuming appropriate and
sensible boundary conditions; e.g., that the elds vanish on the boundary of
the compactication of Euclidean space used in rigorously dening Eq. (5). For
example [the superscript E is implicit hereafter],
0 =
Z








ddx [  ff+f f+AJ] : (8)


















Z[; ; J] ; (9)
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(x) i  
f (x)
by making the obvious replacements of the arguments.
The generating functional for connected Schwinger functions is dened via
Z[; ; J]  exp (G[; ; J]) : (11)
n-point Schwinger functions obtained as functional derivatives of G[; ; J] are
connected in the sense that, diagrammatically, each of the n-points is connected













The generating functional for 1-particle irreducible Schwinger functions is
introduced via the Legendre transformation
















(x)    G
f (x)
;
and hence J(x) =
 
A(x)





; f (x) =    
 f (x)
:
The n-point functions obtained as functional derivatives of   [ ;  ;A] are 1-
particle irreducible in the sense that, diagrammatically, the n-points remain
connected if one internal line is cut.
All of the quantities needed in the nonperturbative derivation of DSEs have
now been introduced. To illustrate this I will present the derivation of the DSE
for the photon vacuum polarisation, (k).
DSE for the PhotonVacuum Polarisation. Consider the connected, 2-point
fermion Schwinger function












and observe that Z
ddz
2 
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from which one identies the inverse of Sfrs(x; y; [A]) as 
2 = gs (x)  
h
t (y).
Setting the external fermion sources to zero; i.e.,  = 0 = , one has
 j=0= = 0 =  j=0=, because the measure is even under  !   and
 !  . This corresponds to the statement that the vacuum expectation value























f (x; x; [A(x; J)])

:





















A=0= =  
(18)
is the inverse of the connected 2-point photon Schwinger function and the photon
















































which is the 1-particle irreducible 3-point Schwinger function describing the
fermion-photon vertex.
Equation (20) is the one sought. It describes the modication of the photon
propagator by fermion loop insertions. While its perturbative form and content
are well know, the derivation presented here is nonperturbative. At no point was
it necessary to employ a notion of weak-coupling in order to justify a step. This
derivation serves as an archetypal example. With Eq. (20) relating the 1-particle
irreducible photon 2-point function to the connected fermion 2-point function
and the 1-particle irreducible fermion-photon 3-point function, one has another
illustration of a point made in the introduction; i.e., the DSE for a given n-point
function involves at least one m>n-point function.


















Fig. 2. A diagrammatical representation of the DSEs for the photon vacuum polarisa-
tion and connected 2-point Schwinger function [Euclidean propagator]; Eqs. (18) and
(20).
The DSE for the 1-particle irreducible fermion 2-point function [fermion self-
energy] is illustrated in Fig. 1. Apart from itself, via the connected fermion 2-
point function, this DSE involves the connected photon 2-point function and the
1-particle irreducible fermion-photon 3-point function,   f . One observes that
the DSEs for the vacuum polarisation and the fermion self-energy would form a
closed coupled pair if   f were known.
  f satises its own DSE, illustrated in Fig. 3. The driving term for this equa-
tion is the Bethe-Salpeter kernel for fermion-antifermion scattering, K, which
involves a countable innity of skeleton diagrams and cannot be written in a
closed form. This is the point where it becomes clear that the tower of DSEs
must be truncated in order to formulate a tractable problem.
There are two ways to proceed. One can develop a systematic truncation
procedure for K, one which preserves whatever symmetries are deemed to be
important, and simultaneously solve the system of coupled equations for , 
and   f . This is a computationally intensive path but less so than numerical sim-
ulations of the lattice formulation of QEDd and it is feasible with contemporary
computing resources. Hitherto this approach has not been explored. A simpler
alternative is to develop an Ansatz for   f , or K, one that preserves as many
of the symmetries of QEDd as possible, and explore variations of this Ansatz to
discover those features and results that are robust. This technique has been used
extensively and ecaciously to the point where it is now possible to obtain gauge
invariant results in studies of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking (DSB) in
strong-coupling QED4 [Bashir and Pennington (1994)]. This illustration of the
results that are possible suggests that the eort required to follow the rst path
may now be justiable. An indication of how one might proceed systematically
to construct the Bethe-Salpeter kernel, K, is given by Bender et al. (1996).
Renormalisation. Nonperturbative renormalisation of the DSEs is straight-
forward. One introduces the renormalised elds and coupling via the usual de-






































where the subscript \0" denotes \bare", to obtain the renormalised action for
QEDd

























ef  f A f

:
Gauge invariance of the renormalised action entails the Ward identity Z1 =
Z2 and the result that the longitudinal piece of the photon propagator is not
modied by interactions:
k(k) = 0 ; (24)
and hence that the gauge parameter is multiplicatively renormalised by the con-
stant Z3; i.e., 0 = Z3.
The renormalised DSEs are obtained by applying the procedure outlined
above to the generating functional constructed using the renormalised action.
For example, the renormalised photon vacuum polarisation is
(k) =
 




(k2) = 0(k2)  0(0) (26)
with the regularised vacuum polarisation satisfying
0(k) 
 
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Fig. 4. DSE for the gluon vacuum polarisation and connected gluon 2-point function:
solid line - quark; spring - gluon; dotted-line - ghost.
where each term on the right-hand-side is renormalised and the DSEs are solved




















where (Af )0 and (Bf )0 are the regularised vector and scalar fermion self-energies,
which arise in renormalising Fig. 1.
1.2 Quantum Chromodynamics
The DSEs for QCD are obtained using the methods described above but starting
with a generating functional whose measure is provided by the QCD action. The
form of the equation for the 1-particle irreducible quark 2-point function is very











 (`; p) ; (29)
where here D is the connected gluon 2-point function,   is the 1-particle
irreducible quark-gluon 3-point function and fa=2g8a=1 are the generators of
SU (3)-colour.
The QCD analogue of Eq. (20) is, however, very dierent. It is illustrated in
Fig. 4 in a general covariant gauge. The complications arise because QCD is a
non-Abelian gauge theory and hence admits gluon self-couplings. The rst dia-
gram in Fig. 4 is the direct analogue of the electron-loop insertion in the photon
vacuum polarisation. The remaining terms are particular to QCD, indicating the
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eects of: 1-particle irreducible gluon 3- and 4-point functions; the 1-particle irre-
ducible ghost-gluon 3-point function; and the connected ghost 2-point function.
These additional contributions provide for asymptotic freedom and connement,
a fact discussed in more detail in Sec. 2.
Renormalised Quark Dyson-Schwinger Equation. Just as in QEDd, the
renormalised DSEs in QCD can be obtained in a straightforward manner from
the generating functional constructed from the renormalised action. Of course,
there are more elds and hence more renormalisation constants and more iden-
tities between them; the so-called Slavnov-Taylor identities, which are the non-
Abelian analogue of the Ward identities in QEDd.
As an example, since I will use it in the following, the renormalised DSE for
the connected quark 2-point function is





g2D(p  q)S(q) (q; p) (30)
where: m0 is the Lagrangian quark bare-mass;  is the regularisation cuto;
d4q  d4q=(2)4; all functions in the integrand are renormalised; Z1 is the renor-
malisation constant of the quark-gluon-vertex; and Z2 is the renormalisation con-
stant of the quark wave-function. The renormalisation constants are functions
of  and the renormalisation point, . They satisfy the Slavnov-Taylor identity
Z2(2; 2)=Z1(2; 2) = ZYM3 (
2; 2)=ZYM
1
(2; 2), where ZYM
3
is the gluon
wave-function renormalisation constant and ZYM
1
is the 3-gluon-vertex renor-
malisation constant. [Recall that in QED, which does not have gauge boson
self-interactions, one has the Ward identity: Z1(2; 2) = Z2(2; 2).]
A qualitatively new feature is the fact that, because of asymptotic freedom,
the renormalisation boundary conditions must be applied at large spacelike mo-
mentum, where perturbation theory can be dened. The quark 2-point function




= i  p+mfR(2) ; (31)
where mfR(
2) is the renormalised current-quark mass, which states that the
quarks are free at large spacelike momentum. The failure of perturbation theory
at small-p2 entails that one cannot employ an on-shell renormalisation prescrip-
tion in perturbation theory. In addition, the connected 2-point functions in a
conning theory do not necessarily have a Lehmann representation2 and hence,
2 In simple terms, a scalar function F (p2) has a Lehmann, or spectral, representation








free scalar particle one obviously has (s) = (s m2). The generalisation to fermions
is relatively straightforward. Discussions of the role and importance of the Lehmann
representation in quantum eld theory can be found in Itzykson and Zuber (1980,
Chap. 5), for example.
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nonperturbatively, there may not even be a mass-shell for the elementary exci-
tations; i.e., quarks and gluons.
The renormalised self energy is dened via
S 1(p)  i  p+(p)  i  p [1 + V (p)] +mR(2) + S(p) (32)
or alternatively
S 1(p) = i  pA(p2) + B(p2) : (33)
I dene the regularised self energy via
S 1(p) = Z2(
2; 2)[i  p+m0()] +0(p; ) (34)
where






g2D(p  q)S(q) (q; p) : (36)
The renormalisation condition of Eq. (31) entails
Z2(
2; 2)  2  A0(2; 2) (37)
mR(
2)  Z2(2; 2)m0(2) +B0(2; 2) (38)
and hence
A(p2; 2) = 1 +A0(p2; 2) A0(2; 2) ; (39)
B(p2; 2) = mR(
2) +B0(p2; 2)  B0(2; 2) : (40)
2 Hadron Observables
Hadronic physics is characterised by two important facts: connement, the ab-
sence of coloured asymptotic states; and DSB, the dynamical enhancement of
the current-quark mass without the expedient of an auxiliary (scalar) eld. Both
of these eects can be understood via the nonperturbative dressing of quark and
gluon 2-point Schwinger functions, which is therefore fundamentally important
in QCD. The DSEs are an ideal means of understanding and elucidating these
eects.
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2.1 Chiral Symmetry Breaking





where m0 is the bare current-quark mass, which is the source of explicit chiral
symmetry breaking in the QCD action. The presence of this term is measured










indicates that the integral is necessarily divergent, being the expec-
tation value of a bilocal operator at zero relative separation, and must be regu-
larised.
The scalar part of the quark self-energy, B(p2), is modied by the interaction
of the quark with its own gluon eld, as described by the DSE in Fig. 1. In











+ : : :

; (43)
i.e., the bare term and each perturbative correction is proportional to the current-
quark mass. Hence, in a perturbative analysis, hqqi / m0, which vanishes in
the perturbative chiral limit: m0 ! 0.
Dynamical chiral symmetry breaking is the statement that hqqi 6= 0 in the
chiral limit and, as observed above, this is impossible in perturbation theory;
i.e., it is an intrinsically nonperturbative eect.
The relation between hqqi and S(p) entails that Eq. (29) is an ideal tool for
studying this eect. The kernel of this integral equation involves the connected












Extensive study of Eq. (29) [Roberts and Williams (1994), Sec. 6.1] has shown
that, with G(k2)  g2=[1 +(k2)], one automatically has DSB if G(k2 = 0) >
4 and G(k2) is a monotonically decreasing function of its argument. In order
to set a scale, this minimal value of the coupling required to induce DSB may
be compared with GQED(0)  0:1, the value in QED, which is 100 times weaker.
At this point one automatically asks:
1. Is the value of G(0) in QCD this large and, if so, what is the mechanism
that drives the enhancement?
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2. Given that one has DSB in the manner described here, how does that
yield massless pseudoscalar modes without ne-tuning; i.e., how does the
dynamical generation of a fermion mass ensure the presence of massless
(Goldstone) modes in the spectrum?
3. Is the behaviour of G(k2) in the vicinity of k2 = 0 connected with quark
connement?
Presently the most reliable information about the form of the connected
gluon 2-point function is provided by studies of the gluon DSE illustrated in
Fig. 4. They indicate that for k2 > 1   2GeV2, G(k2) is small and calculable
in perturbation theory but for k2 < 1GeV2 it is essentially nonperturbative,
with a singularity at k2 = 0 such that the connected gluon 2-point function
does not have a Lehmann representation and is best described by a distribution
in the neighbourhood of this point [Roberts (1996)]. This strong enhancement
in the intermediate and infrared regions is driven by the gluon vacuum polar-
isation contribution associated with the 3-gluon vertex, the second diagram in
Fig. 4 [Brown and Pennington (1989)], and necessarily entails DSB without
ne-tuning. These results answer question 1.
Meson bound states in QCD are described by an homogeneous BSE. In gauge
theories the BSE for pseudoscalar bound states is intimately related to the DSE
for the connected quark 2-point function as a result of the chiral Ward identity
P


















are the generators of SU (3)-avour, which relates the 1-
particle irreducible, avour-octet, pseudovector-quark 3-point function to the
connected quark 2-point function. It is this relation between these equations
that ensures the presence of pseudoscalar Goldstone modes as a consequence of
DSB [Roberts (1996)], which answers question 2.
2.2 Quark Connement
The answer to question 3 is \Yes" but this cannot be established in pertur-
bation theory where, at arbitrary nite order, one obtains a connected quark
2-point function that has a Lehmann representation, which provides for quark
production thresholds in colour-singlet ! singlet S-matrix amplitudes.
Connement is related to the analytic properties of the connected n-point
functions and is sensitive to the true infrared properties of the gauge theory.
In studying connement I have found it useful to analyse the properties of the
connected n-point functions in conguration space. To understand why, consider
the scalar part of the quark 2-point function in conguration space




ei(~p~x+p4) S(p) ; (46)
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where S(p)   i  p V (p2) + S(p2), and dene
M ( )    d
d




d3x ̂S(~x;  ) : (48)
For a massive free fermion FS (p) =
M
p2+M2
, which has an obvious Lehmann
representation. In this case M ( ) = M ; i.e., M ( ) isolates the particle mass,
which is nite and hence one has a real asymptotic fermion state.








4424(k) and i (k; k)  @S 1(k) : (49)
In this case Eq. (29) becomes
0S(z) = 2 [ mV (z)  S(z)] (50)
z0V (z) =  2 [V (z)(z + 1) + mS(z)  1] (51)
with m   m and S(p)   i  z V (z) + S(z) ; p2 = 2z :





















which completely determines V (z) via Eq. (50).
In the chiral limit, m ! 0, S(z) = Ce 2z, M ( ) = 4 ; i.e., in contrast to
the free particle case, the mass function is  -dependent and diverges as  !1,
which means that the particle is conned. The result is qualitatively unchanged
for m 6= 0 and is tied to the fact that in this model V (z) and S(z) are entire
functions with an essential singularity on the boundary of the complex-z plane;
such functions do not have a Lehmann representation.
It is true in general that M ( ) is a sensitive probe of the analytic structure
of the quark 2-point function and its behaviour clearly signals whether or not
S(p) has a Lehmann representation. The absence of a Lehmann representation
for the connected 2-point functions of the elementary excitations in QCD is a
sucient condition for connement since it ensures the absence of quark and
gluon production thresholds in colour-singlet!singlet S-matrix amplitudes. In
this model a gluon 2-point function that does not have a Lehmann representation
and which is described by a distribution in the neighbourhood of k2 = 0, yields a
quark 2-point function that also does not have a Lehmann representation. Gluon
2-point functions that do not have a Lehmann representation but which are not
enhanced in the infrared yield a quark 2-point function that has a Lehmann
representation, a nite mass and hence are not conned [Hawes, et al. (1994)].
This illustrates a sense in which one gives an armative answer to question 3.
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2.3 Hadron Observables: A Model Study
This is an ideal point to illustrate the application of DSEs in the study of hadron
observables. The renormalised connected gluon 2-point function in Eq. (30) is
primarily responsible for DSB, connement and the quantitative features of
















The fact that the longitudinal (-dependent) piece of this 2-point function is not
modied by interactions is a fundamental feature of QCD and is a consequence
of the Slavnov-Taylor identities [Pascual and Tarrach (1984), pp. 42-45].
In QED, (k2) is proportional to the running coupling constant QED(k2)
[Itzykson and Zuber (1980), Chap. 13]. In QCD, because of the presence of ghost
elds, this is not true. However, in constructing a simple DSE model of QCD





one enforces equality between the renormalisation constants for the ghost-gluon-
vertex and ghost wave-function. This entails ZYM3 = Z
YM
1 and hence Z1 = Z2





which motivates a model choice for (k2) whose form at large spacelike-k2 is
given by the running coupling constant.
I choose [Frank and Roberts (1996)]
(k2) = 42d
2







75 ; d = 12
33  2Nf
; (56)
which has one free parameter, mt. This gluon 2-point function does not have
a Lehmann representation and hence asymptotic gluon states are precluded in
the model; i.e., gluons are conned. It preserves the large-k2 behaviour of the
QCD running coupling constant (up to lnk2 corrections) and the rst term in
the sum, which dominates in the infrared, is a regularised infrared singularity
that models the behaviour found by Brown and Pennington (1989).
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Schwinger Function in Conguration Space. Since Eq. (56) is a model for
the gluon 2-point function, the ratio of the coecients of the two terms in the




















and hence the ratio of coecients I have chosen ensures that the long-range
eects associated with the infrared term are completely cancelled in the ultra-
violet. The length xt  1=mt can be said to mark the boundary between the
infrared and ultraviolet domains in the model.
In addition to the renormalised gluon 2-point function, Eq. (30) involves the
renormalised 1-particle irreducible quark-gluon 3-point function. In this illustra-
tive study I employ the rainbow truncation, which means using
 (p; q) =  
rainbow
 (p; q)   : (59)
In my opinion, this often used truncation can only be quantitatively reliable
in Landau gauge,  = 0, if ever. I observe this because in studies of DSB in
strong-coupling quenched-QED, the critical coupling obtained using the rain-
bow truncation is only 12% larger than that obtained using the most sophisti-
cated 1-particle irreducible fermion-photon 3-point function presently available
(c = 1:05 c.f. 0:93) [Bashir and Pennington (1994)]. This is the best one can
do. The critical coupling and other quantities that should be gauge-parameter
independent are very sensitive to  in rainbow truncation. In QED or QCD,
working in Landau gauge minimises the quantitative eects of this spurious
gauge-parameter dependence.
UV Analysis. My DSE model of QCD is fully specied using the Abelian
approximation (Z1 = Z2) and Eqs. (56) and (59) in Eq. (30). Making use of
the fact that, at large-k2, (k2)  1=k2, one can analyse the DSE to nd that

















where x = p2, (x) is the step function and the angular integral has been evalu-
ated explicitly, which is straightforward when (k2) = 1=k2.



















B(x) = 0 ; (61)
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= Z2(;)m0() ; (62)
which is equivalent to B(2) = mR(2). The conversion of the integral equation
into a dierential equation, valid in the ultraviolet, is an often used technique. It
provides a means of verifying the form of any numerically determined solution
of the integral equation and allows for an analysis of the ultraviolet behaviour
of the model.
Introducing the variable z = ln 
x






B(z) + B(z) = 0 ; (63)
which is the equation for a damped harmonic oscillator. Such an oscillator system
exhibits critical behaviour at  = 1: no oscillations taking place for   1; i.e.,
any displacement from the mean position relaxes back to this position without
passing through it. In the present context, this behaviour is actually associated
with DSB.




   1 + 

with the ultravi-
olet boundary condition specifying  cos = mR but with the overall scale, ,
only being determined by the solution of the complete integral equation. One
observes from this that, when the ultraviolet behaviour of the gauge-boson 2-
point function is 1=k2, nite solutions for the fermion 2-point function will have
B(p2; 2) that oscillates about zero, with the rst zero at some p2z > 
2. This
is not the behaviour one expects in QCD and may be a defect of my simple
model. It is tied to the fact that I have neglected lnk2 corrections to the 2- and
3-point functions in this model; i.e., I have neglected the QCD anomalous dimen-
sions. However, as long as one chooses 2 suciently large then the calculated
quantities will not be sensitive to this feature.
The renormalisation condition of Eq. (40) requires that Z2(;)m0() +
B0(p2; 2) be independent of 2. This means that Z2(;)m0() is merely a
subtraction constant that one must vary to ensure this outcome - it is not
a physical quantity. One nds that a xed value of mR() entails a given
value of Z2(;)m0(), which varies with , and that for any mR 2 [0;1):
lim2!1 Z2(;)m0() = 0. I dene the chiral limit in this model as mR() =
0.
Bound States. In quantum eld theory 2-body bound states are described
by the homogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation, which is derived under the as-
sumption that the 1-particle irreducible 4-point function, in a channel with the
quantum numbers of the bound state under consideration, has a simple P 2-pole
contribution, where P is the total momentum variable [Itzykson and Zuber
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(1980), Chap. 10]. I will not go into detail here but simply write the homoge-
neous BSE for the pseudoscalar quark-antiquark (pion) bound state in ladder
truncation:




d4q g2D(k  q)S(q+ 1
2
P ) (q;P )S(q  1
2
P ) (64)
where k is the relative quark-antiquark momentum, P is the total momentum
and, since I treat u and d quarks as having equal mass, the general form of the
regularised Bethe-Salpeter amplitude is
  0(k;P ) = 5 [iF
0
1(k;P ) +   PF 02(k;P ) +   k k  P F 03(k;P )] : (65)
The equation is solved subject to the renormalisation boundary condition
F1(k;P ) = F
0
1(k;P )  F 01(k;P )jk2=2 ; (66)
which is consistent with the renormalisation of Eq. (30). This procedure ensures
the preservation of the axial-vector Ward identity, which underlies Goldstone's
theorem.
In this illustrative study I assume that F2  0  F3, which introduces errors
of  10%, and then Eq. (64) yields the following equation for F1
F 0
1
(k;P ) = 4Z2
Z 
d4q(p  q)  q+  q +V  V + +S  S  F1(q;P ) ; (67)
where q  q 1
2







(k2; P 2)U i(cos ) ; cos   k  Pp
k2P 2
(68)








1  x2U i(x)U j(x) = ij : In practice, for equal mass
quarks, it is a good approximation to retain only F 01 (k
2;P 2) and this certainly
suces for a pedagogical example.
A detailed discussion of the straightforward realisation of Goldstone's theo-
rem in the context of the DSEs can be found in Roberts (1996). Here one simply
observes that, for P 2 = 0, Eq. (67) is identical to the equation for B0(k2; 2).
Hence, in the chiral limit, mR() = 0, the existence of DSB, as manifest in
a dynamically generated scalar contribution to the quark self energy, necessar-
ily entails the existence of a massless (P 2 = 0) pseudoscalar excitation in the
spectrum of the model whose Bethe-Salpeter amplitude is
 (k;P







2; 2) ; (69)
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where N is the canonical normalisation constant, which is discussed in Itzyk-
son and Zuber (1980, Chap. 10). Conventionally the amplitude is normalised
such that the associated pole contribution to the 1-particle irreducible 4-point


















V   (0V )2
i
;
where, in this equation, 0, etc., denote dierentiation with respect to x = p2.
I have indicated that for zero current-quark mass the pion BSE yields a
massless pion. In reality the u and d quarks have small but nonzero current-
masses. Using Eqs. (30), (67) and (69), one can derive the following expression
[Frank and Roberts (1996)]
m2N
2











S (x)  BmR=0(x)mR 6=0S (x)

;
which provides an accurate estimate of the mass obtained in solving Eq. (67) for
realistic u and d current-quark masses.
At the same level of approximation, the electroweak pion decay constant,












(0V S   V 0S)
i
: (72)
The dierence between f and N is an artifact of neglecting F2 and F3 in
Eq. (65). As illustrated in Table 1, this is a 10% eect in the present case.
One can derive formulae for other hadronic observables, such as the scat-
tering lengths that describe  !  scattering [Roberts et al. (1994)]. The
quantities presented here, however, illustrate the general features: each observ-
able is given by integrals involving the bound state Bethe-Salpeter amplitude(s)
and the dressed quark 2-point function. In most cases the gluon 2-point function
does not appear explicitly but it is always present implicitly in the momentum
dependence of these other n-point functions.
Phenomenology. One can now determine whether the simple, illustrative
model developed in the last few pages can provide a quantitatively good de-
scription of hadronic observables. There are two parameters: the mass-scale, mt,
which characterises the boundary between the infrared and ultraviolet regimes
in the model; and the current-quark mass, mR(). Choosing a renormalisation
point deep in the ultraviolet,  = 48 fm 1  9:47GeV, and using the formu-
lae presented above, and in Roberts et al. (1994), a 2-t to the experimental
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Table 1. Comparison of calculated observables with experiment; aIJ are the  scat-
tering lengths and r is the electromagnetic pion charge radius. The argument in
square-brackets indicates whether BmR=0 or the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude obtained in
solving Eq. (67) was used to calculate a given quantity. In the tting, BmR=0 was used
to approximate this amplitude, which led to mt = 0:69GeV and mR() = 1:1MeV.
This value of mt corresponds to xt = 0:29 fm.
Calculated Experiment









r[F0]N[F0] 0.24 dimensionless 0.31  0.004
a00[F0] 0.16 0.21  0.02
a20[F0] -0.041 -0.040  0.003
a11[F0] 0.028 0.038  0.003
a02[F0] 0.0022 0.0017  0.0003
a22[F0] 0.0013
quantities listed in Table 1 using Eq. (69) yields the calculated results in the
table. The agreement, with such a simple model and with such little eort, is
excellent. The small discrepancies between the calculated and observed values of
the scattering lengths and charge radius arise because this calculation neglects
 nal-state interactions [Alkofer, et al. (1995)]. Exploring the behaviour of








and therefore identies hqqi =  (0:45GeV)3. The linear term contributes 96%
of the total at the tted value of mR.
The quark mass function,M (p) = B(p)=A(p), obtained using the tted value
of mt is illustrated in Fig. 5 [Maris and Roberts (1997)]. Dynamical chiral sym-
metry breaking is manifest in the fact that the chiral limit solution is nonzero.
One observes a signicant infrared enhancement inM (p) for each current-quark
mass value, which is due to the infrared enhancement in the gluon 2-point func-
tion. This is a qualitatively signicant result that is observable in hadronic pro-
cesses. Its strength for a given quark can be quantied in the ratio MEf =mf (),
where MEf is the Euclidean constituent-quark mass, dened as the solution of
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Fig. 5. Quark mass function obtained with mt = 0:69GeV in Eq. (56) for a variety of
values of mR(), which correspond to u ! b-quark values. The solution of p = M(p)
denes MEf , the Euclidean constituent-quark mass.
p =Mf (p), and mf () is the current-quark mass:
f : u=d s c b t
ME=m : 400 20 5 2:5! 1 : (74)
The dynamical enhancement of the mass is extremely important for the light
quarks and, although it diminishes with increasing current-quark mass, it re-
mains signicant even for the b-quark.
3 Finite Temperature
The equilibrium thermodynamics of a theory of a self interacting scalar eld at
temperature T is described by the generating functional









d3x j(~x;  )(~x;  )
#
(75)










LE(x;) is the Euclidean Lagrangian density for the self-interacting boson eld
, which satises (~x;  = 0) = (~x;  = ). The justication of this result and
its generalisation to gauge theories is discussed by Kapusta (1989) and Rothe
(1992), for example.
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Qualitatively, one sees that at nite-T the O(4) symmetry of Euclidean
space becomes an O(3; 1) symmetry. Further, the fact that one dimension is
bounded by 1=T means that as T !1 a d-dimensional theory is reduced to a
(d  1)-dimensional one; i.e., one has a dimensional reduction and, for example,
limT!1QED4 = QED3.
The nite-T behaviour of QCD is of interest because of the possibility that,
with increasing T , QCD may undergo a transition to a phase in which quarks and
gluons are weakly interacting, even at small-q2; i.e., a quark-gluon plasma may
form. The natural scale in QCD is QCD  200MeV and any such transition
would require T  QCD, which is 1010 room-T . Such temperatures are on the
astrophysical and cosmological scale. Standard cosmology assumes a large matter
and radiation density at high temperature. The manner in which this system
cools inuences present day observables and scenarios for grand unication, with
the nite-T behaviour of a given theory providing a means for its falsication.
These speculations have led to the construction of a Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Due to be completed in
1999, it will use counter-circulating, colliding 100A GeV 197Au beams to generate
a total centre-of-mass energy of  40TeV, in an eort to produce an equilibrated
quark-gluon plasma.
The study of phase transitions requires nonperturbative methods and Karsch
(1995) discusses the present status of lattice simulations of nite-T QCD. The
DSEs provide a complimentary means of studying this problem; a computation-
ally less intensive approach that is easily extended to nite density and to the
study of a broad range of scattering observables - two regimes that are currently
inaccessible to lattice simulations. Finite density presents a problem in principle
for lattice simulations because the Euclidean action is complex, which prevents
the use of naive probabilistic methods in evaluating the functional integral.
The nite-T DSE formalism can be developed via a straightforward applica-
tion of the methods discussed in Sec. 1 to the generating functional of the nite-T
theory. I will not explore this explicitly herein but instead appeal to analogy.
At nite-T the free fermion 2-point function is S(p) = 1=(i~  ~p + i4!n +m),
where !n = (2n + 1)T is the fermion Matsubara frequency, arising because
the boundary condition for the fermion eld is  (~x;  = 0) =   (~x;  = ),




i~  ~pA(p; !n) + i4 !nC(p; !n) + B(p; !n)
(76)
=  i~  ~p A(p; !n)  i4 !n C(p; !n) + B(p; !n) : (77)
The renormalised 2-point function has the form
S 1(p; !n) = Z
A
2 i~  ~p+ Z2 (i4 !n +m0) + 0(p; !n) (78)
where the regularised self energy is
0(p; !n) = i~  ~p0A(p; !n) + i4 !n0C (p; !n) +0B(p; !n) (79)
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and one observes that there are two renormalisation constants. The quark DSE
becomes a system of three coupled nonlinear integral equations:







tr [PFS(q; !l) (q; !l; p; !k)] (80)
where F = A;B;C; PA   (ZA1 =~p2)i~  ~p, PB  Z1, PC   (Z1=!k)i4, andR 
l;q






= i~  ~p+ i4 !0 +mR : (81)











n = 2nT (82)
PT(p) 
(




; ;  = 1; 2; 3 (83)
with PT(p) + P
L
(p; p4) =    pp=
P4
=1 pp; ;  = 1; : : : ; 4. A \Debye-
mass" for the gluon appears as a T -dependent contribution to F . G does not
receive a simple, analogous contribution and hence one also observes the O(3; 1)
symmetry in the gluon sector.
3.1 Finite-T QCD: A Model Study
To illustrate DSE methods and the properties of eld theories at nite-T , I
discuss a simple nite-T extension of the model developed in Sec. 2.3 [Bender et




















where d = 12=(33  2Nf ) and the \Debye-mass" is m2D = cT 2, c = 42dc, c =
(Nc=3+Nf=6), which vanishes at T = 0. Employing the Abelian approximation:
Z1 = Z2, ZA1 = Z
A
2 ; the rainbow truncation, Eq. (59); and requiring that mt
and mR() retain the values xed in the T = 0 studies, means that this is a
parameter-free extension of the model to nite-T .3
To study a phase transition it is necessary to identify an order parameter;
i.e., the expectation value of some operator that characterises the transition.
Identifying the order parameter is often the most dicult task. If X is the
operator then hXi  0 in the disordered phase but hXi 6 0 in the ordered
3 I note that, as T ! 0, the model and results of Sec. 2.3 are recovered exactly.
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phase. An example is the magnetisation in a ferromagnet. Phase transitions can
be divided into two classes: 1st order, where the order parameter becomes zero
discontinuously, as in solid-liquid (melting) transitions; and 2nd order, where the
order parameter falls continuously to zero, such as in spontaneous magnetisation.
Second order transitions are characterised by critical exponents, which can be
studied using the renormalisation group.
Zero temperature QCD is characterised by DSB and connement, and it
is the transition to a phase in which one has a restoration of chiral symmetry
and/or deconnement that is of interest. The order parameter for chiral sym-
metry breaking is the quark condensate and, because of Eq. (42), an equivalent
order parameter is   B(~p = 0; !0). An order parameter for deconnement is
more dicult to identify.
I have discussed connement in Sec. 2.2, indicating that the analytic struc-
ture of a dressed n-point function can be quite dierent to that of its bare
counterpart. This being the case, in nonperturbative studies it is not possible,
in general, to perform the Matsubara sum in Eq. (80) analytically - it must be
evaluated numerically. Further, the possible nonexistence of a Lehmann repre-
sentation complicates or precludes a real-time formulation of the nite-T theory,
which introduces a barrier to the study of the non-equilibrium thermodynamics
of the theory.
A Continuum Order Parameter for Deconnement. The discussion of
Sec. 2.2 introduces an obvious means for studying deconnement via the cong-
uration space Schwinger function and the mass-function of Eq. (47). Consider


























which it is obvious that the n = 0 mode dominates the sum in Eq. (86). In




0B0(x) = p2T 2 +M2 and
one observes immediately that: 1) the mass function isolates the free-particle
pole; and 2) nite-T eects only become important for T  M

, where, in an
interacting theory,M is most naturally identied with the Euclidean constituent-
quark mass introduced in conjunction with Fig. 5. In the 2-avour DSE model
for QCD under consideration here, ME
u=d
 450MeV and hence one can expect
that nite-T eects only become important at T  150MeV.












complex conjugate poles displaced from the negative real-p2 axis by a distance
b2, therefore no Lehmann representation and hence can be interpreted as the
connected 2-point function for a conned excitation. In this case one obtains











Fig. 6. 0B0(x) calculated at T = 5MeV in my exemplary 2-avour DSE model of
QCD. The presence of a zero signals quark connement in the model at T  0.
0D(x) = e
 Mx cos[bx]. It is immediately obvious that the exponential modulat-
ing factor isolates the real part of the pole; and the period of the oscillations,
the imaginary part. This provides a continuum test for connement: in a given
model/theory, one calculates 0B0(x) and the presence of oscillations is a clear
signal of the absence of a Lehmann representation and hence connement of the
associated excitation. This approach has been used very successfully by Maris
(1995).
0B0(x), calculated from the solution of Eqs. (78){(81) at T = 5MeV in
my exemplary DSE model of 2-avour QCD, is illustrated in Fig. 6. The zero
is a clear signal for quark connement in this model at T  0. A continuum
order parameter for deconnement is now obvious. One denes  = 1
r1
, where
r1 is the position of the rst zero in 
0
B0
(x).  measures the distance of the
pole in the 2-point function from the real axis. If at some temperature, T c ,
(T c ) = 0 then the poles have migrated to the real axis, one has recovered a free
particle 2-point function and the quark is deconned.  is the continuum order
parameter for deconnement, valid for both light and heavy quarks, and T c is
the temperature at which thermal uctuations overwhelm the connement mass
scale.
With mt and mR() xed at T = 0, it is straightforward to solve Eqs. (78){
(81) for arbitrary T and use the solutions to study the nite-T behaviour of the
model and its predictions for the T -dependence of physical observables via the
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Fig. 7. The T -dependence of the chiral symmetry, , and connement, , order pa-
rameters. The parameters of the tted curves are given in Eq. (87).
generalisations of Eqs. (70){(72) [Bender, et al. (1996)].
The behaviour of the chiral symmetry and connement order parameters is
presented in Fig. 7. The model predicts coincident, second order chiral symmetry
restoration and deconnement transitions. Fitting the behaviour to curves of
the form a(1  T=Tc) on T 2 [120; 150]MeV, yields the critical exponents and
temperature in Eq. (87). The critical exponents are equal, within what I consider
to be a reasonable estimate of the errors involved,  10%.
a = 1:1GeV ;  = 0:33 ; Tc = 150MeV
a = 0:16GeV ;  = 0:30 ; T

c = 150MeV :
(87)
These results are in agreement with recent lattice simulations [Karsch (1995)],
which yield Tc  150MeV and  = 0:32 0:09. Rajagopal (1995) has argued
that QCD with 2 massless avours is in the same universality class as the N =
4 Heisenberg magnet, which would yield   0:37. In analysing the ts, the
dierence between this and   0:33 in Eq. (87) is not statistically signicant,
however, the transitions cannot be described by a mean-eld critical exponent,
 = 0:5.
Employing the DSE solutions in the nite-T generalisations of Eqs. (70){(72),
this model predicts that, as expected from the arguments following Eq. (86), f
and m are approximately independent of T for T < 0:7Tc. Another illustration
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of the slow response of observables to increases in T is provided by the observa-
tion that, for T = 0:9Tc, there is only a 20% suppression of the width  !` .
However, as one reaches Tc there is a dramatic eect: the pion pole contribution
to the 1-particle irreducible, 4-point quark-antiquark Schwinger function is elim-
inated; i.e., the pion disappears from the spectrum. The nature of any residual
quark-antiquark correlations above Tc, which this result shows are too weak to
support bound states, is the subject of ongoing study.
4 Closing Remarks
These lectures are limited in scope, focusing on the formal derivation of the DSEs
and an heuristic application of the techniques using a simple model. They do not
describe the extensive body of work that explores the phenomenological applica-
tion of these methods to exclusive scattering processes nor the essential progress
made in developing and understanding the truncation procedures that provide
the foundation of the recent phenomenological successes. For those interested
in the more complex phenomenological applications, the articles by Penning-
ton (1996), Pichowsky and Lee (1996) and Tandy (1997) provide a springboard
for pursuing them; while those interested in more formal aspects can trace the
discussion from the articles of Bashir and Pennington (1994) and Hawes et al.
(1996).
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Predicting Power of Perturbative QCD
Jianwei Qiu
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Iowa State University,
Ames, Iowa 50011, USA
Abstract. In these three lectures, I will briey summarize the basic elements of QCD
perturbation theory, demonstrate how perturbative QCD works, and point out the
predicting power and limitation of perturbative QCD.
1 Introduction
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) (Fritzsch et al. 1973) has been invented for
over twenty years as a theory to describe the strong interactions. Although QCD
has been commonly accepted as a correct theory of the strong interactions, the
testing process continues, and is far from complete. From low energy quark
model to high energy parton model, we could not derive the wave functions of
mesons and bayons from the rst principle of QCD. Other than some numerical
evidences from lattice calculation, the connement of color is still waiting to
be proven. It is the perturbative asymptotic freedom that made it possible to
study QCD perturbatively, and test the theory in high energy region. Until now,
almost all persuasive evidences for QCD as a theory for the strong interactions
are from high energy scattering processes, which only test QCD in its pertur-
bative regime. In recent years, many eorts have been devoted to study QCD
non-perturbatively. This school is one of the examples of such eorts. However,
while you will spend most of your time in this school to study methods of non-
perturbative QCD, such as light-front quantization of QCD, it is very important
for you to know the basics of perturbative QCD, which made people to believe
that QCD is a correct theory of the strong interactions.
Since QCD is proposed, many books, review articles, and conference pro-
ceedings have been published on dierent aspects of QCD. Three lectures are
certainly not enough to cover all important developments in perturbative QCD
in last twenty years. Instead of covering everything, I will concentrate my lec-
tures on the predicting power of perturbative QCD, because I truly believe that
any theory without predicting power cannot be tested, and therefore, is useless. I
will briey explain to you how perturbative QCD works, how perturbative QCD
is tested experimentally, and what are the limitations of perturbative QCD. In
the rst lecture, I will introduce the fundamentals of perturbative QCD, in-
cluding renormalization, asymptotic freedom, and infrared safety. In the second
lecture, I will discuss the calculable quantities in perturbative QCD, and neces-
sary steps and techniques to calculate physical quantities in QCD perturbation
theory. Finally, in last lecture, I will explain how perturbative QCD deals with
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non-perturbative quantities, and I will introduce the concept of factorization and
evolution. At the end, I will explain the limitations of QCD perturbation theory,
and post the challenges for you to understand the non-perturbative features of
QCD.
2 Fundamentals of Perturbative QCD
In order to test QCD, we need to use QCD to make a prediction for a physical
observable, and then test our prediction in a real experiment. In high energy
scattering experiments, cross sections are often measured physical observables.
QCD, on the other hand, is a eld theory, which is given in terms of a La-
grange density. To make a prediction from QCD, it is necessary to know the
road map from a Lagrange density to a physical cross section. The road map
can be generally expressed in terms of following technical steps. Step one: from
the Lagrangian, we derive rules for conventional perturbation theory, known as
Feynman rules. Step two: once having the Feynman rules, we can, in principle,
calculate all Green's functions (or correlation functions among all elds), which
may have divergences and need renormalization at a given order in perturbation
theory. Step three: from the Green's functions, we can dene the S-matrix, and
consequently, the cross sections.
As we will discuss below, there are many divergences associated with the
individual Feynman diagrams calculated in QCD perturbation theory. Not all
cross sections are reliablely calculable in perturbative QCD. The main task of my
lectures is to demonstrate how to nd a perturbatively calculable and physically
measurable observable.
2.1 QCD Lagrange Density
Just like any eld theory, QCD Lagrange density was constructed from physical
elds with necessary symmetries. The physical elds for strong interactions in-
clude local quark elds,  fi (x), and local gluon elds, A;a(x). The quarks are
spin-1/2 Dirac fermions, which have six dierent avors, f = u; d; s; c; b; t, and
three dierent colors for each avor, i = 1; 2; 3 (Nc = 3). The gluons are spin-1
vector bosons, which have eight dierent colors, a = 1; 2; : : : ; 8 (N2c  1 = 8). The
key symmetry for constructing QCD Lagrangian is SU(3) color gauge symmetry.
That is, QCD Lagrangian is invariant under following local gauge transforma-
tions:
 i !  
0
j = Uji(x) i
A ! A
0






where A  A;ata, with a = 1; 2; : : : ; 8 and ta are NcNc color matrices, which
satisfy the SU(3) color algebra,
[ta; tb] = i Cabc tc ; (2)
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where Cabc are the structure constants of SU(3). In Eq. (1), the local gauge












where a(x) are real.
With SU(3) color gauge symmetry, QCD Lagrange density for the quark and
gluon elds is,
LQCD( f ; A) = Linvariant + Lgauge + Lghost : (4)









  mf ) f : (5)
In Eq. (5), the non-Abelian gluon eld strength F [A] and covariant derivative
are dened as
F;a[A]  @A;a   @A;a   gCabcA;bA;c ;
D[A]  @ + igA;ata : (6)
In Eq. (4), Lgauge is a gauge xing term, which can be chosen almost freely.
However, it is necessary to eliminate some gauge degree of freedom which cannot


















where n is a xed vector, and a sum for all repeated indices is implicit. Eq. (7)














where  = 1 corresponds to the Feynman gauge, and  =1 corresponds to the
Landau gauge. Eq. (8) denes the physical gauge or axial gauge when nA
 = 0.
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The light-cone gauge corresponds to n2 = 0. In a physical gauge, there is no
need to have the ghost term in Eq. (4). However, in a covariant gauge, we have
to have a ghost term
Lghost = (@a) (@
a   gCabcA

b c) ; (11)
where a and a are scalar ghost and antighost elds. With this ghost term in
the Lagrangian, the optical theorem, and hence the perturbative unitarity, may
be respected. Although they are scalar elds, ghost elds anticommute.
Given QCD Lagrangian in Eq. (4), it is straightforward to derive the Feyn-
man rules for QCD perturbation theory (CTEQ Handbook 1995). However, simi-
lar to other eld theories, calculation of Feynman diagrams in perturbative QCD
is full of divergences. Therefore, perturbative calculations need to be regularized,
and renormalized. Physical predictions of the theory come only after the diver-
gences are systematically removed. In the next subsection, I will explain how
renormalization works to systematically remove all ultraviolet divergences.
2.2 Renormalization in Perturbative QCD
Renormalization is a prescription to systematically remove all ultraviolet (UV)
divergences and construct the well-dened perturbation series from a given eld
theory. To avoid any technical complication, I will use the 4 theory as an ex-













where  is the scalar eld with mass of m, and coupling constant for interaction
is .
Toward the concept of renormalization and renormalization group, I will rst
discuss what is UV divergence, and corresponding physical meaning. Consider a
two-to-two scattering amplitude in above 4 theory. At the order of 2, there are
three Feynman diagrams that contribute to the amplitude (Ramond 1981). For














+ : : : ! 1 : (13)
The divergence in Eq. (13) is from the region where momentum k approaches
to 1. Such divergence is called ultraviolet divergence. In order to understand
the physical meaning behind the ultraviolet divergences, it is useful to evalu-
ate this one-loop scattering amplitude within the Time-Ordered Perturbation
theory (Sterman 1991). In terms of time-ordered diagrams, the rst diagram,
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contributing to the one-loop scattering amplitude, is equivalent to two time-
ordered diagrams, due to the relative time-ordering between the two vertices.











! 1 when PI !1; EI !1 ; (14)
where hPSiI(or I0) is the phase space for the intermediate state \I" or \I
0",






j is total energy for the same state. From
Eq. (14), it is clear that the divergence is a result of summing over states of
\high mass". On the other hand, high mass states in momentum space corre-
spond to \local" interactions in coordinate space, which is a direct result of the
uncertainty principle. From the point of \measurement" or \observation", the
details of such local interaction is not important. The important thing is the
net eect of such complicated local interaction. Renormalization is to introduce
local counter terms to remove these local high mass states (consequently, re-
move the ultraviolet divergences), and taking into account the net eect of these
high mass states by replacing all bare quantities in the theory by corresponding
renormalized quantities. Renormalized quantities depend on energy exchange of
the scattering, or in general, depend on the \observation": at what scale, these
quantities are measured.
Removal of an innity is often not unique, depending on how the innity
was approached. As a necessary part of renormalization, one has to regularize
the divergence, known as regularization. The simplest way of regularization is
to introduce a cuto, . It cuts o all states of high mass, equivalently, cuts o
contribution from the region of momentum integration with k  . For example,
with this cut-o regularization, the total contribution from all three Feynman
diagrams at order of 2 can be written as





+ b ; (15)
where a and b are nite functions of mass m and Mandelstam variables, S, T ,
and U . The result of integration in Eq. (15) is nite as long as  is nite, and
becomes divergent when the cut-o  ! 1. In this regularization scheme, the
integration in Eq. (13) approaches to 1 as `n(2) when  ! 1. In order to
remove such divergence, it is natural to choose the counter term as












+ b ; (17)
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which is nite and independent of . The choice of  is often called as a choice of
regularization scheme. From Eq. (17), it is clear that the nal nite result after
renormalization is independent of the choice of regularization scheme, which is
a very important and general result.
Equation (17) shows that the nite result depends on a parameter , which
is known as the renormalization scale. The physical meaning of the renormal-
ization constant is to dene how many high mass states are removed. Eq. (16)
shows that all states with invariant mass higher than 2 are removed. The dif-
ferent choice of  corresponds to dierent renormalization scheme. For example,
known schemes are the minimal subtraction scheme: \MS", modied minimal
subtraction scheme: \MS", deeply inelastic scattering scheme: DIS scheme, and
etc.
Choice of renormalization schemes is not unique, and therefore, the series
of perturbative expansion are not unique. Consequently, for a given physically
observed quantity (e.g., a cross section: ), one can derive many dierent pertur-
bative expressions due to dierent choices of renormalization schemes. However,
the quantity is physically observed and should not depend on how one carries
out the perturbative calculation. Therefore, the renormalization scheme depen-
dence (or simply,  dependence) should be canceled if one sums up all terms in













= 0 ; (18)
where Q2ij are Lorentz invariants constructed from external momenta. Eq. (18)
















= 0 : (19)
Renormalization group dened in Eq. (18) resp. (19) represents the set of all





which measures the change of coupling constant g as one changes the renor-
malization scale . Eq. (20) leads to an important concept: running coupling
constant, whose strength depends on renormalization scale, and it represents an
eective \local" interaction including a lot of high mass states.
Renormalization in QCD can be summarized as follows. Start with the QCD
Lagrangian, shown in Eq. (4), we dene
LRenormalized( 
R; AR; Z0s)  LClassical( 
R; AR) + Lcounterterm( 
R; AR; Z0s)
= LBare( 0; A0) : (21)
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In Eq. (21), LClassical( 
R; AR) and LBare( 0; A0) have the same functional form
as LQCD( ;A) shown in Eq. (4). LClassical is presented in terms of renormalized
quantities (elds, coupling constants, and mass parameters) while LBare is in
terms of the bare quantities. Lcounterterm is dened in terms of renormalized
elds, and renormalization constants, Z0s. Renormalization constants dene the




R;mR) R ;  =  ;A;  ;




From above denition of renormalization constants and Eq. (21), one can easily
derive the expression for Lcounterterm (Sterman 1991). For example, for quark-
gluon interaction term, we have






+ : : : ; (23)
and corresponding counter term as,
: : :+





+ : : : ; (24)
where the vertex renormalization constant, Z1, is not independent, and can be
expressed in terms of those dened in Eq. (22),
Z1 = Zg Z Z
1=2
A ; (25)
which ensures LBare to be equal to the sum of LClassical and Lcounterterm. In
Eqs. (23) and (24),  is renormalization scale in dimensional regularization, and
n = 4  2 denes the dimension. In QCD perturbation theory, all renormaliza-
tion constants, Z0s, are expressed in terms of running coupling constant, g(),
or s() = g()
2=4,








The usefulness of QCD perturbation theory is a result of Renormalization The-
orem: One can choose Z
(n)
 ; n = 1; 2; : : : ;1, so that order-by-order in s, all
Green's functions are UV nite.
2.3 Asymptotic Freedom
Although QCD perturbation theory is renormalizable, eectiveness of theory in
terms of predicting power and the convergence of perturbative series strongly
depends on the behavior of the running coupling constant, s(). If s is large,
the perturbation theory is useless. Discovery of the asymptotic freedom (Gross
and Wilczek 1973) ensures the usefulness of QCD perturbation theorem.
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In n-dimension, g =  Z 1g g0. Therefore, we need to evaluate Zg in order to
evaluate the QCD -function.











By calculating one-loop Feynman diagrams for vertex correction, self-energy and
gluon vacuum polarization, one can extract the one-loop vertex renormalization
constant, Z
(1)




A , respectively (Ster-














+ O(2s) : (29)
Applying Eq. (27), one can easily derive the QCD -function upto one-loop,
(g)j















< 0 : (31)








































! 0 as 2 !1 ; (35)
where 1 < 0 was used. Eq. (35) is known as the asymptotic freedom for QCD
perturbation theory. It states that the running coupling constant decreases as
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one increases the renormalization scale. Although the choice of renormalization
scale is arbitrary, as I will explain later, the scale should be order of the en-
ergy exchange of a probe (or a collision) for a well-behaved perturbation series.
Therefore, in order to have a reliable calculation to test QCD perturbation the-
ory, we need high energy experiments to have large energy exchange, such that
the eective coupling constant in the perturbative expansion is small enough.
It is a result of Eq. (34), s(1) and 1 are not independent. Therefore, it is














Once QCD is xed experimentally, s() becomes a function of renormalization
scale  at a given order of perturbative expansion.
With the asymptotic freedom, the strong interactions at high energy ex-
change becomes so \weak" that the conventional perturbation theory can be
used. How \weak" the strong interaction can be? Based on current experimental
data, s() can be as small as 0.112 when  =MZ  91GeV. It is the asymptotic
freedom that suggests a connection between QCD at high energy and the Parton
Model in which partons act as if they are free at short-distance. But, in order to
make a theory useful, we need to quantify the calculations and predictions.
2.4 Infrared Safety
As a consequence of perturbative QCD asymptotic freedom, strength of the
renormalized strong coupling constant decreases as one increases the renormal-
ization scale . One naturally likes to ask what value of  one should choose?
Obviously, one should not choose  =1. Otherwise, s(!1)! 0 perturba-
tively. Question is then how large  is possible?
In terms of conventional perturbative QCD calculation, a physical observable





































In Eq. (38), Q2i and Q
2
j are observed invariants of large external momenta, which
characterize the energy exchange of the collision; p2i represent the small external
invariants, such as small mass of observed external particles; m2 represent the
mass scale of colliding partons (quarks and/or gluons) at short-distance.  is the
renormalization scale (or factorization scale as we will discuss later). In principle,
 can be chosen to be any nite value. However, because of the fact that a
physical observable should not depend on the choice of , the coecient functions
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Cn depend logarithmically on all ratios of mass scales listed in Eq. (38) (Collins
et al. 1989). Therefore, choosing  very dierent from the physical scales listed in
Eq. (38) creates large logarithms in the coecient functions, and consequently,
an unstable perturbative expansion. Certainly, one does not want to choose the
 to be order of the small momentum scales, such as p2i or m
2, which results
into a large value of s. It is natural therefore to choose  to be order of large
momentum exchange, say 2  Q2i , then
Q2j
Q2i







 0 ; (40)
where we have assumed that hadron mass and light quark mass are much smaller
than the high energy scale in the collision. The logarithms of the ratios shown
in Eq. (40) are extremely large. Consequently, s(  Qi)  `n(m
2=Q2i ) is no
longer a small number, and therefore, the existence of such large logarithms
ruins perturbative expansion in general. Such sensitivity, associated with the
small parton mass, are often called infrared sensitivity. It is clear that physical
observables sensitive to parton mass cannot be reliably calculated in perturbative
QCD.
No free quarks and/or gluons can be observed in a real detector because of the
connement. The S-matrix element, shown in Eq. (38), should also depend on
hadron mass scales: p2i , if hadrons are measured. In general, hadron mass, such as
mass of pions or nucleons, are much smaller than the large momentum exchange
Q2i . Therefore, even if  in Eq. (38) is chosen to be order of Q
2
i to ensure that
the coupling strength between quarks and gluons are eectively \weak" (i.e., a
small value of s), perturbative QCD may still not useful for making reliable
calculation because of the large dierence between the collision scale Q2i and
hadron scale p2i .
Therefore, we conclude that perturbative QCD may be used for calculating
physical quantities which are not sensitive to mass scales of partons as well as
hadrons. Such quantities are often called \infrared safe" quantities. For an in-
frared safe observable, we can naturally choose  = Qi to avoid large logarithms

























where ij is dened in Eq. (39). Eq. (41) tells us that the larger momentum
exchange in a collision, the smaller s and the better perturbative expansion. It
is the physical scale that determines the strength of strong interactions, not the
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arbitrary renormalization scale . From Eq. (41), it is clear that perturbative ex-
pansion works well for a collision with one large momentumscale, or several large
scales of the same order, because Cn is a function of ij which is order of unity.
Sometimes, we are also interested in physical observables with dierent momen-
tum scales, for example,W or Z production at a given transverse momentum.
Typical transverse momentum of W or Z production is much smaller than




T creates a large logarithm in Cn. In this
case, conventional perturbative calculation does not work well, and one needs to
resum such large logarithms to all order in s (Altarelli et al. 1984, Collins et
al. 1985). QCD resummation is one of the fast developing area in perturbative
QCD. People are inventing new ways to do perturbative calculation in order to
match the precision of current data.
However, when hadrons are involved, many observables depend on hadron
scales, and corresponding physical observables are not purely infrared safe. In
this case, perturbative QCD is only useful for those observables in which in-
formation on hadronic scales can be factorized into some non-perturbative, but
well-dened universal functions. Predicting power of perturbative QCD relies on
the fact that these functions are universal, and can be measured in some ex-
periments and used in other experiments. Theoretical justication for applying
perturbative QCD to such infrared sensitive observables is based on the factor-
ization theorem (Collins et al. 1989).
In summary, perturbative QCD can be applied to following three types of
physical observables: (1) purely infrared (IR) safe cross sections; (2) factorizable
cross sections: cross sections with all infrared sensitivities factorized into some
measurable universal functions,
(Observable)[Q2] = (IR safe)[Q2=2]calculable 
 (IR sensitive)[
2]universal ; (42)
(3) Q2-dependence of the factorizable cross sections. In Eq. (42), the scale  is
known as the factorization scale. Any hadronic information at scales less than
 is factorized into the universal functions. Similar to the renormalization scale,
choice of factorization scale is arbitrary, but it should be of order of Q2 to avoid
any large logarithms in the IR safe part. Although perturbative QCD cannot
predict the absolute value of the factorizable cross sections without knowing
the universal functions, Q2-dependence is calculable within perturbative QCD,
because the dependence is determined by information around the large scale Q2.
2.5 Infrared Regularization: Why and How?
As pointed above, only infrared safe quantities are calculable in perturbative
QCD. Therefore, we can simply set all parton mass to be zero in any pertur-
bative calculation. However, as happened to almost all perturbative calculation,
individual scattering amplitude (or a Feynman diagram) is infrared divergent
even though the nal physical observables (such as cross section) is infrared -
nite. Such infrared divergence is a generic problem for massless theory. Consider
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a simple example: as a part of a Feynman diagram, an o-shell quark splits
into an on-shell quark plus an on-shell gluon via radiation. If the quark and
gluon are both massless, there are two types of generic divergence associated
with such a simple radiation process, if one integrates over the gluon's phase
space. When gluon's momentum approaches to zero, the parent o-shell quark
becomes on-shell, and corresponding quark propagator becomes divergent. Con-
sequently, corresponding Feynman diagram is equal to innity. Such divergence
associated with zero momentum of massless gluon is known as infrared (IR) di-
vergence. Even if the gluon's momentum is nite, the parent o-shell quark can
still become on-shell, and the Feynman diagram is equal to innity if the gluon's
momentum is parallel to the quark's momentum. Such divergence associated
with the parallel of massless partons is often called as collinear (CO) divergence.
Although all IR and/or CO divergences will be canceled for infrared safe
quantities, we have to regularize the divergences when individual diagram is cal-
culated. We remove the regularization only after combining all diagrams. There
are many dierent choices for infrared or collinear regulators. However, similar
to UV renormalization, nal result of an infrared safe quantity should not de-
pend on the choice of IR regulator. Commonly used regularization is dimensional
regularization, which can be used to regularize both ultraviolet and infrared di-
vergence at the same time. Since UV regularization often requires the dimension
n < 4 while IR regularization needs n > 4, how dimensional regularization can be
consistent to regularize both UV and IR divergences at the same time? It works
as follows: (1) we start with an un-renormalized theory in dimension n < 4, at
which the theory is UV nite, but IR divergent; (2) we renormalize the theory
in n < 4, and then analytically continue the renormalized theory to dimension
4 < n < 6, in which the theory is now UV nite and IR nite; (3) calculate IR
safe quantities in 4 < n < 6; and (4) after combining all Feynman diagrams (or
all scattering amplitudes), let n = 4 (i.e., remove the regulator). For infrared
safe quantities, nal results are nite.
3 Calculable Quantities in Perturbative QCD
In this section, I will explain how to identify infrared safe physical observables.
I will start with an example of a purely infrared safe cross section.
3.1 Purely Infrared Safe Cross Sections
Based our discussion early, a purely infrared safe quantity should only depend on
invariants of large momentum transfer, not on any long-distance information on
hadrons. Therefore, in order to nd an infrared safe observable, we need to nd
a process which is not sensitive to hadronic information, and only depends on
interaction between partons. Total cross section for e+e  to hadrons is a good
example of purely infrared safe quantities.
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Although the total cross section tot(e+e  ! hadrons) involve hadrons, it is
infrared safe quantity because it does not require any detail information on how
those hadrons are formed, and does not ask any specic informationon individual
hadrons (Sterman 1991). Many detailed proof of infrared safety of tot(e+e  !
hadrons) exists in the literatures (Appelquist and Georgi 1973, Zee 1973). Given
below is a heuristic argument to show why tot(e+e  ! hadrons) is independent
of hadronic scale. Consider the production of hadrons from e+e  annihilation as
follows: (1) e+e  annihilate into an intermediate vector boson (virtual photon or
Z particle); (2) the vector boson decay into quarks and/or gluons; (3) all quarks
and/or gluons fragment into hadrons. With a large center of mass energy, steps
(1) and (2) are taken place at a very short time, or a short distance, while
step (3) is happened at a much later time (at a hadronic scale). Consequently,
quantum interference between the short-distance physics of quarks and gluons
and the long-distance hadronization processes is strongly suppressed. Therefore,
it is reasonable to assume that there is no quantum interference between the
parton physics and the hadron physics, when Q M where Q is the invariant
mass of the vector boson and M is the typical hadron mass. As a result, the
square of scattering amplitudes from e+e  to hadrons can be approximated as
a classical product of probabilities,




Pe+e !m  Pm!n (43)
where m represents m-parton intermediate states, and n represents a hadronic
nal state. The total cross section for e+e  to hadrons can be written as a sum
of probabilities to all possible nal hadronic states,

















= tot(e+e  ! partons) (45)
where
P
n Pm!n = 1 is used, which is an unitarity sum of probability. This
unitarity means that any given partonic state has a unit probability to become
hadrons, which is natural because no free quark or gluon can be seen in detectors.
Eq. (45) tells us that the total cross section tot(e+e  ! hadrons) does not
depend on any information at the hadronic scale.
Using the generalized optical theorem, it is easy to show that tot(e+e  !
partons) is infrared safe (Sterman 1991). Therefore, we have
tot(e+e  ! hadrons) = tot(e+e  ! partons) ; (46)
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and tot(e+e  ! partons) is perturbatively calculable and nite.
As an example, I will use one-loop contribution to tot(e+e  ! partons) to
demonstrate that individual diagrams are divergent, but, tot(e+e  ! partons)
is nite at any given order in s. In general, 
tot(e+e  ! partons) receive






2PS(2) + jMe+e !qqg j











In Eq. (47), PS(n) is n-parton phase space, and 
(m)
n is n-parton and order of
ms contribution to the total cross section. In details, 
(0)
2 is Born level total
cross section for e+e  ! qq, which is of zeroth order in s; 
(1)
2 is one-loop
contribution from e+e  ! qq, which is of order of s; and 
(1)
3 is the leading




For unpolarized total cross section with massless quarks, we write the total
cross section in terms of a hadronic tensor H, which is proportional to the






where Q2 is the square of invariant mass of the intermediate boson, and is equal
to the total center of mass energy S. For three-parton (qqg) nal states, trace of

































where p1 and k are momenta of nal state quark and gluon, respectively. Momen-
tum of antiquark p2 is xed by energy-momentum conservation -function. The
matrix element square from a vector boson, say a virtual photon, to three-parton






(2p1  k)(2p2  k)
Tr [: : :] +
1
(2p1  k)2
Tr [: : :] ;

(50)
where C is an overall color factor and Tr[: : :] represents the trace from nal-
state quark and antiquark. In Eq (50), pi  k with i = 1; 2 are four-momentum
invariants, for example,






It is clear from Eq. (50), the matrix element square will have infrared divergence
as Ek ! 0, and collinear divergence as (p1;k) ! 0, p1 is parallel to k. At the
same time, one-loop virtual diagrams for e+e  ! qq, which contributes to 
(1)
2 ,
will have similar divergences.
In order to carry out the integration, as we emphasized in last section, we
need to introduce infrared regularization, and nal result should not depend on
specic choice of infrared regulators. Suppose we regularize our theory at this
order by a nite gluon mass \mg". All integrals at this order become nite, and































































































+ O(2s) ; (54)
which does not depend on the infrared regulator. To verify that infrared safe
quantities should not depend on specic choice of infrared regulator, we also
carry out the calculation of one-loop contribution to tot in terms of dimensional


























































In dimensional regularization, all infrared and collinear divergences are regular-






















which is exactly the same as that given in Eq. (54).
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3.2 Infrared Safety for Jet Cross Section
As we stated above, in order to search for infrared safe quantities, we need to
look for physical processes that are not sensitive to details how hadrons are
formed from partons. Another example of purely infrared safe quantity is jet
cross section in e+e  collisions.
What is a jet? Jet is a set of real, energetic, and nearly collinear particles.
From the denition, it is clear that jet cross section does not have the same
inclusiveness as tot. Why jet cross section is also infrared safe? Because of
time limit, I will give a heuristic argument to answer this question. Better proof
and/or arguments can be found in literatures (Sterman and Weinberg 1977).
First, let's think how the jet can be formed in a real experiment. In e+e 
annihilation, the vector meson quickly decays into a pair of very energetic quark
and antiquark. The produced quark and antiquark then fragment into several
energetic hadrons along the direction of their parent parton (quark or antiquark
in this case). Forming an energetic hadron far away from the direction of the
parent parton is suppressed, due to requirement of large invariant mass for the
parent parton. Even though it is allowed to form soft hadrons away from the
energetic hadrons, such soft hadrons will not take away much energy of initial
parton, and will not have much eect on the overall direction of those energetic
hadrons. These produced energetic and almost parallel hadrons as a whole form
a jet. Overall direction of these energetic hadrons is called as jet-direction, and
can be thought as the parent parton's direction Total four-momentum carried
by these hadrons is dened as jet-momentum, and can also be thought as the
four-momentum of the parent parton. That is, the measurement of a jet is often
thought as a measurement of footprint of a high energy parton.
Next, in order to argue that a jet cross section is infrared safe, I need to ex-
plain why the interactions among the hadrons do not have any net eect on jet
cross section (that is, to show that a jet cross section is insensitive to hadronic
interactions). Fragmentation from a parent parton to hadrons is a long-distance
and slow process. In a contrast, the initial decay from the vector boson to par-
tons is a very rapid process happened at a very short-distance. Therefore, any
interaction among the hadrons will not eect the initial production of partons,
which is similar to the arguments of no quantum interference used in total cross
section case. Only thing left is to show that there is a unitarity sum of proba-
bility, which can sum up all hadronic information into a unity. The unitarity of
probability is to say that any parent parton will have to turn itself into hadrons,
and a sum of probabilities from the parton to all possible hadron states should
be equal to one. In the case of jet cross section, this is not quite obvious as in the
case of total cross section, because we do not sum up hadrons in all directions.
However, as we stated above, only soft hadrons will go out of the jet-cone. Such
soft hadrons do not take away much energy, and do not change jet-direction. If
we dene a jet to include all energetic hadrons in a jet cone and soft hadrons
in all direction. Such jet cross section will be infrared safe. In practice, due to
detector resolution, we never see all soft hadrons. To have good inclusiveness
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within the jet-cone, we require a large enough jet-cone to include all energetic
and almost parallel hadrons from the same parent parton.
An example of detailed calculation of jet cross section in e+e  can be found
in (Sterman 1993). It was explicitly shown there that jet cross section in e+e 
is infrared safe.
3.3 Infrared Safety for Other Observables
Besides tot(e+e  ! hadrons), and jet cross sections, there are many other
infrared safe observables. In general, a physical observable measured in a collision
































 n(k1; k2; : : : ; kn)
+ : : : ; (58)
where  n(k1; k2; : : : ; kn) are constraint functions, and invariant under inter-
change of n-particles, kn are particle momenta, and d
n are n-particle phase
space. Dierent constraint function corresponds dierent physical observable.










1 ; : : : ; k

n) ; (59)
with 0    1; (2) measurement should not distinguish between a state, in
which one particle has zero momentum,and a state, in which the particle omitted
completely. The rst condition indicates that the observable does not care the
details within the collinear region, while the second condition shows that the
observable does not care about the details in the soft region. Inclusiveness in
these two region ensures the cancellation of collinear and infrared divergences.
Another example of infrared safe observable is the thrust distribution in e+e 
annihilation. The thrust, often called as a shape variable, is dened through
following constraint function,
 n(k1; k2; : : : ; kn)  (T   n(k1; k2; : : : ; kn)) ; (60)
where n is dened as
n(k1; k2; : : : ; kn)  max
u
Pn
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where u is the thrust axis. From Eqs. (60) and (61), it is very easy to verify
n(k1; k2; : : : ; (1  )kn; kn) = n(k1; k2; : : : ; kn) : (62)
Clearly, thrust is an infrared safe observable. There are many other infrared safe
observables as well.
When specic hadrons are observed, the conditions for determining the in-
frared safety need to be modied, for example, the jet cross section in hadron-
hadron collisions, instead of e+e  annihilation. As we will discuss later, the cross
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
n) ; (63)
where n and kn are repidity and transverse momentum of n
th particles, and
A and B are two incoming hadrons. In Eq. (63), a=A and b=B are parton dis-
tributions which will be dened later. Corresponding conditions for an infrared
safe observable is a little bit more complicate. In addition to the condition (1)
shown in Eq. (59), we need
 n+1(k














1 ; : : : ; k

n) ; (64)
where pA and pB are momenta of incoming hadrons, and 0    1. These
conditions require the observable not to care the details in the region either
parallel to pA or parallel to pB . Furthermore, an infrared safe observable requires
to remove any sensitivities in the regions parallel to both hadrons,
d̂ = d   initial-state collinear counterterms : (65)
Perturbatively calculated jet cross section for hadron-hadron collisions has been
very successful to interpret the data from Fermilab. For about ten orders of
magnitude, theory curve is going through the experimental data (Ellis et al.
1989).
4 Factorization and Non-Perturbative Matrix Elements
One of the important challenges for perturbative QCD is to apply perturbative
calculation to quantities which are not purely infrared safe. The hope is that
such infrared sensitive observable has an infrared safe subprocess, and there is
a way to separate the infrared safe subprocess from the rest infrared sensitive
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part. In order to have any predicting power, the infrared sensitive part should be
universal, or at least, can be measured in several other processes. In the following,
I will use deeply inelastic scattering as an example to explain how perturbative
QCD works for infrared sensitive, but factorizable physical observables.
4.1 Factorization and Denition of Non-Perturbative Matrix
Elements
Consider deeply inelastic scattering (DIS) between a lepton and a hadron: e+h!
e0+X with X be all possible nal hadronic states. Similar to previous argument
for infrared safety, hard interaction between the lepton and parton is short-
distance and does not have strong quantum interference with long-distance frag-
mentation processes from produced partons to nal-state hadrons, and therefore,
unitarity of probability allow us to deal with deeply inelastic scattering between
a lepton and a hadron into all possible parton nal states.
However, the process still depends on an incoming hadron, which is not a
part of the unitarity sum. Therefore, deeply inelastic scattering could not be a
purely infrared safe cross section because of existence of both hard scale Q2 and
hadronic mass scale. Within the hadron, all partons are interacting with each
other constantly, and the parton distributions change all the time at a time scale
of hadronic mass. But, the time for partons inside incoming hadron is dilated
in the center of mass frame of a high energy deeply inelastic scattering, and
the collision time between lepton and a parton is at a time scale of 1=Q2 which
is much shorter than typical hadronic time scale. Therefore, when the lepton
collides with one of the partons, all other partons in the incoming hadrons are
eectively frozen. Parton distributions can be thought to be independent of the
details of collision, and therefore, these parton distributions can be factorized
and universal.
From properties of electromagnetic interactions between the lepton and the
charge particles inside the hadron, unpolarized DIS cross section can be ex-
pressed in terms of two independent structure functions, W1 and W2 (CTEQ
Handbook 1995). Alternatively, we often choose two dimensionless structure
functions F1 and F2 instead (CTEQ Handbook 1995). Extraction of these struc-
ture functions from DIS cross section has nothing to do with strong interactions.
But, detail structure of these two functions, and their physical interpretation
are the tasks for QCD to explain. Since DIS cross section involve information
from both short-distance collision scale and long-distance hadron scale, a sys-
tematic and consistent factorization procedure is necessary to separate physics
from these two dierent scales, so that perturbative QCD can be applied to the
short-distance physics. QCD factorization theorem for deeply inelastic scattering
(Curci et al. 1980) provide both justication and technical procedure for per-
forming the factorization for DIS cross section. The factorized expressions for
these structure functions also provide physical interpretation for these functions.
For example, according to QCD factorization theorem, the structure function F2
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plus power corrections in 1=Q2. In Eq. (66), a = q; q; g is the parton avor; Ca is
the infrared safe, short-distance coecient functions; and a=h(y; 
2) is a non-
perturbative, long-distance matrix elements on the hadron state, which is inter-
pretated as the probability density to nd a parton of avor a inside a hadron h
with momentum fraction y (or parton distributions of avor a). In Eq. (66), Q is
a physically observed scale, while  is a factorization scale which represents our
choice on where and how we separate the short-distance physics from physics at
a hadron scale. QCD factorization theorem provides a procedure for calculating
the short-distance coecient functions Ca, and denes corresponding operators
for the long-distance matrix elements (or parton distributions) a=h. The pre-
dicting power of perturbative QCD for DIS can be summarized as (1) once we
measured a=h from other processes, by calculating all coecient functions Ca,
perturbative QCD can predict the absolute magnitude for the structure func-
tions, which can be tested experimentally; (2) although perturbative QCD can-
not calculate the absolute value of a=h because of long-distance physics, as we
will show below, perturbative QCD can predict the -dependence of these non-
perturbative functions. Such scale dependence reects into energy Q-dependence
of the structure functions, and therefore, can be tested experimentally, which is
well-known as scaling violation. In the rest of this subsection, I will use one-loop
contribution to Ca as an example to demonstrate how perturbative QCD works
for calculating such infrared safe coecient functions. In next subsection, I will
explain how perturbative QCD can predict the scale dependence of the structure
functions.
It is important to note that calculating the short-distance coecient functions
Ca at a given order of s is not the same as calculating Feynman diagrams at
the same order. This is because all partons are treated as massless, and the sum
of Feynman diagrams beyond leading order has collinear divergences when nal-
state outgoing partons are in the direction of the incoming parton. Such collinear
divergences correspond to parton radiation taken place long before the hard
collision. Obviously, such long-distance physics should be included into the non-
perturbative parton distributions. Now, I am going to present a systematic way
to subtract the collinear divergence from Feynman diagram calculations. The
method is a result of factorization theorem, and the fact that infrared safe short-
distance coecients Cn do not depend on the details of long-distance physics at
hadronic scale. The technical steps to calculate the coecient functions Cn can





















where F parton2 is the structure function of DIS scattering o a parton state,
and a=parton is the probability of nding a parton within a parton. At the
parton level, both F parton2 and a=parton can be expressed in terms of Feynman
diagrams, and can be calculated within QCD perturbation theory with proper
regularization. (2) Evaluate F2 of partons and a of partons order by order










Although the coecient functions are extracted from parton level calculation,
they are the same as those for the hadron level structure functions, because
of infrared safety of the coecient functions. As we will show, both F parton2
and  1
a=parton have divergences beyond leading tree level. Factorization theorem
ensures that divergences from F parton2 and 
 1
a=parton are canceled, and leave Ca
nite.
As an example, we calculate the next-to-leading order coecient function on
quark, C
(1)
q . Following above technical steps, we will rst apply the factorized
form onto a quark state, and then derive an expression for C
(1)
q in terms of
calculable quantities, F q2 and q=q . Finally, we will calculate F
q
2 and q=q, and
consequently, derive C
(1)
q . Applying the factorized formula of Eq. (66) to a quark
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+ (0)jq(p; )i (71)













= (1   x) : (72)
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where the zeroth order quark coecient function C
(0)
q for F2 is given by
C(0)q = e
2
q x(1  x) : (74)
From Eq. (73), calculating C
(1)







In terms of dimensional regularization, F
q(1)
2 can be extracted from parton








where  is dened by dimension n = 4 2. The parton level hadronic tensorW
for F
q(1)
2 is given by the imaginary part of all one-loop Feynman diagrams for
photon-quark forward scattering amplitude, plus UV counter terms. A straight-


















































(1  x)  (1 + x2)
`n(x)
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= 42eE . Similarly, from Eq. (71), we obtain one-loop quark dis-















where quark-quark split function is given by










Substitute Eqs. (76), (74) and (78) into Eq. (73), the subtraction term in Eq. (73)


































(1  x)  (1 + x2)
`n(x)
1  x
+ 3 + 2x

: (79)





4.2 Evolution of Non-Perturbative Matrix Elements
Parton distributions, or in general, non-perturbative matrix elements are func-
tions of both parton momentumfraction x and factorization scale . In principle,
it requires innite measurements to map up the functional form of these distri-
butions. Therefore, even with factorization theorem, predicting power of pertur-
bative QCD for the factorizable cross sections is still limited by our knowledge of
these non-perturbative parton distributions. Many eorts have been devoted to
extract reliable parton distributions from experimental data (CTEQ Handbook
1995).
Although perturbative QCD cannot predict the absolute value of these non-
perturbative parton distributions, it can provide information on how these par-
ton distributions change as a function of the factorization scale , so long as the
value of  is in perturbative regime. It is true that parton distributions depend
on all non-perturbative information of the hadron. But, the variation of these
distributions when  changes only depends on information at energy scale near
. If  is large enough, the variation becomes perturbative. The factorization
scale dependence of parton distributions is derived based on the fact that a




























where Eq. (66) was used. From Eq. (80), it is straightforward to derive the evo-
lution equations for -dependence of parton distributions. To demonstrate how







where p and n stand for proton and neutron, respectively. From the factorized

















NS(y; 2) : (82)
Applying the derivative of  to FNS2 , and set it to zero order by order in s, we
















NS(y; 2) : (83)
It is clear that given NS(x; 20), Eq. (83) provides the distribution 
NS(x; 2) at
any other scale .
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5 Summary and Challenges
Perturbative QCD has been very successful in interpreting data from high en-
ergy collisions. It is the asymptotic freedom that gives us opportunities to use
perturbative QCD at high energy, and it is the factorization theorem that al-
lows us to apply perturbative QCD to a variety of physical processes involving
hadrons.
Because of our limited knowledge on parton distributions, which are a set
of non-perturbative matrix elements, and because of our limited ability to carry
out high order corrections, the test of QCD or perturbative QCD is still only
semiquantitative. So far, almost all perturbative QCD calculations hide non-
perturbative information into the parton distributions. However, QCD should
have much richer non-perturbative information than what parton distributions
(matrix elements of two-eld operators) have provided. In order to better un-
derstand QCD dynamics, we need to study matrix elements of multi-eld op-
erators, or multi-parton correlation functions. But, perturbative QCD has no
way to calculate the correlation functions. It can only provide methods or pro-
cesses to extract these non-perturbative correlation functions through general-
ized factorization theorem (Qiu and Sterman 1991). It is therefore a challenge
for non-perturbative QCD approaches to evaluate these non-perturbative cor-
relation functions (or matrix elements of multi-parton operators). As one often
says, solving a eld theory is to know all possible Green's functions.
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Predicting Power of Perturbative QCD
Jianwei Qiu
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Iowa State University,
Ames, Iowa 50011, USA
Abstract. In these three lectures, I will briey summarize the basic elements of QCD
perturbation theory, demonstrate how perturbative QCD works, and point out the
predicting power and limitation of perturbative QCD.
1 Introduction
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) (Fritzsch et al. 1973) has been invented for
over twenty years as a theory to describe the strong interactions. Although QCD
has been commonly accepted as a correct theory of the strong interactions, the
testing process continues, and is far from complete. From low energy quark
model to high energy parton model, we could not derive the wave functions of
mesons and bayons from the rst principle of QCD. Other than some numerical
evidences from lattice calculation, the connement of color is still waiting to
be proven. It is the perturbative asymptotic freedom that made it possible to
study QCD perturbatively, and test the theory in high energy region. Until now,
almost all persuasive evidences for QCD as a theory for the strong interactions
are from high energy scattering processes, which only test QCD in its pertur-
bative regime. In recent years, many eorts have been devoted to study QCD
non-perturbatively. This school is one of the examples of such eorts. However,
while you will spend most of your time in this school to study methods of non-
perturbative QCD, such as light-front quantization of QCD, it is very important
for you to know the basics of perturbative QCD, which made people to believe
that QCD is a correct theory of the strong interactions.
Since QCD is proposed, many books, review articles, and conference pro-
ceedings have been published on dierent aspects of QCD. Three lectures are
certainly not enough to cover all important developments in perturbative QCD
in last twenty years. Instead of covering everything, I will concentrate my lec-
tures on the predicting power of perturbative QCD, because I truly believe that
any theory without predicting power cannot be tested, and therefore, is useless. I
will briey explain to you how perturbative QCD works, how perturbative QCD
is tested experimentally, and what are the limitations of perturbative QCD. In
the rst lecture, I will introduce the fundamentals of perturbative QCD, in-
cluding renormalization, asymptotic freedom, and infrared safety. In the second
lecture, I will discuss the calculable quantities in perturbative QCD, and neces-
sary steps and techniques to calculate physical quantities in QCD perturbation
theory. Finally, in last lecture, I will explain how perturbative QCD deals with
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non-perturbative quantities, and I will introduce the concept of factorization and
evolution. At the end, I will explain the limitations of QCD perturbation theory,
and post the challenges for you to understand the non-perturbative features of
QCD.
2 Fundamentals of Perturbative QCD
In order to test QCD, we need to use QCD to make a prediction for a physical
observable, and then test our prediction in a real experiment. In high energy
scattering experiments, cross sections are often measured physical observables.
QCD, on the other hand, is a eld theory, which is given in terms of a La-
grange density. To make a prediction from QCD, it is necessary to know the
road map from a Lagrange density to a physical cross section. The road map
can be generally expressed in terms of following technical steps. Step one: from
the Lagrangian, we derive rules for conventional perturbation theory, known as
Feynman rules. Step two: once having the Feynman rules, we can, in principle,
calculate all Green's functions (or correlation functions among all elds), which
may have divergences and need renormalization at a given order in perturbation
theory. Step three: from the Green's functions, we can dene the S-matrix, and
consequently, the cross sections.
As we will discuss below, there are many divergences associated with the
individual Feynman diagrams calculated in QCD perturbation theory. Not all
cross sections are reliablely calculable in perturbative QCD. The main task of my
lectures is to demonstrate how to nd a perturbatively calculable and physically
measurable observable.
2.1 QCD Lagrange Density
Just like any eld theory, QCD Lagrange density was constructed from physical
elds with necessary symmetries. The physical elds for strong interactions in-
clude local quark elds,  fi (x), and local gluon elds, A;a(x). The quarks are
spin-1/2 Dirac fermions, which have six dierent avors, f = u; d; s; c; b; t, and
three dierent colors for each avor, i = 1; 2; 3 (Nc = 3). The gluons are spin-1
vector bosons, which have eight dierent colors, a = 1; 2; : : : ; 8 (N2c  1 = 8). The
key symmetry for constructing QCD Lagrangian is SU(3) color gauge symmetry.
That is, QCD Lagrangian is invariant under following local gauge transforma-
tions:
 i !  
0
j = Uji(x) i
A ! A
0






where A  A;ata, with a = 1; 2; : : : ; 8 and ta are NcNc color matrices, which
satisfy the SU(3) color algebra,
[ta; tb] = i Cabc tc ; (2)
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where Cabc are the structure constants of SU(3). In Eq. (1), the local gauge












where a(x) are real.
With SU(3) color gauge symmetry, QCD Lagrange density for the quark and
gluon elds is,
LQCD( f ; A) = Linvariant + Lgauge + Lghost : (4)









  mf ) f : (5)
In Eq. (5), the non-Abelian gluon eld strength F [A] and covariant derivative
are dened as
F;a[A]  @A;a   @A;a   gCabcA;bA;c ;
D[A]  @ + igA;ata : (6)
In Eq. (4), Lgauge is a gauge xing term, which can be chosen almost freely.
However, it is necessary to eliminate some gauge degree of freedom which cannot


















where n is a xed vector, and a sum for all repeated indices is implicit. Eq. (7)














where  = 1 corresponds to the Feynman gauge, and  =1 corresponds to the
Landau gauge. Eq. (8) denes the physical gauge or axial gauge when nA
 = 0.
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The light-cone gauge corresponds to n2 = 0. In a physical gauge, there is no
need to have the ghost term in Eq. (4). However, in a covariant gauge, we have
to have a ghost term
Lghost = (@a) (@
a   gCabcA

b c) ; (11)
where a and a are scalar ghost and antighost elds. With this ghost term in
the Lagrangian, the optical theorem, and hence the perturbative unitarity, may
be respected. Although they are scalar elds, ghost elds anticommute.
Given QCD Lagrangian in Eq. (4), it is straightforward to derive the Feyn-
man rules for QCD perturbation theory (CTEQ Handbook 1995). However, simi-
lar to other eld theories, calculation of Feynman diagrams in perturbative QCD
is full of divergences. Therefore, perturbative calculations need to be regularized,
and renormalized. Physical predictions of the theory come only after the diver-
gences are systematically removed. In the next subsection, I will explain how
renormalization works to systematically remove all ultraviolet divergences.
2.2 Renormalization in Perturbative QCD
Renormalization is a prescription to systematically remove all ultraviolet (UV)
divergences and construct the well-dened perturbation series from a given eld
theory. To avoid any technical complication, I will use the 4 theory as an ex-













where  is the scalar eld with mass of m, and coupling constant for interaction
is .
Toward the concept of renormalization and renormalization group, I will rst
discuss what is UV divergence, and corresponding physical meaning. Consider a
two-to-two scattering amplitude in above 4 theory. At the order of 2, there are
three Feynman diagrams that contribute to the amplitude (Ramond 1981). For














+ : : : ! 1 : (13)
The divergence in Eq. (13) is from the region where momentum k approaches
to 1. Such divergence is called ultraviolet divergence. In order to understand
the physical meaning behind the ultraviolet divergences, it is useful to evalu-
ate this one-loop scattering amplitude within the Time-Ordered Perturbation
theory (Sterman 1991). In terms of time-ordered diagrams, the rst diagram,
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contributing to the one-loop scattering amplitude, is equivalent to two time-
ordered diagrams, due to the relative time-ordering between the two vertices.











! 1 when PI !1; EI !1 ; (14)
where hPSiI(or I0) is the phase space for the intermediate state \I" or \I
0",






j is total energy for the same state. From
Eq. (14), it is clear that the divergence is a result of summing over states of
\high mass". On the other hand, high mass states in momentum space corre-
spond to \local" interactions in coordinate space, which is a direct result of the
uncertainty principle. From the point of \measurement" or \observation", the
details of such local interaction is not important. The important thing is the
net eect of such complicated local interaction. Renormalization is to introduce
local counter terms to remove these local high mass states (consequently, re-
move the ultraviolet divergences), and taking into account the net eect of these
high mass states by replacing all bare quantities in the theory by corresponding
renormalized quantities. Renormalized quantities depend on energy exchange of
the scattering, or in general, depend on the \observation": at what scale, these
quantities are measured.
Removal of an innity is often not unique, depending on how the innity
was approached. As a necessary part of renormalization, one has to regularize
the divergence, known as regularization. The simplest way of regularization is
to introduce a cuto, . It cuts o all states of high mass, equivalently, cuts o
contribution from the region of momentum integration with k  . For example,
with this cut-o regularization, the total contribution from all three Feynman
diagrams at order of 2 can be written as





+ b ; (15)
where a and b are nite functions of mass m and Mandelstam variables, S, T ,
and U . The result of integration in Eq. (15) is nite as long as  is nite, and
becomes divergent when the cut-o  ! 1. In this regularization scheme, the
integration in Eq. (13) approaches to 1 as `n(2) when  ! 1. In order to
remove such divergence, it is natural to choose the counter term as












+ b ; (17)
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which is nite and independent of . The choice of  is often called as a choice of
regularization scheme. From Eq. (17), it is clear that the nal nite result after
renormalization is independent of the choice of regularization scheme, which is
a very important and general result.
Equation (17) shows that the nite result depends on a parameter , which
is known as the renormalization scale. The physical meaning of the renormal-
ization constant is to dene how many high mass states are removed. Eq. (16)
shows that all states with invariant mass higher than 2 are removed. The dif-
ferent choice of  corresponds to dierent renormalization scheme. For example,
known schemes are the minimal subtraction scheme: \MS", modied minimal
subtraction scheme: \MS", deeply inelastic scattering scheme: DIS scheme, and
etc.
Choice of renormalization schemes is not unique, and therefore, the series
of perturbative expansion are not unique. Consequently, for a given physically
observed quantity (e.g., a cross section: ), one can derive many dierent pertur-
bative expressions due to dierent choices of renormalization schemes. However,
the quantity is physically observed and should not depend on how one carries
out the perturbative calculation. Therefore, the renormalization scheme depen-
dence (or simply,  dependence) should be canceled if one sums up all terms in













= 0 ; (18)
where Q2ij are Lorentz invariants constructed from external momenta. Eq. (18)
















= 0 : (19)
Renormalization group dened in Eq. (18) resp. (19) represents the set of all





which measures the change of coupling constant g as one changes the renor-
malization scale . Eq. (20) leads to an important concept: running coupling
constant, whose strength depends on renormalization scale, and it represents an
eective \local" interaction including a lot of high mass states.
Renormalization in QCD can be summarized as follows. Start with the QCD
Lagrangian, shown in Eq. (4), we dene
LRenormalized( 
R; AR; Z0s)  LClassical( 
R; AR) + Lcounterterm( 
R; AR; Z0s)
= LBare( 0; A0) : (21)
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In Eq. (21), LClassical( 
R; AR) and LBare( 0; A0) have the same functional form
as LQCD( ;A) shown in Eq. (4). LClassical is presented in terms of renormalized
quantities (elds, coupling constants, and mass parameters) while LBare is in
terms of the bare quantities. Lcounterterm is dened in terms of renormalized
elds, and renormalization constants, Z0s. Renormalization constants dene the




R;mR) R ;  =  ;A;  ;




From above denition of renormalization constants and Eq. (21), one can easily
derive the expression for Lcounterterm (Sterman 1991). For example, for quark-
gluon interaction term, we have






+ : : : ; (23)
and corresponding counter term as,
: : :+





+ : : : ; (24)
where the vertex renormalization constant, Z1, is not independent, and can be
expressed in terms of those dened in Eq. (22),
Z1 = Zg Z Z
1=2
A ; (25)
which ensures LBare to be equal to the sum of LClassical and Lcounterterm. In
Eqs. (23) and (24),  is renormalization scale in dimensional regularization, and
n = 4  2 denes the dimension. In QCD perturbation theory, all renormaliza-
tion constants, Z0s, are expressed in terms of running coupling constant, g(),
or s() = g()
2=4,








The usefulness of QCD perturbation theory is a result of Renormalization The-
orem: One can choose Z
(n)
 ; n = 1; 2; : : : ;1, so that order-by-order in s, all
Green's functions are UV nite.
2.3 Asymptotic Freedom
Although QCD perturbation theory is renormalizable, eectiveness of theory in
terms of predicting power and the convergence of perturbative series strongly
depends on the behavior of the running coupling constant, s(). If s is large,
the perturbation theory is useless. Discovery of the asymptotic freedom (Gross
and Wilczek 1973) ensures the usefulness of QCD perturbation theorem.
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In n-dimension, g =  Z 1g g0. Therefore, we need to evaluate Zg in order to
evaluate the QCD -function.











By calculating one-loop Feynman diagrams for vertex correction, self-energy and
gluon vacuum polarization, one can extract the one-loop vertex renormalization
constant, Z
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+ O(2s) : (29)
Applying Eq. (27), one can easily derive the QCD -function upto one-loop,
(g)j















< 0 : (31)








































! 0 as 2 !1 ; (35)
where 1 < 0 was used. Eq. (35) is known as the asymptotic freedom for QCD
perturbation theory. It states that the running coupling constant decreases as
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one increases the renormalization scale. Although the choice of renormalization
scale is arbitrary, as I will explain later, the scale should be order of the en-
ergy exchange of a probe (or a collision) for a well-behaved perturbation series.
Therefore, in order to have a reliable calculation to test QCD perturbation the-
ory, we need high energy experiments to have large energy exchange, such that
the eective coupling constant in the perturbative expansion is small enough.
It is a result of Eq. (34), s(1) and 1 are not independent. Therefore, it is














Once QCD is xed experimentally, s() becomes a function of renormalization
scale  at a given order of perturbative expansion.
With the asymptotic freedom, the strong interactions at high energy ex-
change becomes so \weak" that the conventional perturbation theory can be
used. How \weak" the strong interaction can be? Based on current experimental
data, s() can be as small as 0.112 when  =MZ  91GeV. It is the asymptotic
freedom that suggests a connection between QCD at high energy and the Parton
Model in which partons act as if they are free at short-distance. But, in order to
make a theory useful, we need to quantify the calculations and predictions.
2.4 Infrared Safety
As a consequence of perturbative QCD asymptotic freedom, strength of the
renormalized strong coupling constant decreases as one increases the renormal-
ization scale . One naturally likes to ask what value of  one should choose?
Obviously, one should not choose  =1. Otherwise, s(!1)! 0 perturba-
tively. Question is then how large  is possible?
In terms of conventional perturbative QCD calculation, a physical observable





































In Eq. (38), Q2i and Q
2
j are observed invariants of large external momenta, which
characterize the energy exchange of the collision; p2i represent the small external
invariants, such as small mass of observed external particles; m2 represent the
mass scale of colliding partons (quarks and/or gluons) at short-distance.  is the
renormalization scale (or factorization scale as we will discuss later). In principle,
 can be chosen to be any nite value. However, because of the fact that a
physical observable should not depend on the choice of , the coecient functions
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Cn depend logarithmically on all ratios of mass scales listed in Eq. (38) (Collins
et al. 1989). Therefore, choosing  very dierent from the physical scales listed in
Eq. (38) creates large logarithms in the coecient functions, and consequently,
an unstable perturbative expansion. Certainly, one does not want to choose the
 to be order of the small momentum scales, such as p2i or m
2, which results
into a large value of s. It is natural therefore to choose  to be order of large
momentum exchange, say 2  Q2i , then
Q2j
Q2i







 0 ; (40)
where we have assumed that hadron mass and light quark mass are much smaller
than the high energy scale in the collision. The logarithms of the ratios shown
in Eq. (40) are extremely large. Consequently, s(  Qi)  `n(m
2=Q2i ) is no
longer a small number, and therefore, the existence of such large logarithms
ruins perturbative expansion in general. Such sensitivity, associated with the
small parton mass, are often called infrared sensitivity. It is clear that physical
observables sensitive to parton mass cannot be reliably calculated in perturbative
QCD.
No free quarks and/or gluons can be observed in a real detector because of the
connement. The S-matrix element, shown in Eq. (38), should also depend on
hadron mass scales: p2i , if hadrons are measured. In general, hadron mass, such as
mass of pions or nucleons, are much smaller than the large momentum exchange
Q2i . Therefore, even if  in Eq. (38) is chosen to be order of Q
2
i to ensure that
the coupling strength between quarks and gluons are eectively \weak" (i.e., a
small value of s), perturbative QCD may still not useful for making reliable
calculation because of the large dierence between the collision scale Q2i and
hadron scale p2i .
Therefore, we conclude that perturbative QCD may be used for calculating
physical quantities which are not sensitive to mass scales of partons as well as
hadrons. Such quantities are often called \infrared safe" quantities. For an in-
frared safe observable, we can naturally choose  = Qi to avoid large logarithms

























where ij is dened in Eq. (39). Eq. (41) tells us that the larger momentum
exchange in a collision, the smaller s and the better perturbative expansion. It
is the physical scale that determines the strength of strong interactions, not the
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arbitrary renormalization scale . From Eq. (41), it is clear that perturbative ex-
pansion works well for a collision with one large momentumscale, or several large
scales of the same order, because Cn is a function of ij which is order of unity.
Sometimes, we are also interested in physical observables with dierent momen-
tum scales, for example,W or Z production at a given transverse momentum.
Typical transverse momentum of W or Z production is much smaller than




T creates a large logarithm in Cn. In this
case, conventional perturbative calculation does not work well, and one needs to
resum such large logarithms to all order in s (Altarelli et al. 1984, Collins et
al. 1985). QCD resummation is one of the fast developing area in perturbative
QCD. People are inventing new ways to do perturbative calculation in order to
match the precision of current data.
However, when hadrons are involved, many observables depend on hadron
scales, and corresponding physical observables are not purely infrared safe. In
this case, perturbative QCD is only useful for those observables in which in-
formation on hadronic scales can be factorized into some non-perturbative, but
well-dened universal functions. Predicting power of perturbative QCD relies on
the fact that these functions are universal, and can be measured in some ex-
periments and used in other experiments. Theoretical justication for applying
perturbative QCD to such infrared sensitive observables is based on the factor-
ization theorem (Collins et al. 1989).
In summary, perturbative QCD can be applied to following three types of
physical observables: (1) purely infrared (IR) safe cross sections; (2) factorizable
cross sections: cross sections with all infrared sensitivities factorized into some
measurable universal functions,
(Observable)[Q2] = (IR safe)[Q2=2]calculable 
 (IR sensitive)[
2]universal ; (42)
(3) Q2-dependence of the factorizable cross sections. In Eq. (42), the scale  is
known as the factorization scale. Any hadronic information at scales less than
 is factorized into the universal functions. Similar to the renormalization scale,
choice of factorization scale is arbitrary, but it should be of order of Q2 to avoid
any large logarithms in the IR safe part. Although perturbative QCD cannot
predict the absolute value of the factorizable cross sections without knowing
the universal functions, Q2-dependence is calculable within perturbative QCD,
because the dependence is determined by information around the large scale Q2.
2.5 Infrared Regularization: Why and How?
As pointed above, only infrared safe quantities are calculable in perturbative
QCD. Therefore, we can simply set all parton mass to be zero in any pertur-
bative calculation. However, as happened to almost all perturbative calculation,
individual scattering amplitude (or a Feynman diagram) is infrared divergent
even though the nal physical observables (such as cross section) is infrared -
nite. Such infrared divergence is a generic problem for massless theory. Consider
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a simple example: as a part of a Feynman diagram, an o-shell quark splits
into an on-shell quark plus an on-shell gluon via radiation. If the quark and
gluon are both massless, there are two types of generic divergence associated
with such a simple radiation process, if one integrates over the gluon's phase
space. When gluon's momentum approaches to zero, the parent o-shell quark
becomes on-shell, and corresponding quark propagator becomes divergent. Con-
sequently, corresponding Feynman diagram is equal to innity. Such divergence
associated with zero momentum of massless gluon is known as infrared (IR) di-
vergence. Even if the gluon's momentum is nite, the parent o-shell quark can
still become on-shell, and the Feynman diagram is equal to innity if the gluon's
momentum is parallel to the quark's momentum. Such divergence associated
with the parallel of massless partons is often called as collinear (CO) divergence.
Although all IR and/or CO divergences will be canceled for infrared safe
quantities, we have to regularize the divergences when individual diagram is cal-
culated. We remove the regularization only after combining all diagrams. There
are many dierent choices for infrared or collinear regulators. However, similar
to UV renormalization, nal result of an infrared safe quantity should not de-
pend on the choice of IR regulator. Commonly used regularization is dimensional
regularization, which can be used to regularize both ultraviolet and infrared di-
vergence at the same time. Since UV regularization often requires the dimension
n < 4 while IR regularization needs n > 4, how dimensional regularization can be
consistent to regularize both UV and IR divergences at the same time? It works
as follows: (1) we start with an un-renormalized theory in dimension n < 4, at
which the theory is UV nite, but IR divergent; (2) we renormalize the theory
in n < 4, and then analytically continue the renormalized theory to dimension
4 < n < 6, in which the theory is now UV nite and IR nite; (3) calculate IR
safe quantities in 4 < n < 6; and (4) after combining all Feynman diagrams (or
all scattering amplitudes), let n = 4 (i.e., remove the regulator). For infrared
safe quantities, nal results are nite.
3 Calculable Quantities in Perturbative QCD
In this section, I will explain how to identify infrared safe physical observables.
I will start with an example of a purely infrared safe cross section.
3.1 Purely Infrared Safe Cross Sections
Based our discussion early, a purely infrared safe quantity should only depend on
invariants of large momentum transfer, not on any long-distance information on
hadrons. Therefore, in order to nd an infrared safe observable, we need to nd
a process which is not sensitive to hadronic information, and only depends on
interaction between partons. Total cross section for e+e  to hadrons is a good
example of purely infrared safe quantities.
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Although the total cross section tot(e+e  ! hadrons) involve hadrons, it is
infrared safe quantity because it does not require any detail information on how
those hadrons are formed, and does not ask any specic informationon individual
hadrons (Sterman 1991). Many detailed proof of infrared safety of tot(e+e  !
hadrons) exists in the literatures (Appelquist and Georgi 1973, Zee 1973). Given
below is a heuristic argument to show why tot(e+e  ! hadrons) is independent
of hadronic scale. Consider the production of hadrons from e+e  annihilation as
follows: (1) e+e  annihilate into an intermediate vector boson (virtual photon or
Z particle); (2) the vector boson decay into quarks and/or gluons; (3) all quarks
and/or gluons fragment into hadrons. With a large center of mass energy, steps
(1) and (2) are taken place at a very short time, or a short distance, while
step (3) is happened at a much later time (at a hadronic scale). Consequently,
quantum interference between the short-distance physics of quarks and gluons
and the long-distance hadronization processes is strongly suppressed. Therefore,
it is reasonable to assume that there is no quantum interference between the
parton physics and the hadron physics, when Q M where Q is the invariant
mass of the vector boson and M is the typical hadron mass. As a result, the
square of scattering amplitudes from e+e  to hadrons can be approximated as
a classical product of probabilities,




Pe+e !m  Pm!n (43)
where m represents m-parton intermediate states, and n represents a hadronic
nal state. The total cross section for e+e  to hadrons can be written as a sum
of probabilities to all possible nal hadronic states,

















= tot(e+e  ! partons) (45)
where
P
n Pm!n = 1 is used, which is an unitarity sum of probability. This
unitarity means that any given partonic state has a unit probability to become
hadrons, which is natural because no free quark or gluon can be seen in detectors.
Eq. (45) tells us that the total cross section tot(e+e  ! hadrons) does not
depend on any information at the hadronic scale.
Using the generalized optical theorem, it is easy to show that tot(e+e  !
partons) is infrared safe (Sterman 1991). Therefore, we have
tot(e+e  ! hadrons) = tot(e+e  ! partons) ; (46)
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and tot(e+e  ! partons) is perturbatively calculable and nite.
As an example, I will use one-loop contribution to tot(e+e  ! partons) to
demonstrate that individual diagrams are divergent, but, tot(e+e  ! partons)
is nite at any given order in s. In general, 
tot(e+e  ! partons) receive






2PS(2) + jMe+e !qqg j











In Eq. (47), PS(n) is n-parton phase space, and 
(m)
n is n-parton and order of
ms contribution to the total cross section. In details, 
(0)
2 is Born level total
cross section for e+e  ! qq, which is of zeroth order in s; 
(1)
2 is one-loop
contribution from e+e  ! qq, which is of order of s; and 
(1)
3 is the leading




For unpolarized total cross section with massless quarks, we write the total
cross section in terms of a hadronic tensor H, which is proportional to the






where Q2 is the square of invariant mass of the intermediate boson, and is equal
to the total center of mass energy S. For three-parton (qqg) nal states, trace of

































where p1 and k are momenta of nal state quark and gluon, respectively. Momen-
tum of antiquark p2 is xed by energy-momentum conservation -function. The
matrix element square from a vector boson, say a virtual photon, to three-parton






(2p1  k)(2p2  k)
Tr [: : :] +
1
(2p1  k)2
Tr [: : :] ;

(50)
where C is an overall color factor and Tr[: : :] represents the trace from nal-
state quark and antiquark. In Eq (50), pi  k with i = 1; 2 are four-momentum
invariants, for example,






It is clear from Eq. (50), the matrix element square will have infrared divergence
as Ek ! 0, and collinear divergence as (p1;k) ! 0, p1 is parallel to k. At the
same time, one-loop virtual diagrams for e+e  ! qq, which contributes to 
(1)
2 ,
will have similar divergences.
In order to carry out the integration, as we emphasized in last section, we
need to introduce infrared regularization, and nal result should not depend on
specic choice of infrared regulators. Suppose we regularize our theory at this
order by a nite gluon mass \mg". All integrals at this order become nite, and































































































+ O(2s) ; (54)
which does not depend on the infrared regulator. To verify that infrared safe
quantities should not depend on specic choice of infrared regulator, we also
carry out the calculation of one-loop contribution to tot in terms of dimensional


























































In dimensional regularization, all infrared and collinear divergences are regular-






















which is exactly the same as that given in Eq. (54).
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3.2 Infrared Safety for Jet Cross Section
As we stated above, in order to search for infrared safe quantities, we need to
look for physical processes that are not sensitive to details how hadrons are
formed from partons. Another example of purely infrared safe quantity is jet
cross section in e+e  collisions.
What is a jet? Jet is a set of real, energetic, and nearly collinear particles.
From the denition, it is clear that jet cross section does not have the same
inclusiveness as tot. Why jet cross section is also infrared safe? Because of
time limit, I will give a heuristic argument to answer this question. Better proof
and/or arguments can be found in literatures (Sterman and Weinberg 1977).
First, let's think how the jet can be formed in a real experiment. In e+e 
annihilation, the vector meson quickly decays into a pair of very energetic quark
and antiquark. The produced quark and antiquark then fragment into several
energetic hadrons along the direction of their parent parton (quark or antiquark
in this case). Forming an energetic hadron far away from the direction of the
parent parton is suppressed, due to requirement of large invariant mass for the
parent parton. Even though it is allowed to form soft hadrons away from the
energetic hadrons, such soft hadrons will not take away much energy of initial
parton, and will not have much eect on the overall direction of those energetic
hadrons. These produced energetic and almost parallel hadrons as a whole form
a jet. Overall direction of these energetic hadrons is called as jet-direction, and
can be thought as the parent parton's direction Total four-momentum carried
by these hadrons is dened as jet-momentum, and can also be thought as the
four-momentum of the parent parton. That is, the measurement of a jet is often
thought as a measurement of footprint of a high energy parton.
Next, in order to argue that a jet cross section is infrared safe, I need to ex-
plain why the interactions among the hadrons do not have any net eect on jet
cross section (that is, to show that a jet cross section is insensitive to hadronic
interactions). Fragmentation from a parent parton to hadrons is a long-distance
and slow process. In a contrast, the initial decay from the vector boson to par-
tons is a very rapid process happened at a very short-distance. Therefore, any
interaction among the hadrons will not eect the initial production of partons,
which is similar to the arguments of no quantum interference used in total cross
section case. Only thing left is to show that there is a unitarity sum of proba-
bility, which can sum up all hadronic information into a unity. The unitarity of
probability is to say that any parent parton will have to turn itself into hadrons,
and a sum of probabilities from the parton to all possible hadron states should
be equal to one. In the case of jet cross section, this is not quite obvious as in the
case of total cross section, because we do not sum up hadrons in all directions.
However, as we stated above, only soft hadrons will go out of the jet-cone. Such
soft hadrons do not take away much energy, and do not change jet-direction. If
we dene a jet to include all energetic hadrons in a jet cone and soft hadrons
in all direction. Such jet cross section will be infrared safe. In practice, due to
detector resolution, we never see all soft hadrons. To have good inclusiveness
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within the jet-cone, we require a large enough jet-cone to include all energetic
and almost parallel hadrons from the same parent parton.
An example of detailed calculation of jet cross section in e+e  can be found
in (Sterman 1993). It was explicitly shown there that jet cross section in e+e 
is infrared safe.
3.3 Infrared Safety for Other Observables
Besides tot(e+e  ! hadrons), and jet cross sections, there are many other
infrared safe observables. In general, a physical observable measured in a collision
































 n(k1; k2; : : : ; kn)
+ : : : ; (58)
where  n(k1; k2; : : : ; kn) are constraint functions, and invariant under inter-
change of n-particles, kn are particle momenta, and d
n are n-particle phase
space. Dierent constraint function corresponds dierent physical observable.










1 ; : : : ; k

n) ; (59)
with 0    1; (2) measurement should not distinguish between a state, in
which one particle has zero momentum,and a state, in which the particle omitted
completely. The rst condition indicates that the observable does not care the
details within the collinear region, while the second condition shows that the
observable does not care about the details in the soft region. Inclusiveness in
these two region ensures the cancellation of collinear and infrared divergences.
Another example of infrared safe observable is the thrust distribution in e+e 
annihilation. The thrust, often called as a shape variable, is dened through
following constraint function,
 n(k1; k2; : : : ; kn)  (T   n(k1; k2; : : : ; kn)) ; (60)
where n is dened as
n(k1; k2; : : : ; kn)  max
u
Pn
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where u is the thrust axis. From Eqs. (60) and (61), it is very easy to verify
n(k1; k2; : : : ; (1  )kn; kn) = n(k1; k2; : : : ; kn) : (62)
Clearly, thrust is an infrared safe observable. There are many other infrared safe
observables as well.
When specic hadrons are observed, the conditions for determining the in-
frared safety need to be modied, for example, the jet cross section in hadron-
hadron collisions, instead of e+e  annihilation. As we will discuss later, the cross
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n) ; (63)
where n and kn are repidity and transverse momentum of n
th particles, and
A and B are two incoming hadrons. In Eq. (63), a=A and b=B are parton dis-
tributions which will be dened later. Corresponding conditions for an infrared
safe observable is a little bit more complicate. In addition to the condition (1)
shown in Eq. (59), we need
 n+1(k














1 ; : : : ; k

n) ; (64)
where pA and pB are momenta of incoming hadrons, and 0    1. These
conditions require the observable not to care the details in the region either
parallel to pA or parallel to pB . Furthermore, an infrared safe observable requires
to remove any sensitivities in the regions parallel to both hadrons,
d̂ = d   initial-state collinear counterterms : (65)
Perturbatively calculated jet cross section for hadron-hadron collisions has been
very successful to interpret the data from Fermilab. For about ten orders of
magnitude, theory curve is going through the experimental data (Ellis et al.
1989).
4 Factorization and Non-Perturbative Matrix Elements
One of the important challenges for perturbative QCD is to apply perturbative
calculation to quantities which are not purely infrared safe. The hope is that
such infrared sensitive observable has an infrared safe subprocess, and there is
a way to separate the infrared safe subprocess from the rest infrared sensitive
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part. In order to have any predicting power, the infrared sensitive part should be
universal, or at least, can be measured in several other processes. In the following,
I will use deeply inelastic scattering as an example to explain how perturbative
QCD works for infrared sensitive, but factorizable physical observables.
4.1 Factorization and Denition of Non-Perturbative Matrix
Elements
Consider deeply inelastic scattering (DIS) between a lepton and a hadron: e+h!
e0+X with X be all possible nal hadronic states. Similar to previous argument
for infrared safety, hard interaction between the lepton and parton is short-
distance and does not have strong quantum interference with long-distance frag-
mentation processes from produced partons to nal-state hadrons, and therefore,
unitarity of probability allow us to deal with deeply inelastic scattering between
a lepton and a hadron into all possible parton nal states.
However, the process still depends on an incoming hadron, which is not a
part of the unitarity sum. Therefore, deeply inelastic scattering could not be a
purely infrared safe cross section because of existence of both hard scale Q2 and
hadronic mass scale. Within the hadron, all partons are interacting with each
other constantly, and the parton distributions change all the time at a time scale
of hadronic mass. But, the time for partons inside incoming hadron is dilated
in the center of mass frame of a high energy deeply inelastic scattering, and
the collision time between lepton and a parton is at a time scale of 1=Q2 which
is much shorter than typical hadronic time scale. Therefore, when the lepton
collides with one of the partons, all other partons in the incoming hadrons are
eectively frozen. Parton distributions can be thought to be independent of the
details of collision, and therefore, these parton distributions can be factorized
and universal.
From properties of electromagnetic interactions between the lepton and the
charge particles inside the hadron, unpolarized DIS cross section can be ex-
pressed in terms of two independent structure functions, W1 and W2 (CTEQ
Handbook 1995). Alternatively, we often choose two dimensionless structure
functions F1 and F2 instead (CTEQ Handbook 1995). Extraction of these struc-
ture functions from DIS cross section has nothing to do with strong interactions.
But, detail structure of these two functions, and their physical interpretation
are the tasks for QCD to explain. Since DIS cross section involve information
from both short-distance collision scale and long-distance hadron scale, a sys-
tematic and consistent factorization procedure is necessary to separate physics
from these two dierent scales, so that perturbative QCD can be applied to the
short-distance physics. QCD factorization theorem for deeply inelastic scattering
(Curci et al. 1980) provide both justication and technical procedure for per-
forming the factorization for DIS cross section. The factorized expressions for
these structure functions also provide physical interpretation for these functions.
For example, according to QCD factorization theorem, the structure function F2
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plus power corrections in 1=Q2. In Eq. (66), a = q; q; g is the parton avor; Ca is
the infrared safe, short-distance coecient functions; and a=h(y; 
2) is a non-
perturbative, long-distance matrix elements on the hadron state, which is inter-
pretated as the probability density to nd a parton of avor a inside a hadron h
with momentum fraction y (or parton distributions of avor a). In Eq. (66), Q is
a physically observed scale, while  is a factorization scale which represents our
choice on where and how we separate the short-distance physics from physics at
a hadron scale. QCD factorization theorem provides a procedure for calculating
the short-distance coecient functions Ca, and denes corresponding operators
for the long-distance matrix elements (or parton distributions) a=h. The pre-
dicting power of perturbative QCD for DIS can be summarized as (1) once we
measured a=h from other processes, by calculating all coecient functions Ca,
perturbative QCD can predict the absolute magnitude for the structure func-
tions, which can be tested experimentally; (2) although perturbative QCD can-
not calculate the absolute value of a=h because of long-distance physics, as we
will show below, perturbative QCD can predict the -dependence of these non-
perturbative functions. Such scale dependence reects into energy Q-dependence
of the structure functions, and therefore, can be tested experimentally, which is
well-known as scaling violation. In the rest of this subsection, I will use one-loop
contribution to Ca as an example to demonstrate how perturbative QCD works
for calculating such infrared safe coecient functions. In next subsection, I will
explain how perturbative QCD can predict the scale dependence of the structure
functions.
It is important to note that calculating the short-distance coecient functions
Ca at a given order of s is not the same as calculating Feynman diagrams at
the same order. This is because all partons are treated as massless, and the sum
of Feynman diagrams beyond leading order has collinear divergences when nal-
state outgoing partons are in the direction of the incoming parton. Such collinear
divergences correspond to parton radiation taken place long before the hard
collision. Obviously, such long-distance physics should be included into the non-
perturbative parton distributions. Now, I am going to present a systematic way
to subtract the collinear divergence from Feynman diagram calculations. The
method is a result of factorization theorem, and the fact that infrared safe short-
distance coecients Cn do not depend on the details of long-distance physics at
hadronic scale. The technical steps to calculate the coecient functions Cn can





















where F parton2 is the structure function of DIS scattering o a parton state,
and a=parton is the probability of nding a parton within a parton. At the
parton level, both F parton2 and a=parton can be expressed in terms of Feynman
diagrams, and can be calculated within QCD perturbation theory with proper
regularization. (2) Evaluate F2 of partons and a of partons order by order










Although the coecient functions are extracted from parton level calculation,
they are the same as those for the hadron level structure functions, because
of infrared safety of the coecient functions. As we will show, both F parton2
and  1
a=parton have divergences beyond leading tree level. Factorization theorem
ensures that divergences from F parton2 and 
 1
a=parton are canceled, and leave Ca
nite.
As an example, we calculate the next-to-leading order coecient function on
quark, C
(1)
q . Following above technical steps, we will rst apply the factorized
form onto a quark state, and then derive an expression for C
(1)
q in terms of
calculable quantities, F q2 and q=q . Finally, we will calculate F
q
2 and q=q, and
consequently, derive C
(1)
q . Applying the factorized formula of Eq. (66) to a quark




































































hq(p; )j  (z )+ (0)jq(p; )i (71)













= (1   x) : (72)
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where the zeroth order quark coecient function C
(0)
q for F2 is given by
C(0)q = e
2
q x(1  x) : (74)
From Eq. (73), calculating C
(1)







In terms of dimensional regularization, F
q(1)
2 can be extracted from parton








where  is dened by dimension n = 4 2. The parton level hadronic tensorW
for F
q(1)
2 is given by the imaginary part of all one-loop Feynman diagrams for
photon-quark forward scattering amplitude, plus UV counter terms. A straight-
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= 42eE . Similarly, from Eq. (71), we obtain one-loop quark dis-















where quark-quark split function is given by










Substitute Eqs. (76), (74) and (78) into Eq. (73), the subtraction term in Eq. (73)
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4.2 Evolution of Non-Perturbative Matrix Elements
Parton distributions, or in general, non-perturbative matrix elements are func-
tions of both parton momentumfraction x and factorization scale . In principle,
it requires innite measurements to map up the functional form of these distri-
butions. Therefore, even with factorization theorem, predicting power of pertur-
bative QCD for the factorizable cross sections is still limited by our knowledge of
these non-perturbative parton distributions. Many eorts have been devoted to
extract reliable parton distributions from experimental data (CTEQ Handbook
1995).
Although perturbative QCD cannot predict the absolute value of these non-
perturbative parton distributions, it can provide information on how these par-
ton distributions change as a function of the factorization scale , so long as the
value of  is in perturbative regime. It is true that parton distributions depend
on all non-perturbative information of the hadron. But, the variation of these
distributions when  changes only depends on information at energy scale near
. If  is large enough, the variation becomes perturbative. The factorization
scale dependence of parton distributions is derived based on the fact that a




























where Eq. (66) was used. From Eq. (80), it is straightforward to derive the evo-
lution equations for -dependence of parton distributions. To demonstrate how







where p and n stand for proton and neutron, respectively. From the factorized

















NS(y; 2) : (82)
Applying the derivative of  to FNS2 , and set it to zero order by order in s, we
















NS(y; 2) : (83)
It is clear that given NS(x; 20), Eq. (83) provides the distribution 
NS(x; 2) at
any other scale .
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5 Summary and Challenges
Perturbative QCD has been very successful in interpreting data from high en-
ergy collisions. It is the asymptotic freedom that gives us opportunities to use
perturbative QCD at high energy, and it is the factorization theorem that al-
lows us to apply perturbative QCD to a variety of physical processes involving
hadrons.
Because of our limited knowledge on parton distributions, which are a set
of non-perturbative matrix elements, and because of our limited ability to carry
out high order corrections, the test of QCD or perturbative QCD is still only
semiquantitative. So far, almost all perturbative QCD calculations hide non-
perturbative information into the parton distributions. However, QCD should
have much richer non-perturbative information than what parton distributions
(matrix elements of two-eld operators) have provided. In order to better un-
derstand QCD dynamics, we need to study matrix elements of multi-eld op-
erators, or multi-parton correlation functions. But, perturbative QCD has no
way to calculate the correlation functions. It can only provide methods or pro-
cesses to extract these non-perturbative correlation functions through general-
ized factorization theorem (Qiu and Sterman 1991). It is therefore a challenge
for non-perturbative QCD approaches to evaluate these non-perturbative cor-
relation functions (or matrix elements of multi-parton operators). As one often
says, solving a eld theory is to know all possible Green's functions.
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The Relativistic Bound State Wave Function
Jozef M. Namys lowski
Institute of Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University, Ho_za 69,
00-681 Warsaw, Poland
Abstract. The principal issue of a novel formulation of the relativistic bound state
wave function, with the positive denite norm, following from the functional variational
calculus, is elucidated in ve lectures. The rst, third, and fourth lecture have a his-
torical character, while the second and the fth lecture are fundamentally new. The
key words of ve lectures are: i) the Bethe-Salpeter equation, ii) the positive denite
norm of the relativistic bound state wave function, iii) the exact solution for hydrogen
a la V. Fock and J. Schwinger, iv) the permanent connement of quarks and gluons,
and v) the massive physical pion, and the  meson with the nonzero width.
NOT TO KNOW THE TRUTH
IS TO BE UNPROTECTED SHEEP
IN THE MIDST OF WOLVES
Matthew 7:15, travestied by Fr. Al Lauer
1 The Bethe-Salpeter Equation
The Bethe-Salpeter equation was rst announced at the 303-rd meeting of
the American Physical Society, held in New York, February 1-3, 1951, and was
published in ref.1 in the paper \A Relativistic Equation for Bound-State Prob-
lems". Then, in December 15-th, 1951, all details of the Bethe-Salpeter equation
were published in the paper2, with the same title as the ref.1, but with the un-
alphabetical order of authors. However, in October 15, 1951, the Bethe-Salpeter
equation was proven by Gell-Mann and Low3, within the rigour of quantum
eld theory known in the fties, in the paper \Bound States in Quantum Field
Theory".
The Bethe-Salpeter equation is a direct application of the Feynman rules,
and a resummation of the innite set of diagrams by using integral equation. If
both the irreducible kernel, and the n-point Green functions are understood as
the full (nonapproximate) expressions, then the Bethe-Salpeter result for any n-
point Green function is the exact result of eld theory, as far as the full expression
for a given Green function is considered, and as far as the existence of a xed
value of the mass of bound system is taken into account.
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Having the full expression for a given Green function (even only in the form
of an integral equation), we must face the next problem of the relativistic bound
system, namely we must guarantee the existence of the positive denite internal
wave function. Gell-Mann and Low3 concerned themselves only with the issue of
a given mass of a bound system which corresponds to the limiting procedure of
getting to the residuum of the bound state pole at the bound state mass-shell,
dened by the bound state mass. Also Mandelstam4 concentrated himself on
getting to the bound state pole, but did not insure the positive denite character
of the norm of the internal motion bound state wave function.
Only Dyson5 did worry about the lack of the physical meaning of the 4-
dimensional wave function, already in 1953. Unfortunately, in ref.5 there is no
solution of this worry. At the end of Section III of ref.5 there is stated \an under-
standing of the meaning of  (x; y) for equal times, including positive and neg-
ative energy components on an equal footing", within the \new Tamm-Danco
formalism". Moreover, in Section V of ref.5 the positive denite normalization is
written down in Eq.(36), but this is only an assumed result which does not hold
in the position space, in spite of the fact that it does hold in the momentum
space, as it is explained in the second lecture.
There are two fundamental problems connected with the Bethe-Salpeter
equation, and both of them originate from the nonzero value of the relative
energy, in the bound state rest frame. These two problems are:
1. the positive norm of the internal (relative motion) wave function, in the
4-dimensional Minkowski manifold, and
2. the essential dierence between the bound state, and the scattering problem,
beside the fact that they belong to dierent parts of spectrum, but that
the bound state constituents, if represented by virtual lines in Feynman
diagrams, can never reach their mass shell in the bound state problem, while
they can in the scattering problem.
The rst problem was appreciated by Salpeter and Bethe2, by Dyson5, and
most notably by Nakanishi6;7. The principal signature of this problem is the ex-
istence of the abnormal solutions of the Bethe-Salpeter equation, explained by
Nakanishi6;7 as the existence of such internal wave functions which are odd in
the relative energy of the bound state constituents. This diculty is directly con-
nected with the negative norm states, and it was realized very early by Salpeter8,
in the paper \Mass Corrections to the Fine Structure of Hydrogen-Like Atoms".
A very recent account of the negative norm states is given by Lagae9.
A priori, the Bethe-Salpeter equation can be written down in any eld theory,
and for any subsector of the Fock space of constituents in a bound system. For
our presentation, aiming at the explanation of why the physical pion has to be
necessarily a massive hadron, it is advantageous to concentrate on the fermion-
antifermion, or fermion-fermion subsector. In Eq.(17) of Salpeter and Bethe2,
and in notations given above this equation, the Bethe-Salpeter equation is writ-
ten for the bound state wave function  (q) of two fermions of the Lagrangian
masses m1 and m2.
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We change the letters used by Salpeter and Bethe2 for momenta and the
kernel, and we denote the bound state 4-momentum by P , while the Jacobi







The irreducible 2-body kernel we denote by I(q; q0;P ), and then the fermion-












d4q0I(q; q0;P ) (q0): (1:2)
The basic kinematical variable in the bound state problem is the relative
momentum q. In Eq.(1.2) we see that it appears only quadratically on the left
hand side. This is of course due to the spin 1/2 of constituents, and the linear
in momentum form of the inverse of the Dirac propagator. This quadratic de-
pendence on q, on the left hand side of Eq.(1.2), allows us the very immediate
nonrelativistic limit, giving in the position space the Laplace operator, as in the
Schrodinger equation. Bethe and Salpeter in the pioneering papers1;2 studied
the nonrelativistic limit when they discussed deuteron.
In the scalar case, studied by Wick10, Cutkosky11, and Nakanishi6;7 one gets
the square of the d'Alembertian in the position space. However, the spinless case
has the mathematical advantage that it can be studied analytically. Nevertheless,
in the nonrelativistic limit of the scalar Bethe-Salpeter equation one immediately
faces the disease known as the existence of \the abnormal solutions" which have
no nonrelativistic counterparts, being a non-physical phenomenon. The signature
of this disease is the existence of solutions of the Bethe-Salpeter equation which
are odd in the relative energy q0. Of course, such odd solutions also exist in
the fermion-fermion Bethe-Salpeter equation, but in the scalar case they are
analytically transparent6;7.
The fermion-fermion Bethe-Salpeter equation was studied by Goldstein12
already in 1953, by Mandelstam4 one year later, and by Tiktopoulos13 much
later than Mandelstam4, in the limit of the vanishing coupling constant, when the
Coulomb spectrum is approached asymptotically. The results of Tiktopoulos13
do not exclude the existence of the abnormal solutions, and the Goldstein12
results are strongly opposed by Mandelstam4.
The form of Eq.(1.2) follows from quantum eld theory, under the assumption
that there exists a state with mass less than the sum of constituent masses in
a given Fock sector. The bound state mass has to be below the continuum
threshold. This is a necessary condition for the existence of a bound system in
QED, where the mass-shells are well dened, but it is not the sucient condition.
Relativistically, to have a bound state we must be able to dene such a relative
motion wave function, that it has the positive denite norm.
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In other words, the bound system constituents must be protected from getting
on their mass shells, in contrast with the scattering system, where the virtual
constituents (virtual lines in the respective Feynman diagrams) must be able to
reach their mass shells. Of course, the notion of a constituent mass shell has the
proper meaning only in QED, and fails for a constituent quark (antiquark) and
gluon, since they are permanently conned. The analogs of the constituent mass
shells do not exist in QCD, since in QCD there are fundamentally absent any
asymptotic quark (antiquark), gluon states. In QCD, only hadrons do have the
asymptotic states.
In quantum eld theory, approximated for simplicity by a given Fock sector,
a bound system must have two well dened quantum numbers: i) its mass M ,
and ii) its spin J . These two numbers account for two Casimir operators of the
Poincare group. The bound state 4-momentum P must be on its mass shell
PP
 = M2; (1:3)
where the Einstein convention of summing over four values of the repeating sub-
and super-scripts  = 0; 1; 2; 3, is adopted, with the signature +      .
The generation of the abnormal solutions, which is one of the basic diculties
of the Bethe-Salpeter equation, is due to the presence of the nonzero time-
component of the relative 4-momentum q, in the bound state rest frame (P = 0).
This diculty escaped the attention of Bethe and Salpeter2, and Gell-Mann and
Low3, though it worried Salpeter8, Dyson5, and Nakanishi6;7, who pointed out
that the existence of the abnormal solutions is characterized by the existence of
the odd (in the relative energy) solutions of the Bethe-Salpeter equation. It is
easy to expel such odd solutions by the orthogonality constraint of the Jacobi
relative 4-momentum q to the bound state 4-momentum P
qP
 = 0: (1:4)
Then, the disease of the existence of an abnormal solution is cured, since in the
bound state rest frame we have by denition P = 0, and therefore from Eq.(1.4)
we get that in this frame the relative energy q0 is equal to zero.
Eq.(1.4) must be imposed in the relativistic bound state wave function as the
argument of the Dirac delta function, making the relativistic wave function a dis-
tribution. It is also necessary to restrict the irreducible kernel I of Eq.(1.2) to a
three-dimensional manifold of the 4-vector q by the invariant equation qP
 = 0.
In the unintegrated variable, on the right hand side of Eq.(1.2), the constraint
in Eq.(1.4) has to be insured by restricting the kernel I to the invariant hyper-
surface given by Eq.(1.4). The integrated relative momentum in Eq.(1.2) is also
restricted to a 3-dimensional manifold, because in the integrated wave function
there is present the Dirac delta function of the argument q0P
. The resulting
kernel I, in such relativistic bound state equation, is obviously symmetrical in
two relative momenta q and q0.
However, for a QED scattering Bethe-Salpeter equation, one can not make
any restriction of the 4-dimensional manifold of q, and also no restriction on I
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is allowed. In QCD, the scattering equation must be written for hadrons, but
neither for quarks (antiquarks), nor for gluons. All partons are permanently
conned, and fundamentally their asymptotic continuum states do not exist,
in contrast to QED. The permanent connement of quarks (antiquarks), and
gluons, a priori, excludes the partonic, asymptotic, scattering.
All details of the positive-denite, relativistic, bound state equation are pre-
sented in the next lecture, including the mathematical derivation of the necessity
of the constraint written in Eq.(1.4). The necessity of Eq.(1.4) follows from the
functional variational calculus, if we demand the positive denite norm of the
relativistic (internal) wave function, of the relative motion of the bound state
constituents.
The second serious problem with the relativistic bound state formulation,
beside the physical worry about the positive denite character of the internal
motion bound state wave function of constituents, is the essential dierence
between the scattering problem and the relativistic bound state problem. In all
relativistic problems these two issues are fundamentally dierent, and this is
not only by the fact that the bound state mass must be below the continuum
threshold (in QED), but also because the virtualities of all constituents in a
bound state have to be forbidden to reach their mass shells (in QED), in contrast
to the scattering problem, where they must be allowed to get to their mass shells
(in QED).
In QCD, the bound state problem is fundamentally the relativistic problem.
The most explicit examples of this are the pion and the  meson. The mass of
the pion, and the width of the  meson are of the order of the QCD, in the MS
scheme, and both of these mesons are dominantly made from the up and down
quarks. Yet, the  meson decays into two pions, while the pion is a genuine
bound state, in the sense of strong interactions. On top of this, neither pion,
nor the  meson can decay into the non-existing qq continuum. Only at a very
tiny distances, of the order of a fermi, partons move freely, in accord with the
asymptotic freedom.
In QED, because of the smallness of the ne structure constant, the bound
state problem is to a very good accuracy just the nonrelativistic problem, and
because of this, in QED, one can hardly notice the above mentioned fundamental
dierence between the relativistic bound state and the scattering problem.
The constraint in Eq.(1.4) not only insures the positive denite norm of the
relativistic bound state wave function, but from it also follows, that the bound
state remains a bound state \for ever", in the sense that the bound state con-
stituents are not allowed to reach their mass shells. In QCD, the constituents of
a relativistic bound system (hadron) can never become a part of the non-existing
partonic continuum spectrum. Moreover, in the hadronic world, discussed in lec-
tures 4 and 5, from the same up and down quarks it is possible to generate both
the pion which never strongly decays, and the  meson which does decay into
the  continuum.
For many years following the original paper of Bethe and Salpeter1;2 a large
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number of authors tried to approximate the Bethe-Salpeter equation, replacing
it by an eective 3-dimensional integral equation. In the next lecture we also
nd a 3-dimensional integral equation, by using the constraint in Eq.(1.4) as the
argument of the Dirac delta function, but in contrast to the above mentioned
approximations, the 3-dimensional relativistic bound state equation written in
the next lecture is the exact one, in a given Fock sector.
The very early proposal of a \reduced Bethe-Salpeter" equation, known as
the \quasi-potential method" was presented by Logunov and Tavkhelidze14,
and essentially the same principle of reproducing the on-energy-shell results for
the scattering problem by a 3-dimensional integral equation was suggested by
Blankenbecler and Sugar15. Attempt of putting it on rigorous grounds was pre-
sented by Todorov16;17, most thoroughly in ref.17. Also the present author18;19;20
attempted several times to repeat the same basic principle of reduction, and to
relate various known 3-dimensional integral equations19;20, including the one
which appears in the light-front formulation, and is sometimes referred to as the
Weinberg21 equation. Of course, all of these attempts14 20 were only approx-
imations to the Bethe-Salpeter equations, but unfortunately in none of them
the essential dierence between the relativistic bound state and the scattering
problem was ever realized.
There is a very recent activity22 24 in justifying the 3-dimensional formu-
lation of the relativistic dynamics of two interacting particles. Unfortunately,
this formulation neither solves the issue of the relativistic bound state problem
with the wave function which has the positive denite norm, nor it is applicable
to the truly relativistic bound systems which are hadrons, composed of quarks
(antiquarks), gluons, with their permanent connement. There is an attempt of
giving a probabilistic meaning to the wave function, but in the position space.
In spite of the fact that the word \position" is used only in a heuristic sense,
and the Dirac constraint formalism is used, the relativistic wave function is not
written exclusively in the momentum space, where it does have the positive def-
inite norm. All values of the relative time of constituents, in the bound state
rest frame, have to be integrated out from minus to plus innity, in the truly
relativistic bound state wave function which does have the positive denite norm.
2 Positive-Norm Wave Function
In a given eld theory, the relativistic bound state is represented by an innite
number of sectors in Fock space. For example, pion contains the dominant quark-
antiquark \Fock sector", but in this pion there is also an innite number of
colorless quark (antiquark) gluon \Fock sectors". Similarly, positronium contains
an innite number of Fock sectors, and the electron-positron Fock sector is the
dominant one. For each Fock sector, the relative motion wave function has to be
positive denite from the physical principle, that it must represent an amplitude
for the probability density of a particular state of the internal motion in a given
set of the bound state constituents.
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In QCD, the permanent connement of quarks (antiquarks) and gluons ex-
cludes the existence of asymptotic states for any number of quarks (antiquarks)
and gluons. In this sense the \Fock space" in QCD diers crucially from the
analogous Fock space in QED. However, also in QCD we have dened n-point
Green functions in the momentum space, and quarks (antiquarks) and gluons
entering, or leaving, these Green functions have very well dened 4-momenta.
The QCD relativistic bound systems, such as the pion, or the  meson, have con-
tributions from all n-point Green functions of the appropriate quantum numbers,
with the total hadron momentum being on its mass shell, and with the 4-point
quark-antiquark-quark-antiquark Green function being the most important one
for understanding these hadrons.
For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the 4-point fermion-antifermion -
fermion-antifermion Green function, and the total 4-momentum which is also
the bound system 4-momentum is denoted by P. The fermion 4-momentum
is denoted by p

1 , and the antifermion 4-momentum by p

2 . In the QED bound
state problems the fermion mass is denoted by m1, and the antifermion mass by
m2.
It is appropriate to concentrate on the QED bound state problems in which
the mass shells do exist, for clear presentation of the main topic of this lecture
which is the positive denite norm of the relativistic internal motion wave func-
tion. The genuine-relativistic QCD bound states and resonances, such as the
pion and the  meson, are deferred to the fth lecture, after we remind in the
fourth lecture the notion of the permanent connement of quarks and gluons.
In QCD, the fermion (antifermion) \mass" is accounted for in two ways:
1. the closest analog of the \constituent quark mass" of the old (naive) quark
model is the modulus of a complex constant denoted by  which by itself is
dened in Eq.(4.4b), in terms of: i) the quark condensate mass scale , ii)
the mass of the appropriate pseudoscalar meson (the pion mass in the case
of the up and down quarks), and iii) the Lagrangian density (current) quark
mass, and
2. the complex constant  itself, and the complex conjugate of it, the .
Of course, due to the permanent connement of quarks, the quark propagator
does not have any pole for any real momentum. The quark \mass" equal to j  j
is only present in the denition of the Jacobi relative 4-momentum for quarks
(antiquarks) which itself is always a real momentum. The quark propagator
has formally the appearance of a \free" Dirac propagator, but with a complex
numerator, and in the place of the fermion mass there is the above mentioned
complex constant , in one term, and its complex conjugate  in another term.
It is explicitly written in Eq.(4.3a), and such QCD quark propagator is a Wheeler
propagator, and it takes into account the permanent connement of quark. The
algebra in the Fock-Schwinger solution of a Coulombic bound state eigenvalue
problem has to be extended from real to complex numbers, as it is explained in
the fth lecture. Of course, the quark (antiquark) 4-momentum is always a real
4-momentum.
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The sum of the fermion momentum p1 and the antifermion momentum p2 is







and the inverse of the QED propagator of the fermion of momentump1, and mass
m1, and the inverse of the QED propagator of the antifermion of momentum p2,
and mass m2, are, respectively,
S 1(p1) = p1= m1; (2:2a)
S 1( p2) =  p2= m2: (2:2b)
For simplicity, in Eq.'s (2.2a) and (2.2b) we consider only the free 2-point
fermion Green function, since nonperturbative QED corrections to the fermion
propagator are irrelevant as far as the main issue of this lecture, the positive
denite norm of the bound state wave function, is considered. In QCD, the basic
form of the inverse of Eq.'s (2.2a) and (2.2b), written for quark (antiquark)
propagator remains similar as in the free QED case, in spite of the fact that in
the above mentioned complex constants  and  there are already incorporated
many nonperturbative QCD eects.
The individual fermion (antifermion) 4-momenta p1 (p2 ) can be written
as superpositions of the total bound state 4-momentum P , and a relative 4-
momentum q. At this moment we take a general expression for the relative mo-
mentum q, to appreciate later several simplications in the form of the relativistic
bound state wave equations, if we take the Jacobi relative momentum.1 For this
purpose we introduce two, mutually dependent, constants a, and b  1  a, and
have
q = ap1   bp2; a+ b  1: (2:3)
The Jacobi relative 4-momentum q corresponds to the very well known values
for a, and b
a  m2
m1 + m2
; b  m1
m1 + m2
: (2:4)
1 A priori, in relativistic problems there are two other choices of dening relative









2]p2=2, and ii) a \constrained relative momentum"










2]p2=2 which by its denition obeys
the constraint qconP = 0, if (p1+p2)
2 = M2. Both of these choices are inappropriate
for relativistic bound state problems in which we may, a priori, consider the value of
the bound state mass M arbitrarily close to zero, including the zero value as the lim-
iting case. For very small values of M both qWG, and qcon become articially large,
becoming innite in the limit M ! 0. The \constrained relative momentum" qcon









manifold of 4-momentum P , and the constrained (by denition) momentum qcon,
thus making this mapping explicitly singular.
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In terms of q and P , the fermion momentum p1, and the negative of the an-
tifermion momentum  p2, are
p1 = bP + q;  p2 =  aP + q: (2:5)
The spinor algebra in this lecture, and also the presentation of pion and the
 meson in the fth lecture, are simplest, if we consider the fermion-antifermion
bound system in the so called \sidewise25" notation. This notation corresponds
to going around the fermion line in a generalized Feynman diagram which is a
three-point Green function, with one leg representing the bound state, and two
fermion, antifermion legs representing the bound state constituents. Then, the
bound state wave function is a 4x4 matrix on which one acts from the left with
the inverse of the fermion propagator, while from the right with the inverse of
the antifermion propagator, on the left hand side of the analog of Eq.(1.2).
For the fermion-antifermion Fock sector, the 4x4 matrix, equivalent to the
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Four wave functions S; R; A; and B are Lorentz scalars, and four 4-vector
wave functions V ; T; C; and D are (by denition) orthogonal, in the sense
of the Minkowski metric, to the bound state 4-momentum P. Therefore, we
have four algebraic constraints on four vector wave functions V ; T; C, and
D
PV
 = 0; PT
 = 0; PC
 = 0; PD
 = 0: (2:7)
Four wave functions: S; V ; A; and C have dimension mass 3=2, while the
remaining four: R; T ; B; and D have dimension mass 1=2. Note also, that
only 16 wave functions are, a priori, independent among themselves, although
they are related through the wave equations, and all of them depend only on
Lorentz scalars.
2 In this parameterization appears explicitly the nonrelativistic reduced mass  
m1m2=(m1 + m2), making the nonrelativistic limit in its simplest form. Relativis-
tically, we may consider any value for the constant a (and the respective value for
b = 1   a), but if we insist that the nonrelativistic case is just a particular case of
the general relativistic problem, then for the choice of a dimensionless constant a we
have nothing else but the Jacobi choice a  m2=(m1 + m2), in QED. In this sense
our parameterization in Eq.(2.6a) corresponds to the Jacobi choice.
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If the irreducible kernel I is independent of the total 4-momentum P, what
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This result requires seven comments:
1. under the integral sign in Eq.(2.8) there is the modulus square of the small 
which in Eq.(2.6a) multiplies the Dirac  distribution, in distinction with the
capital  which is on the left hand side of Eq.(2.6a) (note also that there is
no problem with a \square" of the Dirac  function, in full similarity with an
analogous case, when one has to calculate a cross section, and \square" the
T-matrix which contains the 4-dimensional Dirac  distribution, representing
the conservation of the total 4-momentum),
2. from four orthogonality conditions in Eq.(2.7) it follows that eight 4-vectors
V , T, C, D, V , T , C, and D are space-like, and therefore all
terms in Eq.(2.8) contribute with positive values in Eq.(2.8),
3. the above norm of the relative motion relativistic wave function  is equal
to tr(y)=4 jP=0, with the integration measure as written in Eq.(2.8), and
we note the non-invariant product y, instead the Lorentz scalar ,
4. the relativistic bound state expectation value of the positive denite Casimir
operator PP





and is positive if, and only if, the norm of  is positive denite,
5. the constraint qP
 = 0 means, that virtualities of both fermion, and an-







2 which in QED means that these constituents
can never reach their mass shell, when they are parts of the bound system,
or, in other words, that both fermion and antifermion are \bound for ever"
(a dierent result is possible for a vertex function, in distinction with the
wave function, where the fermion and the antifermion legs can be extended
o the constraint qP
 = 0, and such extended legs can reach arbitrary
values of their virtualities, including the mass-shell values),
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6. the presence of the Dirac delta function of the argument in the momentum
space means, that in the position space we have to integrate out the canon-
ically conjugate variable from minus to plus innity, and only in the bound
state rest frame (P = 0) it means that all the relative time values are inte-
grated out, but in an arbitrary frame of reference, the arbitrariness of the
space-components P of the bound state momentum results in the arbitrari-
ness of the time-component of the relative momentum q0 = q  P=P 0, in
contrast with q0 = 0 in the P = 0 frame, and
7. if, instead of approximating a relativistic bound system by only the fermion-
antifermion Fock sector, we would include two, or more Fock sectors, then
all considered Fock sectors contribute to the unity on the left hand side of
Eq.(2.8).
To derive Eq.(2.8) we have to calculate the functional variation (very similar




where , in the sidewise notation is
  0y0: (2:10)
The integral in Eq.(2.9) can be formally calculated from the basic form of the
Bethe-Salpeter equation in the sidewise notation, where by \formally" we mean
the basic structure of the Bethe-Salpeter equation which is, schematically,
S 1(p1)S
 1( p2) = I; (2:11)
with the kernel I understood also in the sidewise notation, and projected on the
invariant hypersurface in the unintegrated variable by Eq.(1.4).
The interesting term 1
4
trPP
 which undergoes the functional varia-
tion, comes from evaluating 1
4
trS 1(p1)S
 1( p2), where due to spin 1/2 of
fermions the linear dependence of the inverse of Dirac propagator results in the
Lorentz invariant structure of the Poincare Casimir operator PP
.
In our functional variational calculus the independent variables are three
space-components of the bound state 4-momentum P which are denoted by P
in an arbitrary frame of reference. The bound state mass M is not dierentiated
in the evaluation of the functional derivative of 1
4
trPP
 , since it belongs
to the discrete (bound state) spectrum.
However, all four components of the bound state 4-momentum P are ar-
bitrary, because the time component P 0 =
p
M2 + P2 also depends on the
arbitrary P. Sixteen wave functions: S; R; V ; T; A; B; C, and D de-
pend, a priori, on the invariants: M2, q2, and qP
, but the last invariant is
set equal to zero because of the Dirac delta function in Eq.(2.6a). Also because






is equal to zero. Of course, the four con-
straints of Eq.(2.7) are kept in our functional variational calculus, so we do not
have a redundant number of wave functions, beyond 16.
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The expression for 1
4
trS 1(p1)S
 1( p2) contains, for example, the fol-
lowing term (b   a)qP2Re(iV C) which does depend on the arbitrary
components of P. However, because of the presence of 
 in this term the
integral in the trace is equal to zero.




of the arbitrary P, and give zero result if we dierentiate them according to the
derivative @=@P. This partial derivative of 1
4
trPP
 has to be identically
equal to 2P, where by the \identity" we mean the independence of the arbitrary
space-components P, in an arbitrary frame of reference. The nal result of this
dierentiation is given in Eq.(2.8), if for the constants a, and b we take the Jacobi
choice in Eq.(2.4). A very similar functional variational calculus was given many
years ago by Cutkosky and Leon26, though without the demand on the positive
denite norm, and therefore without the constraint qP
 = 0.
The necessity of the constraint qP
 = 0 follows from the indirect proof.
If we retain the arbitrary value of qP
, then immediately in the norm of the
relativistic wave function there appear terms which contribute with negative
values. In the bound state rest frame (P = 0) the absence of the constraint
qP
 = 0 means, that also the nonzero values of q0 are allowed, and this
brings in the abnormal solutions which are odd in q0.
The constraint qP
 = 0 has to be imposed as the argument of the Dirac
delta function, in the relativistic wave function which then becomes a distribu-
tion, because only then the integral of the product qP
 is zero. Otherwise,
after we dierentiate qP
 with @=@P we nd q0 which can cause the nega-
tive contributions to the norm. Because the constraint qP
 = 0 is imposed
as the argument of the Dirac delta function in the relativistic bound state wave
function, the irreducible kernel I in the bound state wave equation has to be
restricted to the invariant hypersurfaces qP
 = 0, and q0P
 = 0, in both of
its relative momenta.
In other words, the convolution I has to be also the Dirac distribution in
the variable qP
, as is the product S 1(p1)S
 1( p2). It is totally incorrect
to demand that the relative motion Green function becomes the Dirac delta
distribution, because then the inverse of such Green function which appears
explicitly on the left hand side of the bound state wave equation fails to exist.
Essentially, all of the former reductions14 20 of the Bethe-Salpeter equations
ended up in having an extra Dirac delta function in the relative motion Green
function, and the lack of its inverse in the truly mathematical sense. The ab-
sence of such inverse of the relative motion Green function also precludes the
nonrelativistic limit in the bound state case, where the inverse of the relative
Green function is a regular function, because the energy eigenvalue is negative.
To write down integral equations for 16 wave functions S, R, V , T, A,
B, C, and D, and then to perform partial wave analysis, it is very useful
to introduce three sets of 4-component objects which together with the bound
state 4-momentum P (divided by the bound state mass M ) represent elements
of the Lorentz boost matrix bringing the 4-vector P to the bound state rest
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frame, i.e. to the 4-vector (M; 0; 0; 0). Each raw of this matrix is a set of four
quantities, and each row of this matrix is orthogonal (in the Minkowski sense)





2 ; and n

3 , in spite of the fact they are not 4-vectors, but such
notation is useful, similarly as denoting the Dirac gamma matrices as .
All \components" of n

i , i = 1, 2, 3, are uniquely determined by the compo-
nents of the 4-momentum P, as follows
n








M (M + P 0)
; 2i +
P 2P i
M (M + P 0)
; 3i +
P 3P i
M (M + P 0)

: (2:12)
The orthonormality relations are
Pn

i = 0; n

i nj =  i;j; i; j = 1; 2; 3: (2:13)




2 ; and n

3 are known
27 as the \complementary set to the
little group".
For each 4-vector which is orthogonal to the 4-momentumP we dene three
\projections", formally obtained as Lorentz scalar products of this 4-vector and
three sets n

i , i = 1, 2, 3. In particular, for ve 4-vectors: q
; V ; T; C; and
D there are dened the \projections": qi; Vi; Ti; Ci; and Di, i = 1, 2, 3, for
example,
qi  qni ; i = 1; 2; 3: (2:14)
An important feature of these \projections" is, that if we restrict ourselves
to the 4-vectors orthogonal to the 4-momentum P, then the Lorentz scalar
products of such 4-vectors are sums over the index i = 1, 2, 3, multiplied by  1,
being the space-analogs of the scalar product, for example,
qV
   3i=1qiVi; (2:15)
and in the following we use the summation convention also for the repeated
Latin indices.
For illustration, we present three sets of the left hand sides of the relativistic
bound state wave equations for 16 wave functions: S; R; Vi; Ti; A; B; Ci; and










M (am1   bm2)   (q2 + abM2  m1m2)R=M
+M (a  b)qiVi + (m2  m1)qiTi=M ] ;
1
2
[MqiA+ (m1 + m2)qiB=M
+M (bm2   am1)Ci + (q2 + abM2  m1m2)Ti=M + 2qiqjDj=M
+i(m1  m2)ni P qV =M + i(b  a)ni P qT =M ] : (2:16)
In these three sets (and only in them) we nd, that the Jacobi choice a = m2
=(m1 +m2) leads to important simplications due to the vanishing of the com-
bination am1   bm2.
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3 The Fock-Schwinger Solution
In 1935 Fock28 found, that in the momentum space the Schrodinger equation
for the hydrogen atom is identical with the integral equation for spherical har-
monics in four Euclidean dimensions. The Coulomb interaction is proportional
in the momentum space to j q q0 j 2, and if it is written in terms of four spher-
ical coordinates on 3-dimensional hypersphere, in the Euclidean 4-dimensional
space, then the denominator of the Coulomb interaction is equal to the square
of the distance of points on the 3-dimensional hypersphere. Therefore, the hy-
drogen bound state equation is exactly solvable by the well known result for the
4-dimensional spherical harmonics.
Almost 30 years later Schwinger29 published his results, contained in his
lecture notes of the Harvard quantum mechanics course, given in the late fourties,
on the exact expressions of the Coulomb Green's function both for the discrete
and the continuum spectrum. Of course, the Euclidean 4-dimensional Green
function was used by Schwinger29. However, Schwinger29 did not refer to the
Fock28 paper either directly, or indirectly, through papers which \stimulated
Schwinger to rescue the Coulomb Green's function from the quiet death of lecture
notes"29.
In spite of the fact that both Fock28 and Schwinger29 used exactly the same
method of the 4-dimensional spherical harmonics, their approaches dier fun-
damentally. Fock28 concentrated himself only on the homogeneous bound state
equation, while Schwinger29 considered the full inhomogeneous integral equation
for the Coulomb Green's function, and covered also the continuum spectrum.
In nonrelativistic problems, considered in the momentum space, there is ab-
sent the basic dierence between a bound state and a scattering problem. Non-
relativistically, in the bound state problem the energy eigenvalue is negative,
while in the scattering problem the energy eigenvalue is positive. In contrast to
this, in the relativistic case there is a fundamental dierence whether the con-
stituents are forbidden, or are allowed to reach their mass shells, respectively,
for the bound state, and the scattering problem.
All of the above and the following remarks should be helpful in explaining
why the exact Fock-Schwinger solution of the hydrogen bound state problem is
of interest in nding the exact solution of other QED bound state problems,
but particularly in having an exact solution of the QCD bound state equation,
written in some approximation.
To better understand the usefulness of the exact Fock-Schwinger solution for
a genuine relativistic bound state problem, such as the mass of a hadron, we
note that the nonperturbative solution of Dyson-Schwinger equations30;31 which
also incorporates Slavnov-Taylor identities (the BRST invariance) gives us as the
dominating quark-antiquark interaction an analog of the Coulomb interaction.
That happens, if in the irreducible kernel I both of the relative momenta q, and
q0 are restricted to the 3-dimensional hypersurfaces qP
 = 0, and q0P
 = 0.
It is important to note, that the Coulomb-like quark-antiquark interaction I
does not arise from the perturbative one-gluon exchange, but is due to three
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factors: i) the exchange of the nonperturbative transverse gluon propagator
which vanishes as (q   q0)(q   q0), and to two vertices: ii), and iii) the non-
perturbative quark-gluon-quark vertex functions, both of which are singular
as [(q   q0)(q   q0)] 1. The last two singular factors are at both \ends" of
the nonperturbative gluon propagator, and together with the vanishing factor
(q   q0)(q   q0) of the nonperturbative gluon propagator, they result in one
singular factor
[(q   q0)(q   q0)] 1
which happens to be the same one as in the perturbative gluon propagator.
The pion mass  160 MeV, evaluated in the fth lecture, is the exact result,
like the Fock-Schwinger solution of the hydrogen atom, of an approximated QCD
bound state equation, if we restrict ourselves only to the quark-antiquark \Fock
sector", and if in it we consider only the dominating Coulomb-like kernel I.
The exact solvability of the Coulomb nonrelativistic bound state problem in
the 4-dimensional Euclidean manifold is due to two mathematical properties,
appearing both in the inverse of the relative motion free Green function, and in
the inverse of the Coulomb interaction:
1. the quadratic dependence on the relative Jacobi momentum, and
2. the positive denite character of both the free Green function, and the
Coulomb interaction, keeping in mind the negative energy eigenvalue in the
nonrelativistic free Green function.
A hypersphere in the 4-dimensional Euclidean manifold has three degrees
of freedom, corresponding to the three degrees of freedom of the nonrelativistic
Jacobi relative momentum q. In a relativistic bound state problem the Jacobi
relative 4-momentum q is also restricted to a 3-dimensional manifold by the
invariant constraint qP
 = 0 which allows us to dene a positive denite quan-
tity  qq = qiqi. In the bound state rest frame (P = 0) this positive quantity
 qq = qiqi is equal to q  q =j q j2.
The well known binding energy B of the nonrelativistic problem is relativis-
tically dened in QED as follows
B  m1 + m2  M; (3:1)
where M is the bound state mass, and to illustrate the relativistic QED bound
state wave equations we consider as an approximation to the kernel I the one-
photon exchange in either the Coulomb, or the Landau gauge. The four - mo-
mentum of the exchanged photon is (q   q0), with two constraints qP = 0,
and q0P
 = 0, and the components of the photon propagator are following in
both of these gauges:
D00(q   q0) jqP=q0P=0 =
1
(q   q 0)2 ; D0i(q   q
0) jqP=q0P=0 = 0;
Dik(q   q0) jqP=q0P=0 =
eiek   ik
(q   q 0)2 ; (3:2)
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for i, k = 1, 2, 3, and ei  (q - q')i/j q  q 0 j.
We use the Heaviside units, with the Coulomb potential equal to
 Ze2=(4r)   Z=r;
and we present here only the rst two, out of sixteen, relativistic bound state
equations in the fermion-antifermion Fock sector, taking for simplicity the bound
state rest frame, P = 0, and dividing by 2m1m2=(m1 + m2) all left hand sides
which were indicated in Eq. (2.16), in the second lecture. The rst two relativistic














































(q   q 0 )2 : (3:3b)
In eight, out of sixteen, relativistic bound state equations which were con-
sidered in the second lecture for the QED case, the binding energy B ap-
pears together with the positive denite quantity  qq(m1 +m2)=(2m1m2) =



























with the positive denite quantities added to  qq(m1+m2)=(2m1m2) in both
Eq.'s (3.4a), and (3.4b).
The combination which is shown in Eq.(3.4a) is present in the relativistic
wave equations for the wave functions:R, D1,D2, and D3, while the combination
which is shown in Eq.(3.4b) in equations for the relativistic wave functions: A, V1,
V2, and V3. In the remaining eight equations for the relativistic wave functions:
S, T1, T2, T3, B, C1, C2, and C3, the negative of the additional terms in Eq.'s
(3.4a) and (3.4b) appear for the S wave function, in the case of Eq.(3.4a), while
for the remaining seven wave functions: T1, T2, T3, B, C1, C2, and C3 there is
the negative of the extra term in Eq.(3.4b).
For pion, the QCD analog of the S-wave Fock-Schwinger solution is the axial
wave function 5A, and it is the most important wave function from the whole
set of 16 wave functions. All details of the pion wave function are given in the
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fth lecture, where  160 MeV is found for the pion mass, in the quark-antiquark
\Fock sector" approximation.
In the QED case, the S-wave Fock-Schwinger Coulomb wave function is, up to
a constant factor, equal to the square of the free, relative motion, Green function,
with the negative energy. The S-wave projected kernel I (in the momentum-





























This equation conrms, that the S-wave solution of the Coulombic problem is
given by the square of the free, relative motion, Green function, up to a constant
factor. Note, that this exact result appears in spite of rather drastic behavior of
the kernel [=(qq0)]ln[(q + q0)2=(q   q0)2], particularly a nontrivial behavior on
the diagonal for q = q0. Eq.(3.6) is mathematically an exact result.
The binding energy B in the QED case, is given as the solution of the rela-
tivistic bound state wave equation for the wave function R. B is the solution of















where  is the ne structure constant, and the algebraic solution of Eq.(3.7)
makes the physical sense only in the rst order approximation in , because in
the irreducible kernel I only the lowest order in  term is considered in the Fock-
Schwinger case. For the equal mass case m1 = m2 = m, with m the electron
mass, we nd from Eq.(3.7) the very well known, lowest order in , result for





Positronium (and muonium) have been studied extensively, and continue to
be a very special eld for the most accurate evaluations25;32;33;34 of tiny correc-
tions, almost reaching a fantastic experimental accuracy. Of course, positronium,
muonium, as well as hydrogen remain the nonrelativistic problems, as far as the
numerical accuracy is considered, because of the smallness of the ne structure
constant . It is also obvious from our discussion, that the Coulomb kernel I is
only the most important part of the whole irreducible kernel I, and there are
many non-Coulomb corrections to it.
In particular, a part of the irreducible kernel which is a box (also a crossbox)
Feynman diagram, of the one-photon exchange, contains the 4-dimensional loop,
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without the constraint of the orthogonality, to the bound state 4-momentum, of
the relative momentum in the Feynman loop, and therefore being dierent than
an iteration of the Coulomb kernel.
At the end of this lecture we add three remarks:
1. a priori, the relativistic bound state wave equations could admit a simulta-
neous solution, for the same value of the mass M , for two relativistic wave
functions R, and A, what would correspond to the possibility of the existence
of a parity doublet,
2. for the irreducible kernel I of the Coulomb interaction there does not exist
any solution of the relativistic bound state wave functions which would admit
the zero value for the bound state mass M . To show this we present an
indirect proof, and we assume M = 0. Then, from the algebraic constraint
in Eq.(3.7) we would nd  = 1, what is obviously in disagreement with our
assumption of the lowest in  approximation of the irreducible kernel I, and
3. in QCD, the M = 0 \hypothetical solution" is also forbidden, because the
assumptionM = 0 immediately generates innities, as it is explicitly demon-
strated in the fourth and the fth lecture.
4 The Permanent Connement
The permanent connement of quarks and gluons means:
1. the nonexistence of any asymptotic quark or gluon state,
2. the nonexistence of any asymptotic continuum partonic state,
3. the nonexistence of any colorful bound system, and
4. the existence of colorless hadrons, composed of quark (antiquarks) and glu-
ons.
Only the colorless hadrons do have asymptotic states, while any quark (anti-
quark) gluon \asymptotic state" fails to exist, fundamentally, and this is the
essence of permanent connement. Hadrons can only be accounted for, theoreti-
cally, by such description which has explicitly built in the above meaning of the
permanent connement of quarks (antiquarks) and gluons.
Unfortunately, there is widely spread out a completely false meaning of
the permanent connement of quarks (antiquarks) and gluons, based on the
non-existing in QCD (the nonabelian gauge eld theory) an innitely rising
quark-antiquark interaction. The very well established experimental fact, that
QCD does have the property of the asymptotic freedom which necessitates the
nonzero value of the truly nonperturbative parameter QCD, immediately ex-
cludes the possibility of a rising quark-antiquark interaction, as it is in mathe-
matical conict with the cluster decomposition property in the nonabelian gauge
eld theory31;35;36.
The main feature of the permanent connement, namely the absence of any
asymptotic state of quark (antiquark) and gluon, as well as the solvability of
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the nonperturbative set of Dyson-Schwinger equations, are built in the singular
structure of inverses of quark and gluon propagators. In the residua of these
singular terms there are mass scales of quark and gluon condensates. These mass
scales are equal to the fundamental QCD mass scale QCD, multiplied by some
dimensionless constants. Explicitly, the inverses of quark and gluon (transverse
to gluon momentum) propagators are:
S 1(p) = p= m + i+ 
3=M
p= M + i ; (4:1a)





where m is the current quark mass, and M is the mass of the corresponding
pseudoscalar meson:  for the u, d quarks; K for the s quark; D for the c quark;
and B for the b quark.
The quark and gluon condensate mass scales  and  are present in the trace











a : ji  4 is the gluon condensate with mass scale37  =
331 MeV, m is the mass anomalous dimension, mf is the current quark mass
of the QCD Lagrangian density, and f is sum over all avors.
The quark condensate is hjp :   : ji   3, with p to account for the
same logarithmic factor as provided by the variation of mf under the renormal-
ization group equation, to make hjp :   : ji independendent of any momentum
scale. For quarks: u (d), s, c, b, and t the mass scale  is approximately equal
to: 1/4 GeV, 1/5 GeV, 1/10 GeV, 0.06 GeV, and 0.02 GeV, respectively. More
exactly, the mass scale  is: 240 MeV for the u and d quarks, 222 MeV for the
s quark, 90 MeV for the c quark, 60 MeV for the b quark, and 20 MeV for the
t quark.
The above expressions for the inverse of the quark and the transverse gluon
propagator give, algebraically, the following result for propagators themselves




















where two complex quantities Z and  are uniquely determined by the pseu-




















Taking the current (Lagrangian density) quark masses, and the pseudoscalar
meson masses from the 1996 edition of the \Particle Physics" booklet, and for
the heavy quark condensate 3 the approximation 3  4=(12m), with the
gluon condensate mass scale  = 0:361 MeV, we nd the following constituent
quark masses, equal to j  j
p
3=M +mM = 0.316 GeV for the u, d quarks,
0.349 GeV for the s quark, 1.600 GeV for the c quark, 4.764 GeV for the b quark,
and  180 GeV for the t quark.
It is immediately evident from Eq.'s (4.3a) and (4.3b) that both quark (anti-
quark) and gluon fail to have any asymptotic state, since their nonperturbative
propagators do not have any singularity for any real momentum. There are only
complex poles, with the imaginary part proportional to the nonperturbative
mass scale either  (for m = 0), or
p
3=M   (M  m)2=4 for m 6= 0, or .
The presence of complex poles in Eq.'s (4.3a) and (4.3b) has nothing to do
either with the breaking of causality, or with the breaking of unitarity. Here,
several, very straightforward remarks are in order, particularly in connection
with the \popular misinterpretion" of the meaning of causality and unitarity in
the quantum chromodynamics:
1. causality restricts commutators (anticommutators) of the fundamental QCD
elds, and this restriction is very well respected both by Dyson-Schwinger
equations and by Slavnov-Taylor identities, and has nothing to do with any
analytic behavior of a propagator (two-point Green function),
2. the unitarity condition is for the physical S-matrix in the hadronic world,
with only hadrons (and leptons) being in the asymptotic states. In contrast
to hadrons the fundamental QCD elds of quarks and gluons do not have
any asymptotic state,
3. the asymptotic states of hadrons are represented by the physical poles in
many-point Green functions, with their residua expressed in terms of the
relativistic wave functions, and these wave functions are necessairly calcu-
lated in momentum space,
4. if we Fourier transform the hadronic poles to the position space, then we nd
that hadrons must be represented by nonlocal elds, and this nonlocality of
an eective hadronic eld in position space is the basic reason for the absence
of the Goldstone38 theorem for the physical pion, and
5. our pion is a bound system of the permanently conned quarks (antiquarks)
and gluons, and as such it can not be approximated by a local eld in the
position space, because all values of the relative time of the bound state
constituents are integrated out from minus to plus innity, in the pion rest
frame.
Basic to the above remarks on the absence of quark (antiquark) asymptotic
states is the form of the inverse of quark propagator in Eq.(4.1a). This form
follows from the solution of nonperturbative Dyson-Schwinger equations, and
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can be also obtained from the following (local) Meissner39 Lagrangian density
L =  (iD=  m)   (iD=  M ) + 
p
=M( +  ) (4:5)
in which beside the quark eld  there is an extra ghost-quark eld .
From this Lagrangian follows Eq.(4.1a) for the inverse of quark propagator.
To nd Eq.(4.1a) we must integrate out the quark-ghost eld  in the action
corresponding to the Lagrangian density in Eq.(4.5). The easiest way to do this
integration is to make the following shift of the quark-ghost eld 
 !  + 
p
=M
p= M  : (4:6)
It should be noted, that the pion mass M appears in the Meissner Lagrangian
in Eq.(4.5) in two places:
1. as the mass of the quark-ghost eld, and
2. in the coupling constant of the quark-ghost eld and the quark eld. Here
M is in the denominator (under the square root) and such M can not be
sent to zero. The appearence of M in Eq.(4.5) is of course in accord with
the form of Eq.(4.1a) for the inverse of quark propagator.
In the zero limit of the current mass mu;d ! 0, and the nonzero value of the
quark condensate mass scale , we have on the level of the QCD Lagrangian
the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, while on the level of the Meissner
Lagrangian in Eq.(4.5) the explicit chiral symmetry breaking.
Moreover, if we would consider a possibility that in the quark-ghost mass
term we set M = 0, and in the term in Eq.(4.5) which couples the quark-ghost
eld  with the quark eld  we set M = , then we get an explicitly chirally
symmetric Meissner Lagrangian.
However, such mass scale  which is the only one nonperturbative mass scale
left in the chirally symmetric Meissner Lagrangian, has nothing to do with the
magnitude of quark condensate. This is so, because in this case the eective





and the quark condensate mass scale corresponding to this nonperturbative
quark propagator in Eq.(4.7) is zero, because the trace of such S(p) in Eq.(4.7)
is trivially equal to zero.
To get a nonzero value of the quark condensate mass scale , from the
vacuum-to-vacuum transition, by closing up in the position space the Fourier
transform of the nonperturbative quark propagator, it is necessary to keep in
the Meissner Lagrangian the pion mass M not equal to zero, and have the ex-
plicit chiral symmetry breaking in the Meissner Lagrangian, corresponding to
the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the QCD Lagrangian.
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In eld theories without permanent connement of fundamental elds it is
possible to prove Goldstone38 theorem if we assume the existence of a local
current40;41, and we take for granted that the zero Goldstone mode38 has some-
thing to do with pion as the bound system of a constituent quark and antiquark.
Such massless \pion" eld necessairly must be a local eld (for example the di-
vergence of an axial current), or at most it can be a composite eld, but still it
must be a local eld. However, pion which is the solution of relativistic bound
state equation with conned constituent quark and antiquark, is necessairly a
non-local eld in the position space, as it is explained in the fth lecture.
Sometimes, a massless \pion" shows up as a pole in the longitudinal part of
the axial three-point vertex function. However, from the axial Ward identity it
follows, that the longitudinal part of the axial current must have in momentum
space the particular factors which depend individually on the incoming and
outgoing quark momenta. If we Fourier transform the axial three-point vertex
function to position space, then these factors depend on the individual quark
momenta, and they make the residuum of such pion pole necessairly nonlocal
in the position space of the pion eld, in conict with the assumption that the
pion eld can be approximated by a local eld.
5 Massive Pion, and Nonzero  
The massive pion (M  160 MeV) is the exact result, in the sense of the
exact solution of an analog of the Fock-Schwinger equation, extended from the
real parameter space to the space of complex parameters, appropriate for an
eective account of the nonperturbative QCD quark propagator in Eq.(4.3a)
which explicitly includes the permanent quark connement.
The positive norm pion wave function in the quark-antiquark \Fock" sector
is guarantied from our variationl principle, and for QCD this is even more im-
portant than for QED, because pion is truly a relativistic bound system, since
two constituent quark masses  316 MeV have to be \squeezed in" the pion
mass  140 MeV. It must be always kept in mind, that the physical pion mass
is just of the order of the fundamental, nonperturbative, mass scale QCD in the
MS scheme.
At the begining of this Section, and in Section 3, we refer to 160 MeV as the
\approximate" mass of pion, because of three reasons:
1. only the dominating kernel I, corresponding to the exchange of a nonpertur-
bative gluon, and coupled both to quark and antiquark through a nonpertur-
bative quark-gluon-quark three-point vertex function, is taken into account,
2. only two complex residua Z2, and Z2 of the relative motion, Wheeler prop-
agator are included, while two remaining real residua, both equal to j Z j2,
are omitted, and
3. only the lowest quark-antiquark pion \Fock" sector, from the innitely many
\Fock" sectors contained in pion, is considered.
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To reach the physical pion mass  140 MeV, we must include:
1. the remaining parts of the irreducible kernel I, including both the standard
\cross-box" diagram, as well as the \box-type" diagarm in which the invari-
ant constraint qP
 = 0 is absent, where q is the relative momentum in
this box, and because of the absence of the constraint qP
 = 0 such box-
type diagram is not an iteration of the included nonperturbative one-gluon
exchange kernel I, but is an extra term of the full irreducible kernel I,
2. two terms in the relative motion free Green function with the real residuum
j Z j2, also as an extra contribution to the full irreducible kernel I which
by themselves (two terms in the relative motion QCD free Green function,
proportional to j Z j2) are unable to fulll a complex algebra analog of the
Fock-Schwinger solution, however, the presence of all four terms, two with
residua Z2, and Z2, and two with residua j Z j2, and all combinations of
denominators with , and , can not give rise to a cut at a real momentum
equal to  + , because the QCD relative motion, free Green function is a
Wheeler propagator which is purely real, and
3. the remaining \Fock" sectors, particularly the most important one the extra
colorless quark-antiquark-gluon \Fock" sector, beside the quark-antiquark
\Fock" sector.
For clarity of the comparison of the relativistic bound state in QED and in
QCD, let us denote by G
QED
0 the original Fock-Schwinger relative motion free
Green function, and by G
QCD
0 our approximate QCD relative motion free Green
function in which we retain only two complex residua Z2 and Z2. Both in QED
and in QCD we consider the \equal mass case". In QED this corresponds to
positronium, and by m we denote the electron mass. In QCD our relativistic
bound state is pion, and the up and down constituent quark masses are equal
to j  j=
p
mM + 3=M. Note, that also in QCD we use the same letter m to
denote the u and d current quark masses (the Lagrangian density quark masses),
set to be equal for both u and d quarks, for simplicity.
In the QED case, the relative motion free Green function G
QED
0 , correspond-





 q2 + mB   B2=4 ; (5:1)
where in the positronium rest frame we have  q2 = q2.
In the QCD case, the \approximate" relative motion free Green function





Z2 j  j
 q2 + 2 +M2=4
+
Z2 j  j
 q2 + 2 +M2=4
; (5:2)
and again in the pion rest frame we have  q2 = q2.
The explicit expressions for the the real and the imaginary part of Z and 
are given in Eq.'s (4.4a) and (4.4b), with M M . Also in Eq.(5.2) we notice the
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presence of the pion mass square M2 . This explicit appearence of the pion mass
M in the expression for G
QCD
0 , through complex constants Z, and  in Eq.'s
(4.4a), and (4.4b), respectively, is in contrast with the absence of the positronium
mass in Eq.(5.1), and only the presence of the positronium binding energy B,
and the electron mass m. This shows a dramatic dierence between the QCD
and the QED bound states which is, of course, due to the fundamental dierence
between the permanently conned quarks, with no asymptotic states, and the
electrons which do have the physical asymptotic states.
The above comparison between QED and QCD also illustrates another point
which is frequently forgotten: to be a constituent of a bound system is insucient
for the permanent connement of such constituent, because another necessary
condition is required, namely the condition for not having any asymptotic state.
Moreover, in QCD all these necessary conditions would disappear if we would
allow the pion mass M to become equal to zero.
Then, for M = 0 which requires  = 0, we nd that the quark propagator
in Eq.(4.3a) immediately has a pole for the real momentum squared equal to the
current quark mass squared, what means that the asymptotic quark state exists,
with the current (the Lagrangian density) quark mass, of course, in full disagree-
ment both with experiment, and with the nonperturbative QCD, considered as
the nonabelian gauge eld theory which has the property of the asymptotic free-
dom, and therefore necessairly requires the presence of the nonperturbative mass
scale QCD, at least as the necessary ingredient of the argument of a logarith-
mic function, to make this argument dimensionless, and also to allow for the
existence of the residuum of singularities in various QCD vertex functions.




( q2 +m22=4)2 ; (5:3)
while the binding energy, and the positronium mass are following, in the approx-








The above result for the positronium binding energy B = 2m=4 is the
lowest order in 2 approximation of the exact algebraic relation (Eq.(3.7) for




which follows from the it exact integral result of the Fock-Schwinger solution,

















mB  B2=4, and q, and q0 denoting the magnitude of q, and q0,
respectively, in the positronium rest frame.
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It is essential to emphasize, that it is incorrect to take the higher order
in 2 terms from the exact algebraic relation in Eq.(5.5), than results stated
in Eq.(5.4), because Eq.(5.5) holds only for the irreducible kernel I being the
Coulomb kernel. To nd a better approximation of the positronium binding
energy than B = 2m=4, it is absolutely necessary to include in the irreducible
kernel I also the higher order terms than the Coulomb interaction which is only
rst order in .
The irreducible kernel I which generates the pion mass M  160 MeV
is the QCD Coulomb analog, arrising from two nonperturbative quark-gluon-
quark vertex functions connected by the nonperturbative gluon propagator of
momentum q  q0, and of the form written in Eq.(4.3b). The quark-gluon-quark
vertex function is given below, and only for illustration we write one transverse
term which arises from solving a decoupled subset of Dyson-Schwinger equations,
if in the inverses of quark and gluon propagators there are singularities such as
shown in Eq.'s (4.1a) and (4.1b). Our example of the nonperturbative quark-
gluon-quark vertex function is


















(q   q0)2 + i

1





1  M2 + i

; (5:7)
where p1, and p
0
1 denote the incoming, and the outgoing quark momentum,
respectively, q  q0 is the outgoing gluon momentum,C is a real constant deter-
mined from solutions of a decoupled subset of Dyson-Schwinger equations, and


T  (q  q0)(q=  q0=)=(q  q0)2   is transverse to the gluon momentum q  q0.
The QCD analog of the Coulomb interaction arises from two singular factors
1=(q  q0)2 in the transverse part of two quark-gluon-quark nonperturbative ver-
tex functions of the one-gluon exchange, and one factor of the gluon momentum
squared (q   q0)2, in the numerator of the nonperturbative gluon propagator.
After cancelling out two factors (q   q0)2, one in the numerator, and another
one in the denominator of the transverse part of the quark-gluon-quark vertex
function, the remaining singular factor 1=(q   q0)2 of the one-gluon exchange
interaction becomes 1=(q   q0)2, in the pion rest frame, because both relative
momenta q, and q0 obey the orthogonality conditions qP
 = 0, and q0P
 = 0
which in the pion rest frame mean q0 = 0, and q
00 = 0.
The singular terms in two quark-gluon-quark vertex functions, in the gluon
momentum q   q0, generate the QCD-Coulomb interaction 1=(q   q0)2 in the
pion rest frame. The remaining terms of the quark-gluon-quark vertex which are
nonsingular in the gluon momentum, for example, the rst two terms of Eq.(5.7),
required by the Slavnov-Taylor identity, give rise to non-Coulomb corrections.
However, all terms in Eq.(5.7), except for the perturbative part of the quark-
gluon-quark vertex function contain singular terms in the quark momenta.
These extra singular factors depend on the individual quark momenta, but
not on their dierences, and therefore this dependence is also responsible for a
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nonlocal dependence in the position space of the quark-antiquark interaction,
and for the nonlocality of an eective pionic eld in the position space. This
source of nonlocality of pion in the position space is an extra one beside the
essential nonlocality in the position space, arising from the constraint qP
 = 0
which in the position space means the integration over all values of the canoni-
cally conjugate variable from minus to plus innity.
The relativistic pion wave function in the quark-antiquark \Fock" sector,
with the irreducible kernel I of the QCD Coulomb analog which is the leading,
relativistic, pion binding interaction, is the 5A wave function of Eq.(2.6b), with
the other wave functions either set equal to zero, or obeying simple algebraic
relations in accord with the relativistic wave equations (2.16), in the equal mass
case. For the u and d quarks (antiquarks), with the constituent quark masses
equal to j  j= 316 MeV, the relativistic pion wave function, without writing






2 j  jM

; (5:8)











( q2 + 2 +M2=4)2
#
; (5:9)
and the inverse of the square of the normalization factor N 2 , as determined
from the conditionZ




2 j  jM

d4q











































; for M = 174 MeV:
(5:11)
The pion mass M , as the eigenvalue P
2 = M2 in the relativistic bound state
equation with the QCD Coulomb-type irreducible kernel I, is the solution of the
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It is interesting to note another essential dierence between the algebraic con-
dition for the existence of the Fock-Schwinger solution in QED and in QCD.
While in QED, the coecient which multiplies the Coulomb irreducible kernel
is of crucial importance, and determines the value of the binding energy B, in
the QCD case, because of the complex algebra extension, the real coecient
which multiplies the Coulomb-analog irreducible kernel I just cancels out, and
is absent in Eq.(5.12), while is present in Eq.(5.5).
The real and the imaginary part of Z and  are given in Eq.'s (4.4a) and
(4.4b), with M  M , and the numerical value of the current quark mass m
for the up and down quarks is irrelevant for the present calculations. However,
the quark condensate mass scale  is of crucial importance, including its explicit
numerical value. Usually, the value of  is taken to be 240 MeV for the up and
down quarks, with the error 20 MeV. Below, we quote three numerical results
for M , calculated from Eq.(5.13), for the lower, central, and the upper value of
,
M = 147 MeV; for  = 220 MeV;
M = 160 MeV; for  = 240 MeV;
M = 174 MeV; for  = 260 MeV: (5:14)
Similarly as pion, also the  meson is a relativistic bound system in the
quark-antiquark \Fock" sector, and also in innitely many quark-antiquark-
gluon \Fock" sectors which have the appropriate quantum numbers. The mass
M of the  meson is obtained from a similar algebraic equation as Eq.(5.12),
but with the complex constants Z and  having the same identication M M
in Eq.'s (4.4a) and (4.4b) as we considered before for pion. The ratio M=M of
the  meson mass to the pion mass has to obey the following complex algebraic
equation which is similar to Eq.(5.12), but diers from it in three respects:
1. the  meson wave function is the constrained 4-vector T, in the notation of
Eq.(2.6b), obeying the constraint TP

 = 0,
2. the complex constants Z and , dened in Eq.'s (4.4a) and (4.4b) are already
determined, or in other words, are independent of M, in contrast with M ,
and
3. the pion mass M takes one of the above values, given in Eq.(5.14).
The ratio M=M obeys the complex algebraic equation, for the irreducible
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and the respective (algebraic) solutions of Eq.(5.15) for M, corresponding to
three solutions for M given in Eq.(5.14), are:
M = 569 MeV; for  = 220 MeV;
M = 620 MeV; for  = 240 MeV;
M = 672 MeV; for  = 260 MeV: (5:16)
The relativistic  meson wave function in the quark-antiquark \Fock" sector,
with the irreducible kernel I of the QCD Coulomb analog which is the leading,
relativistic,  meson binding interaction, is the [P= ; T= ]=(2M
2
 ) wave function of
Eq.(2.6b), with the other wave functions either set equal to zero, or obeying
simple algebraic relations in accord with the relativistic wave equations (2.16),
in the equal mass case. For the up and down quarks (antiquarks), with the
constituent quark masses equal to j  j, the relativistic  meson bound state
wave function, without writing explicitly the u and v spinors, is
 =






2 j  jM

; (5:17)


















i dened in Eq.(2.12), for any chosen value of the subscript i, and the
inverse of the square of the normalization factor N 2 , as determined from the
condition Z




2 j  jM

d4q











































; for M = 672 MeV:
(5:20)
The  meson is, of course, a resonance, with a sizable width, of the order of the
nonperturbative QCD mass scale QCD in the MS scheme. However, the  meson
is NOT any continuum quark-antiquark system, as this explicitly contradicts the
permanent connement of quarks which only on very small distances, of the order
of fermi, can move \freely", in accord with the asymptotic freedom property. The
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 meson does decay into two pions, and therefore as the 2 system it can be
desribed as a resonance, for example by the Breit-Wigner formula.
The  meson is a pole in the transverse part of the vector three-point vertex
function. The position of the  meson pole has both real and imaginary part.
The nonzero value of the imaginary part of the position of the  meson pole
is due to singular factors in quark (antiquark) constituent momenta which are
present in two quark-gluon-quark vertex functions, of the form of Eq.(5.7), of the
one-gluon exchange, and these quark momenta are equal to the corresponding
pion momenta in the 2-system.
For  meson, considered as the relativistic system of the u and d quark (anti-
quark) constituents, the essential new feature in comparison with pion is a new
domain of the variation of two factors 1=(p21;2  M2) in denominators of two
quark-gluon-quark vertex functions, of the form of Eq.(5.7), in the nonperturba-
tive one-gluon exchange interaction. M is the pion mass, while M, the mass of
the  meson, and   the width of  meson, correspond to the  meson pole in the
 scattering at the 2 total momentum squared written as P 2 = M
2
   i M
in the Breit-Wigner formula.
It should be clearly stated that writing the  meson momentum squared
as P 2 = M
2
   i M is only allowed in the context of the  scattering, in
the eective Breit-Wigner formula, but is explicitly forbidden in the  meson
relativistic bound state equation, where P 2 necessairly has to be a greater than
zero, as it is the case for the time-like 4-momentum P. The whole proof of the
positive denite  meson relativistic wave function would immediately fail to
work, if we would allow P 2 to become a complex quantity. It is also amusing to
note, that if we would just put blindly the complex quantity P 2 = M
2
   i M
in Eq.(5.15), then both the value of M, and   are nonsensical !
The pathology of inserting the complex  momentum squared P 2 = M
2
  
i M in the relativistic bound state equation, to evaluate the  meson mass,
shows consistency with the meaning of the permanent connement of quarks, in
the sense of the absence of a continuum quark-antiquark spectrum. Of course, the
Breit-Wigner formula, with the resonance pole on the unphysical sheet is only
a pole approximation of the  continuum scattering, and not the continuum
itself, but if this pole approximation would make sense in the qq bound state
equation, then this would be a very strong indication of an inconsistency. The
failure of working the substitution P 2 = M
2
   i M in the relativistic bound
state equation, is a proper test of falsifying an incorrect QCD relativistic bound
state equation which is in at contradiction with the permanent connement of
quarks.
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